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Armstrong offers the widest choice in resilient floors. 
The best is the one that suits your design. 

Carroll County Bank and Trust Co., Westminster, 
Maryland. Architect : Buchart and Associates, York, 
Pennsylvania. 

HERE, THE BEST IS EMBOSSED EXCELON TILE. 

The architects of this new Maryland bank chose 
Embossed Excelon. For three reasons: 

1. They wanted a floor with a rich, classic look. The 
Travertine design in Embossed Excelon gave them 
just what they were looking for-plus perfect color
coordination with the rest of the Carroll County Bank's 
distinctive and dramatic interior. 

2. They wanted a floor that would be easy to keep 
beautiful. This one is. Its special graining helps hide 
dirt and scuff marks between cleanings. 

3 . They wanted a rich-looking but relatively inex
pensive floor. Embossed Excelon is luxurious in 
appearance, but it's low-cost vinyl-asbestos. 

Which resilient floor best meets your special need? 
Check with your Armstrong Architect-Builder-Con
tractor Representative. He's a flooring expert. And 
because Armstrong offers the widest choice in res i l
ient flooring, he's well equipped to give you the 
objective advice you're looking for. Call your Arm
strong A- B-C Representative or write Armstrong, 510 
Watson Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 

Excelon is a registered trademark of the Armstrong Cork Company. 

FLOORS sv@mstrong 
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COVER 
Wall of Auditorium-Theater for the University o[ 
California ingeniously. serve a variety of acoustic 
and theatrical functions. This model photo is of an 
early tudy. (p. 194) Photo: Ulrich Roth. 

6 VIEWS 
Our reader ' comment on the architectural scene. 

55 NEWS REPORT 

Our news staff reports on the late t developments in 
, ignificant new projects and per onalitie in the 
architectural world; plus round-ups of what is new 
in the area o[ Products and Manufacturers' Data. 

157 TITLE PAGE 

Thi month's quote 
the Architect. 

158 FRONTISPIECE 

from Vitruviu ' Education of 

A Theater in the Street presentation of Chekov's 
"The Bear'" delights a young audience in lower 
Manhattan. Madam Papova, it eems, ha just suc
cumbed to a marriage proposal by the boorish "Bear." 
Photo: Maude Dorr. 

159 EDITORIAL 

P A's Editor discus e a peels of Le Corbusier's per· 
sonality and creativity. 

THE CHANGING PRACTICE: THEATERS 

160 PLAYBILL: A summary of this Theme Issue: a 
drama, staged in three acts. 

163 DRAMATIS PER ONAE: A brief listing of the pro
fessional backgrounds of each of the symposium 
participants. 

164 PROLOGUE: A preliminary foray into the conflict 
at the heart of this drama: that between archite ·t 
and con ultant, set in the context of the AIA's posi
tion on "Comprehensive Architectural Services." 

166 ACT I: PROGRAMMING AND THE CLIENT
USER: A discu ion between architects, consultants, 
and clients as to the problems of establishing a pro
gram for a theater fa cilitv. 

172 ACT I CONTINUED: Theater Presentations 
Alley Theater: ULH!CH FRA ZE & ASSOCIATE / Smith 
College Center for the Performing Art : HELGE WEST
ERMA N• RICHAHD llLLER & AS OCIATE / Olathe High 

chool Theater: HAVER & co./Ypsilanti Greek Thea
ter: HARRY WEE E & ASSOCIATES/Saratoga Performing 
Arts Center: VOLLMER AS OCIATES. 



180 CT II: FU CTIO AL DE IG - D THE AR-
CHITECT: forthright and ometime heated di -
1·us ion between ar ·hitect and consultants a Lo the 
means of in uring the most productive col laboration 
be tween them. 

186 ACT II CO TI UED: Theater Pre entations 
Experimental Theater, University of Texas: JE E , 
J E ' EN, MILLHOU E & GREEVEN/ John F. Kennedy Cen
ter for the Performing Arts: EDWARD DURELL STONE/ 
Fine Arts Center, Knox College: THE PERKINS & WILL 
PART ERSIDP/ Fine Art Center, Univer ity of Okla
homa: TANFIELD, IMEL & WALTO / Loretto Hilton 
Center for the Performing Art , Webster College: 

198 

MURPHY & MACKEY/ Auditorium-Theater, University 
of California: VERNON DEMARS and JOHN WELLS. 

CT III: TOTAL DESIG A D THE ARCHI-
TECT: I s the architect merely a " coordinator" of a 
theater proje t, or does the complexity of u h de ign 
demand that it be haped in terms of an over-all 
aesthetic, which only h , as designer, can give it? 

204 ACT III CO TI UED: Theater Presentations 
Theater in the Park: HUCH HARDY /Darrow Audito
rium and Gymna ium Building: CEORCE . LEWIS 
JAME BAKER/ Nina Jacobson Theater for the Dra
matic Arts: AMTON AS OCIATE /Benedicta Arts Cen
ter: HAMMEL, CREE & ABRAHAM 0 / Tulsa Assembly 
Center: EDWARD DURREL TO E/ Bakersfield Civic Au
ditorium: WRIGHT & METCALF/ Grady Gammage Me
morial Auditorium: FRA K LLOYll WRIGHT/ Creative 

rts Center, Colgate University: PAUL RUDOLPH/ 
Father of the Confederation Memorial Building : 
AFFLECK, DE BARAT DIMAKOPOULOS, LEBE OLD, SISE. 

218 EPILOGUE: I the changing practice of theater 
de ign leading to an increased reliance on a battery 
of pecialists, compromising individuality of de ign? 

PI A OBSERVER 

222 EW CAMPU : The ew Chicago campus of the 
Univer ity of Illinois a a case study of the problems 
of designing a ontemporary college campus. dis
cus ion between Walter etsch. Edward Dart, Leon
ard Currie, and P / A' James Burns. 

232 LE CORBUSIER: PRELIMI ARY A SESSME T: 
A roster of distinguished architects and critic r m
ini sce about Corbu- the man and the architect. 

238 A VIEW OF THE TORO TO CITY HALL: A very 
personal reaction to the recently completed, award
winning Toronto City Hall. 

242 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CRITIQUE 

William J. McGuinnes discu es ways in which the 

con ulting engineer aids the architect in solvin g 
problem in theater de ign. 

244 SPECIFICATIONS CLINIC 

Harold J. Rosen examines economic gained by 
selection of proper material , te ts, i:tandard in the 
specifications. 

246 IT'S THE LAW 

Bernard Tom on and orman Coplan conclude the ir 
analy i of a recent ase in which a contra tor was 
premature! dhcharged for default in performance 
of the construction contract. 

248 BOOK REVIEWS 

selection of recent books dealing with the pro
fe sion and the theater. 

312 CREDITS: "THE CHANGING PRACTICE: 
THEATERS" 

320 JOBS AND MEN 

326 DIRECTORY OF PRODUCT ADVERTISERS 

329 READERS' SERVICE CARD 

monthly service to P / A reader who de ire addi
tional in formation on advertised produ ·t and tho P 

des ribed in the News Report , who wi h to order 
Reinhold books, or who want to enter the ir own 
~ubscri pt ion to P / A. 
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DALLAS, TEXAS 

Oak Plaza Building 
Architect: Thomas E. Stanley 

General Contractor: 
Thomas J . Hayman Co., Inc. 

Dover Oildraulic Elevator installed 
by Hunter Hayes Elevator Co. 

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

Springfield Institution for Savings 
Architects : Alderman and MacNeish 

Architectural and Interior Design: 

Raymond Lowey /William Snait~ 
General Contractor: E. J . Pinney Co. -

Dover Oildraulic Elevator installed 
by Bay State Elevator Co. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

3525 W. Peterson Office Building 

Architect: Schurecht, Inc. 
Dover Oildraulic Elevator installed 

by Gallaher & Speck 



RAWLINS, WYOM ING .. . Rawlins Federal Savings and Loan Association. Architect: Richard L. Crowther and Associates. Genera l Contractor: 
L. M. Olson, Inc. Dover Oildraulic Elevator installed by Dover Elevator Co. 

Seen any 
Dover Elevators 

lately? Look 
around you. 

Wherever fine buildings are built, Dover Elevators 
are on the scene. Our Oildraulic® Elevators offer 
speeds of 200 feet per minute for buildings to 
seven stories. In the high-rise field , Dover Electric 
Elevators with Computamatic® Control provide 
fast , dependable response to changing traffic pat
terns. Cabs and accessories complement your best 
designs, and maintenance service is available to 
protect the owner's investment in his elevator 
equipment. Write for literature. Dover Corpora
tion, Elevator Division, Dept. B-5, P . 0. Box 2177, 
Memphis, Tenn. 38102. 

DENV ER, COLOR A DO ... Embassy House. Architec t : De Gette 
and McMichael. Genera l Contractor : Irwin Horwitz. Dover Electric 
Elevators i ns ta ll ed by Dover Eleva tor Co. 

DOVER ELEVATORS I DOVER) 
<!> 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 358 
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permanently-Installed 

ELECTRIC 
WALL HEATER 
The complete home heating sys
tem featuring individual room 
control 
• So powerful it heats an 

entire room! 
• So compact it tucks neatly 

between studs! 
Fan-forced , compact unit provides 
instant, ceiling-to-floor heat. Clean, 
fume-free electric heat gives you 
complete decorating freedom. Sim
ple, quick installation thanks to 
Arvin's built-in junction box. 1000, 
1500 and 2000-watt capacities for 
any size room. 

EXCLUSIVE 

© 
Arv:n 

permanently Installed 

TEMPERED AIR INLET 
Provides a constant turnover of 
fresh air, pre-heated to room tem
perature ... reduces electric heat
ing costs! 
Arvin's Tempered Air Inlet rids your 
home of stuffiness and "dusty" air 
as it gently provides fan-forced cir
culation. Reduces the excess hu
midity by introducing normally 
drier outside air into your living 
area . Reduces your electric heat
ing costs by setting up pressure 
lock to keep cold air out and warm 
air in. 

Rely on Arvin Electric Heat to add 
warmth to your living with a com
plete line of permanent and port· 
able electric heat. .. all with built-in 
safety features . Ask your builder, 
architect or electrical contractor for 
more information. 

Consumer ads 
like this 

PRE-SELL 
OVER 4% MILLION 

PROSPECTS 
in these leading magazines, •• 

! 

The quality 
Electric Heat line 

that sells! 
•Arvin .. . a respected name in the industry 

with quality permanent and portable elec
tric he'at units to meet every heating re
quirement! 

•Arvin •.. nationally advertised in the 
leading publications to create more pros
pects for you! 

•Arvin ... for greater customer satisfaction 
and greater profits! 

Write today and get the complete Arvin elec
tric heat product and profit story. 

MAIL COUPON NOW 

r 
______________________ , 

A RV IN INDUSTRIES, I NC., Dept. E-9, Consumer Products Division, Columbus, Indiana ' 
I Please send all details on ARVIN ELECTRIC HEAT PRODUCT & PROFIT STORY I 
I Name 190-PAlO I 
I Company I 
• Address I 
"- City Zone State 6 

~----------------------' On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 446 
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VIEWS 

Wants More Problems, 
Fewer Personalities 
Dear Editor: This is a plea fo r more 
arti cles ba . ed on architectural problems 
or idea ( ur h a ·'Edu cational R e form 
and its Architec tural Implication ", in 
lhe A c u T 1965 P / A ), and fewer ba ed 
on per onalities, i. e., M-G- 1 Present~ 

( ame is ue) . ed I remind PI A tha t 
one j ournal that often gave the impre -
sion of pre f rrin g architec ts over archi
l cture is now e xtinct? 

J Oll 'i 1-1 . DF.YNO:\ 
Pari 'I, Fra nc" 

CBS: Following the Module 
Dear Editor: May T bring lo your a t
tention a t chnical error in your article 
on the CB building in the J LY 1965 
P / A. 

On page 192, the writer , Bethami 
Probst, tate that "everything ex ept 
for interior partitioning is on a 5-ft 
modul ." interior architects for the 
building, we would like to point out that 
thi s tatement i in correct and may lea ve 
the reader with the impression that the 
interior partition do not follow the mod
ular con cept. On the contrary, our plan
ning was specifically d igned to incor
porate the 5-ft modul e theme throughout 
the entire interior. Con equ ently, all 
private office , larger work area , a nd 
corridor were laid out to meet thi 

demand. All components of interior 
metal partition were care fully de igned. 
as wa the a ou ti c ceiling tile grid with 
its quare lighting fixtures, in cluding the 
integral air-conditioning elements. 

Electric and communication outl ets 
followed the ame patte rn. The only de
parture from thi ba ic rule took place 
in the interior of the tructural core 
of the building where the exact require
ments of the elevator haft , fire tower, 
and stair prevented the module from 
being followed. 

ARVI SH ~ \\ 111 
Carson, Lundin & haw 

'cw York , N. Y. 

Author Thanks Critic 
Dear Editor: I am writing these few 
line in gratitude lo Profe or George 
Collins for hi critique of my book ( p. 
196, A ue T 1965 P / A ) . I want you to 
know what I thought of it. Profe sor 
Collin i the foremost authority in the 
world on Gaudi. He ha dev'oted many 
years to the tudy and investigation of 
our arti t-architect, and is the author 
of a basic book on Gaudi that opened 
broad and- for me, rich- per pectives 

Continued on. page 10 

OCTOBER 1965 P/ A 



INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF 

BUILDING OFFICIALS (ICBO) 

THESE THREE important code approvals assure you of extra confidence 
when you use Dur-0 -wal brand truss-design reinforcement for multiple 

applications in masonry wall construction. Write for your free copy of the new 
Installation Details Brochure. Du r-0 -wal, P. 0 . Box 150, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

Reinforce masonry walls 
and your confidence. 

SPECIFY DUR·O·WAL® 
DUR·O·WAL: 

THE ORIGINAL MASONRY WALL REINFORCEMENT WITH THE TRUSS DESIGN 

DUR-0 - WAL MANUFACTURING PLANT S• Cedar Rapids, Iowa, P. 0. Box 150 • Syracuse, N. Y., P. 0. Box 628 
• Baltimore, Md., 4500 E. Lombard St. • Birmingham, Ala., P.O. Box 5446 •Aurora, 111 ., 625 Crane St. • Pueblo, Colo .. 29th and Court St. • Toledo, Ohio, 1678 Norwood Ave • 
• Mesa, Ariz., 213 So. Alma School Rd. • Seattle, Wash .. 3310 Wallingford Ave. • Minneapol is, Minn., 2653 37th Ave. So. • Hamilton, Ont., Canada, 789 Woodward Ave. 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 360 
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Grant 2600 bi-fold hardware 
is ''dual-handed'' -doesn't 
know its right hand from 
its left. 

And, 2600 has 
"touch control"
is operable from 
any point on any 
door, without 
binding. push or pull from 

Getthe idea? 
COMPLETE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 

~GRANT PULLEY & HARDWAR E CORPO RATION • EASTERN DIVISION/ 49 High Street, 
~West Nyack, N . Y . • WESTERN DIVISION/ 944 Long Beach Ave., Los Angeles 21 , Calif. 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 364 OCTOBE I( 1965 P/ A 
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10 New 'Wi~A1' Wood Grains 
EXCLUSIVE PLASTIC LAMINATE PATTERNS . .. especially styled for 
your creativity! WILSON-ART now offers you 10 new woods with a choice of 
finishes (Gloss, Satin, Velvet, and Velvet Super Dull) to match your decorating 
ideas. And they are available in easy-to-fabricate sheets . .. 30", 36", 48" 
and 60" widths in 6', 7', 8', 10' and 12' lengths - and 1/16" standard, .050 
post-forming, and .035 vertical surfacing thicknesses. 

You can't beat wood grains for BEAUTY ... and you can't beat WILSON
ART for VALUE ... and FAST, DEPENDABLE DELIVERY! 

NE\V CATALOG OF '\VILSON-ART \VOODS 
Our brand new, full-color catalog contains r-i-... •11 
samples and complete information about 
these 10 New plastic laminate Wood Grains. 
THE NEW PATTERNS ARE: Top row, L. to R.-Si lvere<l 
Pecan, P -362 ; Pecos Peca n. P -360; Castilian W a lnut. 
W- 303-A; Va lley Pecan. P-361-A: Western W a lnut. 
W- 300 . Bottom. L. Lo R.- Mellowed Cherry. C-334-T; 
Regal Walnut, W-301-A; H a nd-Rubbed Fruitwood. F - 332-
T; Spanish Oak, 0 - 380-A; Wilderness Pecan. P-363-A. 

RALPH WILSON 
PLASTICS, INC. 
FACTORY • MAIN OFFICE 600 GENERAL BRUCE 

DRIVE, TEMPLE, TEXAS 

SALES OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES - NEW 
YORK: 167 Western High way, West Nyack, 
N. Y. SAN FRANCISCO : 1370 Egbert Street , 
San Fra ncisco, Calif. CHICAGO; 2239 Pratt 
Blvd ., Elk Grove Village , Ill. LOS ANGELES: 
131 11 E. Los Nietos Rd., Santa Fe Springs , 
Calif. ATLANTA; 224 Rio Circle, Decatur, Ga . 
MIAMI ; 311 West 21st St. . H ialeah, Florida. 

ORDER YOURS TODAY BY WRITING OR CALLING RALPH WILSON PLASTICS, TEMPLE, TEXAS 



Haws receptor /fountains are kid-resistant 

A thousand tugging fingers can't turn or twist the 
vandal-proof fixtures from Haws deck-type recep
tor/fountains-can't pull or pry them from their 
locked-on position. Haws units assure dependable 
operation year after year ... and they're sanitary, 
too, to complement today's school health programs. 
There are many Haws receptor/fountains in stain
less steel and enameled iron to fit your needs. Ask 
about them. Haws Drinking Faucet Co., 1441 Fourth 
Street, Berkeley, California 94710. 

DECK-TYPE RECEPTOR/FOUNTAINS 

On Reader,• Service Card, circle No. ~66 

Continued from page 6 

on the man and his times. He has made 
a commentary on my book which is
to compress it into a couple of words
profound and just. 

ERIC CAS \\ELLES 
BarcP!nna, Spain 

Qualifying the Reviewer 

Dear Editor: I do not think that George 
Keller, reviewer of Homes, Tou;ns, and 
Traffic in the AuGCST 1965 P/A (p. 230) 
is qualified to make several of the obser
vations that he does. Both Messrs. Tet
low and Goss have spent more than a 
few years in Birmingham, the center of 
a huge metropolitan agglomeration, and 
a city in which the noise level at rush 
hour (buses, etc.) and air pollution prob
lems are staggering. Keller suggests 
"that the authors have had little ex
perience with major urban areas." His 
assumption that Britain is wholly a 
"private enterprise, democratic society'' 
is also somewhat naive, and his review 
of this book might well have been re
ferred to someone who had spent some 
time in Britain. 

fl\\llJ L. COi.LI\,; 
.Jark-.onvil!1•, F'la. 

Inappropriate for P/ A 

Dear Editor: Referring to lines 17-22, 
on page 146 of the Au(;11sT 1965 P/A: 
"It has been aptly said of this school 
that it weds artistic form with a utility 
that at 'once comprehends the present, 
and brilliantly anticipat1's evolution to
ward the unkown in educational in'1ruc
tion I my italics J ." 

This is the sort of nonsense one ex
pect>< to find in Art Neu·s and the like, 
hut 'eems highly inappropriate for P /A. 

E.\SO\ UWSS 
\\'a..,hingtu11. I). C. 

Enlightening Discussion 

Dear Editor: l have ju't finished reading 
your Editorial in the ]JT1,y 1965 P/A and 
just wanted to tell you that I thought 
it was excellent and definitely relevant 
to today's problems. The points you have 
brought up regarding image and often 
the falseness of such images are good 
for all of us to ponder. Thank you for 
a very enlightening discussion of the 
subject. 

BE.'- IL\HI EY 

Ttw C;·lut1·x l.orp. 
Tampa, Fla. 

Ecology, Anyone? 

Dear Editor: I do appreciate your Edi
torials, and I feel very much in line 
with your thinking, but 1 feel distressed 
ahout having to leave the embryo of a 

Cnntir111rd on pa~r 18 

OCTOBEH lY6:; I'/:\. 
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Schweitzer-Slater Associates, A.LA. 

pre-plan an omce building 

to grow vertically for 
• VIews 

l~----------------------------------~) 
i AAra.11:.l /"ft$ l 
' ' 

-----~ 

' ' , 
,l ' ' 

' ' I 

/ ' ' 

/ , , , 
' ' ' l 

How do you plan a high-rise office building to be easily expandable, yet ~ 
"Open World,, viewJ? This was the problem Libbey·Owens·Ford gave to ~t 
Robert F. Slater of Schweitzer-Slater Ass0ciates1 Milwaukee. Here, and on follow
ing pages, he outlines the major considerations and suggests a unique solution. 



LOCATE "CORE" OUTSIDE RENTAL 
AREA "TO ALLOW FOR. SIMPLE ADDITION 
AND EXTEH610N OF 6ERVICES. 
(ALSO FOR SE I 1 ER. RENTAL. SPA.CE) 

Pl.Ace VENTILAT\HG EQUIPMEHT 
ON QOOF OF ARST PHASE IC 
AVOID CHANGES AND 'TO 5HOl1.TEN 
DUCT AND PIPE ~UNS. 

ELEVATION STUDY 
75% WINDOWS 

RANDOM WINDOW 'PATTERN AL.LOWS 
SATISFVINGi ANY TENANTii DESIRE 
FOR View OR WALL ~e WITH 
MAl<IHUM A..ext81UTY IN SUBDIVIDING 
INTERlOR SPACE. 

SPANDREL 61 "65 CAl'I SE INTERCHANGED 
LJITW VISION caLA66 FOR. ADDmONAL 
FL.EXIBIUTV IP: NEEDS CHANE»E 
DURING OCCUPAMCV 

CON6IPER. PIPES 4. DUCTS 
IN MOl-LOW COL&.4HN6 FQll.. 
'PER.IHETmZ. OPFICI!&. 
f'El!P POWN 4 LAP FR.OM 
MECMANICAL- P\..OC>R. 

ELEVATION STUDY 
25•/o WINDOWS 

Often an owner's budget limitations prevent the initial development of a property to its fullest potential. 
Architect Slater suggests serious consideration be given to pre-planning for vertical rather than horizontal 
expansion because: (1) Vertical expansion permits retention of view and daylight for all existing tenants 
who might move elsewhere if their windows were blocked off later. Thus, there should be less necessity to 
renegotiate leases. Even vaster views from the new floors above will also attract new tenants faster. (2) Requires 



less total circulation, lobby and core area. (3) A 
better initial and ultimate plan can usually be 
developed. ( 4) Less disturbance to present tenants. 
(5) A lesser amount of expensive site, demolition 
and remodeling is required. 

In this design, the lobby is to be enclosed with 
large lights of L·O·F Heavy Duty Parallel-0-Plate® 
glass, twin ground for greatest clarity. Extensive 
use of glass on the en tire facade will make it easier 
to match new and old materials for uniform appear
ance. Because glass does not age or change color. 

Random-width windows, interspersed with 
panels of Vitrolux® spandrel glass with backup 
material, will give flexibility to interior arrange
ments. Each tenant can have exactly the amount 
of window area he wants, where he wants it. And 
if rearrangement of office space is required at a 
later date, panels and windows can again be 
interchanged. Random pattern also allows for 
more glass on the north side of the building than 
on south and west where solar heat gain is greater. 

Windows would be either Parallel-0-Grey® or 
Parallel-0-Bronze® plate glass for further control 
of solar heat gain and glare. Consideration would 
be given to the economics of using grey or bronze 
Thermopane® insulating glass for savings on heating 
and air conditioning. 

Delineations by Franzic Associates, Chicago 



MOVING LIGHTS ON REAR OF 

ELEVATOR CA6S SEEN THROUGH 
PATTERNED GLASS GIVES INTERESTING 

NIGHT EFFECT. 

AP-529 

An interesting feature is the expandable elevator 
core at the rear of the building. It, too, has 
windows. Not for looking out, but to pick up the 
pattern oflights afExcd to the rear of elevator cabs 
as they travel up and down during evening hours. 

Here, then, is a practical way to pre-plan a 
building for expansion that should not lose valu
able tenants in the process, or wind up looking 
like a patchwork of old and new materials. Glass 
makes it possible. L·O·F makes it practical. 

L · 0 · F makes a particular kind of glass for every 
purpose in Open World design. Refer to Sweet's 
Architectural File, or call your L·O·F glass dis
tributor or dealer, listed under "Glass'' in the 
Yellow Pages. Or write to Libbey·Owcns·Ford 
Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio 43624. 

Libbey·Owens·Ford 
Toledo, Ohio 

L•O•F GLASS FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS 

POLISHED PLATE GLASS 

%"to 1" Parallel-0-Plate" 
Twin ground for windows and mirrors 

1%4", %", %" & %" Parallel-0-Grey® 
Twin-ground tinted plate glass 

1%4", %", %" & %" Parallel-0-Bronze® 
Twin-ground tinted plate glass 

%" & %" Heat Absorbing Plate-blue-green tint 

Rough Plate-eight versatile types 

INSULATING GLASS-Thermopane® 

SPANDREL GLASS-Vitrolux® 
Vitreous colors fused to back of heat-strengthened glass 

HEAT-TEMPERED GLASS-Tut-flex® 
Doors and sidelights 

WINDOW GLASS-uniform quality 

PATTERNED & WIRED GLASS 

Litho in U.S.A. 



Hospital floor space expands, engineers 
again choose Arkla 
low cost Gas cooling. 

For heating & cooling ... 
Gas is good business 

Opelousas General Hospital , Opelousas, La. , began 
operations in 1957 with three steam-energized Arkla 
Gas water chillers. Several years later, additions 
resulted in double the floor space to be cooled 
and heated. 

Solution: one more Arkla steam-fired chiller (with 
an added boiler). At the same time, three Arkla 
Gas-fired Chiller-Heaters were placed outdoors. 

Chi I iers produce chilled water only when required . 
But the direct-fired units, operating independent 
of boilers, deliver chi I led water year-round for special 
temperature control of critical areas. Converters 
produce hot water from the steam for heating the 
entire hos pita I. 

Get the quiet, trouble-free operation of Arkla 
equipment. Plus the clean, safe, dependable and 
economical benefit of Gas Energy. Call your local 
Gas Company sa les engineer. Or write: Arkla Air 
Conditioning Company, 810 East Franklin , 
Evansville, Indiana. AMERI CAN GAS ASSOCIATION , INC. 

UCTOllEI\ 1965 l' / A On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 329 15 
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The radiant richness 
of the old South 
is reflected in 
Alcoa 
Duranodic 

The South is the traditional charm of 
a greenwood landscape quietly sheltering an 
old family mansion. It's also as modern as 
cosmic exploration itself. Alcoa® Duranodic* 
300 finishes for aluminum offer the spirit 
and utility of both worlds. 
On either aluminum sheets or extrusions, 
the radiant Duranodic colors foster a new 
tradition of grace and elegance . .. in deep 
bronze, cool gray and a black more permanent 
than any other anodic black. 
Neither time nor wear will fade the colors 
of the Duranodic f inishes. They're tough, 
hard .. . an integral part of the metal , 
which is why Duranodic f inishes are an 
excellent choice for curtain walls, windows, 
spandrels, entrances, handrails, hardware. 
Anyplace where regular maintenance is 
impractical, but good looks essential. 
Alcoa's Duranodic 300 finish is another 
reward of the significant research endeavor 
that continues to expand the benefits of 
aluminum in contemporary architecture. 
For a brochure on Duranodic finishes, call 
your nearest Alcoa sales office . Or write 
Aluminum Company of America, 1676-K 
Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219. 
Alcoa Brings You Action Drama At Its Best . . . 
"THE FBI," Sunday Evenings, ABC-TV 
* Trade Name of Aluminum Company of America 

Change 
for the better 
with 
Alcoa 
Aluminum 

~ 
ALCOA 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 307 



a big hit ..... 
in the colossal 
ASTRODOME 

"Big" is by no means an exaggeration in this instance. It's true in every se nse. The 
Kinnea r Motor Operated Roll ing Door insta lled in the big $31 mill ion ASTRODOME 
is 44' wi de x 24' high* -the biggest Kinnear Door in the big state of Texas. Th is 
provides, at the push of a button, fo r the 1056 sq. ft. curtain of steel-weighing 
over 9 tons - to coi I up out of the way, at a s peed of one foot per second. And with 
the t ime-proven des ign and rugged const ructi on of a Kinnear Door, big economies 
in operat ing efficiency and ma intenan ce are a ce rtainty. Such benefits make it only 
logica l that KINNEAR - the big name in door reliabil ity for over 70 years-was 
selected to participate in this internationally famous structure. 

*Kinnear has, of course, built and installed larger doors! 

KINNEAR 
RC>LLING; 

Motor, Mechanical or Manual Operated-
• Metal Rolling Service Doors • Fire Doors 
• Fire Shutters • Counter Shutters 
• Grilles • Wood or Steel RoL-TOP Doors 

The KINNEAR Manufacturing Co. and Subsidiaries 
1901 -20 Fields Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43216 

FACTORIES: Columbus, Ohio 43216 • San Francisco, Calif. 94124 • Toronto, Ont., Canada 
Off ices and Representatives in All Principal Cities 

O n R eaders' Service Card, Circle No. 376 
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Continued from page 10 

good idea hanging in midair. Or to put 
it another way, can you tell me how 
much more confiden ce is needed to put 
things a little more clea rly, to pu h the 
ideas out into the sunshine? Reconstruc
ting our society and creating new tradi
tion (your August issue) is a very big 
order, but unless you say omething 
more about it, it's no order at all, but 
imp ly rather empty phrases. 

It's not nece sary to bring politic 
under di scussion , in order to say a great 
dea l more about what ail our society, 
or poi nt ou t ome remedies. And this 
program you mention-where do we 
begin? 

Ecology, that branch of science which 
integrates biology, geography, ethnology, 
and about as many other science a 
you care to involve, seems to me to be 
a very ubstantia l starting point, because 
it makes us look at man in his environ
ment- past, present, and future-relat
ing him in timately to other living organ· 
isms, and even asks the que tions about 
our origins, which in them elves demand 
a kind of organic thinking-which is 
just what is needed. 

The soil wasteage that brought about 
the du stbowl made us think about con
ervation, but too late. I s layin g out 

square miles of asphalt for hi ghway a 
sane policy? Or ought we not think about 
the whole transportation qu estion from 
a human and ecological point of view? 
T his kind of question , and a multitude 
of others, provide the only real basis 
for political thinking, and as many 
heads as possible are necessa ry to give 
weight to this way of thinking. 

Dr. Cutkind at the University of Penn
sylvania has a great deal to say on the 
matter. Would it be possible to con· 
vene a congre s of eco logi ts and have 
a few architects thrown in ? 

l\OIJEl\T E DA ILE 
Dckkes tua, Norwny 

Tapping Talent Through 
Application Forms 

Dear Editor: By qualifi cation and by the 
nature of your position with P / A, your 
views of our profession and its work 
is understandably enlarged beyond the 
ordinary-and, I might add, a benefit to 
those of us who are comparably limited. 

From critics, editori als, books, arti
cles, etc., I read much concerning the 
need for imaginative " new blood," " un 
tapped talent," the in atia~le que t for 
ab il ity to meet the "ever-growing chal
lenge of our day (?) ," and, by contrast, 
or for laughs, the "who i responsible 
for ugliness" bit. One hears the same 

Continued on page 2 1 
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In The Greater New York Area Nationally Recognized Architects 
Specify Pratt & Lambert Paint 

a EDUCATION CENTER, Mount 
Vernon , N . Y. Louis Levine, A. I.A., Ar· 
chitect. P&L products used: Vapex Wall 
Primer, Lyt-all Flowing Flat, Vitralite 
Enamel Eggshell. 

b RALPH WALDO EMERSON SCHOOL, 
Yonkers , N. Y. Col. Howard C. Snyder, 
Architect . P&L products used: Primafil , 
Lyt·all Flowing Flat , "38" Pale Trim 
Varnish , Vi tralite Enamel Eggshell. 

C ST. JOSEPH'S REGIONAL BOYS 
HIGH SCHOOL, Montvale, N . J . M . 
George Vuinovich, A . I.A., Architect. 
P&L products used: Primaf1I, Vapex Fl at 
Wall Finish, Vitralite Enamel, Lyt-all 
Flowing Flat, Stains and Varnishes. 

d CHAPIN HOME FOR THE AGING, 
Jamaica , Long Island , N . Y .. Coffin & 
Coffin - Phelps Barnum & Son, Associ
ated Architects. P&L products used: 
Vapex Wall Primer, Lyt-all Double Duty 
Primer, Lyt-all Flowing Flat, Vitralite 
Enamel Eggshell. 

Where there can be no compromise with quality, New York 
architects insist on Pratt & Lambert paint and varnish. There's 
a Pratt & Lambert product for practically any surface finishing 
requirement. 

Of consistently high quality, P&L products are economical 
to apply, give long-lasting satisfaction. Exclusive Pratt & 
Lambert Calibrated Colors® are nationally recognized as 
decoratively correct. 

Architects are invited to call their P&L representative for 
suggestions on product selection, color planning or preparation 

~~Qji of specifications. Or contact the Pratt & Lambert Architectural = Service Department nearest you. 

3301 38th Avenue, LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 11101 
75 Tonawanda Street, BUFFALO, N. Y . 14207 

4900 South Kilbourn Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL. 60632 
1405 North Batavia Street, ORANGE, CAL. 92669 

254 Courtwright Street, FORT ERIE , ONTARIO 

CRAFTSMANSHIP IN THE PACKAGE 

PRATT & LAMBERT-INC. 
NEW YORK• BUFFALO• CHICAGO• ORANGE , CAL.• FORT ERIE , ONTARIO 



You're W"orking along W"hen 
suddenly everything disappears 
(except, conveniently enough, 

your telephone). Who01 do you call? 
Why your Bruning man, of course. 

He-and only he-can provide every
thing to put you back in business. 

Drawing paper or cloth or film, 
drafting machines, moist or dry cop
iers, drawing boards, stools, floating 
lamps, files, pens, pencils, brushes, 
compasses, dividers, slide rules, T
squares, protractors, templates, 

Bruning is a U.S. Reg. Trademark of A. M. Corp. 

:?II 

thumbtacks, lettering guides, panto
graphs-to sample just a few of the 
shelves in Mr. Bruning's drafting 
shopping center. 

And you'd have the best of every
thing you need. This is unavoidable. 
Mr. Bruning insists that you have the 
best (and that doesn't mean the most 
expensive). 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 45 l 

One call will do it. One call to your 
Bruning man. He's listed in the Yel

low Pages under Bruning or Address
ograph Multigraph in 130 cities. Or 
write Dept. A, Mt. Prospect, Ill. 

9Brun1ng 
Division of Addressograph Multigraph Corp. 

<lCTOHI· f{ 19f1l J'I\ 



Continued from page 18 
heart-lugging desire from chooJ boards. 
industry, church and civic group , city 
official ; ala , even the Federal Govern
ment want , needs, and beg for these 
wonderful people. 

To read and hear such lofty aspira
tions find s us all floating-carried on 
the wings of a Sibyl Moho ly- agy 
through the expanding hot air of tho 
• ame groups that pl ead 
crash-landing gear to uch flight 
fancy is an in trument call ed the typica l 
app li cation form for architectural com
mi sion used by chool board , industry, 
and civic or federal agencies. These 
forms not only bring you to the ground , 
but , if you a re a relatively ne\ firm 
(" new blood," remember?), they put 
you about 6 ft under. 

To those in the architectural tratos
phere, the e form read something like 
thi : " In the following 14 pages, Ji t th 
project your firm has completed within 
the la t 15 year , along with the co r
re ponding con tru ction co t . " A !so : "In 
the following 47 paces, list in detail 
the names and qualification of your 
key personnel, and, in the remainin g 
three page , merely add the total number 
of 'other' personnel among your r gular 
sta ff." 

Then ome yo ur tombstone-as you 
are told that, if yo u are elected, you 
will be granted work omparabJe to the 
size of your office taff, and the average 
project co t as li Led in your previou 
15-year history. (Oh, who in the hell i 
responsible for ugline ? ) 

My apologies lo tho e who are eek
ing " new worlds" and fa cing problems 
"a yet un ncountered by mankind"; 

urely thi is too mundane for their con
sideration . !though it i n't exactly ne\ s 
to me, I am enco uraged to know that 
we must obv iou ly leave thi world to 
find a better one. 

New B ran ch O ffices 

Ell"'Al!D l!A T 
an Antonio, Tc:ute-

R. W. B ECK & A OCIATE , Analytical 
and Con ultin g Engineer , 1510 E. Colo
nial Dr ., Orlando Fla. 

GIFFELS & Ro ETTI, I c., Architect and 
Engine r of Detroit, Mich., announce 
the opening of offices in Melbourn e and 

ydney, Au tra!ia, to be known as 
B C HA , L.~ll!D, GtFFEL , ROSSETT I, PTY. 

LTD. 

100l!F., LYNDO , T I! ' B L L & WHIT· 

Continued on page 294 
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TORGINOL 
SEAMLESS 

DU RES QUE 
Take a stand on SEAMLESS RESILIENT DURESQUE and you'll discover a 
durable, mar-proof flooring that reduces maintenance costs and health 
hazards yet provides a touch of unmatched elegance in flooring. This three 
dimensional flooring will not collect dirt, moisture, or germs; resists heel 
and furniture indentations, and is soft, quiet, and easy to walk on . 

Specify SEAMLESS DURESQUE flooring and you ' ll take a stand on a proven 
flooring product, competitive in cost, available in a wide range of contempo
rary patterns and colors; for commercial , industrial, and residential buildings. 

For further information on "Torginol Registered Seamless Floors," consult 
your Torginol dealer (check the Yellow pages), over 1000 factory trained 
licensed dealers or write: Customer Relations Department, Torginol of 
America, Inc., 6115 Maywood Avenue, Huntington Park, California . 

TORGINq L PRODUCTS I A GENERATION OF WORLD WIDE ACCEPTANCE 

'I' 
~ 
TORGINOL 
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OK. You've made the 
move to electric heat . • • 

ChOose an electrical 
contractor to install it. 

Electric heat is an electrical function and 
should be installed by a qualified electrical 
contractor. That way, you've got the one man who 
can see the job through from plans to permit to. 
operating guarantee. 

How can you be sure a qualified electrical 
contractor will install your next electric heating 
system? That's easy. 

Put the heating specs into the electrical 
section of your building plan. 

I 

Your Qualified Electrical Contractor 
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, 610 Ring Building, Washington, D.C. 20036 

On R eaders' Service Card, circle No. 396 OCTOBER 1965 I'/ \ 



8893 

88600 

THE 

STANLEY 
® 

WORKS 

COMMERCE TOW ER, Kansas City, Missouri 
OWNER Commerce Trust Company 
ARCHITECT: 
John T. Murphy 
Kansas City, Missouri 
CONTRACTOR : 
Henry C. Beck Builders, Inc. 
Dallas, Texas 
HARDWARE SUPPLI ER: 
Bunting H•rdwue Company 

Lofty 
Dyna 

n Concept 
ically Functional 

In design and in dramatic impact, the 400-foot Commerce Tower 
artfully blends e iciency and convenience with beauty and good taste. 
Excellence perm ates every detail, including hinges. To reflect 
elegance throu g out Missouri 's largest and mos t excitin g office building, 
Stanley BB93 an BB600 hin ges have been used exclusive ly. Logical 
choices because they combine rugged dependability and a high 
degree of refine ent. 

Hinges make an important contribution to architectural design. And 
you can be su re of the finest when you specify from Stanley's broad 
lines of hinges. T make you r specifyi ng tasks easier, write on you r 
letterhead fo r th Stanley Architectural Hinge Fact File, which provides 
complete inform ti on on the right hin ges for a// you r projects. 

STANLEY HARDWARE 
DIVISION OF TH E STANLEY WOR KS 

NEW 8Rr-AIN, CONNECTICUT 
IN CANA QA : HAMILTON . ONTARIO 
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ridiculous 
This is Pennwood. It is Robert John's lowest priced line of office 

furniture. And people tell us we're being ridiculous to put so much 
effort into something that costs so little. 

They can't understand why we pay so much attention to design, 
structure, and detailing. These desks, they say, are for secretaries, 
young executives and general offices. So why bother making them 
in teak as well as walnut? And why experiment with oak when every· 
body knows it won't be fashionable for at least another year? And 
why protect key wear spots with Densedge fibre stripping? And why, 
for crying out loud, do we put all that work into the finish? Other 
mass-use furniture gets away with a lot less than Pennwood. --

So why have drawers that adapt to either letter or legal size 
files? And isn't the steel track, nylon roller suspension drawer on l 
for expensive furniture? And why have secret compartments in desk 
for handbags and galoshes? And why put touch latches on credenz 
doors when pulls are cheaper? And why bother engineering a cha 
for support and just the right amount of comfort? Why design 
to win design awards? Why? Why? Why? 

Other people don't design their budget lines to look new twent 
years from now. They don't even waste time putting their famou 
labels on it. So why do we bother? 

Don't be ridiculous. Why do you th ink Pennwood sells so wel 

II ROBERT JOHN 
On Readers' Serv;ce Card, circle No. 4 55 ROBERT JOHN COMPANY • 82 1 NORTH SECON D ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. • MERCHANDISE MART 1120, CHICAGO, ILL. 
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LIBRARY SHELVING IN 
COLOR! 
Re ubl1c Bracket Type library 
Shelving w1 I hep you eep 
things neat, clean , and color
ful. Shelves adjust easily in 
one inch increments to ac· 
commodate book s of any 
height. There's an easy-to
operate leveling screw at the 

ch ost too -
another Republic idea. 

~ On Readers' Service Card. circle No. 349 

WARDROBE CABINETS IN COLOR! 
Single or double door styles in single 
purpose apparel and stationery styles 
or com 1na ion mo es. ea , trim , 
modern styling in modern colors, to 
complement any decor. 

ADJUSTABLE STORAGE 
SHELVING IN COLOR! 
There's really no reason 
shelves have to be dul . 
Republic Clip Shelving comes 
in your choice of color, and 
includes a ver s ec1al fea-
lure - fingertip adjustment 
of shelf height. No tools 
needed. 

OC'IOllFll 1%5 I' / \ 



Color can play a big part in boosting student and teacher 

morale . Think what color can do-because that's something 

Republic can do-put spirit- lifting, eye-brightening color in what 

used to be the dullest objects in everyday school life . You 

name it. Whether it's lockers. shelving, or cabinets - whatever 

corner you feel needs brightening-we'll supply the equipment 

in your choice or your customer's choice of the colors that 

school pros have been asking for, for years. Your choice 

of 45 colors in lockers alone! 

Finishes are highest quality baked enamel, applied over five 

successive rust inhibiting coatings . Tough , to last-and styling 

and construction that's going to stay up-to-the-minute in 

appearance for years. 

Want to know more about this colorful su dject? Write

and be sure to ask for the new Republ ic Loc~er color sample 

bulletin-shows true color samples of all the 45 colors you 

can get in Republic Spectrum 45 Lockers. 

This does sound like a bright idea! Send literature on : 

~ ~~ 
D Republic Spectrum 45 Lockers D Ward robe Cabinets 

MANUFACTURING DIVISION ~ 
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION 1 

Dept. PA-1088-A, Youngstown, Ohio 44505 ~.L~ uT;;,~·:.~~·;, 

D Clip Shelving D Bracket Type Library She lving 

Name ----+----------Tit le ____ _ 

Schoo l or Company 

Address 

City 

>------------

__ State_ __ Zip ___ _ 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 411 
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You can have 
Buensod Dual-Panels 

in steel, stainless steel or 
aluminum. You can have them 

unfinished ... or finished, in 
most any color or material. 

And just because Dual-Panels 
have exclusive foamed-in-place 

polyurethane cores for incomparable 
rigidity, don't think you're 

"limited in sizes. You can order 
them in lengths and heights to 
fit any specifications. And you 
can use them flush, overlapped, 

or butted in a variety of 
sill and base arrangements. 

Write Buensod-Stacey Corp., 
470 Park Ave. S.,N.Y., 10016. 

You'll see. 

decisions, 
decisions! 

P.S. The only thing you don't have to consider is knobs, keys, bolts, screws, or slots. Dual.Panels snap into place magnetically. 

28 On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 4 50 OCTOBEK 19115 I' ·I 



New Ionian Terraflex~ .. 
the beautiful floor tile built to take abominable abuse 

Beefing up a floor tile to give it extra strength is easy. How
ever, making one that has delicate beauty at the same time 
is a beast of a different color. But that's what makes new 
Johns-Manville Ionian Terraflex stand out from the horde. 
It offers both. 

Ionian's massive swirl design, high gloss and subtle blend
ing of colors give it a glowing elegance that blends with any 
decor. Yet there's no sacrifice in durability. That's because 

the pattern goes all the way through and is uniformly dis
tributed throughout the thickness of the tile. Even years and 
years of the heaviest commercial traffic won't mar its looks. 

So there you have it. Beauty and the beast. All in one 
9" x 9" x 1/8" (or 3/32") tile. And it's available in eight differ

ent shades. Incidentally, no two tiles have the same pattern 
thus assuring the over-all random shading characteristic of 
real marble. For details see your J-M Representative. 

Johns-Manville !J~ 
OC:TO BF H 19fio P/ \ On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 452 29 
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R E V 0 L u r-T I 0 N A R Y 
~r.9---~ 

The shot heard round the industry 

HOPE'S 
WEATHERSTRIPPED 
STEEL WINDOWS I 
Reduces air infiltration 

by over 60% 

(
Confirmed by indepen-) 
dent ·testing laboratory 

GET THE FACTS from your 
HOPE'S representative 
listed in. the yellow pages. 

HOPE'S WINDOWS INC., JAMESTOWN~ N. Y. 

OCTOBER 1965 P/ ~ 
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And now American-Standard brings you 

The new Restal* makes full baths in 
homes, apartments, hotels and motels 

Here's a great little American-Standard bathtub 
with big-bathtub ideas. It takes only 38 by 39 inches 
of floor space-or about the same as a conventional 
shower receptacle. But it permits relaxed, deep-suds 
bathing that only a tub can provide. The sculpted 
ledge may be used as a seat when bathing or as a 
footrest when showering. The compact size makes 
cleaning easy. Construction is of lifetime cast iron, 

finished with fused-on, acid-resisting enamel in a 
choice of seven smart bathroom colors and white. 

If there's space for a shower stall in your bath
room plans, there's space for a Restal and the 
convenience of a full bathroom. For complete infor
mation see your American-Standard representative. 
Or write American-Standard, Plumbing and Heat
ing Division, 40 W. 40th St., New York, N.Y. 10018. 

*Trademark AR&SS Corp. 

AMERICAN-STANDARD 

32 Oo Reader•' Service Card, circle No. 33; OC'I OllEH 19(>5 I" \ 



new economy and design freedom 

in Curtain Walls ... with 

Reynolds Aluminum Multi-Framing System 

This system combines the beauty 
and durability of aluminum , with 
new economy and design flexibility. 
Multi-purpose extrusions reduce 
the number needed. All are solid 
shapes, permitting easy inspection. 

Components are stocked by dis
tr ibutor-fabricators who also install , 
at minimum field c ost , according to 
the architect's design. 

Mullion depth in this system , 
can vary from four to eight inches. 

One continuous mullion can enclose 
a variety of glass, panels and win
dow thickness. 

Details are available in a port
folio which also shows the system 's 
application to Store Fronts , Re
Facing and Partitions. 57 sheets of 
drawings. 

For your set-and for name of 
distributor-write to Dept. P.4 -10, 
Reynolds Metals Company, 
Richm ond, Va. 23218. 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 412 

Single continuous mul
lion can enclose panels 
and windows of dltterent 
thickness. 

Snap-In Inserts can 
add shadows or color 
accents to the mullion 
face. 

Watch " THE RED SKELTON HOUR" 
Tuesdays, CBS-TV 
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raise the standards' of 
qual ty and performance 

~ever before has Sloan research and engineering been more productive in building into 
ts Flush Valves so many new and significant improvements all at one time. 

These improvements are of interest to everyone on the decision-making team who 
;elects flush valves-whether Owner, Architect, Engineer, Plumbing Contractor or Whole
;aler. They are improvements that assure quality of product-years and years of satis
:actory trouble-free service-new ease of installation-low maintenance cost-smart 
1ppearance of a more accurate installation every time-and more. Here is your Flush 
valve of Tomorrow-Today. 
J.UIET-FLUSH VALVES. Yes, Sloan Flush Valves 
ire now all quiet-so quiet you actually have to 
is ten to hear them in opera ti on. 

fHE CONTROL STOP, a part of every Sloan 
l"lush Valve, is of a completely new design. Not 
mly does it contribute to "Quiet" action, but its 
1implicity of construction bespeaks an even longer 
;rouble-free service life. 

fHE TAILPIECE, which connects the Flush Valve 
ivith the Control Stop, is now adjustable-72 -inch 
:Nor 72 -inch OUT from the standard roughing-in 
limension. A big time-saver, the Sloan Adjustable 
railpiece assures that every flush valve can be 
nstalled plumb and true-smart looking work
nanshi p every time. 

THE VACUUM BREAKER, a sentinel protecting 
public health against back-siphonage, is also 
newly designed-not only to perform faultlessly, 
but with a minimum of back pressure; it allows 
the flush valve to operate efficiently and quietly 
even at the lowest allowable working pressures. 

SLOAN'S HANDLE DESIGN, further improved, 
has a new smoothness of action that even a child 
will find effortless; and its one-piece packing is 
dependable and trouble-free. 

FOR SWEAT-SOLDER INSTALLATIONS, which 
appear to be gaining in popularity, Sloan's new 
Sweat Solder Kit is guaranteed to be a boon to 
the installing Plumber, as well as appealing to 
Owner, Architect and Engineer. 

, New packa ng and new lab soon follow to complement 
;1oan's BIG EWS story. 

ject, of course, · to improve our product-to renew 
md fo ify your confiden in Sloan as the very best-and there

merit y our conti ed specification and p reference of Sloan 
Valves. 

for new Descriptive Catalog 

NY •4300 WEST LAKE STREET• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60624 
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The ''Taber Abraser.'' 
Spinning. 
Spinning. 
Spinning. 
2,000 times on a Monarch nylon carpet. 
2,000 times on a natural fiber carpet .. 
Why? 

Monarch nylon pile* unchanged after 2,000 cycles. worn out at 2,000 cycles. 

Just to prove that when up against it, 
Monarch carpet gives superior wear. 
In a recent laboratory test conducted for Monarch by an outside source, ***two comparable commercial 
carpet samples were subjected to strenuous testing on the Taber Abraser machine (an establ ished means for 
measuring abrasion-resistance). After 2,000 revolutions under pressure, the natural fiber carpet p i le was 
worn through to the backing. Yet Monarch nylon carpet pile withstood identical abrasion w ith no 
sign of wear ... proof that the Monarch carpet offers the greatest resistance to scuffing and traffic. 

Why does Monarch Carpet Mills go to the trouble of testing the performance features of carpet? Be
cause we want to prove to you that Monarch carpet, with dense, deep pile of rugged man-made fibers, 
gives superior wear-life, cleanability and service. 

Let us tell you other factors (such as the rich color, style, texture and pattern line) that have influenced 
people to choose Monarch carpet for commercial installations. 

Write today to: 

36 

® 

onarch 
carpet mills 

•Monarch Veltron carpet made by an exclusive elect ronic rrocess. 
••Heavy weight commercial woo ca rpet. 

... Test data available on request. 

CHAMBLEE, 
GEORGIA 
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LO-TONE® Endunin4 BEauty CEiLin<.; pRObUCtS 
6th Century Mosaic. Lady in Waiting. Court of Empress Teodora-Church of San Vitale. Ravenna. Italy. 



Early American charm. nautical view. and all the modern advantage of a ceiling that's beautifully quiet-Lo-Tone Fissura acoustical tile. 



0 ROJECT: Anthony's Pier 4 
cOCATION: Boston. Mass. 
4RCHITECT: Sumner-Schein 
4COUSTICAL CONTRACTOR: Acoustical Contractors. Inc .. Watertown. Mass. 

13eauzy -chat endunes 
. . . with quiet charm that 
blends the old and the new 

Just how do you capture 
the rich heritage of Early 
Americana. the deep nautical 
tradi tion of the Boston Harbor. 
yet achieve the modern 
convenience and luxury of a 
truly f ine restaurant? 

You'll find a delightful answer 
in the new Pier 4 Restaurant. 
Rich in antiques. 700-year-old 
New England brick and rustic 
hand-hewn beams-yet 
constructed with every modern 
convenience for the pleasure 
and comfon of the diner. 

And just as relaxing as the view 
and surroundings is the quiet 
atmosphere in this new restaurant. 
A quality provided by Lo-Tone 
acoustical ceilings. 

And qualities of many kinds 
abound in the full range of 
Lo-Tone ceilings-both board 
and tile. Lighting. for example. 
is easily integrated with 
recessed Lo-Tone translucent 
panels and fixtures. You can 
also combine the distribution of 
heated or cooled air with an 
acoustical ceiling. Lo-Tone 
ventilating tile and board 
incorporate easily adjustable jet 
slots that allow high plenum 
pressures. assure uniform air 
distribution to the area below. 

Many Lo-Tone ceiling designs 
let you add extra fire 
protection. What's more. 
fire -rated Lo-Tone board and 
tile can usually even help you 
eliminate costly intermediate 
fire protection above the 
acoustical ceiling . 

Ceiling ideas come easy 
with the complete information 
on Lo-Tone products at your 
fingenips. See AIA File No. 
39-8 in Sweet's. Call your 
nearby Lo-Tone acoustical 
contractor (he's listed in the 
Yellow Pages) . Or write 
Wood Conversion Co .. 
St. Paul. Minn. 55101 . 

LO-TONE® 
ACOUSTICAL. VENTILATING. LIGHTING. CEILING PRODUCTS. 



If Mill A and Mill B 
made a carpet 

from the exact same specs, 
would you get 

the exact same carpet? 

How could you? 
You can specify, for example, 4000 

sq. yds. of 3 ply all wool yarns. 
But can you specify, how the wool 

should be scoured? 
You can specify Mint Julep green. 
But can you specify the quality of the 

dye process? 
You can specify a % inch pile height. 
But can you specify even weight from 

yard to yard? 
You can specify a double jute back. 
But can you specify how to put it on? 
You can specify a pattern. 
But can you specify 63 inspections to 

make sure of no skips or misweaves? 
See our point? 
A carpet mill can foul you up. 
At Lees, we don't . 
We don't give you wool from mangy 

sheep. 
Or nylons or acrylics from mangy 

manufacturers. 
Or streaked, mismatched, off-colored, 

ravelled, pulled, fluffed, puckered, wrin
kled or tacky-backed carpets. 

Put it this way. We don't give you 
trouble. 

Except sometimes. 
Sometimes we get specs we can't 

afford to follow as they are. 
If we did, we'd have to make sub-

standard carpet. 
We won't. 
We won't sacrifice quality. 
You can expect a good carpet from 

Lees no matter what you specify. 
(Or what you don't.) 
For a lot of good, down-to-earth rea

sons, "those heavenly carpets by Lees." 
@JAMCS L[ES &. SONS CO., BRIDGEPORT, PA, A DIV. OF BURLINGTON INDUSTRl[S 
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© American Sa int Gobain 1965 

Jail with a new look 

Gleaming white and crisply detailed, this new addition to 

Detroit 's Wayne County Jail looks quite unlike the traditional 

detention building. To form the attractive facades, ASG's wired 

Huewhite glass was glazed into all windows and combined with 

matching white spandrel panels. Tempered steel rods have been 

welded to the metal window frames in a staggered pattern that 

is decidedly more attractive than regular jail bars, but equally 

effective. 

Huewhite windows admit plenty of natural light to cell blocks 

on all floors. Yet the translucent glass- which appears opaque 
when viewed from the side of greater brightness, as from the 

street during daytime- effectively blocks all views inward or 
outward. Wired Huewhite also offers the safety features charac-

teristic of wired glass. Architect: Eberle M. Sm ith Assoc iates, Inc. 

AMERICAN SAINT GOEAIN 
.A.SG 

CREATIVE IDEAS IN GLAS~ 



It's too late 
to save 

Illoney no-w ! 

Good design provides for modern communi
cations long before the concrete is poured. 

Complex telephone systems, television, 
data transmission ... today's businesses 
are depending more and more 
on services like these. 

Plan for them in the blueprints. 

Call the Architects and Builders Service 
at your local Bell Telephone Business Office. 

No obligation, of course. 
For further information on communications planning, 
see Sweet's Architectural File 33a/ Be. 

@ Bell System 
American Telephone and Telegraph 
and Associated Companies 





How a ceiling concept was 
saved by Custom Lighting 

in Memorial Library
University of Notre Dame 

"Ceiling areas were the size of a city block, unbroken 
except for columns," states L. Kenneth Mahal, of 
Ellerbe Architects. "We, as the architects, wanted an 
effect of intimate study areas, with really pleasing 
ceilings and, of course, good lighting. To help achieve 
this, we decided on 4' x 4' surface-mounted fixtures, 
placed equi-distantly. For appearances, our choice 
was Day-Brite's 'Daylume'. Except that it isn't a com
bination light and air handling fixture. And we wanted 
to avoid ceiling clutter and the soil problem common 
to many diffusers. We were quite concerned! But 
thanks to the magnificent job of customizing by Day
Brite, the library has ceilings that are 1003 aestheti
cally satisfying, good lighting and the finest air dis
tribution system our firm has had tested." 

Day-Brite Custom Designing is just one ervices which 
can make a valuable contribution to your creative lighting needs. 
To learn more about them, contact your Day-Brite representative. 
He ' s eager to help and there's no obligation. For the best solution 
to any lighting or air distribution problem, look to Day-Brite and 
Barber-Colman .•. where the creative answers are coming from. 

DAY· BRITE LIGHTING 
5411 BULWER 

A DIVISION OF EMERSON ELECTRIC 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63147 
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MODEL LD· 22M-TC 

The Cramer Draftsman's Chair 
lets a busy man totter on the brink 
of a big idea without fear of an ig
nominious fall.• Only Cramer gives 
you a forward tilt seat that relieves 
under-leg pressure, is adjustable to 
your comfort. It also rocks back 
comfortably to give you a long look 

at your work. The thick, generous seat that adjusts 
easily and quickly to any height drafting table, is avail
able in a wide choice of c9ver materials and colors. • 
Only Cramer has an adjustable foot ring that slips up 
and down in a twinkling. Casters or gliges have a 
sure-footed 22-inch spread. There's also a fingertip 
adjustment on the back rest so you can set the inch
thick cushion exactly where you want it. • For a free 
descriptive brochure, write : Cramer Posture Chair 
Company, 625 Adams St., Kansas .City, Kansas 66005 

SEAT 
OF 

INSPIRATIDD 

Fine Seating • Safety Ladders • Stands and related 
products • For Offices • Industry • and Institutions 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 354 
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All-NEW COMMANDER SHOWER 
DESIGNED FOR 
DORMITORY, CLUB, 
INDUSTRY AND 
INSTITUTION 

Three factory fabricated 
panels, plus headrail, com· 
plete the cabinet. Cuts 
installed cost. Combines 

26 with Dressing Enclosures, 
See Sweet's -E or write for literature. singly or in battery. 

----,..._ Ei--.__....,.._..,.,....,.__,,,,.....,...,.,.-

FIAT PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT 
C:::::: C YAN A 1H: Z JO :::::::> 

MICHAEL COURT, PLAINVIEW, L. I., NEW YORK 11803 

On Readers' Service Card, circk No. 362 

WASTE BASKETS 
ATTUNED TO OFFICE DECOR 
Make the convenient waste basket a part of interior 
design, matching or contrasting with the office accessories, 
furniture and planters. Duk-It rectangular and cyl indrical 
baskets are available in walnut, metal, formica and 
covered in leather or Naugahyde. 

Write for catalog of colorful matching desk 
.accessories, floor stands and planters. 

DUK-IT McDONALD PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

25' Duk·lt Building Buffalo, New York 14210 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 387 
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hit ctural ma eria sand systems by un·ted States Plywo d 

Because each building you design is both an interior and an exterior ... 



The interior, the exterior: 
one source provides the total environment. 

The compatibility of wood and stone. 
French walnut Weldwood® paneling, made from veneers end-matched to take best advantage of the 

handsome figures and grain pattern, makes a striking contrast with the travertine slabs in this 
lobby. Weldwood architectural paneling can be custom-made to specification from personally 

selected flitches , or you may select from stock panels in sequence-matched sets. With either, 
you offer substance, warmth, and dignity for any interior on virtually any budget. The lobby of the new 

J.C. Penney Building, New York City. Architect: Shreve Lamb & Harmon Associates. 

Wood paneling for 
floor plans that change. 
Regular maintenance crews can dismantle, 
move and install these Weldwood 
Movable Walls in a new location- all in a 
matter of hours. Weldwood Movable 
Walls are offered in six different standard 
systems. Variations in post, head, 
and base sections offer the architect a choic 
of decor treatments, yet use identical 
13,4-inch thin panels. A full selection 
of domestic and imported hardwood faces 
are available on an incombustible 
Weldrok® core and on Novoply"' core 
panels. Shown: Design 777. Designer: 
Beeston & Patterson, ew York, N.Y. 



Paintable doors that minimize painting. 
Weldwood Duraply® doors painted a mushroom color on the interior and black on the 
exterior complement the maintenance-saving virtues of Glasweld. The smooth 
resin-fiber overlay gives paint an excellent " toothhold." Weldwood doors with Duraply 
faces take less paint, take it better, hold it longer. St. Vincent's Infant Home, Towson, Md. 

A curved wall-a wood paneled wall. 
Where a curved or extra tall wall once was a problem wall for wood paneling, Flexwood® now 
can warm the scene. Flexwood is real wood, in more than 40 different species of 
precision-cut veneers on a fabric backing. It's so thin, a single matched fl itch of rare wood goes 
farther. Heights are virtually unlimited . No joints show, no furring needed, no fire 
problems. Reception area in The Bunker-Ramo Corporation, New York City, paneled in superbly 
marked teak Flexwood. Designer: Harold B. Cahn & Associates, A.l.D. of Frederick, Maryland. 

rsatile Glasweld®-a material for all seasons. 
:at ion: St. Vincent's Infant Home, Towson, Md. The walls: black Glasweld used for both interior and exterior faces of these sandwich panels. 
;ult: permanent color, chip-free durability, low installed cost, no maintenance. Glasweld is a completely weatherproof asbestos-
1forced panel with a colorfast mineral surface. For window inserts, curtain walls, fascias and balcony facings, it appears optically 
, will not " pillow" or "oil can," and is 1003 incombustible. Architect: The Office of Gaudreau, Baltimore, Md. 

~rchitectural materials and systems 
~Y United States Plywood. 
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I Specification details of Architectural materials1 
} and systems by United States Plywood 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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For complete information on Weldwood® a rchitectura l materi als, yo u need on ly tel ep ho ne you r nearest United States Plywood 
branch. One of our Architects' Service Representatives wi ll be happy to wo rk with yo u, help you analyze you r requirements, 
and offer samples for your inspection. Or circle the approp ri ate number fo r data booklets listed below and mail this coupon to : 
United States Plywood, Dept. PA 10-65 , 777 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017. 

NAME 

I. I 2. I 3. I 4. I 5. FIRM 

ADDRESS 

ZIP CODE 

JO. 6. I 7. I 8. I 9. I 
CITY STATE ._ ________________________________________ _. 

I. Weldwood a rchitectural doors: In formation on a complete line of standard con
s1ruction doors and special purpose construction doors, factory finishing, fitting, 
machining, detai ling, facings, guarantees. 
2. Weldwood a rchitectural paneling: Specifications and grades, veneer selection 
and matching, cores, finishes, installation services, coordinating products . 
3. Weldwood prefinished paneling: Specification information, grade description , 
recommended installation and design usage for the full line of. prefinished woods. 
4. Weldwood guaranteed sidings : Specifications, features and variety of designs, fin
ishes, insta ll ati o n detai ls, guara ntees fo r a fu ll line of wood sidings. 
5. Weldwood ovoply®: Engineering details, suggested usage and machining, instal
lation detai ls, edge and joint trea tment for a quality 3-ply particle laminate board. 
6. Weldwood Movable Walls and partitions: Design and structura l specifica
tions, maintenance and cost studies for a variety of both standard and custom 
designed wall systems. 

7. Micarta®: Technica l and application information , color selection, for 
pressure decorative laminates made by Westinghouse, distributed by 
States Plywood. 

8. Glasweld®: Description of properties, color and pa ttern choice, insta 
suggestions and examples, guarantee, and specifications for an exterior grade 
with a permanent finish. 

9. Weldwood Flexwood : Wood selections, dimensions, fire rating specificatio 
installation details fo r a completely nexible wood veneer and backing app 
lo a lmost a ll su rfaces, curved and fl a t. 

10. Weldwood preservatives and fini shes: Product and specia li zed use desc 
for Weldwood preservatives (Wood li fe , Penta", Stormyweather®, Rain 
and Woodhealth and Weldwood Finishes (Color Tones™), Deep 
Firzite<l> , P.A. R.®, Patiolife®, Satinlac and White Firzite . 

[nspiration by the drawer-full. Weld wood architectural woods offer unique opportu nities to a rchitects who 
prefer to create their own designs . To provide the architect with a lmost unlimited freedom 

Key to the system. Weldwood Movable Wall 
system Design 777 permit the look of perman 
in handsome wood paneling that can be rearra 
overnight. Factory- laminated vinyls or painted 
su rfaces are also available to serve your design 
and budget requirements. 

in the expression of his ideas, United States Plywood main tains one of the wo rld's largest and most 
varied inventories of fine wood veneers. Sample venee rs from the fl itches stocked al our Algoma plant and 
Flexwood plant are ava ilab le fo r the a rchitect's personal inspection at a ny of our 161 branch offices. 
The end-matched French wa lnut de tailed he re is in the lob by of the new J.C. Penney offices in New York City. 

Glasweld® as an accent of color. Now it's practi ca l to use colo r freely in 
designs where clea ning o r refinishing cou ld be a problem . A simple hos in g 
down is the on ly maintena nce needed by this o range Glasweld panel mounted 
behind ressu re-t_reated 2 x]'s. St. Vincent's Infant Home Towson Md . 

Double-duty doors. One louvered door hung from another gives full closet a 
permits free flow of a ir to exhaust ducts concealed in closet ceiling. Novodors 
heavy-duty sti le cons truction were factory pre-machined for hardware and 
prefinished with solid color Permagard®. St. Vincent 's Infant Home, Towson, 



SAFE AND SECURE with hardware by Corbin 
Want foolproof door operation in any emergency? Corbin has 
the answers . New Push-Pull latches for positive latching, ease of 
door opening. Concerned about smoke caused by fire? Look 
over the magnetic door holder and smoke detection device 
introduced by Corbin . Be sure to ask about Corbin's new Safety 
package . Now add to this performance , dependability, quality .. . 
in the most modern hardware made today . To prove it to yourself , ~ simply turn the page ... 

P. Ir F. CORBIN DIVISION OF EMHART CORPORATION, NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT~ 



THERE ARE MORE THAN 1,000 DOORS IN THIS HOSPITAL .. 

--

NEW 
lSENSoRhtAT/C * 
SMOKE DETECTOR 
... detects smoke in seconds 

With the SENSOR-MATIC on guard, 
room air is constantly sampled for 
smoke - even when air is motion
less. Smoke densities of 2 to 4% 
obscuration per ft. will immediately 
release this door holder .. Only smoke 
will activate the smoke detector; in
sects and other foreign matter can
not get in and cause false alarms. 

Each fire door operates independ· 
ently, with no need for a central con
trol system. Only doors near the 
s·moke are closed. (Factory Mutual 
approved .) As easy to install as a 
common light fixture. 

* Trademark 

EACH ONE IS MADE SAFER WITH 

HARDWARE BY 

CORB I N 
The Corbin line of arch itectural hardware is 
specifically designed to fulfill the demand 
of hospitals for utmost SAFETY. Furthermore, 
when you specify Corbin , you get door 

iii:=~~~~lhardware engineered to assure superior 
~;;;..;!=-__,.,...,._ performance .. . trouble-free durability . . . 

smooth, noiseless operation . Plus modern, --- attractive designs. 

NEW 
PUSH-PULL LATCHES 
.. . for positive latching, ease of 
door opening 

Corbin push-pull latch sets, designed 
primarily for hospitals, schools and 
institutions, operate by a simple 
feather touch on one side of the door 
or by a gentle pull on the opposite 
side. Entrance and exit, many times 
daily, never becomes a chore. 

Escutcheons and push-pull levers are 
cast bronze . . . equ i pped with a 
heavy-duty cylind r ical type latc:-i. 
Regularly furnished beveled front, 1:-ii" 
on 2" bevel. Flat front also available . 

For 1 %" doors only. U.L. listed for 
A, B, C, D and E Label Doors. 

Write for your complimentary copy. Com plete information on Corbin's full line of exit 
fixtures, door controls, locksets, pivot hi nges and accessory hardware for hospitals 
and institutions. 

P. & F. C 0 R B I N 
DIVISI ON OF EM H ART CORPORATION 

N E W BRITAIN, CON N ECTICUT 06050 

IT PAYS TO MAKE IT CORBIN - THROUGHOUT! 
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Architecture's Monthly News Digest of Buildings and Projects, Personalities, New Products 

ASHDOD, ISRAEL This is a new 
town that has been suffering 
uncontrolled growth along the 
Mediterranean shore south of 
Tel Aviv. It is expected even
tually to reach a population of 

2 
300,000 to 400,000, making 
it Israel's third or fourth largest 
city (depending on how big 
Jerusalem is by that time) and 
econ<l most important port. 

The center of this burgeon-

ing area has been, thus far, 
a vast tretch of sand going 
down to the sea. Now, as a 
result of an international archi
tectural competition, it will 
become a living metropolitan 
center. 

Winner of the competition 
were Jean Ginsberg and Pierre 
Yago of Paris, who, with Mar
tin Van Treeck, have proposed 
a variegated, compact city cen
ter (1). The architects said 
that their city-planning investi
gations revealed that what is 
lacking in many contemporary 
city plans- Brasilia being a 
prime example- is a gutsy, 
human intensity that inspires, 
stimulates, and creates the sen
timent urbain . In such places, 
they believe, the arrogance of 
the buildings and the spaces 
between them, plus the servi
tude to the machine necessary 
to funnel automobiles into the 
center, subdivide and sterilize 
the earth . 

In Ashdod, the architects 
intend a very dense center, 
with the ground level reserved 

for pedestrian , and machines 
of all sorts relegated to two 
underground levels. Aside from 
density, variety will be the 
chief characteristic of down
town Ashdod. Ginsberg and 
Yago have made sure that life 
will be there after business 
hour , with promenades, plazas, 
cultural facilities, and places 
for shops , recreation, or just 
rel axing. They have sought " in 
essence a pr vision for a com
fortable, animated , 'crowded ' 
life. " They state that the city 
will face the sea in a long arc 
and that its silhouette will con
sist of a "dynamic concentra
tion of vertical volumes at the 
center of the composition. 
contrasted with the horizontal 
character of the residential 
districts surrounding it." 

A third-prize winner, and 
the only U.S. competitor to 
place, was the plan by Fridstein 
& Fitch of Chicago, which 
proposed tower clusters inter
spersed with lower buildings in 
the accepted Corbu ian manner 
(2) . 

Robie House Restoration Underway 

CHICAGO, ILL. Although only 
$57,000 of a wished-for $205,-
000 has been raised to restore 
Frank Lloyd Wright's Robie 
Hou e. initial work will begin 
ooa. Now owned by the Uni

versity of Chicago, the house 
will be used for some still-to
be-established purpose. 

Ia 19 5 7, the Chicago Com
mission on Architectural Land
marks designated the house a 
landmark, citing it, "In rec
ognition of the creation of the 
Prairie House- a home organ
ized around a great hearth 
where interior space, under 
wide weeping roofs. opens to 

the outdoors. The bold inter
play of horizontal planes about 
the chimney mass, and the 
structurally expressive piers 
and windows, established a new 
form of domestic design." Last 
year, the National Park Service 
of the Department of the In
terior made it a Registered 
National Historic Landmark. 

The current work, which 
will represent about one-third 
of total restoration, will in
clude: replacement of the tile 
roof; removal and replacement 
of gutter lining; installation of 
200-amp electrical service and 
rewiring of the building; in-

October /965 P/ A News Report 55 
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HOW WELL DO YOU 

K OW YOUR 

and this 

BUILDING? 

a This 

i 5 -----------------------
roofing 

is the modern ro c 
o qualify for Bonde 

Not only is Homasote an acceptable substratum for bonded 
built-up roofing- It is also a weatherproof, Insulating 
deck that Is factory-finished on the under (or celling} 
side. Saves flnlshlni costs! 

56 P /A News Report 

omaso e 
FOR SPANS UP TO 60" O.C.-DECKS, INSULATES 

AND FINISHES IN ONE OPERATION 

Built-up roofing applied over Homasote Roof Decking is approved for 
bonds by leading roofing material manufacturers. No unusual instal
lation techniques are required. Panels of 2'x8' Homasote, in either 
1 %", 1 %" or 2 %" thickness are nailed to roof rafters-or fastened 
with special profile clips on steel framing. Long edges are T&G-ceil
ing side is available with white color-coated finish or white kraft with 
vapor barrier. Also, finish can be vinyl paint, white polyethylene film 
or fire-retardant paint. Complete details in Bulletin 4-136-write for 
it today to Dept. K-1. 

TRENTON, N.J. ~ 
On Readers· Se rvin. Card , circl e N o. 472 
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stallation of a new heating 
unit; and removal of all old 
plumbing fixtures and the res
toration of the ground-floor 
and first-floor bathrooms. Tax
deductible contributions for the 
remaining restoration are still 
ought. Checks should be made 

payable to Robie House Res
toration Fund, University of 
Chicago, and sent to the com
mittee in care of Commissioner 
Ira J. Bach, Room 1006 City 
Hall, Chicago, Ill. 60602. 

Theaters 
on the March 

The cultural explosion is pro
ducing an architectural fallout 
of sorts. On Broadway, tradi
tional home of the American 
theater, no new theaters have 
been built since 1928, the year 
the talkies appeared. In fact, 
the number of existing play
houses is only 36, down from 
a high point of 54 during the 
30's. Throughout the country, 
the number of commercial 
theaters has dwindled from 590 
in 1927 to 200 today. Part of 
this shrinkage is, of course, 
the result of a sort of cultural 
evolution in which the elec
tronic-mechanical entertain
ment media are becoming to
day's stage. 

While the number of plays 
produced on Broadway each 
year bas dropped from an 
average of 142 during the 30's, 
to 63 in the 1963-64 season, 
symphony orchestras through
out the country have increased 
to 1400, more than double the 
1939 number. And the num
ber of groups now performing 
operas-754-has doubled in 
the last decade. Most of this 
expanded artistic activity is 
amateur. Of the 1400 sym
phony orchestras, only 54 are 
composed predominantly of 
professional musicians. Only 
35 to 40 of 754 opera groups 
are fully profes ional, and not 
more than 10 of these perform 
more than 15 days a year. 

This expanded interest in 
the performing arts is mirrored 
by a proliferation of theater 
groups, both amateur and semi
professional. And all this theat
rical activity is matched by 
concomitant architectural ac
tivity. More than 100 so-called 
cultural centers are being built 
or planned in U.S. communi
ties. Theaters that have blos
somed in churches and in 
cellars are moving into shop
ping centers and other open 
spaces. Last October, there 
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were 64 permanent theaters in 
shopping Cl nters, all of them 
designed subsequent to the one 
Welton Beckett did for Bergen 
Mall in Paramus, N. J., in 
1960. "A natural wedding of 
the theater and the market 
place," someone said of the 
Paramus theater; and Fort 
Wayne, Louisville, Dayton, To
ledo, Memphis, St. Louis, 
Baltimore, Washington, New 
Orleans, Tucson, Fort Lauder
dale, Miami, and Sarasota took 
up the idea. 

Many other shopping cen
ters have summertime tent 
theaters, which are finding it 
financially expedient to convert 
to permanent housing. Music 
Fairs, Inc., for instance, which 
has a string of tent theaters 
on the East Coast, is providing 
a permanent home for its thea
ter in Westport, Long Island. 

Roger Stevens, chairman of 
the National Council for the 
Arts, is planning to build 30 
theaters throughout the coun
try in shopping centers. (Land 
in shopping centers is relative
ly inexpensive and parking fa
cilities are already available.) 
His theaters will be built to a 
standard scale, so that sets can 
be manufactured in each city, 
saving transporation costs. For 
traveling troopers, it would be 
like performing in the same 
theater each night, quite a 
change from the old days on 
the Klaw & Erlanger circuit. 
Stevens' idea is to provide 
steady employment for reper
tory group , but one hopes 
that, architecturally, the results 
will be better than can be 
hoped for from the usual pre
fabricated approach. 

This architectural activity is 
not limited to shopping centers. 
The New Jersey Highway Au
thority plans to build a cul
tural center on land along the 
New Jersey Turnpike, in hopes 
of bringing motori ts onto the 
road and into the theater. 

Some of the more arcbitec
urally significant new theaters 
are shown elsewhere in this 
issue. 

All the Street's 
a Stage 

NEW YORK, N.Y. For four weeks 
this past summer, it seemed as 
if the 16th-Century perambu
lating theater, the Com.media 
dell'Arte, had been revived on 
the streets of New York. A 
group of players, using an 
improvised stage on the back 

of a truck, alternately set up 
shop in the streets of Harlem, 
the Lower East Side, the Far 
West Side, the Bronx and 
Brooklyn. The theater, pro
duced by Patricia Reynolds 
and directed by Phoebe Brand, 
is probably the most mobile 
of the mobile theaters that have 
evolved in the last few years. 
This offshoot of Papp's theater 
in Central Park has grown into 
an elaborate caravan of Ring
ling Brothers proportions. "The 
Theater in the Street," as the 
Reynolds group is called, is 
still small enough to maneuver, 
to be set up and dismantled 
in an hour. Supported partly by 
the New York State Council 
on the Arts, it also receives 
support from private citizens, 
and subsists on a budget of 
$16,000. 

This summer's bill of fare 
included a Chinese fairy tale, 
Moliere's 'Doctor in Spite of 
Himself,' Chekhov's 'The Bear' 
(both done in English), plus 
a rousing production of the 
Chekhov play in Spanish. Al-

though this is a far cry from 
16th-Century players who load
ed "their memories with a great 
mass of contemporary matter, 
such as stock sentiments, con
ceits, love speeches, complaints, 
ejaculations of despair and mad
ness" to be called on as needed, 
the classic playwrights had 
enough stage business in them 
to entertain the audience-most 
of which had never seen a live 
play before. 

The degree of audience par
ticipation in the New York 
productions was astonishing. 
Boos and unsolicited advice 
came from absorbed onlookers 
-both young and old. Local 
community organizations sup
plied chairs; local Boy Scouts 
or urchins set them up, and 
matrons supervised. The upshot 
seems to be that you do not 
necessarily need auditorium, 
stage, dressing rooms, etc., to 
have theater-almost any street 
will do. And there, in the street, 
the audience is surprisingly 
alive, a response and a quality 
difficult to build into any theater 
structure. 

Repertory Theatre 
Opens at 

Lincoln Center 

NEW YORK, N. Y. New York 
City's Vivian Beaumont Thea
ter opens officially on October 
21 with a performance of 
Georg Buchner's, Danton's 
Death. However fine the per
formance by the Lincoln Cen
ter Repertory Company may 
prove to be, it may well be 
overshadowed, as a work of 
art, by the hall itself, which 
is the result of an architectural 
collaboration between Bero 
Saarinen Associates and Skid
more, Owings & Merrill as As-
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sociated Architects. SOM de
signed the over-all building; 
Saarinen Associates, the two 
theater-auditoriums. 

The third building to be 
completed in the five-building 
complex that will comprise 
Lincoln Center for the Per
forming Art , the Vivian Beau
mont Theater is distinguished 
by its quiet dignity, a quality 
heightened by the classical 
inclinations of its neighbors. 

Inside, the building will 
house a library for the theater 
collection and music library of 
the City of New York. Also, 
of course, there will be two au
toriums, the re ult of design 
planning by the late Eero Saar
inen, in the three years prior 
to his death in 1961, and col
laborating designer Jo Mielzi
ner. Beneath the main audi
torium is the small 299-seat 
experimental Forum Theater, 
complete with its own en
trance, box office and lobby. 
It has an apron stage and can 
be u ed for both rehearsals and 

formal pertormances. Above 
this i the Beaumont theater, 
eating J 100, which has a 

stage changeable from pros
cenium to thrust by a lift, and 
a below-stage turntable that 
can substitute seating for stage 
area and vice versa. 

The theater, considered a 
milestone in theater de ign, is 
named after Vivian Beaumont 
Allen. Described by The New 
York Times as a "vivacious 
philanthropist," Mrs. Allen was 
the daughter of J. E. Beaumont, 
who, after prospecting unsuc
cessfully for gold in Colorado, 
helped found the May Com
pany department stores, now 
one of the largest department 
store chains in the country. 
Mrs . Allen donated an initial 
$3,000,000, which made a 
start on the theater project 
possible. 

Next month, Pl A will ex
amine the interior of both 
theaters in detail. The library 
will be discussed in a future 
issue. 

An American Architect Looks at Russia 

NEW YORK, .Y. Just returned 
from a 10,000-mile tour of the 
Soviet Union, New York archi
tect Frederick G. Frost, Jr., 
has much to show for it. Not 
the least is a collection of some 
700 slides of architectural sub
jects-from a log cabin near 
the shores of Lake Baykal, 
deep in Siberia, to strikingly 
beautiful tilework on mosques 
and minarets in Samarkand, 
ancient capital of the Mongol 
empire, to a 3000-room hotel 
being built almost entirely of 
precast concrete sections in 
Moscow. Frost was one of a 
group sent on a three-week 
trip, arranged by the State De
partment, to examine precast 
concrete work in the U.S.S.R. 
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(Earlier, a similar Russian 
group had toured the U.S.) In 
all, the group (of which Frost 
was the only architect) visited 
nine citie , traveling mostly by 
air. Fro t is quick to point out 
that what architecture he saw 
was incidental, for the trip 
was not planned as an arcbi
tectu ral tour. Yet he found that 
prefabrication with precast 
concrete was extensively used 
throughout the Soviet Union. 
He thinks more of it should 
be done here. 

At Bratsk, a new city being 
carved out of the fore t about 
300 miles north of Irkutsk, on 
the shore of Lake Baykal, 
Frost saw an aluminum plant 
and a cellulose plant (1) under 

construcuon, both of them pre
fabricated almo t entirely with 
precast concrete; even pile 
and pile caps had been made 
el ewhere and shipped to the 
ite. In Leningrad, he saw a 

parking garage under construc
tion whose roof was built of 
precast concrete panels that 
were placed on a steel mesh 
grid (2). "All pre tres ing 
plants hip their work by 
truck," explains Frost. "Some 
trucks are specially designed 
to handle the larger pieces. 
which may measure as much 
as 13'x40'." Brat k ha been 
under construction for six 
years. and. when completed 

-

(in about another ten) will 
have a population of approxi
mately 200.000. which will be 
brought in to work the al u
m in um and cellulose plant , to 
operate the hydroelectric plant 
that will provide power for 
them, to provide services for 
the population, and, of course, 
to create future Bratskians. 
Eventually, Bratsk will have 30 
micro-districts. each housing 
6000 to 8000 persons, set up a5 
self-contained units with shop· 
ping facilities and schools. 
Housing consists of elongated. 
mostly five-story buildings of 
precast concrete panels (3) that 
are reminiscent of army bar
racks and are lined up like sol
diers in formation. Stylistically. 
these prefabricated apartments 
are typical of all housing being 
done in the Soviet Union. Mi-

cro-tlistricts will be arranged in 
concentric circles, ~creened off 
from one another by the Sibe
rian forest , which, whenever 
po sible, i being left un
touched . At the center of the 
rings will be a macro-district. 
or city center. with facilities 
for the entire town: a large 
department store, government 
and commercial offices, and a 
theater for the performing arts. 
Plants that will supply heat. 
bot water, and sewerage dis
posal for all buildings in the 
community will be located ei
ther in the city center or in 
outlying areas. 

Although almost all housing 

_.,.. _ 
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currently underway in 
Soviet Union i similar to that 
at Bratsk, there are ubtle var
iations. In Ta hkent, Frost saw 
the same type of precast panel 
housing with end walls covered 
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by colored murals and balcony 
guards formed of colored plas
tic. This small concession to 
aesthetics was explained to him 
as a variation authorized by 
the Soviet government to sat
isfy the national taste of the 
Uzbek natives. In Kiev, these 
housing developments are often 
built of brick (4), because the 
region is rich in brick-produc
ing clay. Brick bearing walls 
support the buildings; interior 
walls as well a exterior sup
port precast concrete floor 
slabs. According to Frost's 
guides, Soviet housing activity 
still reflects an effort to alle
viaite a vast housing shortage, 

and to give families that have 
been living in cramped quar
ters for years housing of their 
own. 

Surprisingly, Frost came 
aero no distinctive po t
World War II buildings-with 
two exceptions. These, in his 
opinion, are the Congress Hall 
in Moscow and the October 
Palace of Culture in Kiev (5) . 
Both buildings, designed in 
what might be termed the In-
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ternational Style, are of glass 
and concrete. Making pleasing 
use of horizontal bands of glass 
windows, they show a greater 
involvement with design than 
all other buildings Frost saw 
that were completed within the 
last 20 years. 

Another sign of increasing 
architectural awareness is the 
controversy involving the Ros
siya Hotel (6), now under con
struction on a 27-acre site ad
jacent to the Kremlin. When 
completed, it will house 3000 
rooms in a 12-story base and 
a 23-story tower. Critics gen
erally oppose the hotel, which 
is typical of the current Soviet 

building effort, on aesthetic 
grounds, pointing out that its 
bulk and unaesthetic design 
will mar the Red Square sky
line. Completion is currently 
planned for 1967, to coincide 
with the fiftieth anniversary of 
tbe Bolshevik Revolution. 

Considering the blending of 
Eastern and Western architec
tural styles once common in 
Russia, it seems strange that an 
indigenous architectural style 

never evolved. Yet some of the 
architectural heritage is being 
carefully preserved. In Mos
cow, Frost visited several of 
the old Czarist palaces, which 
have been painstakingly re
stored and maintained. They 
remain as examples of an ar
chitectural past that the Soviet 
ideology considers as a display 
of extravagant ostentation 
wasted on the ruling classes. 
Following a 1939 visit to the 
Soviet Union, Frank Lloyd 
Wright ob erved: "I found that 
in Russia now, as in the United 
States long ago, the masses 
who had nothing and to whom 
the landed aristocracy ap
peared to have everything bad 
their turn to be pleased. Noth-

ing pleases them so much a 
the gleam of marble columns 
under high ceilings, glittering 
chandeliers, unmistakable lux
ury as they bad to look up to 
it when it decided their fate , 
when they ate out of luxury's 
band when they ate at all. " 
Today, the old palaces are 
much visited. 

But nowhere did Frost find 
evidence of a great architec
tural emergence that Wright 
had hoped for. Perhaps it is 
yet to come. Perhaps architec
ture, as much suppressed as 
the other arts, is only the slow
er to emerge. In the meantime, 
Russia is blighting her land
scape-something she may one 
day regret. 

Armed Community College 

ST. LOUlS, MO. Shown above 
is a model of the Forest Park 
Community College, a two
year col lege that will eventual
ly have an enrollment of 7000 
day students. Designed by Har
ry Weese & Associates, the 
buildings consist of two Jong 
(about 740') , narrow, five
story classroom arms extend
ing from two outriding, square, 
library I student-center I dining
room buildings. The linear 
arms house lecture halls on the 
lower floors , laboratories on the 
top floors , and, on the interme-

diate floors, faculty offices and 
classrooms. Each arm bas ex
terior towers, on 180' centers, 
housing all vertical mechanical 
services, stairs, elevators, and 
toilets. At the east end of the 
complex will be a gymnasium; 
at the west, a theater-lecture 
center. Buildings will have 
brick cavity walls and concrete 
frames. Roofs, sills, copings, 
and soffits will be lead-coated 
copper. The library and the 
first section of the east class
room arm will be com pJeted 
by the end of 1967. 

P/ A Awards Jury Meets 
NEW YORK, N.Y. Gathering in 
New York, the jurors for the 
13th Annual Pl A Design 
Awards Program spent two 
intensive days (September 20 
and 21) selecting the 1966 
winners from a field of 778 
entrie . Edward Charles Bas
sett, Will iam J. Conklin , Kevin 

Roche, Vincent Scully, Jr., and 
Dr. August E. Komendant 
made the selections from the 
largest number of entries ever 
submitted. Winners will appear 
in the JANUARY 1966 PI A. 

The traditional jurors' lunch
eon was in the kitsch surround
ings of Manhattan's Cafe Nich-
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olson. After spending two hours I murals, the jurors returned with 
amidst Victorian gargoyles and a fresh eye for their work. 

$71 Million Christian Science Renewal 
BOSTON, MASS. Crowded as a 
prayer meeting on Judgment 
Day, the headquarters of the 
Church of Christ, Scientist, 

be postponed." Accordingly, 
I.M. Pei & Associates worked 
out a master plan for 31 acres 
of land surrounding the Orig
inal Edifice (built in 1894) and 
its stately, white-domed exten
sion (completed in 1906), 
which will continue to be the 
focal point of the complex and 
a highlight of the Boston Back 
Bay skyline. To be completed 
in two stages, Pei's plan calls 
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badly need room for expansion. 
The church's board of directors 
decided that plans for a new 
church center "could no longer 

for initial construction of the 
15-acre church center on a 
roughly triangular plot, fol
lowed by private construction 
of apartment and commercial 
buildings on 16 acres along 
two sides of the triangle. Seven 
acres of the church center 
land will become an open land
scaped area, and, rising from 
one end of the park, will be 
a 22-story church administra-

tion building. Beneath the park 
will be a 600-car garage. 
Although the church has not 
yet acquired all the land needed 
for the private sector of the 
development, it hopes eventu
ally to lease this land to en
trepreneurs, who will put up 
a long row of nine-story apart
ments lining the two major 
sides of the church center, 
anchoring them with three, 34-
story, combination apartment/ 
office towers. 

The entire program, which 
includes relocation of persons 
in church-owned buildings to 
be taken down and the main
tenance of current tax pay
ments throughout the 6 to 10 
years needed to complete the 

project, will be handled by 
the church in consultation with 
the Boston Redevelopment Au
thority. 

Located not far from the 
new Prudential Center, the 
Back Bay area includes Boston's 
Museum of Fine Arts, Sym
phony Hall, Horticulture Hall, 
Public Library, Civic Audi
torium, New Engand Conser
vatory of Music, Jordan Hall , 
and Northeastern University. 
In recent years, it has slided 
quietly into shabby gentility. 
Pei believes that, as a result 
of his plan, "this part of Back 
Bay can look forward to a 
restoration of its former dig
nity as a residential cultural, 
and spiritual hub." 

The Philadelphia Story 
PIIlLADELPIIlA, PA. "In Boston," 
Mark Twam once noticed, 
"they ask, How much does he 
know? In New York, How 
much is be worth? In Philadel
phia, Who were his parents?" 
In Philadelphia today they no 
longer ask questions-they are 
much too busy now producing 

the answers in their massive, 
$2 billion Center City rede
velopment and rehabilitation 
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program. (Oddly enough Ed 
Bacon, executive director of 
the City Planning Commission, 
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under whose aegis the program 
has been since 1949 thougbt
fuJ!y planned and coordinated, 
had as his 1932 Cornell senior 
thesis "Plans for a Philadelphia 
Center City.") The program is 
massive and stretches from one 
end of the city to the next
from the Science Center in the 
west to Penn's Landing in the 
east. Penn Center, Market East 
(I), Society Hill, Independence 
Mall are all the giant steps 
that Philadelphia is taking 
along the way. And this giant 
has no feet of clay. 

Last month, plans for Inde
pendence Center (2)-a $50 
million "office park" near the 
Mall to be located between 6th 
and 7th and Race and Arch 
Streets were announced by its 
developer Norman D. Denny. 
Bower & Fradley, architects of 
the General Waterworks Build
ing at 15th and Walnut Streets, 
have designed a ten-building 
complex which will offer res
taurants, underground parking 
for some 1200 automobiles, a 
"drive-up" movie theatre, health 
club, data processing centers, 
plus some attractive economics. 
Office space will be sold (at 
prices lower than many of the 
current rental fees) to tenants 
who can purchase space for 
the future. Left over space will 
be rented (by the developer) 
for the tenant until he needs 
it. Denny's attractive offer will, 
be hopes, fill all the spaces by 
the 1970 completion date. 

Most likely he will suceed. 
As a former vice-president of 
Levitt & Sons, he once filled 
the residential development, 
Rambler Park, in record time. 
His ploy-a free Rambler with 
each home bought at the open
ing of the site. But Denny 
doesn't really need tricks for 
this one. The office complex, as 
a part of Independence Mall 
(3) a three block long park 
which will lead from Philadel
phia's Independence Hall to 
Franklin Square, should be 
just as successful as the whole 
rejuvenation of Center City is 
turning out to be. 

JERSEY AIA MEETS 
SPRING LAKE, N .J . Spring Lake 
was the site of the 65th annual 
convention of the New Jersey 
Society of Architects . From 
September 9 to 11, the archi
tects registered their ladies, 
charmed their guests, award
ed student scholarships, and 
fought the battle of "Environ
etics." 

A more fitting convention 
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theme could hardly have been 
chosen for the most environ
mentally raped state of the 
Union. Those traveling to the 
convention from the north 
were introduced to the "Gar
den State" through the Jersey 
flats-those inspired industrial 
parks that have turned a once 
aquatic bird sanctuary into an 
odiferous polluted sewer. The 
traveler might then have en
joyed a thrilling ride on U .S. 
22, whose bordering commer
cial chaos accounts for its rep
utation as the most deadly 
strip of black-top in the coun
try. If he survived this hurdle, 
he would then have seen the 
real environment of New Jer
sey: its pine barrens, rolling 
farmland, and lovely coast. 

The keynote of the conven
tion was sounded on Thurs
day by chapter president Rob
ert R. Cueman, who called for 
the architect to arm against 
the "ill-begotten mess we 
Americans are creating for 
ourselves." His words were 
echoed at Friday's dinner by 
Robert Durham, AlA vice
president, who challenged the 
architects to take the oppor
tunity of molding our environ
ment. Both men spoke within 
the general context of the 
AIA's war on ugliness-a pro
gram that is idealistic, uncon
troversial, and as necessary as 
man's war on the shark. 

A commitment to political 
and economic action by the 
architects would seem a man
datory corollary to the suc
cessful realization of their 
idealistic program. And, in
deed, the convention was ad
dressed, at its opening, by 
Governor Hughes, and, dur
ing the ensuing two days, by 
other prominent political fig
ures. But representatives of 
the financial world were no
ticeably absent. The political 
pronouncements, in an elec
tion year, coincided with the 
AIA's war on ugliness. Frank 

Thompson, New Jersey Con
gressman, was given an award 
for participation in the battle. 

Seminars on "Environetics" 
-described as the study of 
"Total Site Environment"
were held on each of the three 
convention days. On Thursday, 
Arthur Edwin Bye, Jr., and 
Herman L. Porter discussed 
landscaping. On Friday, a 
panel on lighting included Dr. 
H. Richard Blackwell, Seymour 
Evans, and Stanley L. Peter
son; and Saturday's panelists 
were Professor Henry Wright 
and Jerome M. Larson, who 
discussed interior environment. 

The display of award build
ings demonstrated the increas
ing abilities of the New Jersey 
architects to build competently 
designed structures. illustrated 
here are the Assembly and 
Education Building for the 
Unitarian Society of New 
Brunswick, designed by Jules 
Gregory (I), and a church in 
Lambertville, also by Gregory 
(2). However, in a convention 
stressing total environment, it 
might have been better, partic
ularly in justice to the design
ers of industrial buildings, to 
have shown the basis of ra
tionality they had introduced 
in~o chaotic industrial settings. 
Given the theme of environ
mental responsibility, more at
tention should have been given 
to illustrating the surrounding 
building environment. 

Perhaps the one-man project 
and the enlightened private 
client are the prime surviving 
elements of pure architectural 
expression. At least, as pre
sented at this convention and 
in most of our architectural 
magazines, that would seem to 
be the case. Perhaps it is a 
necessity that architectural ex
pression be divorced from the 
"common sense" of commer
cial and industrial buildings 
today-the commercial and in
dustrial common sense that 
often is so common and so 
devoid of sense that it does not 
even commission architects to 
design its projects. If this is 
true, and if the only course 
open to architects is to design 
isloated buildings, then the 
AIA crusade is needed to edu
cate the nation. As Robert 
Cueman remarked in his key
note address, no one is "bet
ter qualified . . . to lead the 
fight" than the architects; and 
we feel there could be no bet
ter battleground than the Gar
den State. 

Interment Decorators 
COLUMBUS, OHIO. Latest new 
design type should attract the 
attention of Jessica Mitford 
and all architects interested in 
grave matters. Mr. P. J. Sigal, 
evidently in a paroxysm of rev
elation after decorating a fu
neral home in Youngstown, 
Ohio, announced that What 
America Needs is a firm dedi
cated to being "the only com
plete design and consultation 
service for funeral directors." 
Funeral Home Interiors has 
been formed by Mr. Sigal to 
fill this deplorable vacuum. 
The organization will work 
"with the architect, builder, or 
the Funeral Director, to fur
nish functional interiors that 
compliment [sic] the design and 
structure of the funeral home." 
FHI's flugleman announces 
that the firm's experience will 
lend itself to the discovery of 
"dual purposes" for rooms 
(obsequies in the morning and 
a Bar Mitzvah in the after
noon?). Design aim is for a 
"lasting, dignified effect" with
out "the sombre look." Prod
uct is an undertaking establish
ment "to which the director 
can point with pride, and in 
which visitors and the bereaved 
are put at ease"-a million 
laughs, we take it; nothing 
like an unhappy burial. 

If you want this latest re
finement on The American 
Way of Death, you can find it 
in Columbus, Ohio. More in
formation than that you are 
not going to get out of us 
with a massive formaldehyde 
injection. 

Friedberg Sweeps 
Landscape Awards 

1 

HARTFORD, CONN. The Ameri
can Society of Landscape Ar
chitects held its annual conven
tion in Hartford in late June 
and as part of the proceeding~ 
awarded prizes for distinction 
in landscape design. It is in
teresting to note that at least 
six citations were for imagina-
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tive landscaping of public hous
ing areas or similar projects. 
Only three went to the more 
traditional type of landscape 
architectural commissions: one 
to a private house, one to a 
country club, and one to a 
chool. The firm of M. Paul 

Friedberg & Associates swept 
the field with three Honor 
Awards (Pavilion of Spain at 
the New York World's Fair 1, 
Hillel School 2, and Nathan 
Straus Memorial Plaza 3) and 
two Merit Awards (Carver 
Plaza and Amphitheater and 
Riis Plaza and Amphitheater) . 

3 
Another Honor Award was 

won by George Patton (Uni
versity of Pennsylvania Cam
pus 4) . John Rahenkemp-Rich
ard E . Vogel won three Merit 
Awards for their Haveford 
Garden Apartments, 22nd and 
Meredith Block Rehabilitation, 
and a private reside nce. Allen 

4 
W. Hixon, Jr. won a Merit 
Award for the Tumble Brook 
Country Club, and a Merit 
Award was earned by George 
Patton for "Sculptural Spaces 
for Imaginative Play." 

Jury consisted of Lyle Blun
dell, Stuart Dawson, James 
Skerrit, and N. A. Rotunno. 
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New Stadium For San Diego 

SAN DIEGO, CALIF. Sports stadia 
are proliferating almost as fast 
us cultural centers. This stadi
um, designed for both football 
and baseball event in San Di
ego, is scheduled for comple
tion by the fall of 1967. With 
it, San Diegoans hope to lure 
a major- league ba eball team 
to town to match the recently 
formed San Diego Chargers of 
the American Football League. 

De igned by Frank L. Hope 
& Associates, the stadium will 
seat 50,564 for footba ll games 
and 47,144 for baseball. De
scribed as "a combination of 
a square and a circle," it is 
said to provide more choice 
seats for both types of sporting 
events than the more usual 
circular stadiums being built 
today. Vertical walking dis
tances within the stadi um are 
minimized by having spectators 
enter the sem idepressed stadi
um at mid level. Two movable 
seat sections, located in front 
of the lower stands and accom-

modating 8700 spectators, are 
centered on the 50-yd line for 
football and moved to form a 
90° angle behind home plate 
for baseball. These sections, 
supported by a steel frame that 
rests on concrete pads, can be 
lifted and towed on rubber 
tires to a new location. On the 
exterior, the stadium is distin
guished by 38 frames of dual 
reinforced concrete pillars, 8' 
apart, and spaced at 28' inter
vals with cantilevered arms 
that support the upper-level 
seating. Ramps spiraling to 
these upper seats are placed at 
intervals outside the stadium 
and provide walkways. As 
planned, the seats, which 
are to be of contour-molded 
plastic with arm-rests and self
rising seats, will fit horseshoe
shaped around the playing 
fie ld. Eventually, seating capac
ity can be increased to 70,000 
by filling in the open end of the 
horseshoe. Construction cost is 
estimated at $27,600,000. 

Underground Moves 
WASHINGTON, D .C . Housing 
subdivisions built with Federal
ly insured mortgages are now 
required to have underground 
utility lines. Although the regu
lation will affect only an esti
mated 13.1 per cent of the 
yearly housing starts in this 
country, including multifamily 
buildings, the regulations may 
have a more far-reaching effect. 
Despite an additional cost, de
velopers may find that a Jack 
of unsightly power lines and 
poles may give them a competi
tive selling edge. The regula
tion covers both electricity and 
telephone wires. Although the 
details are still being worked 
out, it is expected that bui lders 

will have to comply with the 
regulation unless they can show 
compelling reasons to the con
trary. According to the FHA 
announcement, "The developer 
of new subdivision housing 
who has not specified under
ground wiring systems in his 
plans, must prove to the FHA's 
satisfaction that such systems 
are not economical ly feasible 
for his project." 

But the lessening of subur
ban blight may not be accom
plished so easi ly. The New 
Times interviewed utility of
ficials, asking them about the 
Government ruling. The con
sensus, according to the Times, 
was that the public remains 

largely unconcerned about the 
buried power lines. In fact, 
they see poles and wires as a 
norm and underground wiring 
as an omission. The future of 
this aesthetic advance will 
probably rest like the future of 
many artistic advances - on 
salesmanship. 

NAAMM Handbook 
Being Revised 

The National Association of 
Architectural Metal Manufac
turers is completely revising its 
Metal Curtain Wall Manual, 
which it originally published in 
1960. They hope to print and 
distribute the new version next 
year. Architects and engineers 
are invited to submit sugges
tions to NAAMM, 228 North 
LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. , 60601. 

Park Avenue Parade 

NEW YORK, N.Y. Recent talk 
of adjusting New York City's 
outdated building codes brings 
nods of approval from many 
who think the changes will 
pave the way for more flexible 
designs. One of the first build
ings planned for construction 
under the wished-for amend
ments is a 42-story office 
structure that will replace the 
Park Lane Hotel now being 
demolished. Designed b y 
Emery Roth & Sons, it will 
rise from a podium of un
polished gray granite. A rec
tangular tower, it will provide 
almost 1 ,000,000 sq ft of rent
able space (26,000 sq ft per 
floor), and will be clad in black 
spandrel glass, highly polished 
metal mullions, and gray-toned 
window glass. It will be the 
twenty-fourth office building to 
rise on Park Avenue since 
1946, 14 of them by Emery 
Roth & Sons, also. 

Continued on page 66 
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Deer Val ley Fac1llt1es for Arizona Public Service Company. Phoenix , Ari zona, Architects: Guirey , Srnka & Arnold Associates 

Mo-Sai . pleasantly patterns the sun. 
MO-SAi INSTITUTE, INC. 110 Social Hall Ave Salt Lake Coty. Utah 
BADGER CONCRETE CO. 
Oshkosh Wisconsin 

BEER PRECAST CONCRETE. LTD. 
T oronlo. Ontario. Canada 
BUEHNER & COMPANY, INC. 
Mesa. Arizona 
CAMBRIDGE CEMENT STONE CO. 
Allston. Massachuselis 

ECONOMY CAST STONE CO. 
Richmond. Virginia 
fORMIGLI SALES CO. 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 
GEORGE RACKLE & SONS CO. 
Cleveland. Ohio 
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GOODSTONE MANUFACTURING CO .. INC. 
Rocheste1 ew York 

GRASSI AMERICAN CORP. 
Soulh San Frdnc1sco Cah lorn1a 
HAMILTON CONCRETE PRODUCTS CO. 
Chattanooga Tennessee 
HARTER CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC. 
Oklahoma City Oklahoma 

JACKSON STONE CO .. INC. 
Jackson. M1ss1ss1pp1 
OLYMPIAN STONE CO., INC. 
Seattle. Washington Portland Oregon 

PLASTICRETE CORP. 
Hamden, Connec11cut 

SOUTHERN CAST STONE, INC. 
Knoxv1llt T enne-.,~e , 

SUPERCRETE. LTD. 
SI Bon1lr1ce, Man1foha. Canada 
TEXAS INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Arlington Texas 

THE RACKLE COMPANY OF TEXAS 
Houston . Texas 

WAILES PRECAST CONCRETE CORP. 
Los Angeles. Call torn1a 
WILSON CONCRETE CO. 
Red Oak. Iowa South Omaha , Nebraska 
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Another First 
from 
Barber-Colman 



Plaee Victoria 
for more than a million square feet, which is best: 

electronic or pneumatic controls? 

UNTIL recently, almost all "big job" 
comfort control systems have been 

one-type installations-all electronic or 
all pneumatic. But when the first 
tenants began moving into Montreal's 
new Place Victoria in May, 1965, a new 
era opened in the design of environ
mental control systems. 

The environmental control system 
for this new Canadian Stock Exchange 
Tower is the first ever installed which 
selectively combines the most desirable 
features of four different types of con
trols along with new concepts in air 
distribution equipment and building 
automation-all designed, manufac
tured, and installed by a single manu
facturer. 

Because compatibly designed Elec
tronic, Pneumatic, Electric, and Hy
draulic controls are standard Barber
Colman lines, our application engineers 
were able to select the exact controls 
best suited to Place Victoria's various 
requirements. And with nineteen dif
ferent fan systems, the requirements 
are bound to be varied. For instance, 
five systems furnish air for perimeter 
system induction units. Nine supply 
Barber-Colman. Jetronic Single Inlet 
Mixing Units for interior zone comfort. 
Three condition the five below-ground 
garage and utility levels. Two serve 
the lobby. 

-

Pneumatic Controls are installed 
on the 4700 induction units and Barber
Colman Jetronic Single Inlet Mixing 
Units. These controls are most eco
nomical where there is no local source 
of electricity, and they are ideally 
suited to simple multiunit sequencing 
control. 

Electronic and Electric Controllers 
and Actuators control all central fan 
systems. They are best for this appli
cation because of the ease and sim
plicity with which they provide desirable 
features such as these: Resetting of 
hot and chilled water temperatures to 
match outdoor weather conditions; re
mote selection of space temperatures; 
recording and retrieval of bui lding 
automation data at the Selectronic 
Control Center. 

Hydraulic Controls are used selec
tively in shopping and store areas to 
control radiators and wall-type con
vectors. These compact controls com' 
bine the advantages of Electronic, 
Pneumatic, and Electric Control in a 
unit-mounted system that offers ex
cellent accuracy for smaller air con
ditioning and heating units. 

All systems are. tied together at a 
Barber-Colman Selectron ic Control 
Center located on the fifth floor. From 
here, al l fan systems can be monitored 
and controlled by a single building 

This Barber-Colman Selectronic panel controls the climate on all 52 floors of Place Victoria. It provides 
42 points of remote indication control and reset on fan and secondary water systems. With it, the operator 
can read temperatures at each of these points and change the thermostat set point without even leaving 
the 14' x 20' Selectronic room. A television-like screen at left enables the operator· to see equipment 
layouts for the various systems he is monitoring, simply by pressing a button. (In addition to the Selec
tronic panel, there are also 14 Barber-Colman graphic control sub panels located throughout the building. 
These show local system temperature readings and indicate when air filters in the system need changing.) 

operator. Because electronic and elec
tric controls are used on the various 
fan systems, temperature can be read 
out and analyzed "Selectronically" 
without intermediate conversion of 
signals. 

From the time that this project 
began, a Barber-Colman engineering 
and installation "Task Force" worked 
closely with Place Victoria's owners, 
architects, engineers, and contractors. 
Result: A complete environmental 
control system that fulfills exactly the 
descriptions of operation required in 
the final specifications. 

Today, Barber-Colman is the only 
company with the experience and staff 
to design, manufacture, install, guaran
tee and service a// types of comfort 
control systems and air distribution 
products. This unique capability en
ables Barber-Colman to off13r important 
installation and service benefits on 
your next building. 

Fo r mo re details on the ultimate in fully 
integrated automatic controls and engi
neered air distribution systems, contact the 
Barber-Colman field office nearest you. 
O r write for our five new bo oklets outlining 
the features and advantages of Barber
Colman Electronic, Electric, Hydraulic, and 
Pneumatic Controls, and S elect ronic 
Cont rol Centers. 

BARBER-COLMAN 
COMPANY 

Rockfo r d , Illi nois 6 11 0 1 

In Canada: 
BARBER-COLMAN OF CANADA, LTD. 

Toronto, Ontario 

. .. where o ri g i nality wo rks f o r y o u 

Place Victoria - Architect: L. Moretti, Rome. 
Associate Architects: Greenspoon, Freedlander & 
Dunne, Montreal. Consulting Structural Engineers: 
P. L. Nervi, Rome; D'Allemagne & Barbacki, 
Montreal. Associate Consulting Engineers: 
Letendre & Monti. General Contractor: E. G. M. 
Cape & Co. (1956) ltd. Reinforced Concrete 
Frame Contractor: Janin Construction Ltee. 
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Continued from page 62 

Sun-Protected OHice for Madras Consulate 

MADRAS, INOLA The new office 
building of the U .S. onsulate 
General here will be character
ized by emphatic sun-protection 
device in the form of louvers 
and projecting un hades. A 
large interior court will also 
feature louvers (Madras is lo
cated at latitude 13 ° orth, 
and olar loads are something 
to dry out your Aunt Tillie's 
gin-and-tonic in a trice). Ex
terior materials will be cast-

Awards 
Charles A. Blessing, director 
of Detroit' City Planning 
Commi sion, received the Ar
nold W. Brunner Scholarship 
award presented annually by 
the New York Chapter, AIA. 
Also lauded with Brunner 
grant -in-aid were Jo eph Rus
sell Passonneau, professor and 
dean of architecture at Wash
ington Univer ity, St. Louis, 
and Paul D . Spreiregen, Head 
of the AIA Urban Design Pro
gram of Wa hington , D .C . ... 
The Boston Society of Archi
tects has awa rded the Harles
ton Parker Gold Medal to 
H arvard 's Carpenter Center 
for the Visual Arts designed 
by Le Corbusier with Sert, 
Jackson & Gourley, associ-
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_/ 
in-place exposed-aggregate con
crete and native granite span
drel panels. Fir t floor will hold 
the visa area and the USIS 
Library, which will open onto 
a landscaped terrace. USlS 
offices will be on the econd 
floor, and the con ulate office 
on the third. A 200-seat audi
torium will be located in the 
basement, under the courtyard. 
Architect: Burk, LeBreton & 
Lamantia, New Orlean . 

a ted . . . Eight students have 
been awarded summer scholar
ships to the Fountainebleau 
School of Fine Arts in the 
Portland Cement A ocia
tion's architectural scholarship 
awards program. Winners are : 
James B. Herold of Harvard , 
J . Stephen Matthias of the 
University of Virginia, Fred F. 
Leonard of Kent State Univer-
ity, Louis Orlando Aco ta of 

Louisiana State University, 
Masao Yamada of Washington 
University (Mo. ), Edward F . 
Smith of the University of 
Utah, Larry R. Wind of Ari
zona State University and Her
bert J . Schumann of the 
University of Manitoba ... 
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe 
has been awarded the national 
brotherhood award of the N a-

tional Conference of Chris
tians and Jews ... . Winner 
of Lighting Magazine's lighting 
modernization contest have 
been brought to light. They 
are Donald Lane, Jr., Pough
keepsie, ew York , architect 
for hi relighting of Schwartz 
and Co.; John R. Gale of D ay
ton Power and Light Co., D ay
ton , Ohio for his relighting of 
Wood y's Supermarket in West 
Ca rrollton , Ohio; and fin all y 
Jo eph Kella , A si tant 
Street and Highway Lighting 

Supervisor of Niagara Mo
hawk Power Corp. of Buffalo, 

ew York for the relighting of 
St. Gerard's Church, Buffalo . 
AJI were delighted .... Twen
ty lucky college students have 
ju t been awarded Ruberoid" 
$500 scholar hip. Each year 
The Ruberoid Co. has m:ide 
available $ 10,000 to be di -
tributed by the AfA to 20 de-
erving students in their fin al 

years of tudy. Applicati ns 
may be obtained from the 
AIA, national headquarters. 

Peace Corps in China Seas 

KuANTAN, MALAYSIA. The site 
alone-a narrow strip of land 
between the jungle and the 
South China Sea on the eastern 
coast of the Malayan Penin ula 
- would make the design of a 
motel there an exciting project 
for any architect. For Thoma 
E. Regan, Jr. , 25, this was 
especially the case. From the 
fa ll of 1962 to June 1964, 
Regan, a Peace Corps volun
teer and a recent architectural 
gradu a te of Notre D a me, 
worked in the Architects' De
partment of the Malaysian Pub
lic Works Ministry. In all , he 
designed nine buildings. The 
largest of these was a 16-unit 
motel, of which he is ju tly 
proud. "The value of my ex
perience," he wrote P/ A re
cently, "was in the opportunity 
for me, as a young architect, 
to carry through a project such 

as this, from its conception, 
through working drawings, to 
the actual supervision of con
struction." 

One of four Peace Corp 
architects in Malaysia at the 
time, Regan was the only one 
in the East Coast state of Pa
hang, where he worked with 
a Malaysian architect and a 
staff of 12 draft men and tech
nicians. The motel was bis own 
project. After 100 years of 
Briti h influence, the newly 
formed Federation of Malay ia 
i seeking a way to express it
self culturally, and Regan was 
encouraged to find and use an 
architectu ral style suitable to 
the area. His long, rambling 
plan expose a maximum 
amount of the building to cool
ing breezes from the sea. 
Regan placed the raised veran
dahs, which protect the interior 
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For gymnasiums, stages, shop floors, 
bakeries, manufacturing plants 

Robbins LOCK-TITE is an improved mechani
cally-fastened wood floor system at lower cost. 
Dimensional stability results from completely 
integrated design of 33/32" MFMA Northern 
Hard Maple flooring locked into steel channels 
anchored to slab. Asphalt-impregnated insula
tion board isolates the slab, improves rebound 
action through more uniform resilience, and 
reduces sound transmission. All installations of 
LOCK-TITE Floors are made and jointly 
guaranteed by Robbins and authorized Robbins 
floor contractors throughout North America. 
Mail coupon for complete data. 

r---------------- - --- ---
ROBBINS FLOORING COMPANY 
Dept. PA-1065 
White Lake, W isconsin 54491 

D Send complete information on the Lock-Tite floor system 
D Advise name of authorized installer in this area 

Name _______________ ~ 

Firm ________________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

(Q) ~~~~B,EI~ 
L------ - --- - Su~~~~=-':_B~~ Co.:._.J 
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of the structure from sun and 
rain and provide all pedestrian 
circulation, on concrete piles. 
The raised structure is tradi
tionally used in Malay homes. 
Each pyramidal roof unit de
fines a definite space beneath, 
and each of these units is 
raised slightly above the flat 
roof to provide ventilation. 
Grouped around a central 
court, which in turn is encir
cled by a water-filled moat, 
all rooms, the lounge and din
ing areas have sliding louvered 
doors opening on the sea. 

"My biggest problem," writes 
Regan, "was choice of mate
rials. Timber, the state's main 
industry, had long been dis
carded as a first-class building 
material." Timber rots, and, 
besides, it was associated with 
the traditional native but. 
Chemical treatment overcame 
the problem of decay, and 
Regan's choice of decorative 

and tough hardwoods lessened 
the stigma of building with a 
material that lacked status. He 
used chengai, one of the hard
est Malayan woods, on all 
exposed exterior surfaces. Be
cause their handsome color 
complemented the chengai, 
balau and merawan were used 
as wood decking and doors. 

Work was completed in 10 
months by Chinese workmen. 
A second construction phase 
will add eight more guest 
rooms to the eight completed. 

Although built with funds 
provided by the Malaysian gov
ernment (to help promote 
tourism and give traveling gov
ernment officials a place to 
stay), the motel is being leased 
to a private manager. 

Regan, now back in the 
U.S., plans to enter Pratt Insti
tute this fall to study for a 
Master's of Architecture de
gree. 

School in No-Man's Land 

NEW YoRK, N.Y. Morningside 
Park is one of Manhattan's 
least used parks. It is sort of a 
vertical no-man's land separat
ing the cloisters of Columbia 
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University, on the Heights, 
from the streets of Harlem, at 
its base. In one stony northeast 
corner of the park, construc
tion is now beginning on an 

elementary school that will ac
cept children only from kinder
garten through second grade. 
Designed by Frederick G. Frost, 
Jr. & Associates, the build
ing comprises three classroom
adrninistrative units arranged 
around a central kitchen
lunchroom - playroom-adminis
trative unit, with the former 
connected to the latter by 
bridges. Because the relatively 
small site (1.35 acres) is billy 

and rocky, it was impossible to 
leave room for a central play
ground. Instead, land is being 
built up and terraced around 
the edges of the site, creating 
several small, irregularly shaped 
play areas. A short service road 
Leads beneath a bridge to a 
basement loading platform. 
Completion of the $2,150,000 
structure, which will have a 
concrete and brick fac;:ade, is 
scheduled for the fall of 1966. 

Once More, With Feeling 
NEW YORK, N.Y. Backed by the 
Astor Foundation, the team of 
architects Pomerance & Breines 
and landscape architects M. 
Paul Friedberg & Associates 
has done it again-or rather, 
will do it again. Its success at 
the Carver Houses (pp. 177-
79, JANUARY 1965 P/ A) was 
well earned. Now a similar plan 
-but on a larger scale-is 
underway for the Jacob Riis 
Houses. The problem, however 
-of converting a barren con
crete pit into a park for peo
ple-is the same. 

The designers have replaced 
lawns and plants with textured 

'f 0 • 

paving. Sculpture, raised plant
ers, and terracing on the site 
is used to break up this single 
space. There will be a play 
space for children off the main 
walkway (a subtle method of 
keeping the peace, since chil
dren are never out of view). 
The largest area will be 
utilized for a series of small 
brick-paved sitting areas cen
tering on a large sculptural 
element that will serve as an 
axis leading to the ampitheater 
the strongest element in the 

design. The ampitheater's ter
raced steps will lead down 
to planting, pools, and foun
tains (which will be open to 
children in the summer). The 
terminating element of the de
sign will be an encolsed foun
tain court for the elderly. 
Cost for the entire project is 
around $750,000. Completion 
is expected in late December 
of this year. 

Whatever humanity the Riis 
Houses will have depends on 
the outcome of the new park. 
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Waffle s a r e 
stiffer than 
pancake s . 

When you hold up a waffle, it stays flat. 
A pancake droops. 

You can get a pancake to stay flat 
by using more batter. But the extra 
materials and the overcooking add to 
the cost of the breakfast. 

Reinforced concrete floors are simi
lar. Use a waffle system and you stiffen 
the floor. The deeper the square voids 
in the waffle system, the stiffer the floor 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 348 

and the more materials saved ... And 
the farther apart you can place the col
umns without overloading the system. 

Appropriately, we do our waffle form
ing on a flat fee. This usually proves to 
be much less than the general contrac
tor would spend to form the floors him
self. With a Ceco quotation, you and 
your contractor have a firm cost before 
building starts. There are no variables 
such as insurance, overhead, labor, 
lumber, and form conditioning. The 
Ceco quotation includes all these. Your 
contractor is not subject to a sudden 
piling up of hidden costs. Tell him so. 

Get full particulars about Ceco's 
Steeldome Service, for you and your 
contractor. Write for literature. Also see 
Ceco's Steelform catalog in Sweet's. 
The Ceco Corporation, general offices 
at 5601 West 26th Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60650. Sales offices and plants 
in principal cities. 

CECO 
STEELDOME 
SERVICE 
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Vacation House in The Sky 

NEW YORK, N.Y. One of the 
things guidebooks often point 
out about New York City is 
that Abercrombie & Fitch, the 
New York City sporting-goods 
store, has a hunting lodge on 
its roof. It does-not for hunt
ing, though, but for use by 
store officials in entertaining 
guests. That same roof now 
also has a vacation house, a 
model of a prefabricated home 
that the store will sell and that 
it will put up for a customer 
on a lot anywhere in the U .S. 
A modification of a model 
offered by Stanmar Leisure 
Homes, Sudbury, Mass., the . 
Abercrombie version was 
adapted by interior designer 
Bud Holman and Sports Illus
trated magazine; Stanmar will 
handle construction. The house, 
which Abercrombie president 
Earle K. Angstadt, Jr., thinks 
is "the first . . . vacation house 
on Madison Avenue," has post 
and beam construction, the 
main roof support being a 
centrally located cedar post, 
allowing flexibility in the inte
rior floor plan, and making 
possible large sliding glass 
walls. The living-room/kitchen 
area has a high ceiling capped 

Personalities 
Harvey B. Gantt, first Negro 
to attend a white, state-sup
ported school in South Caro
l Ina, graduated with honors 
from Clemson University with 
a degree in architecture. He 
will join the firm of A. G. 
Odell, Jr. in Charlotte, North 
Carolina. . . . Louis I . Kahn 
has been given an honorary 
degree from Yale University 
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by an encircling row of 
dows just beneath the roof 
line, which will flood the room 
with light, no matter how the 
house is situated. Three of the 
home's four rooms open onto 
a spacious cedar deck (about 
1000 sq ft in all). Even with 
a price tag of $14,375, or 
$16,340 winterized (with insu
lation and a heater), it is an 
appealing house--open, invit
ing, and conveniently func
tional. Holman decoration in
cludes boldly colored spinak
ker cloth curtains, and objects 
from Abercrombie's-boomer
angs, bows and arrows, shell 
collections. One could do 
worse than spend the summer 
on Abercrombie's roof. 

and praised with the words, 
"Your design for our new art 
gallery began yafe's glorious 
architectural development of 
the last decade" .. .. H . N . 
Muller, vice! president, engi
neering division of Westing
house Co. Ltd. , was installed 
as president of The American 
Society of Mechanical Engi
neers . . .. John Wilson Cun-
ingham graduate of the 
University of Minnesota 

(Bachelor of Architecture). 
and Harvard (Master of Ar
ch itecture) has received the 
Rotch Travelling Scholarship 
for 1965. . Leonardo 
Ricci, Italian architect and 
professor of architecture at 
the University of Florence 
will visit Pennsylania State 
University this fall .. . Hunt
er & Benedict, Architects, and 
Attridge, Fish & Associates of 
Los Angeles have been select
ed as consultants to the Lo 
Angeles Department of Water 
and Power . . . Directors of 
ACTION Counci l for Better 
Citie have re-elected Albert 
M. Cole chairman of the 
Board and John H. Muller 
pre ident . . . Dr. James G. 
Coke, urban planner and pro-

fessor of planning and land
scape architecture will direct 
Kent State University's new 
Center for Urban Regionalism. 
. . . Lawson B. Knott, Jr. has 
been named Administrator of 
GSA .. . . New ASTM (Amer
ican Society for Testing and 
Materials) otlicers were named : 
Robert F. Legget, president; 
F rank J. Mardulier, vice presi
dent; and James B. Rather, Jr. 
as vice presiuent . . . Con-
truction Specifications Insti

tute's Los Angeles Chapter ha 
installed for a second term as 
pre ident Raymond Whalley of 
Prescott, Whalley & Weitt .. . 
Newly elected: George D . Lo
bingier as president of the 
American Society for Engin
eering Education. 

Lone Star Students Look South of the Border 

COLLEGE STATTON, TEXAS Half 
the fifth-year design students 
in the School of Architecture 
at Texas A&M University 
worked on the student project 
shown here. The problem was 
to program and design facili
ties for the 1968 Olympics, to 
be held in Mexico City. Work
ing in three teams, which in
cluded landscape architectural 
student , the group had the ad
visory help of Director Gon
zales Reyna of the School of 
Architecture, University of 
Mexico, the U.S. Ambassador 
to Mexico Fulton Freeman, 
and the Mexican Olympic 
Committee. Although the pro
ject was hypothetical- the 
Mexican government has not 
decided exactly what buildings 
it will put up for the Olympics; 

1 
probably some buildings at the 
University of Mexico will be 
used-the site used in the de
signs was an actual one, two 
miles east of the university. 
Its 500 acres of lava rock base 
slopes slightly toward a small 
dormant volcano crater at the 
easternmost corner of the site. 
If the ite is actually used, a 
monorail system will probably 
connect it with the university. 

In addition to site develop
ment, the students designed the 
main buildings: a stadium to 
seat 150,000; a sports palace 
or gymnasium with 20,000 
seats; a swimming pavilion 
with 10,000 seats; an adminis
tration building; and housing 
for 12,500 (to be used after 
the Olympics for student and 
faculty housing). Each group 
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IBM Build ing, Seattle Wash. ; Site Development: UNIVERSITY PROPER
TIES, INC., Seattle ; Architects : NARAMORE, BAIN, BRADY & JOHANSON, 
Seattle, and MINORU YAMASAKI and ASSOCIATES, Detroit ; Structural 
Engineers: WORTHINGTON, SKILLING, HELLE & JACKSON, Seattle ; 
General Contractor : HOWARDS. WRIGHT CONSTRUCTION CO., Seattle ; 
Precast Concrete : OLYMPIAN STONE COMPANY, Seattle ; Ready-Mixed 
Concrete : SEATTLE READY-MIX CONCRETE, and PIONEER SAND & 
GRAVEL COMPANY, Seattle 

TYPICAL FLOOR plan illustrates 
central service core with reinforced 
concrete walls . Floors extend to 
outs ide walls, with no interior col
umns needed. Waffle-slab floors 
are supported on integral concrete 
beams, precast at the site . 

A STRIKING NEW LANDMARK by 
day (above) or night (below), the new 
IBM Office Building in Seattle makes 
effective use of fire-safe, locally-man
ufactured, modern concrete . 

~' ''"""''' ' ' ' ''' ''''"'' ''' '' • ' ' •nt ,.,, ,.,,-.,-,rTTi t• .. 

IBM's 
computerized 

concrete 
skyscraper 

A CPM-lncor® Story 
The $8 1/2-million , l~story IBM Bu i ld ing in 

Seattle was literally born in an IBM computer. 
The contractor used the computer to plan his 
work sequence under the Critical Path 
Method, and to obtain cost control informa
tion. Result: the building was completed a 
month ahead of the target date, and at min
imum cost. 

Equally unique wa~ architect Minoru Ya
masaki 's structural design. The 113-ft-square 
building relies on a central reinforced con
crete service core as a supporting element. 
Waffle-type concrete slab floors extend from 
the core to the outer walls , eliminating col
umns in the office areas. Pipe columns in the 
outer walls are concealed by concrete fins . 

Lightweight-aggregate concrete , made 
with "lncor" high•early sfrength portland ce
ment was used for floar topping . This de
creased the weight anq shortened the critical 
path time. Regular Lone Star portland ce
ment was used for all other cast-in-place 
concrete. 

The nearly 2000 precast, prestressed dec
orative fins were also made with " lncor•· ce
ment for rapid turnover of forms. These ex
terior fins were surfaced with white cement 
and marble chip aggregate. 

"lncor, " America's first high early strength 
portland cement, helps make the most of 
today's CPM and precasting techniques. 

Lone Star Cement Corporation 
100 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017 

EXTERIOR WALL has nearly 2000 prestressed 
concrete fins, each two stories tall. 



worked with a different site 
plan. Group I (1) clustered the 
primary buildings around a 
central pedestrian plaza. Group 
II (2) also has a central plaza, 
but the spaces defined are rec
tangular and the spectrum of 
activity diminishes as it moves 
toward the volcano where the 

Eavesdrop pings 
"One excellent reason for be
coming an architect is that be 
always deals with people who 
are in a happy, optimistic 
mood. A man, for instance, 
bas a family and wants to 
build a beautiful home for 
them. Someone bas been suc
cessful in industry, and be 
wants to build a new factory 
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3 
housing is situated. In Group 
III (3), the stadium is the focal 
point around which all activi
ties are grouped. Again, hous
ing is furthest from the center. 

Faculty advisor for the pro
ject was Paul Pate, Associate 
Chairman of the School of 
Architecture. 

or a symbolic building. Archi
tects are always working with 
people who are happy, instead 
of people bedeviled with stom
achaches or legal problems."
Edward D . Stone advises the 
youth of America in March 
1965 Boys' Life. 

"The sheer physical aspects of 
the automobile are not con
fined to what happens when it 

i in motion. Alive or dead, it 
is a jealous consumer of space. 
The stabling of a single car re
quires some 13 per cent of the 
floor space of an average fam
ily home. Commercial parking 
establishments, nearly eleven 
thousand of them, aggregate 
into big business with an an
nual intake of over a third of 
a billion dollars and the con
sumption of an important 
amount of urban space. Me
tered on-street parking is a sig
nificant element in municipal 
income. But both free and paid 
parking are often at a premium 
in commercial areas, their ben
efits being offset by the ob
struction to the flow of traffic. 
The loss of sales in the older 
civic centers due to parking 
difficulties is amply proved by 
the growth of peripheral shop
ping facilities, due only in part 
to suburban expansion . . .. 

"The American public, so 
often accused of materialism, 
suffers from exactly the oppo
site malady-a lack of respect 
for materials. The modern au
tomobile, aside from weird va
garies of appearance which 
seem to be quieting down, is 
a superb engineering achieve
ment deserving more respect 
and better care than it usually 
gets. One cannot help think
ing nostalgically of an earlier 
day when possessions were 
harder to come by and home 
equipment such as edged tools 
and rifles were given the lov
ing care now bestowed on 
household pets." Paul B. Sears, 
"Man or Motor," The Atlantic, 
July 1965. 
"My own conviction is that we 
are at a point where the fore
ces we think most character
istic of modernity are still 

a comparatively benign 
state of development. But 
those forces could quite rapidly 
change their aspect, becoming 
violent and destructive as they 
overflow the banks which have 
contained and disciplined them. 
It is quite fascinating, for ex
ample, to see advertisements in 
the New York buses which in
vite the crowds to come out to 
the World's Fair, where they 
may enjoy the spectacle of see
ing illuminated figures chart, 
moment by moment, the U.S. 
population explosition. We can 
still find pleasure in the fact 
that we are a growing popula
tion. But bow long will that be? 
How long will the public mood 
permit us to exploit for com
mercial entertainment a phen
omenon which could suddenly 
here-as it bas already else-

where-become one of the 
grimmest and most forbidding 
realities of the time? 

"In the same way we take 
delight in huge building pro
grams-not only finding them 
good for business, but really 
being convinced that they will 
prove good for man. Yet the 
growth of cities can quite lit
erally become cancerous. In 
the less developed countries, 
cities are already being filled 
with refugees from rural slums 
unable to shape a viable urban 
existence for themselves. And 
certainly we shall begin to take 
a new and more somber view 
of the building explosion when, 
like the population explosion, 
it begins to outrun the bounds 
of human values and rational 
choice." August Heckscher 
at the AJA Convention. 

JO'BURG filGH-RISE 

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA. 

Johannesburg calls to mind 
images of diamonds and gold, 
Jan Christian Smuts and Cecil 
Rhodes, of Winston Churchill 
escaping from a Boer prison, 
and of Herbert Oppenheimer 
trying to corner the world's 
diamond market. But though 
the city's history may be ro
mantic and distinguished, its 
architecture is about as excit
ing as Newark's. With a popu
lation approaching 1,000,000, 
Jo'burg sprawls over the yellow 
soil of the Transvaal, growing 
outward instead of upward . 
Its tallest building is 23 stories 
high. Now, however, plans are 
underway for a complex of 
buildings-two theaters and an 
office building to house the 
offices of the Transvaal Pro
vincial Administration - that 
may well start a trend toward 
architectural distinction here. 
It may also start a trend toward 
taller buildings. At 45 stories, 
the administration building will 
be 5 ft taller than the city's 

Continued on page 76 
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• • . . units. in Electrical Consultant : E. W. WILKE, M ilwaukee, Wisc. 
L M STYLED MERCURY . . I Architect: JORDAN MILLER and GEORGE WALTZ, Milwaukee, Wisc. 

Kohls Shopping Center. Racine, Wisc. Contractor : MAGAW ELECTRIC, M ilwaukee, Kenosha and Racine, Wisc. 

FOR A HARMONY OF STYLING 
AND A MELODY OF COLOR 

LINE MATERIAL HIGH ILLUMINATION OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
400-1000 WATTS MERCURY AND METALLIC ADDITIVE • 20,500-90,000 LUMENS 

2.0 MAINTAINED FOOTCANDLES AND ABOVE 

BEAUTY AND STYLING 
You can add an expression of 
architectural design with the 
beauty of styling and color of 
Line Material outdoor lighting 
fixtures. Choose the architectural 
effect you desire with L-M fix 
tures styled by the noted indus
trial designer, Jean Reinecke. 
This fresh, crisp styling affords 
lighting installations with day
time beauty as well as nighttime 
lighting excellence. 

EFFICIENCY, ECONOMY 
You're assured of the most effi
cient lighting with Line Material 
luminaires. Each has been engi
neered to provide optimum usa
ble light. You also realize opti
mum economy with L-Mfixtures. 
Long, trouble-free life is assured 
with all-aluminum construction 
and L-M's manufacturing care. 
In addition, accessible interiors 
mean easy, fast installation and 
maintenance. 

COMPLETE LIGHTING 
You can simplify organization of 
your entire lighting job with Line 
Material. In addition to lumi
naires-all poles, ballasts, brack
ets, lamps, wiring, and power 
supplies are available. You can 
obtain service and engineering 
assistance from your L- M Autho
rized Distributor. He's backed up 
by an L-M Field Engineer and an 
L-M Lighting Engineer ... techni
cal experts anxious to serve you. 

LINE MATERIAL'S COMPLETE OUTDOOR LIGHTING LINE ALSO 
INCLUDES MEDIUM, MEDIUM-SOFT AND SOFT ILLUMINATION 

TURN PAGE 0 



CHOOSE THE STYLE AND COLOR FOR THE JOB 
FROM L-M'S HIGH ILLUMINATION LINE ... 

FOR SHOPPING CENTERS • PARKING AREAS • AIRPORTS • AMUSEMENT PARKS • MALLS • RECREATIONAL 
AND LARGE OUTDOOR AREAS • STREETS • HIGHWAYS • WHITEWAYS AND ROADWAY ENTRANCES 

400-1000 watts mercury and metallic additive • 20,500-90,000 lumens 

STYLED MERCURY 
Available in 4 dramatic, sweep
ing designs for application vari
ations. Available in 9 decorative 
colors. Plus over-all economy STVLAIRE 

DYAD r-L-..-.~~.:::.~~.a..-- with 1) internal ballast elimi
nating external ballasting, 2) 
standard pole top mounting 
eliminating support arms, and 3) 
shorter poles. 

STVLEVUE 
(Scale : 1 "=2') 

SPECIFICATION 
All units available for use w ith 400-, 700-, and 1000-
watt mercury and metallic additive lamps except the 
STYLAIRE DYAD which is only for 1000-watt 
lamps ; constant-wattage or reactor ballasts ; I ES 
Types 111 and IV distributions for1000-watt ; I ES Types 
II, 11 -4 way, Ill and IV for400-watt luminaires ; photo
control accommodation. 

STVLESHIELD (Scale : 1"= 2') 

The same sweeping style as Styled Mercury; 
modern appearance plus excellent illumination. 
Used separately, or in combination with Styled 
Mercury. Available in a choice of 9 decorative 
colors. Designed for mounting on 2-inch sup
ports or davit poles with a 2-inch tenon. 

SPECIFICATION 
All units available for use with 400-. 700-, and 1000-watt mercury and metallic 
additive lamps; IES Types Ill and IV distributions for 1000-watt ; IES Types II, 
11-4 way and Ill for 400-watt luminaires ; photocontrol accommodation. 

-IUJllUTtlED 

• 
J 

CHOOSE. FROM A MELODY OF C9 LORS - -DESERT GOU> .JADI! GllH.11 .... _ -MIST •LUI AZUllE •LUI MIDNIGHT 0"11.1111 -

(Scale : 1 "=3') 

STVLAIRE STVLAIRE TWIN 
(Scale: 1 "=3') (Scale : 1 "=3') 

UNISTYLE (Scale : 1"=2') 

Efficient, modern appearance plus superior light
ing performance. Available in aluminum finish 
only. Designed for 1 %-inch or 2-inch supports. 
Installation economy is achieved with 1) in
ternal ballast, 2) independent leveling assem
bly, and 3) one-piece lower housing that readily 
removes for installation ease. 

SPECIFICATION 
Available for use with 400-watt mercury and metallic additive lamps ; internally 
mounted constant-wattage, high-reactance, reactor or constant-current bal 
lasts ; IES Types II, 11 -4 way and Ill distributions ; built-in photocontrol receptacle . 

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION on Line 
Material's line of outdoor lighting contact 
your L-M Distributor or write Line Mate
rial Industries, Milwaukee, Wisc. 53201 . 
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MODERN 
ARCH IYECCU RAl 

Announcing 
a companion 
volume to 
Konrad Gatz's 
highly successful 
first volume 
MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DETAILING: Vol. II 
Edited by Konrad Gatz 
1965 284 pages 500 illustrati ons (40 in color) $17.50 

This book illustrates how some of today's leading architects have solved the 
detailing problems which have faced them. It is divided into three main 
sections: (1) Structural Details which covers everything from details found 
in steel-framed and reinforced concrete buildings to garden pools and foun
tains; (2) Details Of Interiors and Fittings; (3) Unity Of Detail which deals 
exhaustively with five complete building projects notable for their excellent 
design. The detail work of more than 250 American and European architects 
is examined with a view toward aesthetic quality, technical soundness and 
originality. The value and uses of both new and traditional materials are 
discussed in relation to structure, exteriors, interiors and landscaping, pro
viding a wealth of ideas and information for the architect, draftsman, de
signer, building contractor, and interior decorator. 

Available at your bookstore or write 

1REINHOLDeooK 01v1s10N 
430 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022 --------------- ---------30-DAY APPROVAL OFFER 

REINHOLD BOOK DIVISION 
430 1Pork Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 
Please send me the book checked below on 30-days' approval (U .S.A. and 
Canada only) under the following terms: 
O Payment enclosed (Reinhold pays regular delivery charges) 
0 Bill me (plus delivery charges) 
D Purchase order attached 
O Please send me a copy of your latest catalog 
O (204-001) G a h : Modern Architectural Detailing : Vo . II 517 .50 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Save Money! Enclose lull payment with order and Reinhold pays regular 
delivery charges . Same return privilege guaranteed . Please add sales tax 
on Ohio\ Penn·1ylvania , and New York orders . For your protection , do not 
send casn . Check or money order only. Dept. M-220 

------------------------
On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 351 ).
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gaslight 
20138 ... $58,()()' 

classic 
20147 .. . $9(),CJO' 

•tops 21 dd it ional 

Special Decor - . . or Custom Design 

C HICAGO HARDWARE FO U N D RY CO. 

North Chicago, Illinois 

modern 
20128 .•. $49.00' 
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Continued frorn page 7'/. 
highe t point : the Herzog 
Tower, a televi ion transmis
sion tower that stands on the 
Witwatersrand , the long ridge 
of yellow earth and stone that 
form a backdrop for the city. 

Architects Pauw, Moolman 
and van der W<1lt, who have 
been traveling throughout Eu
rope and the United States 
studying skyscraper construc
tion, pl an to start construction 
on the complex 's first bui lding, 
a sm::i il 750-sea t theater, by the 
summer or 1966. When com
pleted, the theater will be part 
or an L-shaped structure, shar
ing a common lobby and back
stage faci lities with a 2000-
sea t opera house in the other 
wing. As currently planned, the 
high-rise office building will 
have three 40-ft-wide concrete 
end walls connected by post
tensioned floor-height Vieren
deel trusses. Each ol its two 
narrow wi ngs will project from 
opposite ends of a common 
central lobby area, giving the 
building a central. right-angled 
cut that breaks the fa<;ade line . 
Stair wells and elevator shafts 
will be located at the end of each 
wing. Total floor area will be 
475,000 sq ft: 8000 sq ft per 
floor. Occupying about one
third of the 6-acre site, the 
structure will re t on a land
scaped podium, giving down
town Johanne burg its first 
planned open space in some 
time. Beneath will be three 
parking levels for 1200 cars. 

The project is scheduled to 
he completed by 1973, at a 
total cost of $20,000.000. 

High-Rise Proliferation 
~ 111111111111 
"' 
~ 
"' 

• 

Hartford B11ildtng, San Francisco; 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. 
(Completed.) 

Skyscrapers, like teen-agers, 
seem to be inevitable, and, also 
like them, their tribe is increas
ing. "Michelangelo," Frank 
Lloyd Wright once mused 
"built the first skyscraper, I 
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flawthom e House, Chicago; Solo-
111011-Cordwell & Associates. (To be 
completed by fall 1966). 

suppose, when he hurled the 
Pantheon on top of the Parthe
non. The Pope named it St. 
Peter's and the world called 1t a 
day , celebrating the great act 
ever since in the sincerest form 
of human flattery possible. As is 
well known , that form is imi
tation." Wright was willing to 
admit the emergence of the 
skyscraper as an art form 
when Sullivan' Wainwright 
Building appeared, but he lost 
whatever enthusiasm or hope 
he may have had for it (ex
cept for his Bartlesville tower 
and mile-high proposal, of 
course) . "The light that shone 
in the Wainwright Building as 
a promise flickered feebly and 
is fading away," he said later. 

But if Wright was interested 

Office 811ildi11g, Pittsburgh; Harri
son & Abramovitz. (Co11str11c1io11 
1101 yet scheduled.) 
in the skyscraper purely as 
architecture, others have wor
ried about it as a social prob
lem and even as psychological 
one. After the completion of 
the Flatiron Building in Man-

Pierce National Life Insurance Co., 
Los Angeles; Welton Becket & As
sociates. (Constnrction not yet 
scheduled.) 

hattan in 1902, some people 
complained that the weight ot 
skyscrapers would cause the is
land to sink into its watery 
surroundings. Others blamed 
them for the rise in the tuber
culosis rate and believed them 
a menace to life and property. 
Writing in the 20's, Lewis 
Mumford saw skyscrnpers as 
intimidating, depriving persons 
forced to live in their shadows 
of stature or grandeur. He may 
have been right; certai nly tall 
buildings cut off light, but such 
is the adaptability of 20th-Cen
tury man that writer Ralph 
Caplan realized one day last 
summer, when someone asked 
him about the Pan Am Build
ing, that he had passed through 
it twice that morning without 
being aware of it. 

Height and mass are no 
longer the major architectural 
considerations in cities such as 
New York and Chicago, where 
one more story or a few more 
square feet are becoming in
consequential. What matters 
more are things like placement 
on the site and placement of 
the site. 
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HAUGHTON 
total elevator automation 

w111 assure distinctive service 
lor The DE Win A.PARTMENTS 

in Chicago 

Haughton total elevator automation at the lmm
rious De Witt Apartments means that elevator 
availability will be precisely matched to traffic 
demand 'round the clock. 

It means that residents and guests will enjoy 
service so superlatively quiet and restful that 
every moment is a joy and a relaxation. Haughton 
Elevonics * achieves power :flow so smooth, so 
£nely corittolled that the cars seem to float on 
a cushion of air as they move swiftly in response 
to passenger needs. 

That Haughton total elevator automation should 
be specified for The De Witt Apartments is 
supremely logical. From the very beginning, 
nearly a century ago, Haughton elevators have 
been built to uncompromising standards of ex
cellence. Thus they command the highest honors 
for quality, peiformance, ease of maintenance. 

Include Haughton Total Elevator Automation in 
your plans for building or modernization. Ask 
your Haughton Sales Office (listed in the Yellow 
Pages) for all the facts, 01'. write to us. 

HAUGHTON 
ELEVATORS I ESCALATORS 

*Haughton' s advanced program in systems research 
and engineering, with specific emphasis on the 
creative application of electronic devices and in
strumentation for betterment of systems design 
and performance. Registered ·U.S. Patent Office. 

The DeWitt Apartments 
now under construction at 
t he corner of Chestnut ~treet 
and DeWitt Place, Chicago. 

Developer: 
Metropolitan Structures. Inc. 
168 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 
Architect: 
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill 
30 W. Monroe Street, Chicago 
Contractor: 
Metropolitan Construction Co. 
168 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 

Haughton Elevator Company/ D ivision of Toledo Scale Corporation/ Toledo, Ohio 43609 

O n R eaders' Service Card, cir cle No. 365 



Office B11ildi11g, New York City; 
Emery Roth & Sons. (To be com
pleted by fall 1966.) 

Wachovia B11ildi11g, Greensboro, 
N. C.; A. G. Odell, Jr. & Asso
ciates. (To be completed by spring 
1966.) 

These factor are equally im
portant in smaller, less con
gested cities, such as Milwau
kee, Minneapoli , Cincinnati, 
St. Louis, and even San Fran
ci co, where the skyscraper i 
undergoing a minor boom. It is 
as though ome cities bad 
heeded Rodger and Hammer
stein's musical admonition of 
the 40's about Kansas City, 
which "went and built a sky-
craper seven stories high

about as high as a building 
ougbta go," only to forget it 
in the press for useable eco
nomical space. 

The skyscraper was, of 
course, made feasible by the 
elevator, ("an unprecedented 
monster born of the elevator," 
Montgomery Schuyler once 
called it). It first appeared in 
New York in 1870, when Hen
ry Baldwin Hyde's office build
ing for the Equitable Life 
Assurance Society went up at 
120 Broadway. The structure 
had seven tories and was the 
fir t building in the world to 
have a passenger elevator; 
two, as a matter of fact. (The 
Empire State Building ha 74 

in 7 miles of elevator shaft.) 
Just bow far has the skyscra

per come? A comparison of 
the Wainwright Building and 
the Seagram Building would 
seem to indicate that it bas not 
come too far . New materials 
have come along, spans have 
increased, plans have opened 
up, heights have increased, but 
both buildings are close to per
fect expressions of the form 
in the idiom of their time. 

The watcher of trends can 
see a distinct move away from 
the all-glass, -metal, and -por
celainized cladding of the 
1950' . The decade of the 
Park-Avenue-, Emery-Roth
type high-rise building bas al
most ended, and in its place 
there is a greater concern with 
texture and "permanence" for 
office towers (see CBS Build
ing, pp. 187-192, JULY 1965 
Pl A). The bright blue and 
greens of a few years ago have 
given away to muted tones and 
dark anodized panels. Fre
quently, today, even the most 
pro aic building can assume a 
little dignity through the use of 
these techniques . That the 20-
year-life structure has not left 
u completely, however, can be 
een by looking at any collec

tion of recent high-rise build
ing projects. 

The kyscraper is not a 
building subject to the playing 
o( many changes, which per
haps led Mr. Wright to his 
comment about imitation. How 
well, or how poorly, this "imi
tation' "is being achieved today 
is partial ly evident in this in
dication of skyscraper con
struction as sampled from our 
mail of the last two month . 

Schools 
Cornell University recently 
received a $200,000 grant for 
fellow hips in city planning 
and urban renewal. The fellow
ships will be known as the 
Mellon Fellow hips in City 
Planning and Urban Renewal 
. .. Pennsylvania State Uni
versity will this fall begin a 
graduate program in acoustics. 
A sound idea ... . The Ameri
can Academy in Rome is offer
ing a number of fellowships 
in the field s of architecture 
and landscape architecture, 
among others. The fellowship 
competition should attract any
one interested in a program of
fering roundtrip transportation , 
studio supplies, travel in Eu
rope money, free residence, 
tudio or study, and access to 

faci lities at the Academy. Ap
plications and information may 
be obtained from the Ex
ecutive Secretary, American 

Academy in Rome, 101 Park 
Avenue, ew York 17, N.Y. 
December 31 is deadline for 
submission of work. 

Mysterious Airport 

IlOSTON, MASS. You can't chop 
your father up in Massachu
setts, the song says, but this 
tricture evident ly does not per

tain to works of architecture. 
Take, for example, the design 
for the new North Terminal 
Building at Boston's Logan In
ternational Airport by the re-
pected local furn of Perry, 

Shaw, Hepburn & Dean. Where 
Saarinen relied on the basic 
catenary curve and its ally
gravity-to achieve the dra-

matic thin-shell woop of the 
roof at Dulles International 
Airport, the de igners have 
provided here a curved steel 
truss ( 16' deep at its thicke t 
point) atop 52'-high pylons, 
forming a beefy bat for the 
building, that heavy-handedly 
recalls Saarinen's tour de force . 
Why did a good firm do uch 
a thing? Why did the client 
accept a second-hand Dulles? 
Such are the mysteries of 
architecture. 

Student Users Advise on Dormitory Planning 
MOUNT CARROLL, ILL. When 
architect Charles Stade of 
Stade, Dolan & Anderson, Park 
Ridge, 111., received the com
mission for the new men's dor
mitories at Shimer College in 
Mount Carroll, he performed 
the commendable act of going 
directly to the ultimate users 
of the facilities - the tudents 
themselves - to find out what 
kind of accommodations they 
wanted . 

The result is what should be 
an exceptionally amenable plan. 
Basis is a four-man suite, with 
two hedrooms for two men 
each on either side of a com
mon study room. This area 

provides space for informal 
discussions on which the col
lege relies to upplement text
book teaching. The eparation 
of work and sleeping area al o 
has the obvious advantages of 
privacy when one student 
wants to Jeep and another to 
work, and separate tempera
ture controls: the windows can 
be open in the bedrooms and 
closed in the study room. 
Within the bedrooms, bunk 
beds are used , but, since the 
students voiced antipathy to 
regular "Pullman" type bunks, 
they are at right angle to one 
another o that only a mall 
part of the upper bed is over 



Ask about NEW 8x8 [jJJ 4x8 

~ and brick-size c::::±:::::3) scored units. 

T h e B u r n s & R u ss e 11 C o m p a n y 
P.O. Box 6063 

Baltimore, Maryland 21231 301 - 837-0720 

For more information & name of licensed manufacturer nearest you , turn to Reader Service card , circle No. 311 
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the lower one. The tudent 
also did not want entrances to 
~he suites directly opposite one 
apother, giving an institutional 
atmosphere. Consequently, a 
central area plan has been 
adopted that cluster the suites 
around common facilities and 
avoids long corridors. Addi
tional privacy is insured by 
having doors always locked 
and entrance to nontenants 

permis ible only after ringing 
a buzzer to the uite. The form 
of the dormitory will be dic
tated by the hape of its inte
rior space , creating projec
tions, rooms "in the eaves," 
and imilar characteri tics of 
academe. The tudents have 
become so involved in their 
new dormitory that they have 
voluntarily helped bring brick 
to the con !ruction site. 

WASHINGTON/FINANCIAL NEWS 
BY E. E. HALMOS, JR. 

Money was pouring out of the 
Congressional hoppers in early 
September, as lawmakers con
tinued their drive for adjourn
ment. 

Most of the new supply of 
fynds will go for construction 
work: some $500,000,000 in 
the Hou ing and Urban Devel
opment bill (ha lf for water 
and sewer projects, the rest 
for rehabilitation and plan
ning); $580,000,000 in the 
"Higher Education Act" (HR 
9567) for continuing grants 
for construction of teaching 
facilities; $3,300,000,000 for 
public works in economically 
depressed areas; and $3,000,-
000,000 in highway appor
tionments (for fiscal year 
1967). 

There was one sharp--though 
temporary-setback in the flow 
of money bill : The Presi
dent's veto of the $1,700,-
000,000 military construction 
measure. The veto was based 
on a Constitutional argument: 
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President Johnson claimed that 
Congre sional ms1stence on 
approving closing of military 
bases was an invasion of the 
powers of the Executive 
branch. It had nothing to do 
with the amount, which ap
proximated what had been 
asked in the budget mes age 
last January. 

Jn most ca es, Congress was 
outdoing the Pre ident in the 
amounts it would make avail
able for the e purposes, and 
there was only mild protest 
from the we t end of Pennsyl
vania Avenue about this. 

One question remained, of 
cour e-but that needn't be 
worried about until next year: 
where would the money come 
from? Mo t of the funds au
thorized thi year will appear 
in the form of budget requests 
next ession. 

Along Life's Highway 
Congressional okay on 
highway apportionment wa 

admittedly a stop-gap mea ure, 
intended to in ure against any 
break in the pace of awarding 
contracts. 

But, a of late August, Con
gress hadn't tackled the vital 
que tion of providing new 
money to meet an estimated 
$3 ,000,000,000 deficit that will 
appear in the Highway Trust 
Fund at the end of the pro
gram ( 1972), if current cost 
estimate are correct. There 
have been numerous sug~es

tions in the form of bills 
(transfers of funds from the 
Treasury, added taxes on 
trucks, diversion of excise 
taxes on new-automobile ales 
and the like), and the Presi
dent's drive for highway beau
tification might put an added 
drain on the fund. 

Congre s ha seemed in-
clined to sweep the whole 
busine s under the rug-for 
this session, anyway. 

You can get an idea of the 
problem from these Com
merce Department figures: 

The Highway Trust Fund 
started Fiscal Year 1965 with 
a balance of $641 ,000,000. 
Tncome during the year was 
$3,700,000,000, disbursements 
$4,027,000,000. So some $357,-
000,000 more was spent than 
was received, and the new bal
ance is $284,000,000. 

Ugly $ Win Again 
Utility won out over aesthetics, 
at least so far as Congress is 
concerned, in a dispute be
tween the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the commu
nity of Wood ide, California, 
as to whether power lines 
shou ld be above or below the 
ground. 

AEC wants to put a 
200 000-v line on high steel 
tower near the community, 
despite recent local ordinances 
forbidding uch construction. 
California and lower Federal 
court backed the town's ada
mant insistence that the line go 
underground. AEC, arguing 
that such a line would add 
substantially to costs, also in
sisted that it has been granted 
the power to override local 
laws-and Congres agreed. 
The ca e will go to the U.S. 
Supreme Court. 

NASA High-Rise 
Architects have been ordered 
to proceed with detailed de ign 
for an unusual "high-rise/ low
rise" group of buildings for the 

ational Aeronautic and 
Space Agency re earch center 
at Cambridge, Massachusett . 

The first three buildings
part of an eventual $60,000,-
000 project-will include a 
26-story (378') tower; a three
story Microwave Laboratory, 
and a 350-seat auditorium. Ar
chitects are Edward Durrell 
Stone, Giffels & Rossetti, and 
Charles A. Maguire Asso
ciates. 

Financial 
Most disturbing economic fac
tor for those concernl·d with 
building was the increasing 
evidence of ri ing construction 
cost . 

The rise, as yet, didn't 
seem to have any effect on fu
ture planning: busine men 
till reported plans for substan

tial expansion, over the next 
year or so 

But the Bureau of Public 
Roads' quarterly co t index hit 
an all-time high for the second 
quarter of the current year: a 
jump of 3.5 per cent over 
the previou quarter-to 106.9 
(1957-59 taken as 100). Pre
viou high wa 104.8, in the 
same quarter of 1957. 

The BPR index has been 
nsmg by small amounts, but 
fairly steadily, for the past 
year. Stati ticians cautioned, 
however, that the sudden jump 
doesn't necessarily foreca t a 
strong uptrend. Biggest factor 
in the rise were whopping in
crea e (of more than I 0 per 
cent) in co ts of excavation 
and tructural steel. 

Apparently confirming the 
uptrend was the Public Health 
Service's index of costs, which 
has gone up by fraction of a 
percentage point every month 
since it inception more than 
a year ago. For July, this index 
was recorded at l J 2.31-up 
from 111 .83 in the previous 
month. 

Other indicators. however. 
showed no slackening of sup
port for construction. In July, 
according to the Inve tment 
Bankers Association, voters ap
proved 70.3 per cent (for a 
total of $53,300,000) of all 
public con truction bonds pre
sented; average prices of sec
ondary mortgages held teady 
at $98.3 per $100 of out
stand:ng mortgage money for 
the eventh consecutive month , 
indicating a continued stability 
in money markets. 

Housing continued its slow 
drift downward: In July, saiu 
the Census Bureau, the rate of 
privately owned housing starts 
stood at 1,459,000 units-3 
per cf'nt below that a year ago. 
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1966 
EDITION! 

Specifications and Load Tables 
for High Strength Open Web Steel Joists 

Here, from the Steel Joist Institute, are 36 pages of 
specifications, load tables and everything else you 
need for fast, accurate specification of joists to carry 
uniform loads on spans up to 96 feet. Covers the 
following joists: J-SER I ES, joists made from 36,000 
PSI minimum yield strength steel; LA-SERI ES, long
span joists compatible with the J-Series; H-SERI ES, 
high-strength joists made from 50,000 PSI m inimum 
yield strength steel; LH-SERI ES, longs pan joists com
patible with the H-Series. Send for your free copy of 
this valuable booklet. 

f§,Q ... 
~·· 

ST E E L J 0 I ST I N .S TITUTE 
Room 715, DuPont Circle Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20036 

MAIL 
COUPON 
TODAY! 

-----------------------------------
STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE 
Room 715, DuPont Circle Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20036 

Please send me a complimentary copy of the 1966 
Edition of Specifications and Load Tables. 

City ______ State ___ ~ip __ _ 
6!508 

-------------------------------------
On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 4 26 
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Specify SISALKRAFT® CURING PAPE 
for new concrete because .. 

82 

SPECIFY THESE OTHER CONSTRUCTION PAPERS AND VAPOR BARRIERS FOR MAXIMUM PROTECTION IN CRITICAL BUILDING AREAS 

Copper Ar 
® 

For concealed flashing with pure 
copper at l /5th the cost of 
heavy copper: 
COPPER ARMORED SISALKRAFT. 
A combination of electro-deposit 
copper and reinforced Sisal kraft 
that provides lifelong protection 
against moisture penetration at 
vulnerable points in the struc
ture. 

oi t ® 

To prevent moisture migration 
through concrete slabs : 
MOISTOP. A six-ply barrier of 
reinforced Sisalkraft extrusion
coated with black polyethylene 
film. Moistop will not rip and 
tear like plain polyethylene film. 
Applied under concrete, Moistop 
helps keep floors dry. 

Pyro-Ku ® 

Permanent, noncombustible vapor 
barriers for pipe jacketing, air 
conditioning duct insulation and 
industrial insulation facing: 
PYRO-KURE®. A line of flame
resistant, reinforced laminations 
with a U/ L flame spread rating 
of "25 or less." Complies with 
National Building Code standard 

Pyro-K ® 0 

Flame resistant, abrasion resist
ant vapor barrier for Class I 
roofs : 
PYRO KURE 600. More than twice 
the moisture resistance of vinyl 
film . Will not burn when hit 
with hot asphalt. Approved by 
Factory Mutual for use with 
asphalt and Fiberglas® insula· 
lion on metal decks. 
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IT PRODUCES A BETTER CURE, PROTECTS 
SLAB AGAINST STAIN AND DAMAGE 

October 1965 

Sisalkratt Reinforced Paper is 5-plies strong, so it protects the surface against abrasion and soil
ing from traffic and debris, and reduces clean-up costs. Sisal kraft is also waterproof, prolonging the 
hydration process to produce a denser, more uniformly cured slab. 

This assures you, and your client, that the concrete will be clean and smooth with maximum 
strength and durability. Curing is "automatic" because a glance at the curing paper in place quickly 
tells you that the curing process is going on . And , for curing in cold weather, reinforced curing 
paper is especially important because it helps protect against frost damage. 

Make sure of Sisalkraft Curing by using this specification : "As soon as the concrete has set suffi
ciently hard to permit application without marring the surface, a Sisalkratt curing paper, as manu
factured by the Sisalkratt Division of St. Regis Paper Company, shall be unrolled over the slab. 
Laps of no less than 4" shall be sealed with mast ic or pressure-sensitive tape. The curing paper 
shall be maintained in place for the duration of the curing period or until removal is directed by 
the architect." 

Send for Samples and Information: Bulletin on "Curing and Protection for Better Concrete," plus 
samples of various grades will help you specify for maximum curing efficiency. Write today: 
Sisalkratt, 56 Starkey Avenue, Attleboro, Massachusetts. 

SISALKRAFT DIVl~lilEGIS 
On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 336 
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steelcraft metal door/frame idea ~ no]_ 6 in a seri e s 
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NOW! For the first time. 

.,,,_ .. 
/ -· 

One concise 38-page Technical Reference Manual that 
provides you with the industry's most complete and authori
tat ive source of ready information on Hollow Metal Fire 
Doors and Frames! It contains a handy fire door selection 
guide; explains the difference in the various label services; 
the tests and procedures required to obtain a fire label; 
the Do's and Don't's on fire doors and a wealth of other 
helpful facts designed to make your job of specifying fire 
doors, quick, sure and simple. 

Write today for the name of your local technically-tra ined Steel c raft 
distributor, who has a copy wa iting for you. 

finest name 
in metal 

doors and 
© s1ee1cra1t .frames The Steel c raft Manufacturing Company , 9017 Blue Ash Rd ., C incinnati , Oh io 45242 , U.S. A. 

'--------' In Canada - Malton, O ntario 
1965 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 425 
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E:W PRODUCTS 

Acoustics 
1e Sand-Plastered 

Look 

Tone Sandex" acoustical 
ral board for exposed grid 
1g simulates sand plaster. 
ular surface conceals mi-
perforations that absorb 

d. lt is made in panels 
are 24" x 28" in size and 
thick. Wood Conversion 
lf'irst N ational Bank Bldg. , 
'aul , Minn. 
~aders' Serl'ice Card, Circle JOO 

Air/Temperature 
1diant Ceiling Heat 

I-Strip" secures radiant
ng cables to ceiling with-
u ing nails or screws. 

•S are cemented to ceiling 
>posite ends of a room, and 
mtinuous heating cable is 
J between the strips. 
ufacturer claims Ceil-Strip 
~ cost of installing radi
ceil ing cables. Extrud-0-
ic, Inc. , 316 Meyer Rd. , 
.enville, llinois. 
eaders' Service Card, Circle JOI 

Construction 
1-D Plastic Panel 
ir," a patterned acrylic 
ic sheet available in 1 7 
;parent colors or colorless, 
ire a hammered texture 
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on both surfaces. Flair is avail
able in 48" x 72" and 48" x 
96" sheets and l/s", -f6", and 
l/,i" thicknesses . This pattern 
can be used to produce three
dimensional stained-glass effects 
in panels, lighting, and domes. 
Rohm & Haas Co. , Indepen
dence Mall West. Philadelphia, 
Pa . 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 102 

Nonshrink Concrete 
"ChemComp" expansive ce
ment compensates for the nor
mal drying hrinkage of port
land cement. Concrete mixed 
with ChemComp expands by 
the same volume that normal 
concrete shrinks, then , after 
fo ur to six days, shrinks to its 
original volume. The expan
sion puts a compressive force 
into the concrete so that sub
sequent shrinkage does not 
cause tension that normally 
produces drying shrinkage 
cracks. Manufacturer recom
mends using ChemComp con
crete in exposed areas such as 
pavements, water tank , and 
parki ng decks. Chemically 
Prestressed Concrete Corp., 
14656 Oxnard St., Van Nuys, 
Calif. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 103 

Plastic-Surfaced Wood 
"Plyglaze" is a plastic-surfaced 
olid core panel material. Wood 

grains and designs are achieved 
through precise rotogravure 
printing of pigmented alpha 
cellulose papers. These papers 
are completely saturated with 
resin and permanently fused 
under extreme beat and pres
sure to one of four core ma
terials : hardboard-faced ply
wood ; fiakeboard ; hardboard
faced flakeboard ; or hard
board. P lyglaze is resistant to 
scratches, dents, abrasion, 
burns, stains, acids, alcohol, 
chemicals and detergents. Ply
glaze can be used for furniture, 
panels, or partitions. St. Regis 
Paper Co. , Forest Products 
D iv., 1019 Pacific Ave., Ta
coma, Wash. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 104 

. Doors/Windows 
Invisible Door Closer 

"In-A-Rale" door closer is 
completely concealed within 
Arnarlite's aluminum doors. 

Feature include adjustable hy
back-check ; adjustable 
speed and latching 

speed; fully concealed slide
type arm with hold-open (arm 
for 180° opening is optional). 
Concealed extruded slide serves 
a a shock-absorbing cushion 
as well as a hold-open device. 
Anaconda Al uminum Co. , 
Amarlite Div., P .O. Box 1719, 
Atlanta , Ga. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 105 

Snap-In 
Window Frame 

Aluminum louver system, em
ployed in almost all ventilation 
and sun - control applications, 
uses snap-in method fo r assem
bly and for bracing blades. Sta
tionary louver system includes 
blades in a wide range of sizes 
and types spanning up to 72" 
without interven ing mullions. 
System i said to cost from 25 
to 40 per cent less than pre
assembled systems of compara
ble quality that use convention
al screw, rivet, or welding for 
assembly. Blades slide within 
jamb sections before installa
tion of bead and are engaged 
by notches in the jambs by 
tapping the blade with a rubber 
mallet. After all blades are in
serted , the bead member is 
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fitted in position and secured 
by corner blocks. Frames use 
interlocking mullions for join
ing louvers in series. Variety of 
finishes for aluminum are avail
able. Construction Components, 
Inc ., 2408 Forney St., Los An
geles, Calif. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 106 

Electrical Equipment 

Outdoor Light Control 

UNtT WJTH COVER IN PLACE 

Outdoor lights can be automati
cally intensified as darkness in
creases, or dimmed as sunlight 
increases, by means of a photo
cell-activated, Ii g ht-control 
process. Unit contains an inter
nal adjustable 11-hr timer (6:00 
P.M. to 5:00 A.M.). "LCT-15-1" 
unit, which has no moving 
parts, measures only 6"x411z "x 
2U". Light control features 
"Si licon Symmetrical Switch," 
a solid state device that is un
affected by line transients or 
peak inverse voltages. It elimi
nates need for relays or relay 
contacts . Unit can be installed 
in temperature range between 
-45 F to + 131 F. Hunt Elec
tronics Co., 2617 Andjon Drive, 
Dallas, Tex. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 107 

High Output Color 
"Super-Hi Outpuf' mercury 
lamp provides white light of 
favorable color rendition with
out the u e of a phosphor 
coating, which must be used 
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in standard color-corrected 
mercury lamps to eliminate 
green tone . Lamp provides 7 5 
to 80 Jpw, which is an im
provement, says the maker, of 
43 to 50 per cent over ordinary 
color-corrected mercury lamp . 
Westinghouse Electric Corp., 
Lamp Div. , Bloomfield, N.J. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 108 

Sol's Bright Light 

"Solinor," a 200-w 
vapor luminaire, is rated at 
135 lpw. Fixtures can be in-
talled on street standards or 

on walls of buildings. The 3'
long lamps are mounted in 
aluminum fittings coated with 
epoxy resin. Heat resistant 
3/ 16"-thick acrylic plastic en
clo ure seals the Juminaire 
against insects, moisture, and 
dust. Acme Floodlite Co., 12 
Ave. at South 19 St., Newark 
N .J. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 109 

Wet Lighting 

Complete line of lighting fix
tures are used in outdoor, 
indoor, and wet locations. Out
door and wet-location lights 
are made of corrosion-resist
ant cast aluminum, enclosed 
and gasketed for vapor-tight 
performance. Available in 
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triple-ground satin aluminum 
or satin black anodized finish. 
Some 32 models are available 
in ceiling units and wall brack
ets (single and double units, 
1 00-w and 200-w) . McPbilben 
Mfg. Co. , 13 29 Willoughby 
Ave. , Brooklyn, N.Y. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 110 

Walnut Grid 
Lighting System 

olid walnut grid 
system and opal white acrylic 
diffusers compo e lighted ceil
ing system caUed "Heritage." 
Sculptor William Adair Lyon. 
who created the design, ha~ 
concealed the T-bars from 
view. Module sizes are l' x 2' , 
2' x 2', 2' x 3' . Flat, rigid, and 
100 per cent Plexiglas heets 
can be wiped clean without re
moving the frame from the 
ceiling. "Torsion-Ease Hinge" 
permits easy acce s for clean
ing and lamp replacement. In
tegrated Ceilings, Inc., 11 766 
West P ico Blvd., Los Angeles. 
Calif. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle J JI 

Sound-Deadening Panel 
"Noise-Guard" is a sound
deadeni ng, ¥s " thick by 16" 
wide panel used under gypsum 
wall board. It produces a re
siliency that absorbs and dissi
pates sound vibration. Panel 
consists of interconnecting 
cells of expanded polystyrene 
with black kraft paper lamin
ated to both sides. It can also 

be applied under 
board ceilings or as a floor un
derlay. It is available in 8' 
sheets or 100' rolls. W. R . 
Grace & Co .. Zonolite Div., 
135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 
111. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle J J 2 

Natural Daylight 
Fluorescent Tubes 

Fluorescent lamp matches the 
color spectrum di tribution of 
natural outdoor light, permit
ting accurate color perception. 
"Duro-Test Optima" floures
cent tube eliminates need for 
shopper to take objects to 
store window or door to eval
uate color and texture of mer
chandise. It can be used in art 
gallerie , showroom , tores, 
etc. Tubes are available in 18" I 
15 w, 24"/ 20 w, 48"/ 40 w, 
and 96"/ 74 w. Duro-Test 
Corp .. North Bergen. N .J. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle Jl 3 

Outdoor Lighting 

Four post-top fixtures for ex
terior area lighting, called 
"Landmarker Luminaire ," are 
available in I 00 through 500 
incandescent sizes and 100 
through 400 w mercury vapor. 
Open space is provided be
tween lamp housing and bal
last, which is concealed inside 
pole mounting cap. Open 
space directs light downward 
as well as outward, permits re-

lamping without taK.tng nxmre 
apart, and leaves no place for 
insects to get trapped. Standard 
12" diameter open-bottom 
glassware is self-cleaning. F ix
tures, 32" high, may be 
mounted on 10' poles. Hou -
ings are of cast and extruded 
aluminum and all hardware i 
noncorrosive. Luminaire are 
available in eight colors. 
American Electric Manufac
turing Co., Southaven, Miss. 
On R eaders' Service Card, Circle 114 

Finishes/Protectors 
Primer Plywood Panel 

Panel , called "Primed Plyaloy," 
features a coat of light gray, 
acrylic latex paint "baked-on" 
to the overlay and applied to 
the surface of the panel at the 
factory. According to the man
ufacturer, this primer coat pre
vents plywood panel eal from 
breaking. Thus panel do not 
have to be retouched or paint
ed. Primed Plyaloy is avail able 
on either one or both sides of 
the panel in thicknesses ranging 
from o/ia" to 34 " . Sizes range 
from 4' x 8', 4' x 9', and 4' x 
I 0'. Other thicknesses and panel 
Other thicknesses and panel 
sizes are available on request. 
St. Regis Paper Co., Forest 
Products Div., Tacoma, Wash. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 115 

Stone-Colored Sealant 
Stone-colored, one-part poly
sulfide joint sealer cure chem
ically to form a solid, rubbery 
seal when expo ed to atmos
phere. "Weatherban Brand 
One-Part Sealer 10 l Stone" 
can be employed for sealin11; 
stone joints, exterior and inte
rior joints between curtain wall 
panels, metal framework , ma-
onry, glass, porcelain, and 

wood. Sealer resists effects of 
ozone, oxygen, fresh and sa lt 
water, and alcohol. It can 
withstand continuous exposure 
on a building at temperatures 
between - 40 F and + 160 F 
without deterioration or loss of 
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BAYLEY 

fulfill your architectural desires; 
get to the job on time; 
install smoothly, with factory supervision 
if desired; and work and work and work 
indefinitely. 
With us, service is generous, personal 

by experts in applying, manufacturing 
and erecting fine metal windows. The 
William Bayley Company, Springfield, Ohio. 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 459 
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adhesion. 3M Co., Adhesives, 
Coatings, and Sealers Div., 
2501 Hudson Rd., St. Paul, 
Minn. 
011 R eaders' Service Card, Circle 116 

Approved Anticaking 
Concrete Agent 

Spreading and anticaking agent, 
called "X-59," has been ap
proved for use in portland 
cement plaster by the Interna
tional Conference of BuiJding 
Officials in Pasadena, Califor
ni a. Approval is for one year's 
duration, at which time studies 
are conducted relating its per
formance to recent develop
ments in areas of application. 
X-59 is a fine white powder 
that reduces dry ing cracks in 
portland cement plaster and 
improves the flow characteris
tics of a mix so it can be 
pumped or spread easiJy. Quan
tity used is :ui lbs per sack of 
cement. Cabot Corp., 125 
High St. Boston, Mass. 
011 R eaders' Service Card, Circle 117 

Black/White Flashing 

Reversible, synthetic-rubber 
flashing, black on one side 
and white on the other, has 
been announced. "Sure-Seal 
Reversible Flashing" is a dur
able, chemical-resistant syn-
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thetic rubber that is unaffected 
by sunlight or temperature 
conditions and is resistant to 
all chemica ls except those of 
petroleum origin. It is said to 
perform better than built-up 
asphalt membranes, fabric , 
and fiber . Material conform 
to irregular shapes and sur
faces and is readily bonded 
without special equipment or 
heat. Flashing is available in 
a tandard thickness of 1/16" 
and in widths of 12", 18", 
24", and 36". It is recom
mended for expansion joints, 
valJeys, chimneys, window head 
and sill, and all areas where 
flashing is visible. Carlisle Tire 
& Rubber Div. , Carlisle Corp., 
Carlisle, Pa. 
011 R eaders' Service Card, Circle 118 

One-Part Sealant 
One part terpolymer construc
tion sealant, called "Mono
Lastic-Meric," meets Federal 
specs. According to the manu
facturer, it eliminates hazards 
and high costs of job- ite mix
ing; does not require primer or 
surface conditioner to attain 
adhesion; is nonstaining; has a 
high resistance to ultraviolet 
rays, oxygen, and moisture ; 
will not sag in joints l/2" x 1/2 " 
or :ui" wide x V<i" deep ; is 
available in wide range of 
colors, including white, black, 
a lu minum, charcoal , and neu
tral stone; and offers 20 year 
minimum life expectancy. 
Tremco Mfg. Co., 1070 l 
Shaker Blvd. , Cleveland, Ohio. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle l 19 

Furnishings . 
Dignified Desks 

The "Exec IV" desk series by 
Directional bas 14 piece , in
c luding 6 desk sizes, 3 cabinet 
sizes, and several combinations 
of desks with side units. The 
walnut frames are finished 
ei ther with atiny oil , rubbed 
lacquer, cordovan tone or 
bleach; desk tops are flush or 
overhang on four sides. Hard
ware can be silvery (to match 
a polished steel ba e) or 
bronze-colored brass (to go 
with a walnut base). The de k 
shown has a deep cordovan 

leather top on walnut, with 
bronze-finished drawer pulls. 
Directional Contract Furniture 
Corp. , 979 Third Ave .. 'New 
York, N. Y. 10022. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 120 

Commodious 
Kitchen Cabinets 

A wide range of modular sizes, 
including single unit as nar
row as 9 ", and combination 
un its as wide as 96", insure 
that these cabinet can be 
fitted to the widest range of 
kitchens. Four different finishes 
(birch and walnut tone , white 
and gold, and natura l) and 
several styles are available; a 
myriad of time-, work-, and 
space-saving conveniences can 
be installed . Long Bell Div. , 
International Paper Co., 928 
Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 
011 R eaders' Service Card, Circle 121 

Simple Square Chair 

Framed in walnut, featuring 
covered sides, the "471 Chair" 
has hand-tied coil springs top
ped with foam rubber. The 
chair is available as a standard 
model covered in elastic vinyl, 
fabric , or leathers. Stow & 
Davi Furniture Co. , 25 Sum
mer Ave. , N.W ., Grand 
Rapids, Mich. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 122 

Capacious Carrels 
Walnut veneers, with top sur
face in pla tic (either match
ing woods grains or simulated 
white Persian leather) compose 

the "Declaration" library furn
iture made by Drexel. Among 
the more than 50 pieces in 
the group, including card 
catalogue cases and check-out 
desks, is the carrel shown. It 
is the 4-place model , which 
provides study space for four 
per ons within a 75 "- quare 
area. The units can a l o be 
used as single- or double-study 
spaces. Drexel Enterprise , Inc .. 
Drexel , .C. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 123 

Fixed Fold-Away Chairs 

"T-299 Fold-Away" seats, 
mounted on telescoping plat
form , have spring seats with 
polyurethane pads and inde· 
pendent folding action . Backs 
fold forward and seats re tract 
so that neither extends beyond 
the face of the riser when in 
stored position. Backs are up
holstered over a formed poly
urethane pad and have nickel 
chrome rigidized steel back 
panels with rolled edge for 
protection of upholstery at 
tops and sides. Shown is Fold
Away installation at Seattle 
Center Coliseum. Heywood-
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Alcoa Plaza Associates, Owner; Harrison & Abramovi t z, Architects ; Turner Construction Co. & HRH Construction Corp., 
General Contractors; General Bronze Corp ., Curtain Wall Fabricator; Abbott Glass Company, Glazing Contractor. 

~ tons of G-E Silicone Construction Sealant seal new UN Plaza 
·-E Silicone Construction Sealant is an 

mazing synthetic rubber that cures in air. 
t's waterproof. It won't crumble, harden 

r peel. So it's the first really permanent 

~aling compound. 
At the new United Nations Plaza apart-

1ent and office building, just across from 
1e famous United Nations Building in 

lew York City, nine tons of Silicone 
:onstruction Sealant were used for vari
us sealing applications. Seven tons of 
:ilicone Construction Sealant were used 
o glaze the windows. Another two tons 
eal the aluminum curtain walls. G-E 
li licone Sealant is also used to caulk 
ir ducts as well as miscellaneous caulk
n g throu ghout the thirty-eight story 
win-tower skyscraper. 

G-E Silicone Construction Sealant 
1pplies quickly and smoothly from a 

Joints expand and contract 10,950 
times in 30 years ... and so will 
G-E Silicone Const ruction Sealant. 

standard caulking gun, forming a ti ght 
bond to glass, metal, masonry and other 

common building materials. o m1xmg 
either. And it can be applied easily in any 
weather ... never stiffens in cold or runs 
because of heat. Cleanup is a cinch. So you 

save time while you get a good looking, 
permanent seal that minimizes callbacks. 

Available in a wide range of colors, a 
well as a translucent form, G-E Silicone 
Construction Sealant blends in well with 
almost any material. It's tocked by local 
distributors and in many building supply 
stores. For complete information, includ
ing a new bulletin on guide specifications 
for Silicone Construction Sealant, check 
the distributor nearest yo u, or write to 
Section Q10160R. Silicone Products Dept., 
General Electric Company, Waterford , 
r ew York. 

GENERALfj ELECTRIC 
On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 486 
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Wakefield Co.. 206 Central, 
Garner, Ma . 
011 Readers' Senice Card, Circle 124 

Candlestick Cluster 

Handsome and inexpensive 
candlesticks come in height 
of 811

, 12", and 14". De igned 
by Darrell Landrum in chrome 
finish for Avard Inc .. 353 E. 
62 St., New York. .Y. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 125 

"Lytegem" 

Latest diminutive, high-intens
ity lamp : sphere that revolves 
360° (311 diameter ; 211 aper
ture) is attached to cube base 
(2'h /1 sq.) via telescoping arm 
of polished chrome, which al
lows height flexibilit y of 611 to 
14% ". May be ordered in one 
of even fini hes. Designed by 
Michael Lax for Lightolier, 
346 Claremont Ave., Jer ey 
City. NJ . 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 126 

Multi-Cube 

Storage cube is designed to 
be used in clusters to make 
up "room dividers," bars, 
consoles, and cabinets-both 

90 Products 

tanding an<l wall hung. Di
meo ion : 2-V' high x 15" wide 
x 24" deep . Designed by Jerry 
Joseph for Toujay Designs 
Inc .. 363 E. 76 St., New York , 

.Y. 
011 Readers' Serl'ice Card, Circle 127 

Small 's Slim Coolies 

1 

2 

Looking somewhat like coolies 
landing frozen at attention 

are two standard lamp in a 
collection designed by eal 
Small . Shades adjustable for 
reading are available in IO 
colors. Stems and finials for 
both lamp al o are colored. 
The shade and base (1) are 
polished or satin brass, chrome, 
or in color. The 8"-diameter 
glass ball in (2) is of Swedi h 
glass. Koch & Lowy, Inc., 201 
E. 34 St.. New York. N.Y. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 128 

Woven Wall-Covering 
A wall-covering called "Fab
ricraft" has been developed 
that re embles grass cloth. 

. '.11 :-i': . 
. -:'.~. . .... 

Heavy paper fibers. colored 
and or neutral. are combined 
in a simple weave and lami
nated to a tandard o. 2 
backing; the surface i coated 
with tran parent, nonglos vi
nyl. Of the four basic patterns, 
.. Chalkstripe" , a weave of al
mo t three-dimensional design , 
i the most interesting. Bro
chure with 26 sample cut , in
stallation instructions, and spe
cifications is available from 
Deltox, lac. , 0 hkosh , Wi c. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 129 

Insulation 

Urethane Foam 
Insulation 

.. Lexfoam" is a recently devel
oped urethane roof insulation. 
Rigid urethane foam is chemi
cally bonded to super aturated 
asphalt felt skins to provide an 
integral, dimensionally stable 
insulation board. Lexfoam is 
water and rot resi tant and 
does not shred, delaminate, or 
crumble. onporous surface 
resists absorption of bitumen 
and assures a good bond be
tween built-up roof and insula
tion . Standard-board size is 3' 
x 4', with thicknesses ranging 
from % /1 to 211

• Lexsuco Inc., 
P.O. Box 9530. Solon, Ohio. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 130 

Breathing Insulation 
Aluminum-clad exterior insula
tive board, called "Ribclad " 
is faced on both sides with 
aluminum breather-type foil 
that reflects up to 95 per cent 
of radiant heat. It can be sup
plemented with other insula
tion in cold climates or air
conditioned buildings. Breather
type foil surface prevents trap
ping water vapor. Available in 
8'- or 9'-long by 4'-wide pan
els. Window and door open
ings can be cut out after the 
panel has been applied to walls. 
Aluminum Company of Amer-

ica, 684 Alcoa Building, Pitts
burgh, Pa. 
011 Readers' Sen•ice Card, Circle 131 

Sanitation/Plumbing 

Convenient Tub 

.. Restal" tub is made of enam
eled cast iron and i 3811 x 39 11 

x 1211 in size. lt features max
imum bathing area, easy ma
nipulation of the fittings from 
the eat which is out of the 
shower spray area, longer well 
that permits u er to stand back 
from the shower while soap
ing, widened front rim ( l 'h ") 
to accommodate rigid shower 
enclosure tracks, and low I 2" 
sides that reduce normal step
ping height. American Radia
tor & Standard Sanitary Corp., 
40 West 40 St. , New York, 
N.Y. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 132 

Special Equipment 

Floating Floor 
Free-floating resilient floor 
system for gymnasiums, ball
rooms, and multipurpose 
rooms can be installed on a 
concrete slab or over any 
firm level surface. Cushioning, 
called "Perma Cushion," is 
provided by air-channeled re
silient pads attached to the 
underside of the sleepers. 
Sleepers do not contact the 
slab, permitting cross-ventila
tion under the entire floor sys
tem and assuring a dry, warm 
suhfloor. According to manu-
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ATIENUATION Of A 
60 LOW-TL CEILING BOARD -+---+--+---i 

WITH AND WITHOUT LEAD 
Tested at 

SOl---Ge~·g~er_&_H~a_m_m_e+La_bs_t--Y----i--t 

o .___1~2~5 ____,2+50=--~5~00:--~10~00:---:2~00~0:-:4~00~0---='-aooo 
Frequency 1n cycles per second 

The roar of the machine shop across the hall . .. the irritating clatter 
of the typewriter next door ... the growl of the nearby air conditioning 
machinery ... all foreign sounds invading your privacy. 

Today, these conditions need not be tolerated. Thin-sheet lead used 
as a plenum or over-ceiling barrier effectively cuts outside noise to a 
murmur. Tests have confirmed that sound attentuation has been im
proved 18 db (see chart) through the use of thin-sheet lead barriers 
between hung ceil ing and slab. 

And thin-sheet lead is economical too. It cuts easily, simplifying 
installation around lighting fixtures, sprinkler heads, piping and 
conduits . For more information write for our "Practical Lead Sound 
Barriers" brochure. Lead Industries Association, Inc. , Dept. N-10, 292 
Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10017. 

~ LEAD INDUSTEUES ASSOCIATION. IN;,. ~ad with Lead 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 379 
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in washroom design 

where quality 
and 

reliability 
are a must 

specify 

AMERICAN 
recessed units 

MODEL 5 STAINLESS STEEL 
TOWEL DISPENSER AND 

WASTE RECEPTACLE 

Attractive sleek design for 
modern washrooms. Cabinet 
has beveled edges for proper 
wall fit. 

No. R2 LATHURN 
RECESSED SOAP DISPENSER 

Quality-bui lt of Sta inless 
Steel. Lather and li qu i d 
types. Sturdy one-piece 
construction. 

i. 

• 

• Qua I ity constructed, rigidly inspected 
to provide trouble-free operation 

• Backed by over a third of a century 
of manufacturing know-how 

Technica l Sa les Representatives 
located throughout t he U.S.A. 

Write today for our new Architect
Engineer Manual fully describing 

AMERICAN SOAP DISPENSING EQUIPMENT 
AND ALLIED WASHROOM ACCESSORIES 

AMERICAN 
DISPENSER CO., INC. 
860 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10003 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 327 
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facturer, pads are guaranteed 
not to absorb moisture from 
the air or transmit moisture 
from the slab to the sleepers 
and flooring through capillary 
action. Robbins Flooring Co. , 
White Lake, Wis. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 133 

Hot Stuff 

"Litton 500" microwave oven 
operates on 110 v, but delivers 
the power and speed formerly 
available only with equipment 
operated on 220-v circuits, 
according to manufacturer . 
Smaller and more powerful 
air-cooled magnetron tube per
mits a considerable reduction 
in the cavity size (12" deep, 
12" wide, and 6" high). "500" 
is available in stainless steel or 
a variety of baked enamel col
ors. Over-all size : 21% " x 
21 ~" x 14% " . Litton Indus
tries, 850 Third Ave., New 
York, N . Y. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 134 

Moving Treads 
"TransiTread" conveyor sys
tem moves people or materials 

STANLEY 
® 

Contact your nearest Magic·Door Distributor 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix 
Stanley Bu ild ing Products, Inc . 
.4836 Nort h 16th Street 
602, 279-0324 

CALI FORNIA 
Los Angeles 
Hoy Age ncy 
432.4 W. Jeffeuon Blvd . 
213,73 1 -OB71 
Sacramento 
Fon ta ine Door Co. 
200 27 th St . 
916, 442 -1842 
San Mateo 
Sta nley Door Operat ing 

Eq uip ment 
.4007 Pa cific Blvd . 
-4 15, 349-2501 

COLORADO 
Denvet 
Builders Service Bureau 
1221 Bannock St. 
303, TA 5 -52.4 4 

CONN ECTICUT 
Hartford (excha nge) 
The Sta nley Sa les Company 
95 Hampton Avenue 
Nudh a m Heig hts , M .. 1. 
203, CH 9-6226 

FLOR IDA 
M ia m i 
Chuck Taylor, Inc . 
270 N.E. l 83rd St. 
305, 624-2688 
Orlando 
W iiiiam A. Sloter Co . 
7 23 Brookhaven Drive 
305, .4 23-3680 

GEORGIA 
Doraville 
Ha tcher Soles Compa ny 
3596 Oakcli ff Rood 
.404 , 451 -621 1 

HAWAII 
Honolu lu 
Theo . H. Davies Co ., ltd , 
P. 0 . Box 30 20 

ILLINOIS 
Franklin Park 
Jed Prod ucts Compan y 
101 !11 W. Pacif ic Ave , 
3 12, 678·31 31 
Rock Island 
Jed Prod uds Com pany 
31 2 20th Stree t 
309, 7 86-4$76 

IN DIANA 
Ind ia na polls 
Jed Products Compa ny 
3529 N. Hovey 
317, WA .4 -2646 

IOWA 
Des Moi nes 
The Ro land Company 
2920 S.W. 9th St. 
515, AT 3·0409 

KANSAS 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Edelman -Lyon Co mpany 
3 25 W. 80th Strut 
816, EM 3 -2.460 

LOUISANA 
New Orleans 
A. Wylie McDougall 

Company, Inc. 
909 So . Wh ite St. 
50.4, 822-.41 00 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore 
G. W . Bla nchard Co., In c. 
857 Pork Ave . 
301 , SA 7-0511 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Needham Heights 
The Stanley Sales Company 
95 Hempton Avenue 
617, .4.4.4-n68 

MICHIGAN 
Grand Rapids 
Jed Products Compa ny 
301 5 Mad ison , S.E. 
61 6 , 2.43 -9163 
Royal Oak 
J ed Products Co mpan y 
31270 Stephen1on Hwy, 
31 3, JO 6-7922 

MINNESOTA 
Mi nneapolis 
Pe lle Products 
929 Wo1hing ton, South 
612, FE 5-.41 3.4 

MISSOURI 
Bridgeton 
Tho1. J . Finan Co., Inc . 
12409 St . Choi . Rock Rd . 
314, 739-0130 

MONTANA 
Great Falls 
The Ho u1e of Glou 
81 1 First Ave., N. 
406, A45-1371 

NEBRASKA 
Omaha 
The Roland Co . 
191 11/1 Milita ry St . 
402, 556 -8820 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque 
Wel ch- Erwi n Corp , 
4019-C Ed ith Blvd., N.E. 
505, 3"4A -35A7 

NEW YORK 
Buffalo 
A. O. St ilwe ll Co . 
85 Great Arrow Ave • 
116, sn-4300 
Rochester 
The Mourer Co . 
31 Richmond St . 
716 , 45A·4990 
Syracuse 
8. R. Johnson & Son, Inc. 
5900 South Sa lino St. 
315, HO 9-324.4 
Woodside, LI. 
Jo1eph Show 
61 -10 34th Ave. 
212. 651 -6363 

OHIO 
Cincinnati 
Jttd Produch Company 
.U52 Sycamore Rood 
513, SY 1-3273 
Cleveland 
Jed Products Company 
8616 Garfield Blvd. 
216 , DI 1-1146 
Columbus 
Jed Products Co mpany 
865 King Ave . 
614, 291 ·• 267 

OKLAHOMA 
Oklahoma City 
Mur1o y R. Womb le Co . 
121 N.E. 26th St . 
405, JA 5·7417 
Tulsa 
Murra y R. Womble Co . 
2 16 Eost 16th St . 
9 18 , LU 4-241"' 

OREGON 
Portland 
Bohm Automatic Door, Inc. 
"4075 N. ln teu tote 
.503, 28 2. 4547 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Blawnox 
Pittsburgh 
Jed Products Company 
313 Freeport Rood 
4 12, ST 1-3666 
Harrisburg 
Hershock' 1, Inc . 
1513 N. Cameron St . 
717, CE 8-7331 
King of Prussia 
The Sellers Company 
396 E. Ch urch Rood 
21.5, CH 8-1806 

TENNESSEE 
Memphis 
Mo ury e nd Company 
357 Cumberland Ave . 
901 , G L 2-7301 
Nashville 
Jo hn W. McDouga ll Co . 
4ht & Ind Iona Avenues 
615 , 297-3595 

TEXAS 
Dallas 
Automatic Door Control Co . 
11 75 109th St . 
Gra nd P1oirie 
21", AN 2-1"7.4 
Houston 
Shelton Greer Co., Inc. 
3025 Mo xroy StrHI 
713 , 86A-A.487 
Lubbock 
Door Automation 

Soles & Set-vice 
308 East 34th St . 
806, SH .4 -758' 
San Antonio 
Samuels Glou Co mpa ny 
22 1 Newell Ave , 
51 2, 227-2481 

UTAH 
Salt Lake City 
Build ing Specia lties Co., Inc. 
1340 South Finl West 
801, 484-7882 

VIRGINIA 
Richmond 
Tronco Soles Corp. 
2515 Grenoble Roo d 
703, 282 -6936 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle 
Automa tic Doorwa ys 
1718 8rood wo y 
206 , EA .4-5288 
Spokane 
The Canwell Co . 
South 123 Woll Street 
509, RI 7-1575 

WISCONSIN 
Miiwaukee 
Jed Products Company 
11 605 W. 81uemond 
4 14, SP .4 -1350 
DIST. OF COLU MBIA 
Washington 
G . W. Bla nchard Co., Inc. 
6710 Chlllum Place, N.W. 
202 , TU 2-6210 

CANADA 
Toronto, Ontario 
Pilk ington Bros . ltd . 
55 Eglinton St ., E. 
416 , HU 7 -7471 
No. Vancouver, B. C. 
Nor-Wes Contract Hord. 
1075 Mo rine Dr iv• 
60.4 , 988 -5221 
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Stanley automatic 
sliding entrance . .. 
a new concept that 

combines functional 
effeciency and 

design excellence 

Stanley Automatic Sliding Entrances 

save floor space, offer modern, 

clean-line appearance and efficient 

two-way traffic flow through a 

single entranceway. 

Model 1000 - AUTO-SLIDE auto

matic sliding entrance. Comp lete 

with doors that swing open for 

emergency use. Entrance meets al l 

exit code requirements. Completely 
safe. Saves space. Write for Folder 

No. M73. 

Model 5000 - SLIMLINE automatic 

sliding entrance. Lighter, more com

pact. Especially suitable for small 

shops and lower traffic app li·cations. 

Priced within virtually any client's 

budget. Write for Folder No. M74. 

And a complete line of famous 

MAGIC-DOOR® operators (pneu

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 458 

matic, hydraulic, electric), controls 

and accessories for doors that swing, 

slide or fold. Write for Folder No. 

M67-COM, or look us up in Sweet's. 

STANLEY DOOR OPERATING 

EQUIPMENT DIVISION of The 

Stanley Works, New Britain, 

Connecticut. 

THE 

STANLEY 
® 

WO R K S 

CONSULT YOUR NEAREST MAGIC-DOOR 

DISTRIBUTOR LISTED AT LEFT 
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on preci ion treads coupled to
gether into a moving platform 
that moves horizontally, up or 
down, or in a spiral. The 
treads can turn through a right 
angle or make abrupt reversal . 
A modular design and simple 
drum type drive reduces ini
tial costs of in tallation and 
maintenance, says the manu
facturer. TransiTread can be 
installed 4" above the surface 
of existing paths. On new in
stallations, it can be fitted flush 
with any urface. If equipped 
with heating elements, the sys
tem can be used outdoors in 
snow and ice. Stearns Mfg. 
Co., Inc., Flat Rock, Mich . 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 135 

Digital Compass 

"Eason D-500" digital compass 
gives quick, accurate drawing 
of circle from I" to 5" and in 
increments of 1/ 32", 1/16", 
1/s", and 1A ". According to 
manufacturer, compass saves 
time in drawing tangent arcs 
and locating adjacent coordi
nates. It is easier to use than 
conventional bow compass. Pre
cision-tapered boles in the ball
bearing-supported calibrated 
disc accepts the conventional 
drafting pencils, colored pen
cils, or pens. Compass is priced 
at $11.95. Scentinel Products 
Co., P.O. Box 580, Bellaire, 
Tex. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 136 

Hospital Fountain 
Drinking fountain bas be~n 
specially designed for use m 
both hospitals and convales
cent homes. "Model 7WC" 
stainless-steel fountain mounts 
on the wall at a height that 
permits wheelchair patients 
plenty of knee room beneath 
the receptor. Longer stainless 
steel extension from the wall 
to the bubbler allows the pa
tient to approach the foun
tain from any side. Moving 
parts can be removed for ad
justments and repairs with
out detaching the fixture from 
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the wall. Haws Drinking Fau
cet Co., 4th and Page Sts. , 
Berkeley. Ca lif. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 137 

Colored Writing 
Fine-line nylon tip pens write 
on any surface including glass 
and plastic. "Glory Pens" are 
capable, according to the man
ufacturer, of writing more than 
50,000". Ink i nontoxic, wash· 
able, and does not penetrate 
through paper. Color include 
red , blue, green, yellow, 
brown, and black. Set of six 
is avai lable for $2.95. Reed 
Products Co., 4438 . 20 St., 
St. Loui , Mo. 
011 Readers' Sen·ice Card, Circle 138 

24-Hour 
Apartment Sentry 

"TV Sentry" closed-circuit tel
evision security system con

j ts of a console for each 
apartment featuring an 11" 
screen, a telephone hand et, a 
front/rear selector switch, and 
a door-opener button. Occu
pants can view caller for two 
minutes after he pres es buzzer 
to that apartment. Tenants can 
ignore caller or conduct con
versation with handset. Even 
when there are no callers, ten
ants can activate the monitor 
at any time and observe the 
front or rear entrances by 
pressing button on the console. 
Orth-0-Vision, Inc., 18-10 26 
Road, Long Island City, N.Y. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 139 

Plastic Toilet 
Partitions 

Flush laminated plastic toi
let partitions include four 
type : floor-mounted, overhead
braced; floor-mounted; ceiling
hung; and a special high-per
formance, floor-mounted, over
head-braced unit developed for 
installations where rougher 
than normal wear is common. 
It features use of "vandal
proof" through-bolting in the 
application of all hardware. 
Components for all partitions 
include laminate-clad partition 
panels, door panels, overhead 
braces and pilasters, and tam
perproof, chrome-plated steel 
hardware. Cores for panels and 
doors consist of "Supercore" 
flakeboard or an approved five
ply plywood. Formica Cor_µ. , 
4614 Spring Grove Ave., Cm
cinnati, Ohio. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 140 

Modular Range Hoods 

Range hoods consist of modu
lar panels in three types of 
basic stock panel sizes, which 
can be assembled to any 
length, width, or design con
f igu ration. Module panels 
meet custom requirements for 
standard, island, corner, pe
ninsula, or built-in models. 
Flanged frames are secured 
to both top and bottom of 
the modules. Hoods are avail
ble in antique copper, pat
terned copper, hammered cop
per, patterned pewter, antique 

brass, and stainless steel. Monk 
Mfg. Co., Industrial Rd., Ad
di on, Ill. 
0 11 Readers' Service Card, Circle 141 

School Intercom System 
Recently developed chool 
communications system, called 
"SST5000," enable school ad
mini trators to speak with 
each other or with any cla s
room directly, without mak
ing use of an operator. C~m
pact desktop intercom stauon 
is located in the administra
tor's office. Main console, 
which can be located any
where in the school, house 
system's sound and inter
com amplifiers, radio tuner, 
record player, tape recorder, 
and related equipment. Ad
ministrator can originate two
way intercom calls to clas -
rooms and offices; receive calls 
from classroom and offices 
and transfer classroom calls to 
other offices or etas room ; 
make emergency announce
ment to entire school by pres
sing "Emergency" button ; 
make announcements or give 
talks to entire school or to e
lected groups of classroom ; 
conduct conferences with ad
ministrative personnel or class
rooms and receive and monitor 
sound programs and signals 
going out from the central 
console. Executone, Inc., Long 
T land City, N. Y. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 142 

. Surfacing · 

Stickum Up, Tile! 

"Quick Stick" metal wall tile 
eliminate need for mastics. 
Quick Stick i a double-faced 
tape with a release paper on 
both sides. Tape adheres on 
all clean dry surfaces and has 
good tack properties. Vikon 
Tile Corp., 130 . Taylor St., 
Washington , . J . 
On Readers' Serl'ice Card, Circle 143 
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~NUFAOTURERS' DATA 

Acoustics 
Sound Control 
j Advice" describes ad-
1 structural systems de-

10 meet increasing 
;ontrol problems in resi
), commercial. and insti
al building . Booklet 

wood. steel. and gyp
stud construction plus 
• and triple solid parti

Booklet includes cut
drawings. detailed ma

lists, sound and fire test 
·, and data on isolating 
ontrolling sound. It also 
pe of wall construction 
et variou decibel levels 
;ound-control goals. ln-
1 glossary of term . 20 

Georgia-Pacific Corp., 
ox 311 , Portland, Ore. 

ders' Service Card, Circle 200 

ir/Temperature 
Air Moving 

Product Ratings 
foving and Conditioning 
iallon·s directory lists 
cts licensed to bear the 
A certified rating seal. 
1cts include centrifugal 
propeller fan . axial fans, 
r roof ventilators, and 
neaters. All products are 

according to category 
1anufacturer. Air Moving 
::::onditioning Assn., Inc., 
West Touby Ave., Park 
), Ill. 60068. 
aders' Service Card, Circle 201 

entilator Planning 

ing guide describes wash 
fire extingui hing systems, 
ers, and custom-designed 
lators. Specifications, air
ne tables, and i ometric 
•ings of wide range of 
~ment are given. 16 pages. 
tie Ventilator Co. , 1200 S. 
is Ave., Wheeling. Ill. 
10. 
eaders' Serdce Card, Circle 202 

er 1965 

Collecting Dust 
Guide shows methods of elect
ing the correct dust-collecting 
equipment for 14 types of in
dustry. It recommends equip
ment for the concentration and 
particle size of the dust to be 
collected. Products are divided 
into dry centrifugals, wet col
lections, fabric collectors, and 
oil mi t collectors. Photos il
lustrate these types of dust
collectors. 16 pages. American 
Air Filter Co. Inc., Louisville, 
Ky. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 203 

. Construction 
Plate Glass Designs 

Loose-leaf packet contain five 
4-page inserts each dealing 
with the use of various types 
of "Heavy-Duty" plate gla s 
in several well-known struc
tures: Chicago Civic Center, 
National Geographic Society 
in Washington, D.C., Michigan 
Con olidated Gas Company 
in Detroit, Philharmonic Hall 
in ew York, and the IBM 
Building in Seattle. Each insert 
illustrate building in color, 
and gives details of window 
frames. Packet also includes 
de ign chart for selecting thick
nes of polished plate or 
sheet glass. Libbey-Owens-Ford 
Glass Co. , 811 Madson Ave., 
Toledo, Ohio. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 204 

Post-Tensioned 
Concrete Structures 

Book describes post-tensioning 
techniques and materials for 
concrete structures. Cut-away 
pictures illustrate the compo
nents of stressing system and 
details show their application 
to building con truction. Ele
mentary design calculations 
and simplified specifications. 
30 pages. Stres teel Corp., 221 
Cooyhagham Ave.. Wilkes
Barre, Pa. 

011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 205 

Copper, Brass, Bronze 
"Copper, Brass and Bronze in 
Architecture" points up m 
color photos and detail the 
economic and aesthetic advan
tages of these three metals. 
Twelve color samples of com
mon architectural alloys and 
finishes are shown. The book 

discusses mechanical, chemi
cal, and applied finishes; care 
and cleaning of both exterior 
and interior finishes including 
"lncralac" protective coating 
recently introduced by the 
copper industry; joining of 
architectural alloys of copper, 
sheet and extrusion design 
criteria. Copies of this 24-page 
publication (No. 406/ 5) are 
available free. Apply on busi
ness letterhead to Copper 
Development Assn . Inc .. -W5 
Lexington Ave. , New York, 
N.Y. 

I Think It Just Moved 

,·-.;?""' - 1~' .. . -- ~ 
- ":,....- - -4 . . .,, 

' ! 

Modular wall system, called 
"School-Wall," primarily used 
in school . Leaflet gives de
tails and specifications for hol
low partitions with cork or 
chalkboard surfaces laminated 
to gypsum boards. Over-all 
thickness of School-Wall is 
2~" with a 1" cavity. Avail
able in 4' modules in height 
up to 10'. 4 pages. Gotham 
Educations Equipment Co. 
Inc., 91 Weyman Ave., New 
Rochelle, N.Y. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 206 

Hardwood Species 

Brochure shows 30 hardwood 
species in color and describe 
22 species in detail. Color dia
gramatic photos of matching 
techniques, construction of 
hardwood plywood, and slicing 
methods used to produce typi-

Readers' Service Card now located on page 329 

cal figure patterns are included. 
Booklet is available at 25¢ per 
copy. From Fine Hardwood 
Assn., 666 Lake Shore Drive, 
Chicago, Ill. 

Particleboard 

..Design and U e Manual" de
tails propertie and applica
tions for mat-formed wood 
particleboard. Thi material is 
made by combining wood 
flakes with re in binders hot
pre sed into panel from Vs " 
to 2" thick. Available from 3' 
to 8' wide. and up to 24' long. 
Booklet lists physical proper
ties of variou types of parti
cleboard and illustrates edge 
treatment, finishing, and paint
ing. 14 pages. National Parti
cleboard Assn., 711 Fourteenth 
St. .W., Washington. D.C. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 207 

Foundation Failures 
"Failures In Foundations" il
lu trates a nwnber of structural 
collapses, ancient and modern. 
Written by Jacob Feld, an au
thority on diagnosing and re
pairing collap ed structures, 
the book recommends that 
close supervision and adequate 
quality control are necessary to 
reduce the number of failures. 
32 pages. Soiltest Inc., 2205 
Lee St.. Evanston, Ill. 60202. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 208 

Perforated 
Metal Design 

More than 200 pattern of per
forated screens for metals and 
nonmetals are illustrated. Ma
terials include mild and alloy 
steels; copper and copper al
loys; lead, magnesium, and 
other nonferrous metals and 
alloys; bonded, clad, and plated 
metals; precious metals; propri
etary specialty alloys; and 
wood, paper products, ply-
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wood, and plastics. Catalog 
#10 gives specifications and 
suggested applications such as 
screens and acoustic enclosures. 
60 pages. Charles Mundt & 
Sons, 51-61 Fairmount Ave., 
Jersey City 4, N.J. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 209 

Control Joint for 
Plaster Partitions 

Booklet illustrates many appli
cations of a control joint de
veloped to reduce cracking in 
plaster partitions when a high
rise building frame deflects. A 
%"-wide joint isolates parti
tions from vertical and hori
zontal members of structural 
frame. Drawings show applica
tions for solid and various 
types of stud wall systems. 16 
pages. National Gypsum Co., 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 210 

Pref ab Steel 
Structures 

Folders present basic informa
tion on six types of pre-engi
neered steel buildings: manu
facturing plants, shopping 
centers and retail stores, recre
ational and sports facilities, 
automobile showrooms and 
service areas, warehouses and 
freight terminals, and class
rooms and gymnasiums. Dia
grams show major types of 
rigid steel framing systems. 
Color photos illustrate various 
types of projects. American 
Iron and Steel Institute, Sheet 
Committees, 150 East 42 St., 
New York, N.Y. 10017. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 211 

Open Web Steel Joists 
Booklet presents standard 
specifications and load tables 
of four series of open web 
steel joists, which have been 
approved jointly by the Amer
ican Institute of Steel Con
struction and the Steel Joist 
Institute. Specs and load tables 
cover the long-span LA-Series, 
high-strength long-span LH
Series, and the two recently 
adopted short-span J and H 
Series. 52 pages. American In
stitute of Steel Construction, 
101 Park Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 10017. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 212 

Timber Connectors 
Folder explains bow to use 
smaller size timber joists when 

96 Manufacturers' Data 

using cantilever design princi
ples with "Line-A-Joist" con
nectors. The connectors trans
mit vertical shear forces from 
one "in-line" joist member to 
an adjacent joist member. 
Connector is made from 16-
gage galvanized steel and is 
supplied with 9-gage, Ph"
long, hardened-steel spiral 
shank nails. Comprehensive 
tables recommend sizes for 
joists spaced 16" apart with 
spans ranging from 20' to 36'. 
Tables include data for joists 
in 15 species of lumber. 
Timber Engineering Co., 1619 
Massachusetts Ave., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20036. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 213 

Wood Service Program 

Comprehensive service pro
gram assists architects in speci
fying wood products for non
residential construction. Pro
gram includes a six-volume 
technical reference library of 
wood information. First vol
ume is a wood products man
ual written by architectural 
specialists, and organized and 
edited to conform with recom
mendations of the CSI. It con
tains product information, il
lustrations, and specs. The 
other five volumes provide 
samples of laminated beams, 
prefinisbed panel, doors, and 
other materials. Among other 
services are trained architec
tural market representatives to 
serve specifiers; regional tech
nical staffs to answer engineer
ing questions and assist archi
tects in estimating costs; and 
an architectural services de
partment in Tacoma, headed 
by Robert A. Eckert. Weyer
haeuser Co., Wood Products 
Div., Tacoma, Wash. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 214 

Cold-Weather 
Concreting 

Spec writer's chart "RM-51," 
8 V2" x 11 ", describes, in suc
cint terms, cold-weather con
creting. Information is provided 
on accelerators, preparation of 
forms and subgrade for placing 
concrete, protection, and cur-

ing. On the back of chart is 
a nomograph that indicates at 
what temperature mix water 
should be to obtain the desired 
concrete temperature with ag
gregate and cement. The Mas
ter Builders Co., Div. of 
Martin Marietta, 2490 Lee 
Blvd., Cleveland, Ohio. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 215 

Metal Batten Domes 

Battens in variety of metals 
can be used on domelike para
bolic and other curvilinear roof 
systems. Construction details 
and roofing specs are given, 
as well as photos of various 
types of structures utilizing 
metal batten roofing. Shown is 
SOM's Industrial Reactor Lab
oratories in Plainsboro, N.J., 
which won an AIA Honorable 
Mention in 1964. Brochure, 
8 pages. Overly Mfg. Co., 
Greensburg, Pa. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 216 

Shaving Costs 
with Wood 

"How To Trim In-Place Build
ing Costs 11 Ways" can be 
achieved, according to Potlatch 
Forests Inc., by employing sev
eral wood building products in 
both Western and Southern 
species. Among those covered 
are laminated roof decking, 
solid paneling, rough-sawn fac
tory-stained siding, Electro-Me
chanical Stress-Rated lumber, 
moldings, milled and preprimed 
cornice systems, oak flooring, 
and Larch underlayment. Bro
chure, 12 pages, illustrated. 
Potlatch Forests, Inc., 320 
Market St., San Francisco, 
Calif. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 217 

Concrete Specs 
"Suggested Specifications for 
Plain and Reinforced Con
crete" is used when compre
hensive ACI spec sheet 301 is 
not warranted. Suggested specs 
show how to specify materials, 

concrete quality, mlXlilg and 
placing concrete, and forms 
and details of construction. 
Portland Cement Assn., 33 
West Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 218 

Treated Plywood 
Roof System 

Treated plywood roof system 
offers low fire-insurance rates. 
Basic components are fire-re
tardant-treated plywood deck 
and aluminum vapor barrier. 
Plywood is 3" or thicker with 
tongue-and-groove or blocked 
joints. Framing is made of fire
retardant and treated joists, un
treated wood beams or steel. 
System is UL-approved. Photos, 
details, and specs are given. 
American Plywood Assn., 1119 
A St., Tacoma, Wash. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 219 

Concrete Joist Form 

"Unadome" is a system for 
forming concrete joists in 
standard widths and modular 
lengths. Flanged on all four 
sides, the formwork units can 
be moved by compressed air. 
Pamphlet gives sizes, weights, 
and basic layouts for concrete 
joist floor construction. 6 pages. 
Grid Flat Slab Corp., 145 
Freeport St., Boston, Mass. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 220 

Shake/Shingle Specs 

Specifications of grades, sizes, 
and shipping weights of re
butted-and-rejointed shingles, 
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MARBLE PATTERNS 
including Travertine for luxu
rious walls in any decor, any 
building. 

DECORATOR PATTERNS 
including four Chantilly de
signs plus Fleece, Lace and 
Nugget designs. 

MARLITE MURALS 
including Penta Roma, River 
Landing and Williamsburg for 
custom-decorated walls. 

TRENDWOOD FINISHES 
including Colonial Maple and 
Provincial Walnut for distinc
tive interiors. 

October 1965 
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New Marlite Decorator Paneling 
Beautiful decorating ideas come 
easy with Marlite ! 
Now more than ever, Marlite plastic-finished 
paneling offers infinite decorating possibili
ties to help your customers plan distinctive 
and lu xurious interiors. With Marlite's 1965 
line of smart Decorator Paneling, no other ma
terial gives you such a wide selection of col
ors, patterns and designs. 

Unique decorator patterns, ri ch marbles, 
authentic Trendwood® reproductions, bold 

new designer colors, and striking new Marlite 
Murals make this soilproof paneling at home 
in any decor. 

And wash-and-wear Marlite resists heat, 
moisture, stains and dents. It's easily installed 
over old or new walls, never needs painting 
or further protection. Marlite stays like new for 
years with an occasional damp cloth wiping. 

Get details on Marlite Decorator Pan eling 
from your building materials dealer, consult 
Sweet's File, or write Marlite Division of 
Masonite Corporation, Dept. 1014. Dover, Ohio. 

Mar lite 
plastic-finished paneling 

ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT OF MASONITEl!t RESEARCH 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 481 
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THIS FILE 
BELONGS 
in your FILE 

if you 
specify mirrors 

NEW file folder shows 
complete mirror line 

For se lecting and specifying mirrors, 
this easy-to-use file folder can serve as 
a quick, convenient reference. Each FM 
mirror model is illustrated, carries 
complete size range, and includes 
specification information. Write today 
requesting the number of file folders 

needed for your office._ 

Faries-McMeekan, Inc. 
P.O. Box 35 Elkhart 2, Indiana 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 361 
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grooved idewall hakes, and 
handsplit shake . Include il
lustrations for roof and wall 
applications, including hips, 
ridge , va lley , nailing, and fin
ishing. 4 page . Red Cedar 
Shingle & Handsplit Shake 
Bureau, 941 White Henry 
Stuart Bldg., Seattle. Wa h. 
0 11 Readers' Service Card, Circle 221 

Fashionable Fascia 

3/ 16" thick 

CHENEY fascia panel 

DEEP FASCIA 
Gravel tops, fasci a panel , 
cap and through-wall fl a hings 
in copper, "chine" (titanium 
added lo copper zinc alloy) , 
stainless steel , or colored alu
minum. atalog illustrate de
tails of application and gives 
brief pecification . 8 pages. 
Cheney Flashing Co.. 623 
Pro pect St., Trenton. N .J . 
On Readers' Serl'ice Card, Circle 222 

Doors/Windows 

Extruded aluminum entrances 
and tore fronts are pre ented 
in an 8-page booklet. Five 
door types and four basic 
framing y tern are available. 
Fastening device are con
cealed. Exposed urfaces are 

7 MATOT DUMBWAITERS 
SPEED MEDICAL Al D AT 

ST. FRANCIS 

Al St. Francis Hospital, Evanston, Illinois. 7 
dumbwaiters 1n combination with an inter 
com system are being used lo increase 
hospital efficiency. With a new addition 1ri 
creasing lhe1r capacity rom 385 to 516 beds. 
lhe new system was introduced lo rel1e,1-
lhe added burden on their staff 

The lifts are used in different areas : 

• Surgery to pathologi cal specimen 
• Surg ry to blood bank 
• In Patient specimen lab to 

4 patient floors 
• X ray film storage to filing 
• Pharmacy to store room 
• Lab clean up to store roon 
• Medical records to sore room 

BENEFITS : The new dumbwaiter wilh the 
intercom system provides St. Francis with 
4 important benefits: 1.) Service is speeded 
up in critical areas; 2.) Closer infection con
trol can be maintained during surgery; 3.) 
More patients can be serviced with less 
help; 4.) Efficient operation .. , no frenzied 
corridor dashes, less breakage and thefts. 

Matot specializes in developing units io 
solve any problem, and orov1des free eng1 
neering services. too . 

••••••••••••• 
Write for descriptive brochure! 

D. A. MATOT, INC. 
1533 W. Altgeld Avenue· Ch icago, l ll 1nois 60614 

3 12 Lincoln 9-2 177 
, pecia lizing in DLtmbwaiters swce 1888 

See our catalog in Sweet's ~3:i S 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 386 
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polished, satin-smooth, and 
1'al umi lited" under license ar
rangement with Aluminum 
Company of America . Full 
v1s10a, olid panel, inswing
outswing, single or double act
ing, transoms, side l ights, and 
interchangeable door hardware 
are standard component . Sin-
le or multiglass mod ule wall 
reas can be achieved with 
r without reinforcing steel , 

through the avai lability of both 
tube and split frame section . 

etails of various extruded 
luminum shape are given . 

b ry-set glazing is by snap-in 
glass stops wi th extruded vinyl 
~ea ls which permits clean and 
leakproof installation. 8 pages. 

atcor Co., P .O. Box 9321 , 
a hville, Tenn . 

0 11 Readers' Service Card, Circle 223 

Electrical Equipment 
Interior Lighting 

The importance of color and 
reflectances of sidewa lls, ceil
ings, and floors in planning a 
lighting system are emphasized 
in "Light and Interior Fin
ishes." A reflectance-value 
chart in full color present 
figure for the percentage of 
light reflectance va lues in vari
ous area of the office, chool , 
factory, and home. General 
Electric, Inquiry Bureau Dept. , 
TP- 129, Nela Park, Cleveland , 
Ohio. 
011 Readers' Sen ·ice Card, Circle 224 

''Dodecahedron'' 

Cata log number C-2 illustrates 
chandeliers, wa ll brackets, pen
da nts, directional spots, and 
opal modules. Book include 
'"Dodecahedron", a brass and 
white glass table lamp 12" in 
diameter by 33" h igh. 32 page . 

,. 1965 

WHAT DOR-SEAL IS. Crawford Dor-Seal is a system of 
compressive polyether foam bolsters, encased in weatherproof, 
practically wearproof, material installed around door open ings 
where trailers and trucks are loaded or unloaded. 

2 WHAT IT DOES. Dor-Seal provides a " pillow" which 
receives the rear end of the trailer or truck and , th rough com
pression by the vehicle body, forms a seal which locks in 
heated, cooled, washed, filtered or other expensive processed 
air and locks out wind, rain, exhaust fumes, dust and other 
air-borne contamination. 

3 BENEFITS. Virtual elimination of loss of expensive processed 
air can save more than $700 per year when Dor-Seal is mounted 
on a 10' x 10' truck loading door; $300 on an 8' x 8' door. Other 
savings include reduction in employee absenteeism due to 
sickness resulting from cold and drafts; steadier production 
due to better working conditions; better product quality control 
due to exclusion of air-borne contaminants, including insects; 
lower operating costs through elimination of damage to trailer 
and truck doors and hinges. 

4 FOR MORE INFORMATION call your Crawford dealer 
(Yellow pages under DOORS) and ask for Dor-Seal brochu re 
CD-31968 or write direct. Crawford Door Company, 4270-3 
High St., Ecorse, Mich. 48229. 

See our catalog in Sweet's 

Crawford DOR-SEAL 
Stops the leaks that drain profits away 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 355 
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Prescolite Mfg. Corp., 1251 
Doolittle Drive, San Leandro, 
Cali.'. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 225 

Defy Your Consultants 

Comprehensive lighting catalog 
comprises four sections: archi
tectural section that describes, 
diagrams, and gives specifica
tions for downlighting, accent 
lighting, wall lighting, and gen
eral and outdoor lighting fix
tures and accessories; control 
section that deals with custom 
boards, package dimmers, mo
tor-operated dimmers, and wall 
dimmers; television section; 
theater section that details 
spotlights, floodlights, strip
lights, and bordcrlights. Wiring 
and positioning data are also 
included. Separate 44-page 

product index briefly describes 
each of the products in the 
four-page sections. Another 
24-page booklet details theater 
accessories including scene 
projectors, mirro-rs, showers, 
and bubble machines. Copies 
of the comprehensive catalog 
may be obtained by writing 
on business letterhead. L/ E 
Product Catalog, Lighting & 
Electronics Inc., 81 Prospect 
Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

School Lighting 
"Lighting For Education" cov
ers all phases of school lighting 
including classrooms, gyms, 
offices, corridors, entrances, 
yards, and parking lots. Topics 
include illumination levels, 
glare and visual comfort, cost 
analysis, and lighting efficien
cy. Photometric and scissors 
curves, two reflection diagrams, 
a cost analysis form, and a 
vertical surface lighting dia
gram are given. Also discussed 
are multiple examples of typi
cal school lighting applications, 
such as kindergartens, large
and medium-size classrooms, 
and special-purpose classrooms. 
Methods of using the various 
types of lighting, such as fluo-

New-Safety Designed 

No. 225 
Safety tread 

Two Black 
Grit Strips 
recessed I'' 
from front . 

SMOOTH TREAD 

MUSSON 
HEAVY DUTY RUBBER 

STAIR TREADS 
FOR PAN·FlLLED OR CONCRETE STEPS 

Both Models 
Full 5/ 16" thick at front . 
12'/," deep . 

Nose drops 
down to Both Models 
cover 1¥8" Marb leized Colors: Red, Green , 
of front Gray, Mahogany, Black, Birch, 
of step Beige Walnut 

NOTE: Both treads . have 5/ 16" radius underneath nose, for better fit. 
Wn te for Catalog, Sample.1 and Prices 

THE R. C. MUSSON RUBBER COMPANY 
1320 EAST A RCHWOOD AKRON, OHIO 44306 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 466 
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rescent, incandescent, and mer
cury equipment, are shown. 
Manual also illustrates 19 dif
ferent "Holophane" luminaires 
used in school lighting with 
page references to applications 
covered in the text. 60 pages. 
Holophane Co. Inc., 1120 Av
enue of the Americas, New 
York, N.Y. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 227 

Industrial Lighting 
Standards 

Latest standards and recom
mendations for industrial light
ing are presented in 52 page 
report entitled "American 
Standard Practice for Indus
trial Lighting." Report con
tains recommended levels of 
illumination for many tasks 
developed by the Illuminating 
Engineering Research Institute; 
information on factors affecting 
seeing tasks, including those 
concerned with subnormal vi
sion and that of the aged; 
sections on color; maintenance 
of lighting; illumination tables; 
and emergency lighting. Copies 
are available at 80¢ each. Illu
minating Engineering Society, 
345 East 47 St, New York, 
N.Y. 

Insulation 

Take Me To Your 
Lead Barrier 

"Practical Application of Sheet 
Lead For Sound Barriers" is a 
recent publication of the Lead 
Industries Association. Among 
topics covered are "Three 
Ways Barriers Are Rated," 
"Practical Tips For Better 
Sound Barriers," "Tabulation 
of Practical Sound Barrier 
Walls Using Sheet Lead" in 
chart form, and "Design and 
Construction of Practical 
Leaded Walls." Lead Industries 
Assn., 292 Madison Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 228 

Sanitation/Plumbing 
Built-In Cleaning 

"How to Plan and Install Built
In Cleaning Systems" is subject 
of 8-page bulletin. Discussion 
covers best location for com
ponents of "Vacu-Flo" system, 
including plug-in inlet valves, 
power units, and tube systems. 
Various types of residential 

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT ADVANCE IN 
FLUORESCENT FIXTURE DESIGN IN YEARS 

Finally available, a plastic light diffuser that 
needs no metal door frame. Increases day- d:_ 0 light opening of fixture thus increasing its 
light output and efficiency. 

One piece injection molded out of either 
acrylic or polystyrene CUSTOMLENS re· 
duces the cost of the fixture by eliminating 

o 0 o~ 
LIFT AHD SHIFT 

the expense of the steel door frame with its ~O 
0 0 assemblage of latches, screws, hinges and ~ .:.. ~ .:.. ..:.. ~ 

locks, requiring less maintenance. ~ 
Installation costs are reduced as the \ 

lenses, with their integrally molded hinge ', 
pins, are laid in the fixture and completely ' 
operable. " - _ -

Available through all quality fluorescent 
fixture manufacturers. 

Write for literature and specification sheets. 

american louver company 
5308 N. ELSTON AVE~JUE • CHICAGO 30, ILLINOIS 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 332 
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soss 
INVISIBLE 
HINGES 

Add Unity 
to Beauty 

Simplicity. Elegance. Flowing 
Line. Three good reasons 
why leading architects for 
over fifty years endorse Soss 
Invisible Hinges. When Soss 
hinged doors or cabinet lids 
ore closed, all hardware is 
hidden . Unsightly gaps 
between door and frame 
disappear. The hinge that 
hides itself is available 
in a range of sizes and 
finishes to odd unity to 
beauty in your next design. 

For fu.ll inforrnation 
and prices, write to: 

Sass Manufacturing 
Company 

FPA-10, P. O. BOX 38 
DETROIT 13, MICHIGAN 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 422 

fi. .L~:.,,. ,, -4 / * * 
~tfr~ey (///~AT THE * * 
ROD EH EA VER AUDITORIUM * 

* * Bob Jones University, Greenville, S. C. 

Twelve hours a day, Rodeheaver Audi· 
torium is in use for worship services. 
variety presentations, Shakespearean 
productions, opera, concert and other 
of the University's cultural offerings. 
This intensive schedule of wide-ranging 
uses (and largely with student staffs) 
demanded a high degree of versatility 
In the design and development of light· 
Ing systems and controls. 

Student production staff operates the 
Kliegl SCR® 5-scene, advance-design; 
pre-set system which is considered 
one of the most sophisticated yet de
veloped for professional theatre use. 

From the simplest to 
the most complex, your 
lighting problem gets 
expert attention from 
Kliegl. Whether the 
project is architectural, 
educational, theatre
the rich experience of 
over 60 years of light
ing design craftsman
ship is ready to go to 
work for you. Hundreds 
of designers, architects 
and engineers have 
profited from Kliegl assistance in the thousands of 
different applications. Lighten the lighting problem 
on your next projects-call in your Kliegl representa
tive-no obligation, of course. 

Our lighting advisors will be p leased to assist in the plan
ning of any installation, using standard or special units to 
meet your reouirements. Full details on request. 

BROS. 
Originators and Manufacturers of Klieglights 

32·3248thAVE., LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N.Y. 
Phone: Area Code 212, ST 6-7474 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 483 
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construction details are given. 
H-P Products Inc., Louisville, 
Ohio. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 229 

Special Equipment 
Knock It Off 

"Pedigrid" reces ed entrance 
.foot grid help eliminate un
sightly, hazardous tracking of 
dirt, now, and water into oc
cupied building areas. Grid of 
serrated vinyl strips scrub dirt, 
snow, and water that falls 
through the grid into a re
ces ed trench below to be 
drained away. Vinyl strips are 
available in six standard colors 
(white, black. blue, green, 

gray, and beige), and may be 
pecified in either single, com

bination, or custom inlaid de
igns. Pedigrid is constructed 

of extruded al uminum and de
signed for a 200 psf load with 
a afety factor of 1.75. It is 
available in any length, and in 
any number of l" increments 
in width. 4 pages. E-L Corp., 
Foot of Center St., Williams
port, Pa. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 230 

Keeping It Clean 
.. A Primer of Home Laundry 
Planning" discusses minimum 
and optional laundry room 
space allocations. Illustrations 
depict variety of solutions to 
laundry planning problems. 16 
pages. Home Laundry Center, 
Maytag Co., Newton, Iowa. 
011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 231 

Sending It Up and 
Getting It Back Down 

''Elevator Planning G uide" in
cludes all data required to pre
pare preliminary plans for ele
vators in almost any building. 
Best type of elevators to use 
and the neces ary allowable 

space for using them are dis
cussed. Types of elevators de
tailed are passenger elevators, 
hospital elevators, and freight 
elevators. Recommended sizes 
and capacities and minimum 
pit and overhead dimensions 
are given with each type. 16 
pages. Dover Corp., Elevator 
Div., 1055-A Kentucky, Mem
phis, Tenn. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 232 

Surfacing 

Floor/Wall 
Tile line 

Complete line of "Romany
Spartan" glazed and unglazed 
floor/wall tiles for commercial. 
institutional, and residential 

uses 1s presented in 28-page 
brochure. Products include 
glazed wall tile, porcelain cera
mic mosaics, glazed and un
glazed ceramic mosaics, swim
ming pool tile, and conductive 
tile. Some 184 different cera
mic tiles and 94 patterns are 
shown in color. Other photos 
in color show installations of 
each particular tile. Trim de
tails and specs are given. United 
States Ceremic Tile Co., 21 i 
Fourth St., N .E., Canton, Ohio. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 233 

Plywood Paneling 
Hardwood plywood paneling 
booklet is divided into four 
types. Architectural and cus
tom panels are offered in all 
commercially-available domes
tic and imported woods with 
rotary-cut and/ or sliced face 
veneers. Panels u e three types 
of core materials including 
veneer, lumber or engineered 
wood core. Sizes are up to 50" 
x 192" and 1 % " thick. "Craft
wall," Yi, 6" thick and "Forest
glo," 1,4" thick are available in 
62 color tones, patterns, and 
woods in stock panel as large 
as 4' x 1 O'. Color photo show 

to guarantee your thin shell roofs will always be 

SMOOTH, WHITE, WEATHER-TIGHT ... specify 
Addex Color-Shield® over Addex Heavy Duty Roof Shield® 

Aquarium of Niagara Falls, New York 

Architects: Dickerson and Cain 
Clevela nd, Oh io 

The dependable, superior quality, Addex roofing system gives you a t ruly monolithic, 
lap-free contour! A product of the industry's largest, most advanced laboratories and 
production facilities, Color-Sh ield® is enduringly white and self-cleaning. Its unique 
molecular structure "breathes" allowing t he concrete shell to cure properly. Th is Addex 
system eliminates the possibil ity of trapped moisture ... a problem often encountered 
with vapor barrier type roofi ng. Color-Sh ield's® high coefficient of reflectivity keeps 
interiors cooler, reduces a ir condit ioning costs appreciably. 
From Roof Top to Sub-Grade, Addex Solves Your Roofing, Waterproofing, Weather
proofing Problems. 
Get up-to-the-minute facts on Addex Color-Shield® and Roof Shield®. 
Write Dept. 134, ADDEX MANUFACTURING COMPANY, WICKLIFFE, OHIO 

On R eaders' Service Card, circle No. 322 
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Contracto r: Scrufari Construction Co., 
Niagara Falls, N . Y. 

Roo fi ng: The Asbestos Asphalt Corp. 
N iagara Falls, N. Y. 

October 1965 
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M CONVENTION 

eveland, Ohio 

• lllu1fra red 

ROOF DECK 
PARAPET WALL 

GUARD RAIL 
TRACK SYSTEMS 

and 
FOUR WHEEL ROLL 

AROUND CARRIAGE 
FOR CONCRETE SLAB 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 323 

NOW ... a handy PULLDOWN SHELF 
for restroom booths 

A safe place for purses, gloves, packages, 
hats, coats, and briefcases. Attractively de
signed ... quality built ... self-clearing. 
Easily installed with just 2 bolts. A plus
factor in any building with public restroom 
facilities. 

$11 * F.O.B. lndlanapollo 
~ --v .95 Finished In lustrous chrome 

i---- "Slightly higher In the west 

rr 1965 

for free specifications, price list and 
installation instructions. 

The NIK·O·LOK Company 
422 East New York Street 

Indianapolis 2, Indiana 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 401 

f1fTl 
!.;a;[ 75 Years of Leadership in the Electri cal Industry 

~ 

A New Dimension 
In Wall Plates 

Simple ... Unadorned ... Attractive 

The classic beauty of these new P&S wall 
plates-with intentionally understated design 
-complements any decor. 

No distracting embell ishments to overem 
phasize the wall plate instal lation or present 
a cleaning probl em. Two vertical planes pro
duce interesting and distinctive ton al effects of 
li ght and shadow. 

These new UNILI E plates have the solid 
feel of excellence. Molded of hi gh-quality 
phenolic material in Brown (61000 series) or 
Ivory (62000 series), they are available with a 
wide variety of openings. 

For more information w rite Dept. PA 1065 

~PASS & SEYMOUR, INC. 
~ SYHACUSE, NEW YORK 13209 

SAN f'lllU1NCISCO 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 403 
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NEXT 
:MONTH 
INP/A 

• Vacation Houses ••• free thinking clients 
plus swinging young architects combine to 
create designs for fun and games. There are 
eight exciting houses in this picture-story 
folio. 
• Harvard's Medical School Library ••• a non
library archi.tect brings new thinking to a clas
sic problem. 
• Cracks in high-rise partitions • • • an ex
haustive report on an architectural nightmare 
by a firm of consulting engineers. 
• Low-cost housing in Jamaica • • • concrete 
panel and plastic molds help provide mass 
housing and modest cost. There's more: the 
lively News Report Section and the critical 
P/A Observer. 
• Send your $5 check immediately and you 
will receive the exciting November issue of 
P /A plus eleven more, including the big De· 
sign Awards Issue in January. Address Circu
lation Department, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITEC· 
TURE, Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 Park 
Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022. 



u types of wood. Weyer-
1er Co., Box B-273 , Ta
' Wash. 
aders' Service Card, Circle 234 

rinyl/Fiber Floor 

iflex" floor covering con
of 100 per cent vinyl , 

ed to a heavy " live-fiber" 
of jute. When installed 

tly on concrete floor, 
fox has a coefficient of 
d insulation of 21 db. It 
sistant to all commercial 
· ons of acids, bases, oils. 
1es, and solvents with the 
:>tion of acetone and pro
;d exposure to some chlo
ed compounds. Flooring 
mes brittle at - 20 F and 
n above J 60 F . Accord
:o manufacturer, it is non-

even when wet. When 
lied with T apiflex adhe

it is nonflam mable and 
meet most Federal, state. 
local fl ame-resistance re

ements. Brochure illus
s in color some of the 
e than 30 colors and pat
; available. 4 pages. T api-

Div., Felters Co. , 210 
:h St. , Boston, Mass. 
eaders' Service Card, Circle 235 

Patterned Tiles 

:o" wall and floor ceramic 
patterns are shown. Among 
s of Vico tiles shown are 
iavetex," appearing like 
j-Joomed fibers ; "KCM," a 
tidimensional striated wall 
and "Nuvo-Tex," a crys-

1e-glazed tile. Backings for 
are, according to manu-

facturer, impervious to moi~
ture, heat, frost, and other 
climatic conditions. Stains wipe 
off wirh a damp mop. t 6 
pages. Amersterdam Corp., 41 
East 42 St., New York , N .Y. 

011 Readers' Service Card, Circle 236 

Comparing Tile Colors 
1965 edition of color compari
son charts cover both vinyl as
bestos tile and asphalt tile. Re
vised edition makes it easier 
to select equivalent color and 
style combinations. Vinyl as
bestos patterns compared are 
chip, wood, marble, special 
marble, embossed travetine, 

and plain. Under asphalt are 
marble and cork. Products 
compared are from Amtico, 
Armstrong, Azrock, Congole
um-Nairn , Flintkote, Johns
Manville. Kentile, and Ruber
oid . Asphalt and Vinyl Asbes
tos Tile Institute, 101 Park 
Avenue, New York , N.Y. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 237 

Bathtub Specs 
Technical Bulletin "No. CTI-
0-J 08-64" gives details on 
Roman bathtubs. Complete in
formation and drawings outline 
recommended standards for in
spection, materials, waterproof-

ing, reinforcing, t e ~ ting 
membranes, and s I o p i n g . 
Both on-grade and on-101st 
construction recommendations 
are covered. Ceramic Tile In
stitute, 3415 We t 8 St ., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle 238 

PROGRBSIDVJl!I AROHJTECTVRB 

~ ffi!:mLP®ffi'iP 

REINHOLD PUBLISHI NG COR PORATIO N 
430 Park Avenue, New York, N Y l 0022 

Editor .............. .. . .Jan C. Rowan 

Associate Editor ............ E. K. Carpenter 

Publisher ................. ..... P. H. Hubbard, Jr 
Publishing Consul tant ............... 0 . B. Wil kin 
Advtg. Sales Mgr ........... W. R. Evons, Jr. 

Production Mgr . ...... ...... Joseph M Scanlon 

THE FINISHING OF INTERIOR REDWOOD 
When FactriSa wn redwood is given a clear f inish, it harmonizes beautifully 
and naturally with other materials. On the other hand, a dark stain is often 
used to provide a handsome background for the o wner's p rized possessions. 
To receive y our copy of " REDWOOD INTERIOR FINISHES", write Dep t. 64-A, 
Californ ia Red wood Association, 617 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Calif. 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 346 
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a story 
worth 

remembering 
by bradley 

was hf ountain 
Witness the modern lounge or 

powder room ... bright, beautiful, 

marvelously sanitary. A vast improve

ment over the washrooms of 

yesterday! One reason for this 

phenomenon: progressive architects 

and discriminating owners select Bradley 

Duos - the washfixtures that win 

· Comp}iments 
or 

The House 
Duos are far more sanitary, 

because they are foot-operated. Hands 

touch only clean, tempered water, never 

germ-laden faucets or taps. And the 

water spray rinses the bowl clean. 

Space-saving Duos serve two people, 

yet require no more space than single 

lavatories. Of course, they are available in 

a full spectrum of colors to complement the 

most elegant decor. Bradley Duos are the 

last word in beauty and sanitation. And the 

last word of a guest leaving a Duo can 

well be "How thoughtful!" 

Ask your Bradle) repl'esentative for assii;tance on specific 
applications. Or write for latest, literature. Brndley Wash
fountain Co., 9141 Fountain Drive, Menomonee Falls, 
Wis. 530:i:i. 

COUNTER-TYPE 
WASH FOUNTAIN 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. ~4; 



A lounge of Huntington Memorial Hospi tal, Pasadena, Calif. Architects : Thormin, Haynes, Oakley & Asso
ciates; David Oakley in charge of design. System Desian and Mechanical Contractors: Kilpatrick & Co. 

You're looking at a new perspective 
in automatic climate control ! 

-Jere in this acoustically tiled ceil
' parallel rows of four Carrier 
duline® air terminals have been 
1bined harmoniously with chande-
lighting. 

vloduline terminals also serve corri
s. gift shop, chapel and other interior 
ts of this modern hospital. And 
ent rooms are served by Carrier 
1thermaster® units. 
; Moduline design flexible? 
'ery! The unit's J' x 4' face dimen

coordinates with standard light 
ires, tiles and panels. Units may 

be installed as random singles, linked 
in pairs, or coupled in lines of any 
length. 

With planned integration of lights 
and units. zones of any size or shape 
can be designed to assure flexibility of 
space usage. 

These units make possible the use 
of a very simple variable-volume single
duct air conditioning system that helps 
reduce mechanical chaos above the 
ceiling. Yet they maintain accurate 
room-by-room temperature control in 
spaces of any ·ize. And do it automati-

cally with quiet air delivery at a ll vol 
umes. No drafts. no stratification! 

Our new brochure illustrates many 
of the attractive arrangements already 
achieved by architects using Moduline. 
Examples include ceilings of all types 
-acoustical tile , exposed T-bar , con
cealed Z-bar and plaster. 

For a copy-"Carrier puts climate 
control into a new perspective"-call 
your Carrier representative. Or write 
Syracuse, New York 13201. Jn Canada: 
Carrier Air Conditioning (Canada) 
Ltd .. Bramalea. Ontario. 

<iiff@> Air Conditioning Company 
ll!orc people put their confidence in Carrier air conditioning than in any other make 

EK 1 96~ P/ A On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 347 107 
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New Crystalline Colors Keyed to Today's Design Trends 
• 19 soft, subtle colors in a lustrous velvety glaze that gives interior walls 

and moderately used floors an aura of luxurious softness. 

• New lighter, softer tones perfectly attuned to the color trends in contemporary design . 

• Created to harmonize with the new American Olean ceramic mosaic patterns 
and with current bathroom fixture colors. 

Ava i lable in 4J/,i" x 4J/,i", 414" octagon, 3" x 3", His" Tile Gems® 
and in 3 scored tile designs. 

• These new contemporary crystalline tiles are part of American Ofean's 
comprehensive palette of 136 glazed, ceramic mosaic and quarry tile colors. 

See the difference . .. feel the difference . .. see your American 
Olean Ti le Contractor or Sales Representative for samples. 

• Write for new Booklet 1100, " Ceramic Tile in Architectural Design." 

American O lean Til e Company, 2011 Cannon Ave. , Lan sdale, Pa. M anufacturers o f 
glazed t ile, ce rami c mosa ics and Mu rray quarry ti le. A subsid iary of Na ti onal Gypsum Co. 

370 Cr. Mocha 
392 Cr. Buckwheat 

327 Cr. Mint 

355 Cr. Pink 
312 Cr. Sky Blue 

390 Cr. Salt & Pepper 

362 Cr. Charcoal 
302 Cr. Cream 
365 Cr. White 

Six of the new Crystal line Colors are shown on the oppos ite page: 342 Cr. Lagoon, 
374 Cr. Ant ique Whi te, 376 Cr. Sa ge, 309 Cr. Yel low, 321 Cr. Cornflower, 331 Cr. Suntan. 

350 Cr. Gray 
396 Cr. Gold Mist 

385 Cr. Beige 
345 Cr. Cobalt 



Regardless 
of the shape 
of your roof 
design-a 
GACOFLEX 
elastomeric 
roofing sys
tem will do 
the job where 
others fail! 
Write for complete technical specifications 

and application data or look in Sweet's 

Architectural File, Section Sa/Ga. 
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GATES ENGINEERING DIVISION 
THE GLIDDEN COMPANY 

Wilmington, Delaware, 19899 

Protective Coatings and Linings Since 1939 
Neoprene, Hypalon®, Urethane, Vinyl, 

Gacote, Natural Rubber, Epoxy 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 467 

<E On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 333 

architects 
decorators 

challenge Downs 
with your 
imagination 

CONTRACT DIVISION 

Customizing your design 

for development into car· 
peting is our forte ... our 
distinctive assets are the 
Wilton looms which can 
faithfully reproduce de
signs and textures not pos
sible thru other equipment 
... minimum yardage, of 
course, is required for spe
cific designs 

Shown here are but a few 
of the hundreds of stock 
designs available to you ... 
for a broader view of our 
work with architects, de
signers, interior decora
tors, write today for FREE 
4 color contract brochure 

DOWNS CARPET COMPANY, INC. 
'·A" zind lnd1Jn~J Avenue, Ph1IJde!pr:iJ. P,1. 1 r)l::' 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 475 

OCTOBER 196~ P/A 
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In an apartment complex . 

the soft charm of Split Block made with-
Over 250,000 (4 x 4 x 16" - 4 x 8 x 16") white split block made with 
Medusa - the original White Portland Cement - add classic charm to 
this modern apartment complex in Atlanta. 

Split block made with Medusa White has a clean, soft-textured eye 
appeal that increases with age regardless of weather. Medusa White 
enhances the charm of split block because of its true whiteness for 
striking white or color fidelity. And Medusa White meets all A.S.T.M., 
and Federal specifications for strength. Write direct or ask your products 
manufacturer about Medusa White and increasingly popular split block. 

MEO USA 
w~~lt 

LENOX FOREST APARTMENTS, Atlanta, Georgia. Architect: Albert 0. Ordway, Atlanta , Georgia . Gen. Contractor: O' Donnell Construction Co., Atlanta, Georgia. 
Land scape Architect & Site Planner: William D. Hudson ASLA. Split Block by: Southern Concrete Products Co. (Holiday Hill Stone). Atlanta , Georgia. 

~ MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY ~ P. 0. Box 5668 Cleveland, Ohio 44101 



Today's designer selects Alma 
for his finest offices. 
He gets more than he bargains for. 

And why not? A world leader in 
the manufacture of wood office desks 
can afford to give you more. 

More in design, for one thing. 
Like our new 8000 Series, brilliantly 

executed in walnut, teak or rosewood, 
dramatically accented with mirror 
chrome or brass. 

And remarkably priced. 

You get more in quality, too. 
Big little differences, such as Oil 

DESK COMPANY 

High Point, North Carolina 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 305 

Suede plastic tops that look and feel 
astonishingly like wood. 

Or desks that turn into work sta
tions at the drop of a stationery rack, 
hanging file, sliding tray or typewriter lift. 

And you get more-much more
in service. 

Alma's wider distribution means 
we maintain not one, but seven ware
houses linked from New York to Seattle. 

Plus a unique inventory system 

that allows us to store the furniture for 
your installation until you need it. 
You never have storage problems, 
delays or incomplete deliveries. 

With a leader like Alma, you always 
get what you want, when you want it. 

That's why you'll want Alma 
for your next office project. 

But only if you want to get more 
than you bargain for. 

SHOWROOMS AND WAREHOUSES: Dallas, 3720 La France; Denver, 1429 18th Street; High Point, 807 Ward Street; Los Angeles, 1427 E. 4th Street; 
San Francisco, No. 2 Bryant Street; Seattle, 419 First Avenue, South. WAREHOUSE: New York, Pier 49, N. River 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. :\52 :l>-



ew! 

~reate dramatic effects with Consoweld woodgrain patterns 
The warm beauty of wood, the pe1·ma
nence of Consoweld Laminated Plastic. 
Use Consoweld for surfacing your in
teriors ... walls, wainscotting, cabinet 
faces, toilet partitions, doors, fixtures, 
desks, tables, counters ... for more 
individuality and beauty. 

Choose from 14 different woodgrain 
patterns in a complete range of panel 
sizes. Maintenance-free Consoweld 
shrugs off wear and stains of all kinds. 

There are Consoweld woodgrain 
patterns to fit any decor, any color 
scheme . . . in schools, hospitals, motels, 
lounges, res tau ran ts, office buildings, 
institutions, and contemporary build
ings of all kinds! 

We'll be happy to send you samples 
and promotional material, if you'll 
direct your request to Consoweld Cor
poration, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin. 
(AJA File 35-C-12 and 23-L.) 21A 

Antique White 
Walnut 



Home Furnishings Daily 

calls it "a pacesetter for 

a window revolution." 

We call it simply "Paneltrac." 

Paneltrac is window decorating 
panels on tracks. Extruded alumi 
num tracks with sliding strips in 
them with Velcro ® nylon tape 
fastened to th e strips. And almost 
any fabric fastened to the tape to 
form flat-hanging panels. Now 
customers can display prints with
out pleats. Or make shoji screens, 
tapestries, sun shades, wood and 
expanded metal screens. (A 
6-channel installation with 45" _.-
panels can cover 21 '6" as a one- --~":';~-
way draw; twice that as a center- ' · ~~< .. -

open draw. Yet width is less than a ~ 
French- pleated drapery.) Pane l- \'-i I 
trac sets come assembled and " 
with Velcro tape and hem weights. 
Custom-order sizes available and 
priced by the foot. Call or write 
Kirsch Company, 809 Prospect, 
Sturgis, Michigan 49091. 

Paneltrac comes in single, double 
and triple chan nels. Combine them 
and you can decorate any window. 

Kirsc" 
DRAPER Y HARDWARE 

114 

Paneltrac is ideal for unique, multi
colored pan eled window treat
ments. And when you draw one 
panel (with an unobtrusive nylon 
baton), all the others follow. 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. >,77 

You can use Paneltrac with any 
material that won't sag or stretch . 
And because Paneltrac eliminates 
the need for fullness, you need use 
only about half as much yardage. 

OCTOUER 1965 P/ ' 
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OCKFORD COLLEGE, ROCKFORD, ILL/ NO TS 
ARCHITECTS: Gilbert A. Johnson, Kile, Seehausen, 

& Assoc., Rockford 
Hubbard & Hyland, Rockford 
A. Reyner Eastman, Rockford 
The Perkins & Will Partnership, Chicago 
J. P. Kinney Co., Rockford 
Nicholson Hdwe., Rockford 

Series 7000 narrow-projection door closers with covers; alumi
num covers to match door hardware, wood covers to match door 
paneling. PRESIDENT'S DINING ROOM a perfect match of 
closer and door paneling. BOOK STORE a blend with the 
aluminum door and frame. POOL DIRECTOR'S OFFICE 
beauty in aluminum closer and cover for an extremely high 
humidity area. CAFETERIA ENTRANCE a match between 
door closer cover and the other door hardware for a dramatic 
contrast with the dark finish of the door. 

Series 1600 Tri-Style Closers with narrow, clean lines to com
pliment modern doors. Available in invisible mountin~. back 
mounting and exposed mounting. PATIO ENTRANCE invis
ible top-jamb mounting with screws concealed. Closer body does 
not project past narrow top frame. STAIRWELL ENTRANCE 
exposed mounting with parallel arm for an attractive installation 
for even out-of-the-way places. 

IN BEAUTY 
IN DEPENDABILITY 

IN VERSATILITY 
Norton Door Closers 
passed all the tests 
at Rockford College 

Rockford College adheres to the philosophy that well 
designed buildings contribute to education . Rockford 
authorities have developed their new 304 acre campus 
to leave the original land contour and tree intact with 
all the b1.1ildings harmonizing with the natural beauty 
of the site. Every item, even interior hardware was 
selected for beauty. Naturally, each also had to meet a 
high standard of dependability and applica t ion versatility. 

BEAUTY-the ability to harmonize with elegant sur
roundings is one of the hardest tests of door closer styling. 
All Norton door closers have been designed to compli
ment their surroundings and make each installation as 
attractive as possible. 

DEPENDABILITY-in schools, with all the use and abuse, 
is a real endurance test door hardware must pass. Norton 
Closers have time and time again stood up under these 
torturous conditions and still provided quality, reliable 
door control. 

V ERSATILITY- the ability to be applied on any door and 
meet the requirement of the various locations in a school 
building, places a real test on the completeness of a hard
ware line. Norton Closers offer versatility in depth, giving 
you the opportunity to choose the control best suited 
for the type of use and the overall architectural decor. 

In specifying from t he complete Norton line of door 
controls you are able to standardize on one manufacturer 
t hroughout your entire plant. You simplify all ins tal
la t ion and maintenance. And you realize the ultimate in 
versatility of application, dependability of quality, and 
beauty of appearance. 

TURN PAGE) 

Series 6100 Uni-Trol door control, a combina
tion door holder and door closer. Simplified 
installation yet complete control for doors. IN
FIRMARY DOOR an attractive installation 
and an open door during busy hours. 



GYMNASI UM ENTRANCE doors with 
Norton Series 1600 Closers top-jamb 
mounted . These closers could have been 
installed just as easily regular arm or par
allel arm. 

SERIES 1600 
TRI-STYLE 

DOOR CLOSERS 

Norton Series 1600 Closers offer a 
phenomenal degree of versatility. 
These closers are available in three 
distinct mounting methods: invis
ible mounting, no screws visible; 
back mounting, only four bolts 
visible on the back side of the 
door ; exposed mounting, shown 
above. In addition, Series 1600 
Closers come as standard for regu
lar, parallel arm, or top-jamb 
mounting. You get clean distinct 
styling that can be applied in 
any location. 

PRESIDEN T 'S D/ N ll\'G ROOM wi t h 
Nor ton Series 7000 Closers. A veneer of 
oak bonded to the cover. Cover was fin
ished at the same t ime as the doo r for a 
beautiful ma tching finiRh. 

SERIES 7000 
NARROW- PROJECTION 

DOOR CLOSERS 

Norton Series 7000 Closers have 
been specifically styled to allow 
closer to match or contrast room 
decor. Available with metal cov
ers; bronze, brass, aluminum, and 
chrome finish to match door hard
ware. Also with a selection of 67 
native and exotic woods bonded to 
the cover for finishing on the job 
to match room and door paneling. 

r---------------- --------------------1 
t NORTON® DOOR CONTROLS 

372 Meyer Road • Bensenville, Illinois 60106 

Please send me more detai ls on the door controls described above. 

0 I'd like information on all your door controls 
Please just send information on the controls I've checked 

0 SERIES 7000 0 SERIES 1600 0 SERIES 6100 

Business __________________________ _ 

Address __________________________ _ 

L City, State, Zip ________________________ _ 

------------------------------------~ 

INFIRMARY DOORS where periodi
cally traffic is heavy, are equipped with 
Norton Series 6100 Uni-Trol, a combi
nation door holder and door closer. 

SERIES 6100 
UNl-TROL 

DOOR CONTROLS 

Norton Series 6100 controls com
bine the function of a door holder 
and a door closer in a single uni t . 
Both closer and holder are coordi
nated to function as a single prod
uct for complete and optimum 
door control. You have only one 
product to specify, template, and 
install. And installations at the 
doors are more attractive since 
they are uncluttered. 

SEND COUPON 
FOR MORE DETAILS 

1099 



TEST SITE: Identical classroom clusters. Identica l construction. Identical exposure. Identica l student use. 

New Facts on Gas 
vs. 

Electric Heat 

1 In one unique 3-year study, a major school system found heating 
• with electricity cost 7 times more than Gas. 

2 And 16 other comparative bid studies prove no basic difference in 
• first costs between the two systems. 

'OBER 1965 PI A 
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1. OPERATING COSTS 
When you're responsible for a 100-plant schoo1· 
system, with an annual fuel bil l of $500,000, 
the hard facts about heating methods are im
portant. But officials of a major North Central 
state schoo l system came to the conclusion a 
few years ago that existing informat ion ·on tbe 
subject conf licted seriously. 

They determined to find out for themse lves. 
They wou ld gather objective data , over an ex
tended period, on the re lative cost of heating 
a modern school plant with Gas vs . electricity. 
What they learned has significance for archi
tects , engineers, and school administr:atQrs 
throughout America . 

Previous Studies Inconclusive 
Many comparisons of electric vs . none lectric 
heating have been built on theoretica l assump
tions of what might have happened if one fuel 
had been used instead of another. 

THESE TESTS WERE INEQUITABLE, SCHOOL 
OFFICIALS FELT, BECAUSE THEY DID NOT 
PROVIDE IDENTICAL THERMAL AND USE 
CONDITIONS. 

The opportunity for this kind of study pre
sented itself in the form of a new campus-type 
elementary school. The plant consisted of sev
eral three c lassroom clusters , attached to a 
central administration building. Design was 
similar to many other masonry and curtain 
wall schools. 

Identical Units Selected 
School officia ls chose two physically ident ical 
classroom cluster units for the study. Clusters 
1 and 3 had iden.tica l orientation, identical 
use hours, and equiva lent occupancy. Thus, 
they cou ld be used , heated and ventilated un
der simultaneous equivalent study conditions 
-insuring the complete objectivity and impar
tia I ity of t he experiment. 

(It should be emphasized that the local electr ic 
power and Gas companies cooperated in the 
study from the early design stages of the 
school.) 

Heating Systems Chosen 
Into Unit No. 1 went a hot water system sup
plied by a f irebox boi ler, with a Gas-f ired 
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A d1 •ertiseme11t 

Typical gas heating unit. 

Typical electric heating unit. 

burner of 550,000 BTU input. Individual rooms. 
in this test cluster had unit ventilators with 
supplementary fin radiation. Firing efficiency, 
accord ing to a flue gas analysis, was 84.6%. 
Unit No. 3 received an electric resistance heat
ing system with a total of 89 .9 KW installed
equivalent to 306,828 BTU . The system inclu
ded a unit venti lator and strip heating in each 
c lassroom. Efficiency was assumed to be 100%. 

AN IMPORTANT POINT: BOTH OF THESE 
SYSTEMS WERE INSTALLED BY PRIVATE 
HEATING CONTRACTORS, THE SUCCESS
FUL LOW BIDDERS FOR THE WORK. THUS, 
ALL RELATIVE CONSTRUCTION COST DATA 
AND SPECIFIC COST AMORTIZATION RE
QUIREMENTS ARE BASED ON FIGURES 
SUBMITTED UNDER ACTUAL COMPETITIVE 
CONDITIONS. THEY ARE NOT THEORETICAL 
OR "ESTIMATED" COMPARATIVE COSTS. 
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Test Equipment Used 
An extensive array of test and recording equip
ment was used to keep close check on each 
unit. One meter measured the amount of Gas 
consumed in heating Unit 1. Unit 3 employed 
four meters-one in each classroom and one 
for the non-classroom storage and activity area. 
A master switch in the main building boiler 
room operated ventilation controls. 

The temperature and operationa l "watchdog" 
for both test units consisted of a 12-point re
corder, located in the boiler room of Unit 1. 
Every six minutes the instrument recorded: 
temperature, on-off operation of ventilating 
equipment, and day-night operation of the 
thermostat pneumatic system . 

The location of thermostats in each classroom 
and hallway corresponded exactly in Units 1 
and 3. Also determined by the recorder were 
the degree days in each unit. Once a week the 
recorder was unlocked to change the paper and 
tape copies were provided to all the parties con
cerned. In addition, school engineers read the 
meters each weekday and submitted reports 
to school officials and both utility companies. 

Fuel Rates 
Electricity used in the study was charged at the 
same rate as for all city agencies-23/s cents 
per KWH. Gas charges were 50.1 cents per 
1000 cu./ft., the interruptible rate for users 
in this class. However, during the test period 
Gas was not interrupted in Unit 1, as it was in 
other parts of the building. An adjustment was 
made in the final cost tabulations to reflect 
this non-interruption factor. 

Operating Cost Results 
The initial test period of the more than three
year study ran from January 5 to April 30, 
1959. Actual cost of Gas: $149.73. Actual 
cost of electricity: $1,330.19. 

The costs listed above were then ad justed to 
determine what the figures would have been 
under norma l interruptible conditions, heating 
with Gas and standby oil . The curtai lment fig
ure used for Unit 1was350 hours-the same 
time which applied to other Gas heated sec
tions of the school. Total adjusted fuel cost for 
Unit 1: $171.74. 

'OBE R 1965 P/ A 

For the period of the test, the cost of operating 
electric motor auxiliaries in the control units
$28.44 for the Gas unit, $11.68 for the electric. 

On the basis of these final adjustments, 
the ratio of electric heating cost to Gas 
cost was 6.70 to 1. 

In the test city, electric rates are higher and 
Gas rates are lower than the average. But ap
plying the facts of this study to other sections 
of the country, electricity would still cost two 
to three times more than Gas. 

OPERATING COST COMPARISONS THROUGH 
THE BALANCE OF THE THREE-YEAR STUDY 
CONTINUED TO BE HIGHLY FAVORABLE TO 
GAS. IT IS SIGNIFICANT THAT NO CHANGES 
WERE NECESSARY IN THE GAS TEST UNIT 
AT ANY TIME DURING THE STUDY. BUT 
SEVERAL PHYSICAL, EQUIPMENT AND CON
TROL MODIFICATIONS WERE MADE IN THE 
CLASSROOM CLUSTER HEATED BY ELEC· 
TRICITY. 

These adjustments, suggested by the early 
phases of the study, included more insulation, 
larger unit ventilator motors, and new thermo
stats. Energy rates remained the same through
out the experiment for both Gas and electricity. 

The final adjusted cost for the total test period 
is i llustrated in the following table: 

Ratio of Adjusted Costs 
Adjusted Adjusted Electric to 
Gas Cost Electric Cost Gas Ratio 

First season $305.11 $2,668.30 8.7 to 1 
Second season $290.50 $1 ,958.01 6.7 to 1 
Third season $331.03 $2,082.94 6.3 to 1 

Average : 7.2 to 1 

Because Unit 1 was equipped with a Gas-oil 
dual fuel burner-to take advantage of inter
ruptible Gas rates in future operation-first 
costs were somewhat higher than with the 
electric unit. (Approximately a 3-year write-off 
period for first cost difference .) 

2. FIRST COSTS 
However, in more typical studies of installation 
costs, actual dual bid figures for 16 new 
schools showed no basic difference in first 
costs between electric and Gas-heated schools. 
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Eight Illinois Schools ... each bid two ways 

Total Construction Bids 
Location, Square Electric Date System 
Name of School Feet Gas (Resistance} of Bid Installed 

Crestwood (Kalmar) 34,000 $418,153 $444,054 Mar. '64 Gas Heat 
Matteson (Matteson) 11 ,720 154,886 151,900 Mar. '64 Gas Heat 
Morton Grove !Gal fl 28,653 474,730 466,982 Dec. '60 Gas Heat 
Villa Park (Iowa) 24,130 309,847 304,880 Feb. '62 Gas Heat 
Glen Ellyn (Glen Crest} 34,270 436,838 456,467 Apr. '62 Gas Heat 
Malta (Malta High) 35,470 430,353 424,122 Feb. '64 Gas Heat 
Joliet (Oak Valley) 20,400 336,561 337,684 Mar. '64 Gas Heat 
Plainfield (Eastern Ave.} 20,800 290,348 284,755 Aug. '63 Gas Heat 

Eight Pennsylvania Schools .. . each bid two ways 

Tota l Construction Bids 
Location, Square 
Name of School Feet Gas 

Monroeville (South Jr.} 104,000 $1,580,700 
Claysville !Findley) 14,000 
Claysville (Blaine-Buffalo) 14,000 
Claysville (South Franklin) 4,600* 
Mount Morris (Perry) 18,000 
Westmore land Co. (West Point) 39,071 
North Braddock (Fairless) 17,000 
Plum Baro (Holiday Park) 35,000 

*Addition 

The schools were bui lt over a 5-year period in 
Illinois and Pennsylvania . Shown above are the 
construction bid figures as reported in a recent 
issue of a leading plumbing-heat ing-cool ing 
magazine. 

RECOMMENDATION TO SCHOOL BUILDERS: 
CONSIDER THESE COST FIGURES OB· 
TAINED IN ACTUAL ALTERNATE BIDS. THEY 
REFUTE THE CLAIM THAT ELECTRIC RESIST· 
ANCE HEATING OFFERS DRAMATIC FIRST 
COST SAVINGS OVER GAS. 

Conclusions on Operating and 
First Costs - Gas vs. Electric 

- THE COMPARATIVE FUEL COST FIGURES SPEAK FOR 
THEMSELVES. USING THE HEATING EQUIPMENT SPECI· 
FIED IN THE TEST INSTALLATION, ELECTRIC HEATING 
IS OBVIOUSLY SUBSTANTIALLY MORE EXPENSIVE TO 
OPERATE THAN GAS. IN THE GREAT MAJORITY OF 
CASES THERE IS NO BASIC DIFFERENCE IN THE FIRST 
COSTS OF ELECTRIC AND GAS-FIRED SYSTEMS. 

-IN THE TEST INSTALLATION NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFER· 
ENCES APPEARED TO FAVOR EITHER HEATING SYSTEM 
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS: ROOM CLEANLINESS, PAINT 
DETERIORATION , JANITORIAL AND CUSTODIAL EX· 
PENSE, INSTRUCTIONAL EFFICIENCIES. 

205,633 
216,459 

96,952 
267,285 
729,620 
345,279 
530,790 

El ectric Date System 
(Res istance} of Bid Installed 

$1,636,300 July '60 Gas Heat 
204,173 July '59 Gas Heat 
217,725 July '59 Gas Heat 
95,938 July '59 Electric Heat 

270,132 Jan. '61 Gas Heat 
715,666 Apr. '63 Gas Heat 
348,679 Apr. '61 Gas Heat 
522,970 Dec. '61 Gas Heat 

-WHILE T HE ELECTRIC UNITS HEATED UP MORE 
QUICKLY IN THE TEST INSTALLATION, OVER THE 
COURSE OF THE SEASON THE ON-OFF NATURE OF THE 
ELECTRIC SYSTEM PROVIDED LESS THERMAL RESERVE. 
AND OVERALL ROOM COMFORT APPEARED TO VARY 
MORE THAN IN THE GAS HEATED UNIT. 

* * * 
These are the facts and figures of highly sig
nificant re lative cost studies, Gas vs. Electric. 
Under these ca reful control conditions, heat
ing wi th Gas is proved to cost on ly one-seventh 
as much as electricity. And under the require
ments of competitive bids, there is no basic 
difference in first costs. 

If you are a school administrator, architect or 
engineer concerned with the economy and 
efficiency of school heating systems, you'll 
want a complete report of these studies. The 
Heating Sales Engineer of your local Gas Com
pany can provide you with these valuable 
guides which identify the school systems and 
report the data in ful l detail. Call or write 
him today. 

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION, INC. 
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\IEW MILCOR FIRE-RATED ACCESS DOOR 

I Minimum 1 B ga.Milcor Steel Stud 
or l JI," 16 go. C.R. Channel 

V2" for 3A" grounds 

---- %" for "%" grounds 
_..t. __ 'A" for l " grounds 

Member of the•@• Steel Family 

MILCOR.~ .. 

First access door to earn the Underwriters Laboratories 1 ~-hr. 

"B" Label-the Milcor Fire-Rated Access Door. You can specify 

it for service openings in plaster, masonry, tile, or wallboard 
construction. Sizes, 12"x12", 16"x 16", 24"x24", 32"x32". 

Now available with key-operated flush cylinder lock. Also can 

be furnished with screw-driver-operated lock with knurled knob. 

See Sweet's, section 16k/In. Or write for catalog 210-5. 

Inland Steel Products Company 
DEPT. G, 4069 W. BURNHAM ST-, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 
BALTIMORE . CLEVELAND. K ANSA S CITY , LOS ANGELES. 

MINNEAPOLIS, NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO 
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~otolite NEW MODELS 
FASTER AND BETTER THAN EVER 

SEPIAS, WHITEPRINTS, BLACKUNE. UP TO 42" WIDE 
ONLY 11/2C PER SQ. FT. 

WRITE FOR 
LITERATURE ON 
"THE PERFECT PAIR" 
COMBINATION PRINTER 
AND DEVELOPER. 

·~ 

er;;:=1Zi 1? 
~otolite 

than any comparable or even 
similar printing and developing 
combination on the market. 

P. 0. BOX 7 WW-10 
STIRLING, NEW JERSEY 07980 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 416 

Student Union Building, Unive rsity of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y. 
Architects : Duane Lyman & Associates, Buffalo. 

A' new stacking, ganging 
chair collection with infi
nite design versatility, to 
fit infinite seating needs. 
Designed by Herbert C. 
Saiger, A.l.D., 1.0.1. Catalog 
on request. 

• 
The Troy Sunshade Company Division of The HotMrt Manufacturina Co. Troy, Ohio 

Show Rooms ' One Park Ave .. N.Y./ Merchandise Man, Chicaco/ 612 Grant St., Troy Oh io 
9100 7th Ave NW Miami/ Callas Trade Mart, Dallas, Texas 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 454 

ALUMINUM SCHOOL DOORS 
Plenty of rugged strength combined with a graceful modern 
appearance makes these Michaels Heavy Duty Aluminum 
Doors ri ght for the Student Union Building at the University 
of Buffalo. Standardized design makes them economical. The 
stiles and rails are heavy-gauge extruded tubing for extra 
rigidity. For specia l resistance to twisting, a strong reinforcing 
bar runs inside the top rail , fastening to both stiles. The cus
tom aluminum column covers and glass framing work seen 
here also are by Michaels, who supplied aluminum doors, 
windows, and curtain wa ll for the entire building. Few archi-
tectural metal companies can compare with ~ 
Michaels for versatility and skill in aluminum, M 
stain less steel, and bronze. Write for details. A a c 

THE MICHAELS ART BRONZE CO. 

IC HAE LS 
Mailing Address: P. 0 . Box 668, Covington, Ky. • Plant & Office: K enton Lands Road , Erlanger, K y 
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CONTRACK® BLUEPRINT 
DRAPERY FIXTURES APPLICATION IDEAS ANO DETAILS 

Graber Contrack helps solve read-through 

problem fr;r National Guardian Life but/ding 

The new home office of National Guardian Life Insur
ance Company in Madison. Wisconsin is a striking 
example of achieving cube expression by use of reflec
tive glass. The architect used dual-glazed bronzed glass. 
d1sgu1sing the spandrel panel. yet allowing light entrance 
at vision panels. The structure is flat plate reinforced 
concrete with electrified floors . 

The Interior Designer wanted to maintain the uni
formity 1n exterior appearance inherent to the architect's 
design He had effective sunlight control as a second
ary end . 

Several drapery track brands were tested . Graber 
Contrack extruded aluminum architectural track was 
selected for its superior ease in traversing and its capa
bility to meet exacting needs. One of these was m1n1-
mizing read-through . 

Since standard white batons for traversing the dra
peries could be seen from the outside. Graber brass 
finish fiber glass batons were selected to elim inate the 
problem. Graber engineering assistance was credited 
with providing an installation which solved the read
through problem. 

On the inside. the installation blends in as pa rt of the 
building . The decorator cited the track as providing the 
longevity which the installation demanded. Replace
ment 1n later years need never be considered and main
tenance is m1n1mal. 

ARCHITECT 
John J. Flad & Associates. A .I .A. 
Madison. Wisconsin 

INTERIOR DES IGNER 
Don Reppen & Associates. A.l.D . 
Madison. Wisconsin 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
J. H. Findorff & Sons 
Madison. Wisconsin 

INSTALLER 
Connie Gruebling 
Madison. Wisconsin 

MATERIAL AND INSTALLATION DATA 

No. 5807 Contrack Hand 
Traverse on smaller win· 
dows in cafeteria and at 
ground level. within alumi
num window frames. 

No. 5805 Contrack Hand Traverse with 
batons on all floors. Installed flush to 
white painted drapery track nailer along 
perimeter of fenestration. Continuous 
track installation wall-to-wall incorpo
rating end-stops every g· average. allow
ing for two-way draw between 9' seg
ments. 

Write for samples of six Contrack cross sections~ 
Architect's File with Catalog, Specificat ions. and 
Price Information Dept. DC . 

@raber 
DESCRIPTION 

drapery fixtures 
CONTRACT DIVISION 
MIDDLETON. WISCONSIN 

NATI ONAL GUARDIAN· LI FE 

LOCATION 

MADISON. WISCO NS IN 

TRACK STYLES 

Nos. 5805-5807 

FILE NUMBER 

C-1003 
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Forget about Natcor 
(after the installation) 

Natcor ... combining quality materials and 
advanced engineering principles. Install it . . . 
Forget it . .. for a lifetime of trouble-free oper
tion and beauty. 
(A) Patented, adjustable Butt Hinge - Ball 

Bearing with frame reinforcement for 
extra endurance. 

(B) Snap-In Vinyl Glazing Bead - Only one 
member to snap in during glazing of door 
- Saves Labor. 

(C) Quality Extrusions - Door stiles and rails 
of fully extruded aluminum 1h " wall 
thickness throughout as specified by 
architects. 

(0) Maximum Security Lock - Burglar-Proof, 
with 1%" throw, case hardened steel bolt 
and weatherstripped face plate for pairs 
of doors. 

(E) " Sure-Grip" Pull Handle - Broad selec
tion of contemporary styled stock inter
changeable - Push-Pull Hardware. 

(F) Reinforced Corner Construction- Heavy, 
concealed reinforcement brackets are 
firmly bolted to door stiles. Tri -clad weld
ing of each joint after bolting results in 
complete rigidity. 

Member NAAMM 
For complete information on Natcor's full line 

of doors and entrances, see our catalog 
in Sweets or write: 

~ Since1920 
~ • P.O. Box 9321 , Nashville, Tennessee 

--~~~~~~~~~~ 

-

THE NATCOR COMPANY 
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MOTOR CONTROLS 

WIRING DEVICES 

f ~NCLOSEO SWITCHES 

' SPECIALTY SWITCHES 

Cat. No. 6352 
Features: 
Shallow construction, four 
large binding screws, 
break-off fins for two circuit 
use, completely enclosed 
bakelite base and cover, 
wire strip guage. A vailab/e 
in brown, ivorylile and gray. 
15 amps. , 125 volts. 

People-proof 
This new grounding receptacle is also hair pin
proof, nail file -proof, screw driver· proof. 
Because it shunts current harmlessly around 
an object inserted in its slot. 

This safety receptacle belongs wherever chil
dren belong. Wherever safety is paramount. 
In schools, homes, hospitals, hotels, and 
restaurants. 

It helps bring peace of mind to the people you 
sell it to. How many products can do a thing 
like that today? 
For information - contact your authorized 
Arrow-Hart distributor or write The Arrow-Hart 
& Hegeman Electric Co., Dept. PA, 103 Haw· 
thorn Street, Hartford, Conn. 

JY BETTER ELECTRICALLY e BUY BETTER ELECTRICALLY e BUY BETTER ELECTRICALLY e BUY BET 
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T ravacoustic 
We think new 
about ceilings 

126 

Prudential Tower. Boston · Owner : The Prudential Insurance Co. of America · Architect; 
Charles Luckman Associates. Inc .. N.Y.C. ·Assoc. Architects: Hoyle. Doran and Berry. Boston. 

Gold Bond T ravacoustic installed 
It's the tallest building in the U.S.A., outside of Manhattan. 
750 feet high. A proud monument to the stabil ity of the 
owners. And on the ceilings of this impressive structure 
are 12" x 12" Gold Bond Travacoustic acoustical ceiling 
tiles, unexcelled for their natural appearance and dimen
sional stability. Travacoustic captures the fissured beauty 
of travertine stone, and no two tiles are fissured exactly 
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General Contractors: Combine of Perini Corporation. Framingham. Mass .• Perini Ltd .. Toronto. 
Walsh Construction Co .. Inc .. N.Y.C. • Acoustical Contractor: D1llaby Fireproofing Co .. Cambridge, Mass. 

in Prudential Tower in Boston 
alike. Due to an exclusive manufacturing process, the 
lightweight 12" x 12" tiles have exceptional resistance to 
high humidity - can be installed before plaster is dry, 
cutting days off building completion and occupancy time. 
Travacoustic tiles have a base made of long mineral wool 
fibers that are uniformly interlocked to give greater resist
ance to sag than ordinary acoustical tiles. Rated Class A-

noncombustible, Travacoustic has noise-reduction coeffi
cients up to 80%. Thinking about ceiling tile for your next 
building? Think new with Travacoustic, in fissured or 
sculptured patterns. Ask your Gold Bond® Representative 
for samples. Or write to National 
Gypsum Company, Department 
PA-105, Buffalo , N. Y., 14225. 

Some of the many fine products that come from 40 years of thinking new/NG C 
NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY 
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THE EXPERTS;:~ SAY: 

''Ceramic Tile Costs Less" 
* McKEE-BERGER-MANSUETO, INC., NEW YORK, N. Y. independent construction and maintenance cost consultants A 

for one bil lion dol lars of construction annually. 
..~\tll!f~,. 

HERE'S WHY: Some highlights from the M-B·M, Inc. 
independent study 

i c'J:·~\ ••• i 
#' 

ltttrmt"-''" 
Insist on ceramic Ille that is certified 
b7thelileCouncil of America and 1den· 
t1fied by this cert1flcat1on mark. 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST PER SQUARE FOOT 

FLOORS 
Ceramic Tile most economical 

of materials tested 
Long life and easy, infrequent maintenance make 
the total investment in ce ramic tile less than that 
fo r other mat eri als aft er ten years. Savings 
become still greater every year thereafter. 

Cl.ASS I - ALL SERVICE 

$ 0 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 

CERAM IC TILE . 6e 133e 

QUARRY TILE . 5e 133¢ 

TERRAZZO . 1e l41e 

CLASS II - LIMITED SERVICE 

CARPETS ~45.5¢ 

VINYL .1 __ 4_.5_e ____ ___ _ ___,I 47.5e 

VINYL ASBESTOS . _,_.5e _________ __.l sose 

ASPHALT TILE . ___ 4_.5_e _ _ _ ______ _ _,I 53 5¢ 

LEGEND: - Inst al lation and r--1 Custodial Based on a 60·Year Build ing Li fe 
Rep lacement L___J Maintenance 

WALLS 
Ceramic Tile has lowest 

annual cost 
In both heavy-duty and light-duty applications, 
tile is more economical. In light duty, tile costs 
only 4.5 cents per square foot per year. Even in 
heavy-duty applications, tile costs only 14.5 cents 
per year. 

AT LAST 1 definite answers to the true cost of tile in the long 
and short run. l\1cKee-Berger-Mansueto, Inc., used actual reco rds 
in their findings. They're detailed to the half-cent. A copy is yours 
for the asking. You'll want to study it closely. It's the best set of 
reasons yet for specifying ceramic ti le, the material you've always 
known is best. 

• • • 
MEM BER COMPANIES: American Olean Tile Co., Inc. • Atlantic Tile Manufacturing Co ... Cal -Mar 
Tile Company • Cambridge Tile Manufacturing Co. • Carlyle Tile Company • Continenta l Ceramic 
Corporation • Florida Tile Industr ies. lnc. • General Tile Company • Gulf States Ceramic Tile 
Highland Tile Company • Huntington Tile, Inc. • International Pipe and Ceramics Corporation 
Jackson Tile Manufacturing Co. · Jordan Tile Manufacturing Co. • Lone Star Ceramics Co. • Ludowici
Celadon Company · Mid-State Tile Company• Monarch Tile Manufacturing, Inc. • Mosaic Tile Company 
Oxford Tile Company • Pacific Tile Company • Pomona Tile Manufacturing Co. • Redondo Tile 
Company • Ridgeway Tile Company • Sparta Ceramic Company • Stylon Corporation • Summitville 
T iles, Inc. • Texaramlcs Inc. • United States Ceramic Tile Co. • Wenczel Tile Company • Winburn 
Tile Man ufacturing Co. 

CLASS I - All SERVICE 

$ 0 .05 .10 .15 .20 

CERAMIC me 

STRUCTURAL 
FACING TILE 

VITREO US 
SPRAY COATINGS 

MAR Bl [ 

1l"sc ll~z._sc _________ ~ 
/is.St 

20C 

221 

CLASS II - LIMIT£0 SERVlCE 

CERAMIC Till ~4.SC 

PAINTED MASONRY ~ s.se 

PAINTED PU.STER 

WALL COvt:RINCS 

r----------------~-,. . ; 
I f Tite Colllcil of America,... I 
I • • • 800 Second Avenue• New York, N. Y. 10017 1

1 GENTLEM EN : I' d be most interest ed i n a copy I of your cost study, " Cutting Maintenance and I 
Costs w i th Ceram ic Ti le," for my reference f i les. 

I I 
I Name I 
I Address I 
I ~-= I 

Flnn~---------------
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ 
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Easy-to-install 
Copper DWV 
Drainage Tube 
saves space and 
cuts construction 
costs. 

(Illus: Selle model of The Tower, Lona Beach, ClllQ 

THE TOWER, Long Beach, Cali [ornia: Jl'OR L,D' S TAL,L,EST PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE APARTMENT BUILDING· 
Henry Sassoon, owner; Carl B. Troedsson, architect; James R. Wilde, consulting architect; Charles M. Boldon, coordinatin~ 
architect; John Kerr Associates, mechanical engineers; Hickson Plumbing Company, mechanical contractor. 

The time to start thinking copper is in the design stage ..• 
as THE TOWER architect and mechanical engineer did 
when planning this 34-floor apartment hou e. 
Mr. Carl B . Troedsson, architect of THE TOWER, states: 
"By taking advantage of an amendment in the Long Beach 
plumbing code permitting 3" DWV lateral drainage lines 
in high-rise structures, THE TOWER'S team of planners 
was able to maintain the designed 8'9" fl.-fl. height despite 
the very limited furred space available over kitchens and 
baths. 
This decision saved many thousands of dollars." 
I nstallation economies made possible by copper added con
siderably to total savings. 
Building efficiency such as this explains why more and more 
architects and engineers are thinking copper ... insisting 
on copper for plumbing in the early stages of plans and 
specifications. 

A pre-assembled unit of copper soil, waste and vent branches is easily 
positioned. Supported by preplaced hangers, it is ready for joining to rest 
of system. Note the space that is saved by this compact assembly of copper 
tube and solder-joint fittings. 

R. E. Hickson, mechanical contractor for THE TOWER, 
adapted pre-assembly techniques which enabled his men 
to rough-in drainage in one-third the time allowed for 
ferrous piping. Over 200 "trees" were pre-assembled on the 
job site during wait periods, permitting efficient utilization 
of a trained crew. As a result the DWV rough-in could be 
accomplished by two men at the rate of one floor each four 
·days-eight apartments per floor, each with two baths. 
For speed, space- and labor-saving economies, specify 
copper ... Anaconda copper. For further data write: 
Anaconda American Brass Company, Waterbury, Con
necticut 06720. In Canada: Anaconda American Brass 
Ltd., New Toronto, Ontario. 64·oe<s 

ANACOND 
AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY 

lightweight copper permits extensive prefabrication. Here Contractor 
Hickson watches as one of his crew works on a typical bathroom " tree" 
of DWV Copper Tube. Pre-assembled units of this size are practical only 
with copper and saved two-thirds of the estimated rough-in time over 
cast iron. 
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~sk Russwin 
'1ow this one new 
door closer design 
fits every door 
in your building! 
usswin's new 2800 series door closer is designed for every door in 
Dur building - in function and in price. 
With the new 2800 series, such features as back checks and delayed

: tion closing are optional -you decide the operating functions and 
)St level for each door. They are non-handed (except for fusible-link 
rm types). Th ey mount conventionally or upside down. Inverted mount-
1g permits more headroom for standard 6'8" doors . .. mounts on frames 
i narrow as 1% ",keeps close rs on the inside of exterior doors to protect 
iem from the elements. 
New 2800 series closers come in two handsome, durable cover mate

als : solid aluminum or solid bronze. Comp letely concealed latching and 
osing controls provide tamper-proof operation. Cast-alloy iron cases, 
rap-forged arms and full rack-and-pinion construction are standard . 
For details on this exciting new product, see your Russwin supplier. 

1r write Russwin, Division of Emhart Corporation, New Britain, Conn. 

Mounts right side up 

• . • or upside down 

.sk Russwin today ... for better buildings tomorrow =~SWINi 

RUSSWIN 

IBER 1965 P/ A 

DIVISION OF EMHART CORPORATION 

NEW BRITAIN CONNECTICUT 06050 
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SKYLIGHTING 
IS AN 
ARCHITECTURAL FORM 
The Trinity Lutheran Church in Chelmsford, Massachusetts offers a good example . Architect 
Joseph J. Schiffer has used custom ACRYLITE* Skydomes in an integrated design with the cross-shaped 
form of the church. Glazed with clear AC RYLi TE - the weather-proof, shatter-resistant 
plastic - Skydomes create a strong vertical focus to increase the feeling of height 
through the pattern of light admitted by the skylights. This has an uplifting effect 
upon the worshipper and at the same time contributes to the overall design. 
Cyanamid has the facilities and engineering staff to design ACRYLITE Skydomes 
in custom shapes for your specific applications. For further information consult 
Sweet's Architectural File 20a/Am, Industrial Construction File 15c/Am or 
write American Cyanamid Company. 

SKVDOIV1ES 

-===-• TRADEM ARK 

C::: c YA JV A~ z,,, -::::::> AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY, BUILDING PRODUCTS DIVISION, DEPT. Y4105, 595 NORTH AVE., WAKEFIELD, MASS. 01881 
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eans " linked together" .. . like "wear" and "beauty" in colorful carpets of continuous filament Caprolan~ nylon pile. Continuous 
ians there are no short fibers to break loose. No fuzzing, no pilling. Longer wear. And Caprolan means deep-dyed colors, be- ~ied 
>Ian nylon is specifically engineered to take color deep, deep down into the fiber. To give you brighter, fresher colors. The · (}iemical 
'ul story is yours in a free booklet. Write : Dept. 18, Allied Chemical Corporation, 261 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016. L'== = = =.J 

HAppily i1's CApRolAN, TltE MORE coloRful NyloN 
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Think jofco for meticulous designs 

in wood office furniture. 

Think jofco for contemporary, 

traditional and 

ultra-modern stylings. 

May we send you the complete set 

of brochures? And the name of 

your nearest dealer? · 

SHOWROOM: SPACE 1109 

MERCHANDISE MART, CHICAGO 

~' 

\'N.\'\',\\_(_)\:\'\\.::._\', \...~"' 
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POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
No Postage Stamp Necessary If Ma i led in the United States 

)p~J1J1£ ROLSCREEN CO. 
PELLA, IOWA 50219 

FIRST 
CL.ASS 

PERMIT 
NO. 1 

PELLA, 
IOWA 



Eliminate 6 window chores. No putting up, taking down and storing screens and 
storms twice a year! And, PELLA Wood Casement Windows are the only windows with ROLSCREEN®, 
the original "instant screen" that rolls down in spring, up and out of sight in fall. (Inside flat frame screens 
available.) Stainless steel, spring-type weather stripping and self-storing storms contribute to year 'round 
comfort-conditioning. PELLA Casements are the only wood windows designed to install in masonry or 
other openings without wood bucks, brick mould or exterior trim. Select from 18 ventilating units to 
24" x 68" glass size and 48 fixed units. Achieve the traditional look with snap-in, snap-out muntin bars in 
regular or diamond shapes. For bays, 30°, 45 ° and 60° joining mullions are standard. Or, specify other angles. 

ROLSCREEN CO. 
PELLA, IOWA 

YES, via first class mail, rush me more color 
pictures and information about the following 

PELLA products: 

0 PELLA WOOD CASEMENT WINDOWS 

D PELLA WOOD MULTI -PURPOSE 
AND TWINLITE® WINDOWS 

0 PELLA WOOD DOUBLE HUNG WINDOWS 

0 PELLA WOOD FOLDING DOORS 

0 PELLA WOOD FOLDING PARTITIONS 

0 PELLA WOOD SLIDING GLASS DOORS 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City & Zone Stat e 

Jl234 

Printed in U. S. A. 

MAIL CARD 
TODAY! 

(Your Request 
Answered 

within 
24 Hours) 

ARCl-llTECT : MAR V I N RUKI N BUILDER: RALPH ROBlNS 

WANT MORE INFORMATION ON PELLA PRODUCTS? Mail t he postage-paid card 
at the left. Or, cal l your PELLA distributor. You ca n f ind his name in the Yellow 
Pages of your telephone directory. Or, see SWEET'S Architectural or Light Con
st ruction Fi les for PELLA product details. ROLSCREEN COMPANY, PELLA, IOWA. 

WOOD CASEMENT WINDOWS 
WITH ALL EXTERIOR SURFACES FACTORY PRIMED 

PELLA MAKES QUALITY WOOD WINDOWS, WOOD FOLDING DOORS 

AND PARTITIONS, WOOD SLIDING GLASS DOORS AND ROLSCREENS 



5 OUTSTANDING OAP. SEALANTS ... 
ANO WHERE PROFESSIONALS USE THEM 

I 
OAP BUTYL-FLEX® 
BUTYL RUBBER CAULK 

'PLICATIONS: Curtain wall construction 
d general caulking applications calling 
· a superior seal. 

I OAP FLEXISEAL ® 

1 POLYSULPHIDE POLYMER COMPOUND 

'PLICATIONS: Wherever critical condi 
ns of expansion and contraction exist: 
:>ansion joints, curtain walls, swimming 
ols, porcelainized metal panels, tilt -up 
nels , skylights, channel or stop-glazed 
sh and similar installations. 

t OAP '1012'® GLAZING 
I COMPOUND 

'PLICATIONS: Interior and exterior face 
izing of metal sash . 

l OAP '1231' FLEXIGLAZE@; 
GLAZING 

'PLICATIONS: Channel, bead or step glaz-
5- Bedding glass in primed wood or metal 
sh. Setting insulated glass window units 
panels. 

I OAP ARCHITECTURAL 
I GRADE CAULK 
'PLICATION: General caulking. 

~P makes a complete range of special
~d caulking, glazing and sealing products 
r the construction industry. For knowl
lgeable assistance in selecting the right 
!alant for your next project, write us about 
e OAP Technical Service Program. 

. 

--:::: 
·.·: 

~ ~
}:x/ 

DA'® 
ARCHITECTURAL 

SEALANTS 

CHARACTERISTICS: Outlasts, outperforms con 
ventional caulks 5-to-l. Butyl rubber base assures 
permanent flexibility. Butyl-Flex gives airtight , 
watertight seals between similar and diss im i lar 
materials . Sticks tight to alum inum , concrete , 
glass, steel , marble and other construction mate
rials. Won't sag or slump over wide temperature 
range. Non -bleeding, non -t ox ic , non-corrosive. 
Available in cartridges and bulk containers . 

CHARACTERISTICS: A 2-part liquid polysulphide 
polymer compound for trouble-free service in the 
toughest caulking, glaz ing and sealing jobs. Bal 
anced Modulus means adhesion always exceeds 
cohesion .. . assures airtight, watertight seals 
under severest conditions of expansion , contrac
tion , temperature and exposure . Smooth , buttery 
consistency makes mi xi ng and application easy 
throughout a wide temperature range . Compound 
ed in one , premium -grade quality only. Meets and 
exceeds Federal Specifi cation TT-S-227b. 

CHARACTERISTICS: Aluminum gray color 
matches color of alum inum sash . Easily applied . 
Excellent handling and knifing. Sets quickly with 
out cracking, sagging. Stays flexible . Adheres to 
all metals. Takes paint. Meets and exceeds Interim 
Federal Specifi cation TT·G·00410c for a non-hard 
ening glazing compound resistant t o damaging 
effects of heat , col d, v ibration and moisture . 
Available in cans and bulk containers . 

CHARACTERISTICS: Specially formulated from 
100% solids-the finest synthetics and inerts
to eliminate shrinkage , cra cking, discoloration . 
An outstanding masti c compound with excellent 
adhesion, cohesion, and flexibility. Adheres to 
primed wood , metal , glass, porcelain-most any 
kind of construction material. Forms a tough 
permanent seal that won 't harden , bleed or stain. 

CHARACTERISTICS: Forms a tough skin for de
pendable airtight, watertight seals . Meets and 
exceeds Federal Specification TT-C-598b, Grade 1, 
'or oil -based caulks. Stays flexible throughout ex
tremes of weather and temperature cond itions . 
Compounded for easy gunning. Colors: white, 
brilliant white, gray, aluminum gray-special 
colors available on special order. Packaging: car
tridges and bu!il containers. 

OAP INC., GENERAL OFFICES: DAYTON, OHIO 45431 SUBSIDIARY OF ~..fnc. 
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E'S A 
TTER READER 
CAUSE OF 

:>METH ING 
8U DID 

3 children have read ing problems components are available in Hollow Doors, Revolving Doors, 

have noth ing to do with eyes or aluminum, and who makes them. Each Sliding Doors, Swinging Doors, 

y. The problems co me from bad is custom looking, yet a standard Downspouts, Outdoor Drinking 

ng, sun glare or general classroom 

Jrmony. 

it you devote more time to 

.room-environment problems and 

eating an educational atmosphere 

coo can help you to simplify 

· mechanical worries. Alcoa 

knows aluminum building 

products. And Alcoa 

sales offices can 

tell you 

what 

building 

production item at standard price. 

The advantages to you are these: You 

can spend less time w ith mechanical 

th ings because these standard 

aluminum components eliminate costly 

detail work . You get a custom look 

because there is an infinite variety of 

combinations. You save budget money 

Fountains, Dumbwaiters, Elevator 

Cab Controls and Dials, Elevator Cab 

Doors and linings, Elevator Control 

Boards and Dials, Entrances, Exhaust 

Systems, Expanded Metal, Expansion 

Joints, Extrusions, Facings, Fascia, 

Fasteners, Chain Link Fences, Fire 

Escapes, Flagpoles, Flashing, Flooring. 

because the components are standard, Get more time to solve educational 

off-the-shelf items. problems-call an Alcoa sales 

Here are a few of the hundreds of office for building components. 

aluminum components available for CHANGE FOR THE BITTER 

school construction : Garage Doors, WITH ALCOA® ALUMINUM 

ALCOA BRINGS YOU ACTION DRAMA AT ITS BEST . .. " THE FBI ," SU NDAY EVENINGS, ABC-TV mALCOA 
: TOBER 1965 P/ A On Readers ' Service Card , circle No. 324 139 



flexible gas air conditioning adapts to any building design. 
Gas absorption air conditioning 
doesn 't cramp your imagination (or 
your floor plans) . You put it where 
you want to . On the roof. In the base
ment . Anywhere! Wherever it best 
fits your design concept. It works 
for you . .. with you ... as a dynamic 
and functional element to enhance, 
not encumber, your thinking . Easy-

going and vibration-free, gas air 
conditioning doesn 't need "quiet 
zoning ." You can work to it ... around 
it ... from it. Even tie in existing 
boilers to make them perform year 
' round for you. You ' ll find gas 
absorption air conditioning most 
accommodating . .. right at home 
in the climate of creativity . 

In East Ohioland , call your East 
Ohio Architectural Representative 
for more cool facts and f igures. 
He'll work with you to cap ital ize on 
the design flexibil ity, the practica l-
~ ity, of gas air cond ifon ing. 

w ~~.~ .~~~!. ~~!9 .9~~u ~~G~S~~s~X 
EA ST NINTH AT SU PERIOR • CLEVEL AND , OHIO 44114 

GAS MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE ... COSTS LESS, TOO! 
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Deel a re roof design 
independence 

(with J-M Last-0-Roof) 

Roofs like this would be compl icated 
for tradit ional roofing materials. But 
Johns-Manvill e Last-0-Roof* makes 
tough roof ing jobs easy! This single
membrane plastic elastomer roofing 
gives you absolute freedom to de
sign your roofs to the needs of your 
buildings. 

Dead-level decks, steep and ver
ti cal slopes, step-downs, curves and 
double curves ... Last-0-Roof cov
e rs every contour . This complete 
system of compatible components-
• rrademark 

membranes, cements, flashings, fin
ishes- weighs 3 times less than 
most smooth roofs, 10 times less 
than gravel. It adjusts better to 
structural stresses, provides mono
lithic protection . It 's fire-resistant, 
heat-reflective, weather-proof in any 
climate . Finished in aluminum , 
white or paste l shades (like the rose 
metall ic roof shown here), Last-0-
Roof can add dramatic beauty to 
your structures. 

It's easy to apply, too, any time of 

year. All Last-0-Roof materials ar
rive at the job ready to use without 
on-site preparation. They go on cold , 
either by hand or high-speed me
chan ica I equipment. There's less 
chance of error, no chance of f ires 
and burns from hot materials. 

Design with the one roofing sys
tem that's equal to your imagination 
-J-M Last-0 -Roof. For details, write 
to Johns-Manville, Box 111, '~ 
New York , N. Y. 10016. •fl~ '1 
Cable address: Johnmanvil. ~ u 

Johns-Manville 
On Readers' Servi ce Card, circle N o. 374 
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The joints of all exterior walls are 
generally subject to the same forces 
and considerations and have cer
tain specific prerequisites. Two im
portant considerations for joints in 
concrete curtain walls are (1) un
derstanding the volume changes 
which occur before and after the 
erection of concrete units and (2) 
establishing functions for the joint. 

Like most materials, concrete 
expands as temperature rises and 
contracts as temperature falls. 
Concrete also expands and con
tracts with gain or loss in moisture. 
However, the contraction of con
crete due to moisture loss while 
drying is usually greater than any 
subsequent expansion. Since con
crete exposed to the atmosphere 
loses some of its original water, it 
normally exists in a somewhat con
tracted state compared to its 
original dimensions. 

This is an important considera
tion when designing joints for con
crete components. If the joint de
sign relies entirely on a positive 
bond between panels to waterproof 
the wall, then the joint sealer must 
be capable of expansion and con
traction as well. For this reason, 
the elastic sealants such as poly
sulfide and silicone rubber have 
been satisfactory for panels of all 
sizes. Such flexible sealants (even 
if applied over mortar joints which 
act as setting beds) can absorb the 
movement in a joint due to volume 
changes of the panels. 

500 Jefferson Building, Houston , Texas. 
Architect: Welton Becket & Assoc., Los 
Angeles, California. 

OCTOBER 1965 P/ A 



'o minimize volume changes in 
oncrete wall panels, the following 
)nstruction methods are effective: 
. Limit the water content of con
rete to the minimum required for 
imper placement. 
. Avoid conditions that increase 
he water demand of concrete such 
s high slumps and high concrete 
=mperatures . 
. Use the largest total amount of 
ggregate in the mix that is prac
ical. 
. Use the largest maximum size 
oarse aggregate to fit the job 
onditions. 
. Use fine and coarse aggregates 
hat exhibit low shrinkage charac
=ristics when used in concrete . 
. Avoid use of aggregates that 
ontain an excessive amount of 
lay . 
. Provide a period of air drying 
oefore placing units in a wall. 

The production of concrete pan
ls should always be scheduled well 
head of erection and should in
lude ample time for thorough 
uring, air drying and inspection. 

For additional technical data, 
vrite for free literature. (U.S. and 
:anada only.) 

10RTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION 
lapt. A10-25, 33 West Grand Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60610 

n organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete, 
mede possible by the financial support of most competing 
cement manufacturers in the United States and Canada 

I 
I Clip for a. i.a. file 4-a 

I 
I Prepared as an industry service by 

I Portland Cement Association 
I 

--Stored In woter 

--- Stored in oir Schematic illustration 
of moisture movements 
in concrete. If concrete 
is kept continuously wet, 
a slight expansion oc
curs. However , drying 
usually takes place , 
causing shrinkage. Fur
ther wetting and drying 
causes alternate swelling 
and shrinkage. 
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Amar-Tite 
Built-in Resilience 

Security Federal Savings and Loan - Columbia, South Carolina I Architect: Jackson and Miller / Dealer: Binswanger Glass Company / General Contractor: Laf Tarrant 

[J 

H V Trim line 
Series 404 

First Federal Savings & Loan - Wichita Falls, Texas I Architect & General Contractor: Bank Building & Equipment Corp. I Dealer: Southwestern Glass & Paint Co., Inc. 

Sunscreen 
and H V Trimline 

Series 404 

Citizens Bank - Gainesville. Florida I Architect: Kemp, Bunch & Jackson I Dealer: Crystal Glass & Paint, Inc. I General Contractor: Tassinari Construction Company 

Versatility eans Savings 
with professional architectural aluminum systems by Amarlite 

Your designs, executed in Amarlite's engineered systems, will be distinctive in detail, reliable in perform
ance, and economically efficient. Your Sweet's file has Amarlite catalogs of entrances, curtain walls, store 
fronts, sliding doors, and LaPorte - newest in flush doors. Amarlite Division of Anaconda Aluminum Com
pany, P. 0. Box 1719, Atlanta, Georgia 30301 

OF ANACONDA ALUMINUM 
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MODERNFOLD 
the long d1Vis1on line 

COIL-WAL 
A giant partition of vertical wood members. Coils away in a unique, space
saving coil box. Opens out to fill openings up to 150' x 30'. Ideal for gymnasium 
and auditorium subdivision. Kiln-dried wood members of select fir are joined 
together with pre-stressed steel cables. Built to withstand impact and rough treat
ment. Wide choice of other woods and plastic la1ninate finishes. Installations 
may be curved or straight. Electrical operation inakes movement of these giant 
wood walls simple and safe. Two models: single or double (sound retarding). 

For complete specifications, 
see Sweet's File 22d /Ne 

or consult your nearby 
Modernfold distributor. 

modernfold 

New Castle Products, Inc., New Castle, Indiana 

On Readers ' Service Card, circle No. 399 
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Smooth-Fin Coils 

oller you: 

Greater Heat Transfer 
per sq. ft. of face area 

Lower Airway Resistance 
- less power per c. f. m. 

Aerofin smooth fins can be spaced 
as closely as 14 per inch with low 
air friction. Consequently, the 
heat-exchange capacity per 
square foot of face area is ex
tremely high and the use ·of high 
air velocities highly practical. 
Tapered fin construction provides 
ample tube-contact surface so 
that the entire fin becomes effec
tive transfer surface. Standard
ized encased units are arranged 
for simple, quick, economical in
stallation. 

AEROFIN CDRPDRATIDN 
101 Greenway Ave., Syracuse 3, N. Y. 

Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus. List on request. 

ENGINEERING OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

OCTOBER 1965 P/A 



You're looking at a collie named Caesar 
through 10 pieces of PPG Float Glass. 

It's as though nothing is between the collie and the 
camera lens. This clarity is the reason why PPG Float
the new glass from Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company-is 
attracting the interest of automakers, mirror 
manufacturers and architects. 

It's called PPG Float Glass because of the way it's 
made. Liquid glass is floated on a lake of molten metal, 
resulting in a new approach to perfection in glass. 

PPG Float is available now. Specify it wherever the last 
word in clarity is called for. Contact your PPG Architectural 
Representative or write: Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, 
One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 

Left: This is how the photograph at top was taken 
through 10 pieces of PPG Float Glass. 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 405 

Pitts burgh 
Plate Glass 
Company, 
Pittsbu rgh, Pa. 

I J 
PPG makes 
the glass 
that makes 
the difference 
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Molecular Electronics Division 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

First phase of the project (108,000 sq fl) is composed of four ministration. Additional modules will be placed lo form a number 
modules, three for research and production, the fourth for ad- of partially and fully enclosed landscaped courtyards. 

Space modules permit easy enlargement 
in relatively small increments 

OCTOBEH 1965 P/ ~ 



Westinghouse's Molecular Electronics Division facility is situated on a rolling, wooded, 7-acre tract in Anne Arundel 
County, Md. Roads, parking areas, and buildings are located so that a minimum of the site is dis turbed. 

1ry design motivation was to create 
-dust, noise-free, wide-span unit of 
in which a controlled environment 
be easily maintained ... which 
serve smal I research and produc-
~ams efficiently .. . and which could 
panded easily and economically 
additional research or manufactur-

>ace became necessary. 

Ion is a simply organized square 
e module" which structurally and 
ecturally can stand as an independ
nit or in combination with other 
modules. 

Each unit is a square composed of a 
90 x 90 ft, column-free central space 14-ft 
high, designed for laboratory or produc
tion use. Each is surrounded by a band of 
lower-ceiling space designed for office 
and service support areas. 

The high ceiling portion of the structure 
is roofed with a steel-truss space frame 
resting on four Bethlehem wide-flange 
columns at the corners. The roof for the 
lower-ceiling perimeter area is formed 
by cantilevering the lower chord of the 
trusses beyond the columns to the outer 
walls . 

BETHLEHEM STEEL gETHI EHEM 
ST El BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION, BETHLEHEM, PA . 

Architect : Vincent G. Kling FAIA, Philadelphia 
Structural Engineers: All abach &. Rennis , Inc. , Philadelphia 
General Contractor: Kirby&. McGuire, Inc., Baltimore 
Steel Fabncator: Derby Steel Co., Baltimore 

Courtyards provide in terior spaces 
with an abundance of natural light and 
pleasant vistas, and create a 
stimulating human environment. 



Hetron =based 
panels let 
nature pay 
the light bill 

Daylight floods through these 
translucent plastic panels and 
lights up the darkest corners of 
Pier 94, in Brooklyn. 
Artificial lights go on only at night. 
or on days so overcast there is not 
enough light even outdoors. As 
would be expected, savings in 
electricity are substantial. 
The strong, lightweight 
Hetron-based panels were easy to 
install and are easy to maintain. 
Neither storms nor vandals can 
shatter them. Because they 
eliminate dark spots, they permit 
freight handling in the pier at top 
speed without "blind spot" hazards. 
Meet rigid codes. The Hetron
based panels are inherently fire 

retardant. They have a flame-spread 
rating of 35 to 60 by the U/L 
tunnel test and meet the rigid 
building code and fire-retardant 
specifications of the Department 
of Marine and Aviation. 
We do not make the panels-just 
the Hetron polyester resin that 
helps make them strong. 
translucent, lightweight, fire 
retardant, and chemical resistant. 
For more detailed information 
on the excellent properties of 
Hetron and a list of fabricators, 
please write Durez® Plastics 
Division, Hooker Chemical 
Corporation, 7710 Walck Road. 
North Tonawanda. N. Y.14121. 

HOOKER 
CHEMICALS 1~l 

PLASTICS 

DUREZ PLASTICS DIVISION 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 480 

Hetron-based panels let in a flood of daylight at Cunard Pier 94. Panel fabricator: Filan Corporation. Engineers and architects: Praeger-Kavanagh-Waterbury. 





William James Hall, Behavioral Sciences Building, Harvard Univer· 
sity. Architect: Minoru Yamasaki & Assoc., Birmingham, Mich. 
Contractor: George A. Fuller Co., Boston. Structural Engineers: 
Worthington, Skilling, Helle & Jackson, Seattle. Precast Concrete 
Panels: San·Vel Concrete Corporation, Littleton, Massachusetts 

Glistening white concrete spandrels stretch 36 feet ... 
support concrete floor beams Precast, prestressed concrete spandrels on this 
new tower building at Harvard University support the precast floor beams and serve as the exterior wall between 
columns. 71;2 feet deep and 14 inches thick, these units span 36 feet between columns and are connected to 
the floors by fabricated steel connectors. Made with ATLAS WHITE high-early-strength cement, these units have a 
simple recessed pattern and an exposed quartz aggregate finish. • The structural concrete columns and end 
walls are also faced with precast white concrete panels. Prestressed as a safeguard against flexural stress during 
handling, these facing units were used as form liners for the cast-in-place concrete. • For more information on 
the aesthetics and structural economies of precast white concrete, see your local precast concrete manu
facturer. For the 32-page brochure, "White Concrete in Architecture," write Universal Atlas Cement Division, 
United States Steel, 100 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017. "USS" and "ATLAS" are registered trademarks. 
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PATTERN ED PLEXIC3 LAS 

Jleasing interplay of light, color and surface texture in 
xte1 ior walls pictured be low demonstrates the design 
1t1al for Flair patterned PLEXIGLAS" acrylic plastic sheet. 
eclion of 17 colors and colorless is availab le in sheet 
up to 4 feet by 8 feet. Because Flair is PLEXIGLAS, it 

offers impact resistance , lightweight, weather resistance, 
formability and easy handling and insta llation. A slow burn- ROHM 
ing plastic, its use is generally subject to the same reg- H ,..&,..S 
ulations as untreated wood. Write for names of local "'""""'""" 
suppliers, co lor samples and our illustrative brochure. •Ho.•on•H•• •• ••• 0 • 
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All the lighting fixtures you'd ever require for light commercial work ... all in a single easy-to-handle 
portfolio: the Progress Comme1·cial Lighting Catalog 200. Recessed fixtures, exit lights, chandeliers, 
pendants, surface fluorescents ... selections from every pertinent Progress category-plus some 
very special new ones. Included arc exact dimensions and convenient Rapid Estimate Illumination 
Charts. Enough information to start preliminary planning even before contacting a Progress 
distributor. These light commercial fixtures and facts are right to the point. All are backed by 
America's leading lighting fixture manufacturer. As for prices-they're the kind only a company as big 
as Progress could offer. For details and a sample copy of the Catalog 200, see your Progress <listri -
butor, or write: PROGRESS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., Philadelphia, Pa. 19134. 

We gave our all 
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piration for new design freedom: ACACIA 

wall paneling idea, Acacia offers a creative response to the architect whose imagination takes wing to 

~alms of originality. Acacia's natural luster has such depth it seems to radiate from behind itself, suspending 

,xquisite grain patterns in a dimensional sheen of poetic beauty. Seen from any angle, Acacia stimulates 

ration for new design freedom. 

M ... EMINENCE IN WOOD 

Chester B. Stem, Inc. 
795 Grant Line Road 
New Albany, Indiana 



DELIGHTFUL USE OF LIGHT AND SHADOW ..• 

THE ARCHITECTS ACHIEVED IT WITH 

PRECAST WHITE CONCRETE PANELS 

CREDITS: St. John Vianny Church, Northlake, Illinois. ARCHITECT: Joseph W. Bagnuolo & Associates Architect-Engineer, Chicago. GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR: Valenti Builders, Inc., Chicago. PRECAST CONCRETE CONTRACTOR: Hufschmidt Engineering Company, Sussex, Wisconsin. 
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A PRODUCT OF GENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO. 

Offices: Chicago, Illinois • Fort Worth, Texas • Chattanooga, Tennessee • Dallas, Texas 
Fort Wayne, Indiana• Houston, Texas. Fredonia, Kansas • Jackson, Michigan •Tampa, 

Florida • Miami, Florida • Los Angeles, Calif. • Kansas City. 
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October 196/j PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 

"For an architect ought not to be and can

not be such a philologian as 1rns Aristar
chus, although not illiterate; nor a musi

cian like Aristoxenus, though not absolutely 

i,:uwrant of music; nor a painter like 

. /f!f!<'les, though not unskillful in drau:ing; 

nor a sf'ulptor such as irns Myron or 

Polyclitus, though not unacquainted lt'ith 

the plastic art; nor again a physician like 

llippor·rates, though not ignorant of medi
cine: nor in thP other sciPnr·1's need he 
excel in "ach, though he should not be 
unskillful in them. For, in the midst of all 
this great rnriety of subjects, an indii·idual 
cannot attain to perfection in each, because 
it is srarcely in his po1ur to take in and 
comprehend the g"neral theories of them." 

VITHUVIl'S 



~ 
'~ 



EDITORIAL 

Lt• Corhusier's death ends a long and eventful <'hapter in the history of modern 
architecture. Of the several leader,; of the de,.ign revolution that swept away 
the old tradition". he was by far the most <'reative. Even in the last years of 
his life. when most old men arc either retired or merely repeat the triumphs 
of their Parlier days. he brought forth a stream of brilliant designs that influenced 
architects throughout the world. 

And yet. the amount of completed buildings he leaves for posterity is pitifully 
small when one considt>rs that he was in pra<'ti<'c for more than half a century. 
A few dozen ><tru<'tures. after many decades of world-fame. is not a great accom
plishment for one who alway,; had such an intcrn;e desire to build. 

Geniw,es. as a rule. are difficult people. and Le Corbusier was no exception. 
Some of those who contributed the brief appraisah; appearing in this month\; 
P /A Observer, allude to traits that made him not an easy person to talk to 

or work with. 
It is characteristic of Le Corhu;:ier that for his autobiography. published in 

1960. he chose the title. Creation Is a Patient Search. Because this is how he 
wanted to appear to the world-as a sort of saint unaffected by emotion!'. a 
patient worker immune to the pressures of life. But creation is not only a patient 
search. It is also an impatient sear<'h-·-an intensely emotional and consuming 
act that often leads to frustration_ irritation. and despair. These become vastly 
magnified by the inevitably difli<'ult "truggle with the world outside of oneself. 

This Le Corbtbier never quite understood. and his impatience, verging on a 
perse<'ution complex. i" apparent throughout his writings. Perhaps the most 
telling statement about what he thought of his fellow men appears in the auto
biography. It i> a sentence tacked on at the end of a caption about one of his 
many projects that never got built. "Some men.'" he wrote. "have original ideas 
and are kicked on the behind for their pains." 

There is no point arguing the validity of this sentiment. Irn't thi,- how we all 
feel most of the time '.I The tragedy of Le CorbusiPr was that he turned this feeling 
into a self-destructive element-a misanthropic vendetta that not only drained 
much of his energy hut also made impossible so many commissions that were 
pm;sible. 

And now we arP all poorer for it. 
Coodby. Corbu. I hope the angel,; wear softer shoes. • 



The Changing Practice: 

This issue of P / A is devoted to the examination of the architect's changing practice and his dealings 
with his consultants and clients through the in-depth consideration of one complex design problem: 
the theater. 

In presenting this drama to our audience, we have employed the structure of a play: a Prologue, 
in which the basis for subsequent development is established; Act I, in which the interplay of Pro
gramming and Client-User is unfolded, with appropriate examples given; Act 11, dealing with the 
conflict occasioned by Functional Design and the Consultant, followed by illustrative projects; Act 
111, wherein Total Design and the Architect take the stage to enact the agonies of creation and com
pletion in this field; and, finally, the Epilogue, which attempts to draw these strands together into a 
pattern indicative of where The Changing Practice stands at this time, and what direction it is likely 
to take in the future. 

Prologue: Wherein the Chorus makes known the history of developments to come and sets the stage for subsequent events. 

Act I 
"PROGRAMMING AND THE CLIENT-USER" Place: A Fogbound Heath Time: The Beginning 
How, at the start, the protagonists set out to explore the area of controversy. How they gather necessary knowledge for their 
voyage into the unknown realm, determine their route in advance, and their method of procedure. 

Act II 
"FUNCTION AL DESIGN AND THE CONSULTANT" Place: An Embattled Field Time: Several Months Later 
In which particulars of conflict arise when the charmed territory is occupied by various forces. The struggle that ensues. Of the 
details concerning this dramatic tension and how they are resolved - leaving the outcome of the piece, however, still in doubt. 

Act III 
"TOTAL DESIGN AND THE ARCHITECT" Place: An Empyrean Height Time: Now and Then 
Of classic hopes and practical realities. How the instigators of design seek to unify the warring factions to a happy end. On the 
misunderstanding of this intent and how a truce is urged on the conclave of characters. 

Epilogue: The chorus attempts to admonish the audience, give the development of the drama to this date. and point to the 
future. A deus ex machina appears to hand down the right Promethean fire. 

"O pardon! since a crooked figure mar Al/est in little space a million; And let us. ciphers to this great accompt, On rour imaginary forces work." 
SHAKESPEARE '. "HENllY V" 



THE CLIENT THE LIGHTING CONSULTANT 

THE ARCHITECT 





Dramatis Personae 
P/ A, acting as director, stage manager, prompter, amanuensis, has assembled the following cast of architects, consult
ants, and clients experienced in the programming, design, and construction of theaters and auditoriums. They will appear 
in the dialogue of Acts I, 11, and 111, identified by their functions and surnames. 

THE ARCHITECTS 
Abramovitz, Max. Harrison & 
Abramovitz, New York, N. Y. 
Krannert Center for the Performing 
Arts, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
111./Philharmonic Hall, Lincoln 
Center for the Performing Arts, 
New York, N. Y./ Spin gold 
Theater, Brandeis University, 
Waltham, Mass. 
Briggs, William A. Richmond, Va. 
Author of "Night and Day," a 
survey of cultural facilities in 200 
cities/ lectures in the field of 
theater and recreation/ has 
designed sets for community 
theater/member of the Theater 
and Auditorium Committee of the 
AIA/on board of directors of USITT/ 
member of AETA. 
Brill, Michael. Helge Westermann/ 
Richard Miller Associates, New 
York, N. Y. Project architect for 
Smith College Center for the 
Performing Arts, Northampton, 
Mass./ Asst. Professor of Architec
ture at Pratt Institute/ Member of 
USITT/has acted in community 
and summer stock theater/ 
has done set design for 
semiprofessional productions. 
DeMars, Vernon A. DeMars & Reay, 
Architects, Berkeley, Calif. 
University of California 
Auditorium-Theater, Berkeley/ 
set designs for San Francisco 
Opera Company ballet. 
Engele, Burghard, M. Office of 
Edward Durell Stone, New York, 
N. Y. John F. Kennedy Center for 
the Performing Arts, Washington, 
D.C./St. Louis Stadium, Mo./ 
Ford "Ideal Theater" project/ 
Little Theater, Hamilton College, 
Clinton, N. Y./formerly in office of 
theater architect, Dr. Clemens 
Holzmeister, Austria. 
Franzen, Ulrich. New York, N. Y. 
Alley Theater, Houston, Tex,/ has 
done semi professiona I set design. 
Hardy, Hugh. New York, N. Y. 
Assisted Jo Mielziner on Beaumont 
Theater, Lincoin Center for the 
Performing Arts, New York, N. Y., 
and Ford "Ideal Theater" project/ 
designer of Darrow Auditorium and 
Gymnasium Building, New Lebanon, 
N. Y./designer of Playhouse in the 
Park, Cincinnati, Ohio/ University 
of Toledo Performing Arts Center 
project with Hann & Hays/scenic 
design tor Broadway and Off
Broadway/lighting design for off
Broadway/member of USITT and 
United Scenic Artists/theater 
consultant for New York State 
Council on the Arts/designer of 
"Space Theater" concept/ restora
tion, with architect William 
Haussmann, of Ford's Theater, 
Washington, D.C. 
Hutchinson, George A. partner, 
The Perkins & Will Partnership, 
Chicago, Ill. Knox College Theater, 
Galesburg, 111./six high school 
auditoriums/ member USITT. 
Johansen, John M. New Canaan, 
Conn. Charles Center Theater 
Building, Baltimore. Md./Clowes 
Memorial Hall, Butler University, 
Indianapolis, lnd./Open-air theater, 
Boston Arts Festival. Mass./ 
theater project for Vassar College, 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Johnson, Philip. New York, N. Y. 
New York State Theater,.Lincoln 
Center for the Performing Arts, 
New York, N. Y. 
Passonneau, Joseph R. Dean, 
School of Architecture, Washington 
University, St. Louis, Mo. Two 
theater projects for Washington 
University. 
Peil3, William. Caudill, Rowlett & 
Scott, Houston, Tex. Jesse H. 
Jones Hall for the Performin'g Arts, 
Houston. Tex./ Laredo Civic Center 
Auditorium, Laredo, Tex./ 
200 school auditoriums. 
Roche, Kevin. Eero Saarinen & 
Associates, Hamden, Conn. Fine 
Arts Center, University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 
Rotner, Robert. Partner-in-charge 
of design, Vollmer Associates, New 
York, N. Y./Performing Arts Center, 
Saratoga, N. Y. 

Rudolph, Paul. New York, N. Y. 
Wellesley Fine Arts Center, Mass./ 
Ford "Ideal Theater" project/ 
Colgate University Fine Arts Center, 
Hamilton, N. Y./Southeastern 
Massachusetts Technologica I 
Institute theater, Southeastern, 
Mass./Tuskegee Cultural Center, 
Tuskegee, Ala. 
Samton, Claude. New York, N. Y. 
Nina Jacobson Theater for the 
Dramatic Arts, Windsor Mountain 
School, Lenox, Mass./ Indian Hill 
(outdoor) Theater, Stockbridge, 
Mass./Cinema I and II, New York, 
N. Y. with Abraham Geller/ 
Civic Center, Kiruna, Sweden, with 
Ralph Erskine. 
Snibbe, Richard. New York, N. Y. 
Fine Arts Building, State University 
College, Geneseo, N. Y., with Edgar 
Tafel, associate-in-charge/ Fine 
Arts Building, State University 
College, New Paltz, N. Y., with 
Ballard & Todd. 
Stone, Edward Durell. New York, 
N. Y. John F. Kennedy Center for 
the Performing Arts, Washington, 
D.C./ Beckman Auditorium, 
Pasadena, Calif./Tulsa Civic 
Center, Okla./Fine Arts Center, 
State University of New York, 
Albany/ Ford "Ideal Theater" 
project/ Little Theater, Hamilton 
College, Clinton, N. Y., and others/ 
director of ANTA. 
Woollen, Evans. Indianapolis, Ind. 
Clowes Memorial Hall, Butler 
University, Indianapolis, Ind./ 
Opera House project, Indiana 
University, Bloomington, Ind. 

THE CONSULTANTS 
Birkle, Paul G. President, Peter 
Albrecht Corporation (manufac
turers of stage rigging), Milwaukee, 
Wis. Metropolitan Opera House, 
Lincoln Center for the Performing 
Arts, New York, N. Y./Clowes 
Memorial Hall, Butler University, 
Indianapolis, Ind./ Boston War 
Memorial Auditorium, Mass./Civic 
Auditorium, Gary, lnd./Civic 
Auditorium, West Palm Beach, Fla./ 
Canadian Center for the Perform
ing Arts, Ottawa, Can./ Member 
USITT. 
Bowman, Ned A. Assistant Professor 
of Theater Speech and Arts, 
Department ef Speech and Theater, 
University of Pittsburgh. Has 
written articles on theater design 
and technology/Member USITT 
and AETA/Editor, USITT Journ;il. 
Brannigan, Robert P. Technical 
consultant, New York, N. Y. Lincoln 
Center for the Performing Arts, 
New York, N. Y./Saratoga 
Performing Arts Center, Saratoga 
Springs, N. Y./formerly Broadway 
technician for 15 years. 
Burris-Meyer, Harold. Theater 
Planning and Acoustics, Boca 
Raton, Fla. Director of University 
Theater, Florida Atlantic University/ 
Atlanta Cultural Center, Ga./ 
Community Theater, Lynchburg, 
Va./two theaters for Howard 
University, Washington, D.C./ 
Co-author, with Edward Cole, of 
Theaters and Auditoriums and 
Scenerv for the Theater; with Louis 
Goodfriend, Acoustics for the 
Architect: with Vincent Mallory, 
Sound for the Theater/ member of 
American Institute of Physics, 
USITT and AETA; fellow of 
Acoustical Society of America and 
Audio Engineering Society. 
Feder, Abe. Lighting Consultant, 
New York, N. Y. John F. Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts, 
Washington, D.C./Phil rmonic 
Hall, Lincoln Center f the 
Performing Arts, New rk, N. Y./ 
San Francisco Civic Ce er, 
Calif,/ restoration of th Springer 
Opera House, Columb • Ga./ 
member of USA, IES, d Archi-
tectural League of Ne ork/was 
U. S. delegate to the In rnational 
Theater Conference in aris 
(UNESCO)/lighting for roadway 
productions. 
Fisher, Jules, Lighting onsultant, 
New York, N. Y. Westb ry (multi-

purpose) Music Fair, Long Island, 
N. Y./lighting systems for repertory 
theaters and Broadway shows. 
lzenour, George. Theater Engineer, 
New Haven, Conn. Loeb Drama 
Center, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Mass./ Loretto Hilton 
Center for the Performing Arts, 
Webster College, Webster Grove, 
Mo./ Krannert Center for the 
Performing Arts, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, II Fathers of the 
Confederation Memorial Buildings, 
Charlottetown, Prince Edward 
Island, Canada/Alley Theater, 
Houston, Tex./ Ford "Ideal Theater" 
project/ has worked on more than 
5'.) theaters/ member of USITT/ 
amateur acting and directing. 
Jewell, James E. Engineer. Consult
ant with Holzmueller Corporation 
(architectural, theatrical, and TV 
lighting equipment, rigging, and 
appliances) San Francisco, Calif. 
Director of theater architecture 
project for AETA/regional director 
of ANTA/member USITT. 
Knudsen, Dr. Vern 0. Acoustician. 
Professor of Physics, Emeritus, 
Un iversity of California, Los 
Angeles, Calif. Co-author of 
Acoustical Designing in Architec· 
tu re. 
Kook, Edward. President, Century 
Lighting, Inc., New York, N. Y. 
Author of Images in Light for the 
Living Theater/vice-president of 
ANTA Board of Standards and 
Planning/member USITT. 
Lee, Ming Cho. Set Designer, 
New York, N. Y. Designer of Mobile 
Shakespeare Theater and Truck for 
New York City/set designs for 
New York Shakespeare Festival; 
Jui l liard Opera Theater, New York, 
N. Y.; Jose Limon, Alvin Ailey, and 
Gerald Arpino dance companies; 
San Francisco Opera Company; 
New York Metropolitan Opera 
Company; Broadway and Off
Broadway productions. 
Mielziner, Jo. Theater and scenic 
designer, New York, N. Y. Stage 
and lighting consultant for 
Krannert Center for the 
Performing Arts, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, 111./collaborating 
designer for Beaumont Theater 
and Forum Theater at Lincoln 
Center for the Performing Arts, 
and ANTA Washington Square 
Theater, New York, N. Y./ 
r.onsultant for Los Angeles Music 
Center, Calif./Ford "Ideal Theater" 
oroject/ scenic design for 250 
Broadway shows/chairman of the 
Board of Standards and Planning 
for the Living Theater/author of 
Designing for the Theater. 
Miller, James Hull. Theater 
Designer, Shreveport, La. Olathe 
High School, Olathe, Kan./ Roberts 
Theater, Grinnell College, Grinnell, . 
Iowa/a principal advocate of "open 
stage" design and space scenery 
with projected backgrounds/ 
has 57 theaters to his credit. 
Newman, Robert. Acoustician Bolt, 
Beranek & Newman, Cambridge, 
Mass. Clowes Memorial Hall, Butler 
University, Indianapolis, Ind./ 
Warner Concert Hall, Oberlin, Ohio/ 
Place des Arts, Quebec, Can./ 
Benedicta Arts Center, St. Joseph, 
Mo./Tanglewood Music Shed, 
Lenox, Mass,/ Kresge Auditorium, 
M.l.T., Cambridge. Mass./audi
torium at University of Caracas, 
Venezuela/associate professor of 
architecture at M.l.T./lecturer, 
U.S. and abroad/author of many 
articles on acoustical environment/ 
fellow of Acoustical Society of 
America/his firm is involved in 
approximately 100 auditorium 
projects each year. 
Rosenthal, Jean. Lighting Designer, 
New York, N. Y. Clowes Memorial 
Hal l. Butler University, Indianapo
lis, Ind./ Los Angeles Music Center, 
Calif./Fine Arts Center at Oswego, 
Fredonia and Albany for State 
University of New York/Fine Arts 
Building, Bethel College, Newton, 
Mass./Juilliard School of Music, 
Lincoln Center for the Performing 
Arts, New York, N. Y./Tyrone 
Guthrie Theatre, Minneapolis, 

Minn./Canadian Center for the 
Performing Arts, Ottawa, Can. 
Rubin, Joel. Educational and 
Community Theater Consultant. 
Vice-president of Kliegl Brothers 
Lighting Company, Inc., New York, 
N. Y. Smith College Fine Arts 
Center, Northampton, Mass./former 
administrative vice-president of 
AETA/member of ANTA and 
Illuminating Engineering Society/ 
past president USITT/co-author of 
Theatrical Lighting Practice. 
Schlanger, Ben. Consulting 
Theater Architect, New York, N. Y. 
All seating and sight-lines for 
Lincoln Center for the Performing 
Arts, New York, N. Y./ Los Angeles 
Music Center, Calif./ Place des 
Arts, Quebec, Can./ Ford "Ideal 
Theater" project/ member USITT. 
Skilling, John, Structural Engineer. 
Worthington, Skilling, Helle & 
Jackson, Seattle, Wash. Seattle 
Civic Center's Little Theater and 
Opera House, Seattle, Wash./ 
Music Hall. Oberlin College, 
Oberlin, Ohio/20 auditoriums/ 
member Municipal Art Commis
sion, Seattle, Wash. and NAE. 
Siiiit, Olaf. Consulting Engineer. 
New York, N. Y. Specialist in 
movable structures and stage 
facilities/ John F. Kennedy Center 
for the Performing Arts, 
Washington, D.C./Beaumont 
Theater and Metropolitan Opera 
building, Lincoln Center for the 
Performing Arts, New York, N. Y./ 
studios for ABC-TV, New York, N. Y. 
Swinney, Dr. Donald. Technical 
Director of the Hofstra Playhouse 
and Associate Professor, Hofstra 
University, Long Island, N. Y. 
President of USITT; former manag
ing editor of the American 
Educational Theater Journal/ 
member of AETA. 
Thompson, Richard D. Theater 
Division Manager of Lighting 
and Electronics, Inc., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. Technical 
Secretary of USITT/member of 
AETA and IES/author of 
"A Proposed System for Fire 
Protection of the Proscenium 
Arch in the Flexible Theater." 
Unruh, Dr. Walter. Engineer. Weis
baden, Germany. Consultant on the 
Metropolitan Opera house for Lin
coln Center for the Performing 
Arts, New York. N. Y./formerly tech
nical director of the Dresden 
Opera and the Hamburg Opera/Edi
tor of Buhnentechnische Rundschau 
a technical theater journal. ' 
Veneklasen, Paul S. Acoustician. 
Los Angeles, Calif. Music Pavilion, 
Los Angeles, Calif./Saratoga 
Performing Arts Center, 
Saratoga, N. Y. 
Weiss. David W, Faculty member 
of University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Va. Member of 
USITT and AETA. 

CLIENT-USERS 
Cory, Percy. Managing Director of 
Watts and Cory (theatrical 
suppliers), Manchester, England. 
Expert on theater architecture 
and lighting and consultant on a 
number of British theaters/author 
of Lighting the Stage; Amateur 
Theatrecraft; Planning the Stage. 
Guthrie, Tyrone. Director, designer 
with Tanya Moiseiwitsch of the 
Shakespeare Festival Theater at 
Stratford, Ontario, Canada/founder 
of the Guthrie Theater, 
Minneapolis, Minn./founder of the 
Minnesota Theater Company. 
Hendry, Thomas B. Executive 
Director of the Canadian Theater 
Center, Toronto, Canada. 
Hunt, Hugh. Professor of Drama at 
Manchester University, England. 
Director of repertory theater in 
Dublin and Bristol/director of the 
Old Vic in London and the 
Elizabethan Theater Trust in 
Australia. 
Severns, William. General Manager, 
Los Angeles Music Center, Calif. 
Affiliated with Los Angeles Light 
Opera Company, 
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PROLOGUE 

" ... Pardon, Gentles all, 
The flat unraised spirits that hath dared 
On this unworthy scaffold to bring for th 
So great an object. Can this cockpit hold 
The vasty fields of France? Or may we cram 
Within this wooden 0 the very casques 
That did affright the air at Agincourt?" 
We might add, in presenting the Prologue to this issue of P /A on "The Changing Practice" and 
its reflections in the design of theaters and auditoriums, the beginning of the Prologue to Shake

speare's Henry V: "O for a Muse of fire, that would ascend/The brightest heaven of invention ... " 
For we have chosen one of the most involved design problems - theaters - to illustrate what is 
now and to come in the architect's dealings with his own practice, the consultants he usually must 
employ to assure a functioning building, and the clients he must work for and with to achieve a 
realized result. Although the theater, as Shakespeare indicated, is a concept that goes beyond the 
ability of man to encompass his emotions, panorama, history, it is at the same time a building 
form in which architects must deal with experts in other disciplines to provide a stage and a pit, 
a platform and an auditorium, a "wooden O," if you will, to shelter the back-and-forth of audience 
and performer. Theater architecture is seen by some as a unique form. Lighting consultant 
Richard Thompson says, "The theater differs from all other types of architecture in that only in 
the theater is the architect faced with a second art form. We have theater and architecture in 
juxtaposition. Both the architect and the theater client have strong demands and desires of what 
the building should be and should be capable of doing." This is true, but no truer than that the 
hospital and the institution are special places where the architect must deal with the sick and 
those who care for them, or that schools are places where the architect must provide environments 
for learning and deal with school boards and educational directors to achieve the best results. 

We have chosen theater design "to hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to [the] nature" of "The 
Changing Practice," chiefly because of its singular resurgence in recent years. The so-called 
culture explosion has brought forth a rash of commissions for community cultural centers, thea
ters, concert halls, performing centers at schools, and other types of auditoriums. Architect 
William A. Briggs remarks : "The exploding population, longer life span, shorter working hours, 
automation - all add up to more leisure and the demand for ways in which to use it. There are 
ulterior motives, of course: promotion of conventions, tourism, revitalization of downtown, at
traction of industry, capturing the foreign dollar. But it seems to me there is another unmentioned 
reason. I think we have a subconscious or suppressed fear of the very strides in nonphysical 
types of communication that we are scientifically so proud of . .. that the reaction has set in, and 
that we are thirsty for the See, Hear, Touch, and Yell things in life both as Doers and Commu
nicants. " The need for more direct involvement than watching the Beverly Hillbillies over a 
TV Dinner provides, is also voiced by architect and theater designer Hugh Hardy: "As television 

and flicks and all that traumatize themselves, and as the glitter wears off a little when people 
get bored , the sort of primeva l, gutsy, bear-pit, smelly theater stuff is very exciting." 

This new emphasis on, and new techniques for, the design of theaters and kindred types of 
buildings for the performing arts has led , many are convinced, to a greater intricacy in the 
planning of these facilities. Some people, indeed, speak slightingly of the architect who does 
"the same old kind of hall. " Because of the technologies amassed in our day, it is frequently 
thought that we must always be doing something entirely new. T. S. Eliot once observed that 
purity is the problem of our age, and that, in all the arts today, the goal is to achieve something 
never before seen by God or man. Since many technical innovations have not yet been assimi
lated, however, mistakes are often made when new things are attempted, as is the case when 
any experimentation is undertaken . Certainly the quest on the part of some for that illusory 
dramatic bluebird , the "ideal" theater, has built-in pitfalls: a conflict between an eagerness to 
incorporate the most advanced techniques that can be put to the multitudinous needs of the 
theater and a laggi ng ability (on the part of both users and designers) to master those innovations. 

With the burgeoning of theater construction has come a concomitant increase - perhaps 



fragmentation would be the mot juste - of expertise in theater design and construction. The 
architect's role, therefore, has become more intricate, illustrating the changing patterns of his 
practice. In addition to the traditional structural and mechanical engineering consultants, he 
must deal with lighting consultants, seating consultants, acoustical consultants, and a number of 
specialists in ancillary services. Depending on the attitude of the particular architect, this develop
ment can expand, contract, simplify, or complicate his practice. Philip Johnson says: " I guess 
you might say it complicates it, but if it saves the theater or the library from being a non
working one, then i t's a very important part of your work." Max Abramovitz thinks that "The 
role of the architec:t is really expanding, but he has to, if he expands, use more and more 
specialists, because it is getting to be so complicated." Johnson thinks otherwise. 

In recognition •)f this changing situation in all buildings types, the AIA has issued a formal
ized recommendation that calls for provision of "expanded services." Systematized in Dudley 
Hunt's book, Com?•rehensive Architectural Services, the concept is that architects must offer 
more than planning, design, and construction - the "standard services" - in order to obtain 
"bette r architecture and other environmental design." Some of the additional services they should 
offer include: feasibility studies; operations; programming; site analysis, selection, and acqui
sition; project finan :ing; and planning of promotional programs. 

Comprehensiw Architectural Services recognizes that not all of these services are required 
for every project, nor is every architect expected to be able to provide all of the services alone; 
consultants are usu.illy mandatory. In fact, it is foreseen that certain architects may become 
specialists in one or more architectural functions without practicing the entire range of archi
tectural services. Thus, one might specialize in feasibility studies or programming, while another 
might concentrate on design and leave programming to other firms . But, however subcontracted, 
either to nonarchitect consultants or to other architects, CA S envisions that it is the architect 
who must perform many additional services, "co-ordinate the work of others, obtain and direct 
some services, and analyze or review still others." 

Behind the AIA manifesto seem to be two basic notions: 
First, to prevent architects from losing commissions to nonarchitects (which would seem 

not so relevant to theaters as, for instance, to industrial buildings, shopping facilities, etc.). 
Second, to prevent architects from being saddled with conditions that were arbitrarily -

or at least not so cardully - established previously by others. 
There is no hint in the concept of comprehensive services that an architect can or should 

know everything. Yet, in using consultants, he must continually evaluate their recommendations, 
and perhaps modify or dismiss some proposals. How, if he is not as expert as his consultant, 
can he legitimately do such a thing? What is his responsibility as far as the consultant's specialty 
is concerned? These are questions posed in this issue. 

Strangely, then! seem to be few official statements on the part of the professional organi
zations of consultin,5 groups about the responsibilities of the consultant. For instance, the U.S. 
Institute for Theater Technology, whose purpose is to analyze and promulgate information about 
the functional aspec :s of theaters and auditoriums, is only now preparing such a policy statement. 
The Acoustical Society of America, according to its president, Dr. Cyril Harris, "has no policy 
in this regard." And "The Practice of Consulting Engineering," which was published by the 
Engineers Joint Cot ncil , is currently out of print. The AIA does have a policy statement on the 
"Functions of the Consultant" and a Committee on Theaters and Auditoriums report on "Current 
Practices in Planning and Building a Theater." 

Architects and consultants are, of course, quite vocal about their relationship, as will be 
seen in Acts I, 11, and III. Reactions on this score range from technicians labeling the architect, 
pejoratively, "artist," to architects viewing consultants as blindered but necessary pests who 
think a theater is fine if their one specialty works. Hardy comments, "It seems to me, you should 
define what is a cor sultant, what is an architect. Then you would cut out some of this warfare 
about architects taking over, because you'd make it clear that most architects are lousy, if that's 
your definition of the word. And most consultants are probably correct in resenting that. But by 
the same token , consultants must understand that they are not architects." 

Fighting word:;? We hope so, for perhaps they will lead you, the audience, from this 
Prologue through the rest of our play to the Epilogue, where we hope to tie the strands of this 
drama together. This presentation is not proposed for dramatic rendering at AJA chapter 
functions - "If this were played upon a stage now, J could condemn it as an improbable fiction," 
as Shakespeare said in Twelfth Night. We intend, however, that it initiate some thinking and 
lessen internecine warfare among architects on their actual roles in their practices and their 
dealings with those omnipresent protagonists, the client and the consultant. 
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Act 
PROGRAMMING AN D THE CLIENT-USER 

"America," murmured European-born architect Max Engele (in sotto-sorrowful Peter Lorre-like tones), "America is suffering 
a cultural explosion." It is undeniable, we are in the midst of a Culture-Building-Boom that is sweeping the country: There is 
a hue and a cry and a scramble for culture - to make Los A 11geles more cultured than San Francisco, or vice versa - and 
we are frantically erecting palaces to culture without much idea of what it is, where it is, where it comes from, or how you grow 
it. The idea seems to be: Build a splendid house and somewhere the Muses will get wind of it, be attracted to it, lured into it - then 
slam the door and you've got it. 

There is nothing particularly wrong with the boom itself, nor with the boundless enthusiasm; the only difficulty is that 
it is generally a vague desire, couched in amorphous terms - and is impractical. The architect is stumped at the very beginning 
of a project. How does he write a program for a client who generally cannot express exactly what he wants, is not familiar 
with the performing arts, does not know that they have conflicting architectural specifications, and is concerned with a glittery 
notion of the Broadway import which may not be valid two years from now, or ever valid for a place 2000 miles away from 
the source? How can the architect write a program for a building which will work, and will work not only now, but 10 years 
from now, when the basic premises and purposes of the theater may be vague, erroneous, or misguided? 

The architect's confusion is compounded in that the theater itself is in the process of change, growth, and experiment. There 
is no traditional stage form for the designer to follow; he cannot simply take out the manual and copy specifications. Supposedly 
every theater man has a different idea of what theater is, every theater consultant has an idea, every director, every playwright. 
Moreover, if an artistic director is lucky enough to be a client, it is probably the first time in his life he has had the opportunity 
to put his ideas into fresh architecture rather than modifying an old shoe factory. The theater arts are in the very process of 
defining their needs. 

Some of the confusion of the theater and the performing arts is apparent in the discussion that follows. But if each 
confusion is pursued to its logical conclusion (albeit in a somewhat Platonically predetermined fashion), they appear to lead to one 
irrefutable source of murkiness: the client trying to build a house before he knows what is to go inside it; and without a 
specific user, the client is faced with a mass of decisions with nothing to guide him. Once he has a specific user - a director, 
resident theater, or orchestra - many of his difficulties are solved. He immediately has a concrete civic purpose, and an 
artistic direction from which to proceed - to choose his consultants and his architect. He also has a specific practical problem 
that can be solved. 

The architect, on the other iiand, may feel it is outside the bounds of his practice to take so much responsibility for 
what is being done: to question the civic purpose of the client, to question his values and long-range directions in the 
programming stage. Yet this seems unavoidable if he is to build something other than a white elephant, something which does 
not work, or something which will be torn down in five years when the client has a better idea of what his aims are. Secondly, 
in order to contribute anything to the theater, to the evolving stage form, he must also commit himself to expressing the 
ideas and needs of the artistic user: in short, to immerse himself in an art form other than his own, to expand, or limit, 
himself - whichever way you look at it. 

From the practical standpoint of the architect, who is to translate an idea into a building, preprogramming is essential in 
making sure that the fundamental ideas are sound, are clear in the client's mind. 

Why is pre programming so 
necessary? 
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Abramovitz (Arch.): If you don't have the right program, if you don't have a good idea, 
then your end result can't be very good. Because the architect, in enveloping and developing 
the idea in physical terms, adds a good number of things. But if it is basically not a good idea, 
then you're off in the wrong direction. 
Brann igan (Cons.): An architect is most likely to get into troub le when he is building a theater 
in a city that doesn't have a permanent company, whether it be opera, ballet or, permanent 
orchestra. It tries to do all things for all people. 
Ming Cho Lee (Cons.): If the purpose of the theater is not made clear from the beginning, 
you end up with what is preve lant throughout this country - the stages work, but not particularly 
well for any one thing. 
Rub in (Cons.): My experience has been that where something has gone wrong with the building, 
the building program, it' because the program was never really determined to begin with, 
because the owner said, " I want to build a structure for the performing arts, or the fine arts," 
and he never ~eally enlarged upon it. Then the architect proceeded to try and drag out of him 
what facilities were to be in this building, and out of all that a program was set and published and 



agreed upon. Then a scheme was developed and then the first proposals were put together. When 
all this had been done, the owner woke up and realized that's not what he really wanted, or 
that he wanted something else. 
Feder (Cons.): The key thing is, "'What kind of theater, fellas?" For what purpose? If you build 
a 16-cylinder Cadillac, you have one problem; if you build a compact, you have another. 
Everyone thinks he is doing "My Fair Lady," but he is really building something with the scope, 
size, and shape of a restroom. 

Why is it difficult for the client to specify his wants and needs 7 Isn't he someone involved with the theater, with the performinR 
arts; isn't he a user? 

Who is the client? 

What should be investi
gated and established in 
preprogramming? 

Architects and consultants (together): Our clients are: the naval bureau, President Popjoy of 
the University of New Mexico, the Government of Canada, a private foundation, a corporation, 
the municipal government of the City of Buenos Aires, the district school board and 
its administrators .... 
lzenour (Cons.) : There is one categorical answer to your question: The client for theaters 
is practically never theater people. Most theaters in this country are built by public-spirited 
citizens, city governments, or educational institutions. 

Enge le (Arch.): Find out what he [the client] wants to put on the stage - whether it's drama, 
or music, or light musical comedy, opera, ballet, etc. And then find out how elaborate he 
wants to get - whether it's only a roadhouse or a permanent theater, preferably a repertory 
company, which unfortunately is rare in this country. Then we'll find out about the budget, 
the number of seats, etc. 
Hardy (Arch.): You want a theater? OK. You want a theater in the round, in the square, 
in the open, in the closed, in the up, in the down? The architect has a problem right away, 
just because there is no commonly accepted agreement on what the theater is these days. 
Just in regard to performances, there's no accepted agreement, let alone a kind of building 
to house it in. 

If clients for theaters arc generally civic bodies, governments, or private ettlzcns interested in constructing a civic theater, it 
\\'OUld seem they would be concerned with developing a civic user, theater group, or local tenant. This is frequently not the 
case, however, and the client seems not to have asked himself a basic question: 

What is the purpose of 
the theater within the 
community? 

What is culture? Is it 
something you can im
port, or is it home-grown? 

What are some opinions 
on the fate of the road 
show? 

Veneklasen (Cons.): Since in almost all cases the owner will be dependent for his audience 
upon the public, the owner group must at least be civic-minded. While this seems almost 
a trite thing to say, it is amazing how often this orientation must be developed. 

Enge le (Arch.): If you suggest anything except a proscenium stage in this country, 
everybody gets very upset. They say we'll never use that, we have to bring in shows from 
all over the country. 
Percy Corry (Cons.): If you are going to have a civic theater, it must be a theater which 
will accept the national theater. 
Hugh Hunt (Director): I hope a civic theater will not merely receive tours from the 
national theater, but that it will produce plays that originate from it. The national 
theater, as far as I can see, belongs exclusively to the metropolis. 
Brill (Arch.): By building cultural centers and stocking them with outside culture, you're 
really doing what America did in the I 700's or I 800's, which is to bring in fake English, 
to transport everything. They started to call Chicago barbarian because they were doing something 
that was native, indigenous American. It may not be good or bad, but it was real and had vitality. 

Guthrie (Director): The touring theater in the United States is largely packing up. 
Nothing tours - nothing can afford to tour - that is not a cast-iron box-office proposition: 
"My Fair Lady," "West Side Story," that kind of thing. Hardly any straight plays can afford 
to tour. The journeys are too great. And, anyway, plays seldom do good business, because 
the touring theaters arc so enormous. If you are sitting at the back of a theater that 
holds 3000 people, you don't see the actors at all, and you only hear them if their voices 
are relayed by a loudspeaker. It is a disappointing and dreary experience. 
Stone (Arch.): At the JFK center in Washington, we will be dependent on plays that originate 
on Broadway, and on Broadway all the theaters have proscenium stages; all the playwrights 
write for them, and all the designers design for them. In a repertory theater, you do 
something different, but where you're running a rental establishment ..... 
Si:ii:it (Cons.): The equipment should be there, so that in 10 years or whenever they can have their 
own company, they will have their own company. 
Enge le (Arch.): In Washington, a few groups came in - experimental actors and avant-garde 
dancers who wanted a place of their own. Also, universities and student groups who would want 
to have something different from just a proscenium stage; so we added an experimental theater. 
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Franzen (Arch.): The experience of involvement is becoming rarer and rarer; we are all 
watchers. A theater becomes more of a problem than just serving the needs of a particular 
group of artists. As in our case, we're building part of a civic center in a booming new city. 
The city is the audience, the people are the audience, and they're also involved. 
And you try to involve them. 

What is the value of Brill (Arch.): What is exciting is that people do go to community theater to see their friends, 
community theater? because it doesn't cost very much; but they can also treat it as part of their lives because 

What have the Canadians 
decided about the civic 
center and permanent 
tenants? 

of that. It doesn't matter if the performance isn't top-notch. What matters is that something 
is happening - a spark is being generated. The whole business of these White Temples 
to the Muses being constructed in Los Angeles and the Midwest - just like the 
Government buildings in Washington - is that they have nothing to do with the human 
beings who use them or look at them or ride past them. There is no sense of involvement. 
There is something out of scale, both physically and mentally. They are the shrillest flowers of 
our degenerative process . 

Faced with this type of client, there would seem to be three things an architect could do. First, 
you can say "OK boss, you want it, l'll make it," but I don't think that's functioning as an architect. 
Second, you can say, " I don't think you're right, let's talk about it." Then you go through this 
business of basic programming: impact of the community, concept of the project itself; and if that 
doesn't work, you can always say, " I can't do it, morall y." That's the third and most drastic. 
But I think the salvation lies in the middle one, which is a type of education. You want to get the 
client personally involved in his project. He has to squeeze it out of his blood, the same way you 
do, because if he doesn't, he's not fulfilling his responsibi lity, which is a hell of a lot more than 
just paying for it. He felt the need in the first place. He's got to clarify the need with your help. 
He has to be able to re-evaluate that need from the larger viewpoint - from the community, the 
social viewpoint. He can't just go to Bermuda. 

Hendry (Exec. Director) : I sat as a member of a committee to develop the functional aspect of a 
civic theater. On the committee were representatives of the architect, a number of potential users, 
certain people like myself who were assumed to have a good general knowledge of theater, and 
representatives of the center itself. Among the potential users, the feeling was almost unanimous 
that one user shou ld have been picked as principal tenant and his wishes respected 90 per cent of 
the time; or that an artistic director ought to have been picked who could have been charged 
with the job of organizing a new company, which ought to be principa l user. We have the feeling 
here in Canada that buildings and theater companies ought to be inseparable. 

Leaving aside the question of the civic theater for a moment, the other principal client has been the educational institution. 
Surely this client has a user - the drama department; surely he confers with the user in this case? 

What's the typical routine 
in programming theaters 
for educational institu
tions? 

Rubin (Cons.): To give you a typical example of what happens all the time: I receive calls from 
people who say, " It's Friday. My dean has just called me and said that by Tuesday I have to 
submit a comprehensive program to his office because the president has just decided that this year 
we're going after so many million dollars' worth of state funds for a fine arts building." Now, 
this is so typical that it probably happens 15 or 20 times a year. This staff may have been 
dreaming about this kind of project; they may have done this same kind of forced labor over the 
weekend several times during the course of their tenure. But at one point, though, the college 
president is really going to say "yes," and go through with it. So he comes up with the fact that 
he needs a theater that seats 750, and this, that, and the other, and the president puts a price tag 
on it- $7,500,000 or $8,000,000, or whatever - and that starts the building program. Now, that 
may be the last time that that little man down in the department of drama is ever really in firm 
control of this building. He may see the plans after they've been formulated by the university 
architect or by the project architect; he may have a chance to comment on them; but the chances 
are they are very firm at that point - by the time he reall y gets back into it again. 

If the client is not familiar with what he wants or needs and has no knowledgeable user to dictate his requirements, whom should 
he turn to first to help him clarify his aims: the architect or the theater consultant? 

Should the client hire a Thompson (Cons.): If the client is ignorant of the requirements for his facility, then a consultant 
consultant before he hires should be called in prior to calling an architect, so that at least some preliminary form of pre-
the architect? 
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planning and programming has been accomplished before the architect arrives on the scene. 
Furthermore, the consultant - assuming he is capable of consulting in all fields of theatrical 
discipline - should be the owner's representative. In this way, there is a better chance of the facility 
being built to the owner's requirements rather than the whim or desire of an architect, as has quite 
often been the case. 
Swinney (Cons.): It would certainly be advantageous if the owner hired the consultant. Not 
necessarily that the consultant would come in before the architect, but that he would probably be 
of greater service working for the owner. He would have a great deal more to say. If you are 
working for the architect, he is your boss. You can be the devil's advocate a great deal more easily, 



How far might a consult
ant take programming? 

What is the architect's 
contribution to program
ming? 

if you're worki ng for another party. The owner must always have veto power. 
Roche (Arch.): If the client is going to get a consultant, they should hire him first. It seems 
heresy to say so, but the consultant can be useful to them in many ways the architect could not be. 
The group should know enough about what kind of person they want to work with. The architect 
should write the program, but in order for him to write an intelligent one the client has to be 
brought up to a certain point. This is where the consultant comes in . By talking with him , they 
can begin to crystallize their ideas. 
P /A: There seems to be a contradiction here. The client may need a consultant, but he must know 
enough abou t what he wants to choose one. H owever, if he doesn 't know that much , can the 
architect be helpful in choosing the consultant for the client? 
Hutchinson (Arch.): In my judgment, the architect should be called in first, so that he may 
participate in the choice of consultant if there is to be one. The architect's experience may be fairly 
broad, and he may have some ideas as to which consultant of the many may best serve the client. 

Brill (Arc h. ): In establishing the aims of an institution in the broadest sense, the consultant may 
be performing a serv ice. The problem is that often they are not content to stop there, but actually 
begin to give sizes and shapes to rooms and perhaps even a budget for the job. 
Rudolph (Arch.): I can conceive of a client turning to a theater consultant to program what they 
think shou ld be done, but then that rel at ionship should be complete. The architect who was 
commissioned and given the veto power should be in a position to say, "Yes, I think I would like 
to continue workin g with the theater consultant, that's fine"; or, " No, I really do not think I could 
continue to work with him." 
Swinney (Cons.) : The architect can contribute more to the ultimate building if he comes in early. 
The consultant and the architect can and should share the responsibilities in the very early stages. 
Brill (Arch.): The person who really has to wo rk to prepare the program is the architect, because 
he is ultimatel y the one who has to cope wit h it. Any building which is complex is an expression of 
the program. He has to become intensely involved with the program itself, both on the microscopic 
leve l and on the long-ra nge planning level. He can no longer be valuable if he's go ing to be called 
in when the program has been crystalized. The architect has often very basic questions to ask of 
both client and use r. 
Briggs (A rch.): We, the architects, normall y study the over-all needs of the client, and the 
specific needs of a ll potential users in detail. We find that the very process of interviewing each 
organization promotes personal and group interest and cohesion among the entire community. 
In other words, we find ourselves doing a public relations job whether we intend to or not. But this 
is healthy for the realization of the over-all project. 

Rudolph (Arch.): Jn certain circumstances, it would be wise for the consultant to write the 
program. But when you get a specia list, he looks at it only from his viewpoint. And there are 
many, many other viewpoints in regard to any building that must come into play. 
Briggs (Arch.): The a rchitect is the logica l person to write the program . While many individuals 
are knowledgeable in many aspects of the theater, usuall y the architect alone is capable of 
interpreting the needs into square feet or dollars. 
Abramovitz (Arch. ): The way I'd like to do it is, I'd like to go to the people who know about the 
theater and have them tell me what they want, not what it will look like. Then let me go over it. 
I think a program grows; you can't put it on a piece of paper. They can put down what they want, 
and the why and how. Then you see the loopholes and you get help. Then you go through the 
process of trying to organize it on paper the way an architect does, and then you go back and say 
these things are compatible, these aren't , and the program is refined. They are not any more gifted 
than you are, and why should they hit it right the first time. They don' t have a three-dimensional 
sense and they don' t know what hap pens. That's where a good architect with a good sense of 
programming is necessary. 

Underlying the entire discussion up to this point, there is a basic uncertainty as to what type of consultant is necessary in the 
preliminary stages of programming. There seems to be a general desire for a generalist but when this ideal is pursued, he turns 
out to be an elusive vision rather than a reality. 

What is the ideal general 
theater consultant? 

Weiss (Cons.): A general consultant is of the greatest value at this stage. Specialists are certainly 
desirable in particular instances, acoustical specialists being of prime importance, but the general 
consultant will do the client and the architect the most good at the outset. 
Swinney (Cons.): The consultant should examine a ll the possibilities and explain these to them. 
If they are insisting on committing themselves to a theater in the round, the consultant should 
explain to them exactly what this means. Hopefully, the consultant is trained to make the owner 
see what he needs. 
Roche (Arch.): A good consultant will not approach the problems with a set of preconceived 
ideas - that he thinks something should be this shape or that shape. He should just offer very 
constructive ideas. They will be more open-minded, and , when the architect gets on the field, will 
not dictate. 
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Is there such a person as 
the ideal general theater 
consultant? 

Mielziner (Cons.): The very fact that I am not just a lighting specialist, not just a sightline 
specialist, not just a stagehouse designer, gives me an over-all sense of values with which I can 
better hope to realize a total theater. 
Schlanger (Cons.): I wouldn't do a seating job now because you can't separate it from the entire 
thing. 
A Voice (Arch.): The problem with going to a specialist is that he sees the whole plan in terms of 
his specialty. 
Johnson (Arch.): At Lincoln Center, Schlanger was much more than a seating consultant. His 
title was "Consulting Theater Architect." 
Hutchinson (Arch.): During the programming of one theater, we called in a general theater 
consultant but his views were found to be too specialized or rather limited to be acceptable to the 
client (the president of a college) and also to the theater director. 
Hardy (Arch.): I'll tell you something else that's dangerous about consultants in working with 
them: They tend to be peddling a specialty, a specific point of view about something. And if they 
didn't start out that way, society or culture reinforces it, because the way to get established is to 
push some specific kind of thing. If yo u get back of a specific kind of seating consultant, you will 
find a very rigid notion of what theaters are. If you get behind a particular lighting consultant, 
most often - you will get some exceptions - you will get a formula. The formula is fine, perhaps, 
if you're designing the specific kind of theater he has in mind. But if you are trying to do something 
and don't even know that it could be something else, you're not going to understand that he is 
compromising the thing you're trying to do, and you'll end up with a dog. 
Engele (Arch.): There is a whole new breed of people who really don't know enough about it but 
call themselves stage consultants. They are people who have been connected with set design or 
stage lighting, and suddenly all of them are theater consultants and claim to know everything 
about every aspect of it. 
Veneklasen (Cons.): In very few cases has there been an over-all theater consultant. There are 
very, very few persons alive today who qualify for this description. 
Briggs (Arch.): In our work, we have acted as the over-all theater architect. 

It would appear, then, that there are very few "general theater" consultants, but there are proficient and skilled technicians 
who have developed, specialized, and refined certain types of stage forms for particular uses: George !zenour advocates a 
flexible mechanized stage; Oenslager is the dean of traditional Broadway theater; James Hull Miller specializes in the open 
stage; Joel Rubin knows a great deal about community and college theater. These specialists have, in fact, provided the 
theater with a form and tradition when the artistic user was incapable or reluctant to pursue it, or was simply absent. The 
question at this point is: 

Does the client know that 
generally he is getting a 
specialist, not a general
ist? 

Rubin (Cons.): I'm sure the owner knows, when he hires an architect, what his building is going 
to look like. When he hires a theater consultant, I really wonder whether he knows that he's 
going to get a very strong, predetermined solution. Certain consultants apply the same solution to 
all kinds of owner's requirements. I've seen plans that were put into theaters for women's colleges 
that were the same plans put into theaters for community theater groups. The exact same plan. 
My field is educational and community theater. I don't think I would dare consult on a 
legitimate road house without doing considerably more investigation or taking some good 
guesses as to what the trends will be in touring and professional production, because I could make 
disastrous mistakes very easily. I would probably refer the client to someone else. 
Hardy (Arch.) : Before you go to a consultant, you ought to be able to say this is the kind of a 
building this thing is . Because people who study a technical facility obviously can play on all the 
notes on the piano, and if they just push them all down, then you' re short-changed. 

We have come back full circle to the old argument: "If the client does not know what he wants, has no user, and does not 
know that his consultant may be a specialist, he may end up with a Cadillac when he really needs a compact. He has two 
choices. One, he can make an intelligent investigation, choose as best he can, and allow the architect to review the preliminary 
programming in detail to determine whether it is appropriate. Second, he can get himself a user. 

Is there not a need for an A Voice (Arch.): One difficulty is that clients turn to specialists because of their technical 
artistic director? knowledge, as a substitute for a theatrical tradition. They might consult a primarily technical 

man who recommends a flexible theater. The theater is not technical; it's artistic. There are many 
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communities or universities where theaters are being built where neither have a tradition in the 
artistic direction; so everybody builds these flexible theaters to serve all masters. 
Guthrie (Director): I agree with Izenour that there is no technical reason why a theater shouldn't 
be ideal in all positions. It 's on ly a matter of time before the technologist comes to that. But I 
think that limits - tight limits - are necessary to an artist's imagination. You must not be able to 
feel that you can do anyt hing. I think more great art has depended on the artist's imagination 
being limited . 
Franzen (Arch.): Lots of people in the theater think that there's a great need for a director who 
has an artistic point of view - to become one of the limiting factors around which the architect 
and some of his consultants design. 



Hendry (Exec. Director): Designing theaters differs from other designing because theater is a very 
personal expression in art; and in no other context, except perhaps in the designing of an artist's 
studio, or the lab of a very specialized scientist, can I think of a need for more cooperation 
between main user (artistic director) and architect. 
Roche (Arch.): One theater group we know of first off hired a director and stage designer, 
worked with them for years before starting, then began looking for an architect. By that time, 
they had an intelligent point of view. 
Franzen (Arch.): Once there is an artistic purpose, the technical decisions can be made and you 
can find something that suits this direction. It always con~es back to that it governs all other 
disciplines. 

Now the question invariably pops up: Doesn't the client run into the difficulty of commissioning a theater that can be used 
by one person only, one director? ls that not a limited program? Everyone seems to answer his own questions: 

Isn't it a pity a theater is 
tailored to suit one direc
tor only? 

But wasn't there a suc
cessor for the same thea
ter? 

Doesn't every theater man 
want something different? 

Doesn't the architectural 
challenge lie in finding a 
suitable form for each 
specific need? 

Assuming the client has 
procured an artistic direc
tor, what kind of direction 
might the latter give the 
architect? 

Hendry (Exec. Director): It is a saddening realization that a theater built according to the wishes of 
one artistic director will be used best by that one director in his lifetime. Others may learn to use it, 
but only he will use it fully. Stratford is a good example of how this works. The theater is an 
embodiment of Guthrie's entire personality, career wishes, philosophy .... 

Because others have accepted the context he created, the theater works as well as ever, and, in a 
sense, continues to house a portion of his spirit. 
Roche (Arch. ): There are all kinds of theaters. Each producer, each director, each theatrical 
group has specific ideas about the kind of instrument they want. In any theater, it is possible to 
have a great deal of flexibility. In spite of that, a decision has to be made at the outset about 
precisely what kind of theater is wanted. 

Abramovitz (Arch.): The thing that bothers me, and r don't know what to do about it, is that 
there is a very peculiar quality about a theater man. He always thinks the other guy stinks. I've 
never found two theater people agreeing that the other guy is right. When you come in as an 
architect, you have some interesting problems. I can finish a thing sincerely the way my group 
thinks, and then all of a sudden they commission another person six months later to put on a 
show, and he has another philosophy. And automatically certain things won't work. "That 
architect was stupid" ... "The man he picked was wrong" ... "How could he be so dumb." ... 

I would like to see the theater going in two directions - one, an exercise in how far you can go in 
flexibility; the other would be to do many different kinds, done very simply. Just think how 
wonderful it would be if they had a real theater school with half a dozen permanent little boxes. 
Now there are people who say you ought to design for change. In theory, you can do it; in 
practice, it is very difficult. Right now, I'd rather do the many kinds, the different ones, because it 
would give you a chance to find a character for each one. This would be more emotionally 
satisfying to me. 

Guthrie (Director): What I would demand of an architect, were it mine to be choosing somebody, 
would be some philosophy of the theater that we shared, some idea of what was the purpose of 
the performance, and what were the sort of ideas to which the performance should aspire. Then I 
would set him to work to create a building in which those things could be realized . But, too often, 
architects pay tremendous attention to the wishes of the patron, who is probably somebody like 
the chancellor of a university, or the head of a county council, or the lord mayor of a big city, 
or somebody who is just there because he is chairman of the relevant committee (not because he 
is expert or even vitally interested), and he will suggest that there should be a suitable retiring 
room with the right facilities, and that the foyer should be handsomely decorated - irrelevancies like 
that. When I have seen theater-in-the-round at its best, it has produced more excitement in the 
audience, particularly in the 20 minutes after leaving the theater (which is the important time) 
than the proscenium theater at its best. [However J, no one should be asked to actually sit on top 
of the garbage cans. The theater-in-the-round doesn't mean that they have to be breathing down 
each others' necks. There should be a moat - a psychological moat - if you like - which allows 
the actor to be close with just that gap between you. 

Unfortunately, it is a utopian dream to assume that for every building project there can be a director with an inspired idea of 
what the theater should be. But this probably applies to every art across the board. According to Herbert Blau, director of the 
Repertory Theater of Lincoln Center: "There are never too many ideas around in art, architecture, or theater. One day we will 
have a director of vision, and an architect of vision, and then we will have a theater that nobody has imagined. Jn my wildest 
dream, I would like to have someone like Gaudi design me a building - any which way, toward organic form - and I would 
knock myself out trying to find out how to use it." 

The buildings on the following pages are perhaps less spectacular than Gaudi, but many of them do have vision - and this 
has come from directors, housewives, consultants, and architects: wherever the inspiration could be found. Nearly all of them 
have had a clear purpose or specific user, and this has been both their springboard and - in large part - their solution. 
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Act I CONTINUED 
Where in is illustrated what was 
Previously d iscussed 

Alley: A Director's Dream 

ALLEY THEATER (project) , 1-/ouston, Tex. 
Arch itects: Ulrich Franzen & Associates; 
Associate Architects: MacKie & Kamrath. 
Consultants : George l zenour, Theater Equip
ment Engineer. 

The new Alley Theater in 1-/ouston, Texas, 
will be a director's theater. Both the archi
tect, Ulrich Franzen, and the consultant, 
George l zenour, played supporting roles to 
Nina Vance. 

But the sympathetic support of the archi
tect was important to the client/ director be
cause of the very nature of the theater tradi
tion she had developed. After more than 20 
years of work with a resident company in 
Houston, Miss Vance was well known /or her 
skillful use of the arena stage: " In this type 
of theater, the actor and audience are in a 
single room .. . and the division of labor so 
common in proscenium theater, where the 
architect designs everything in front of the 
curtain and the theater designer everything 
in back, was neither wanted nor possible." 
She needed an architect with an ear, and 
she got herself one. 

There are two theaters in the new build
ing: one is a replica of the old theater form 
she had evolved in an old fan factory; the 
second is an experimental stage. "A lthough. we 
were at complete liberty to revise and im
prove and reshape the old arena theater," 
says Franzen, "it was very difficult to do. We 
kept coming back to what they had developed 
in the Jan facto ry; in an imperfect setting, 
they had evolved something which is nearly 
perfect for that particular artistic direction." 
This theater is a 300-seat arena stage. Im
provements were made in the comfort of the 
seating and more efficient lighting. 

The second theater represents a search /or 
a new tool with a larger seating capacity and 
a broader artistic scope. It continues the tra
dition of the open stage, with a close relation
ship between actor and audience, but it 
attempts to avoid the inhibitions of the 
theater-in-the-round form and some of the 
inefficiencies and lack of intimacy of many 
apron stages. Th·is th.eater is a " multispace" 
stage that combines a proscenium with an open 
stage, and has caliper extensio ns ; the s tage 
in this case surrounds the audience. The 800 
seats are arranged in a 90° Jan-sh.ape. Artis
tica/ly, it is a theater designed to explore the 
poetic and theatrical possibilities of light. 
The stage itself is the setting ; scenery is 
almost nonexistent. A grid suspended over all 
acting areas conceals near/ y all the light 
sources from the audience but also defines 
the stage area and subtly separates the 
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actors from th e audience. 
There was no attempt to design the build

ing before th e form of the two theaters had 
been decided 011. " But theater," according to 
Franzen, "becomes more of a problem than 
just serving th e needs of a particular group 
of artists. Th e city is the audience, and you 
try to involve th em." The building was pro
grammed to attract pedestrians during non
theater hours: A n arcade, running through 
the building, will house stores, an inexpen
sive restaurant , and a ca/e. The large-scale 
elements of the building, having been placed 
on the side of the freeway, serve to attract the 
attent ion. of th e approaching motorist from a 
considerable distance. In addition, a drive-in 
box office has been provided. 
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Smith: Finally a Faculty Finds a Tongue 

SMITll CO LLE:CE CEN TER FOR TllE PERFORMING 

AHTS (project), Northampton, Mass. Archi
tects: Helge Westermann/Richard Miller & 
Associates. Co nsultari ls: Joel Rubin, Thea
ter ; Dr. Vi/h elm Lassen Jordan, Acoustics. 

Smith College girls are stump-and-step sit
ters: In th e coldest weather, at the faintest 
hint of sw1, th ey are out of doors , curled up 
in some corner, sheltered from the wind
readin g, talking, cogitating. 

1f"h en architects Westermann and Miller 
were given th e job of designing a theater for 
Smith College, they were given two programs, 
neither of which contained such relevant or 
pewliar bits of information about Smith girls. 
Th e first program, prepared by a group of 
management consultants, analyzed enrolment 
figures for 1977, outlined space requirem ents, 
and fix ed a budget for th e building per sq ft , 
on th e assLLmption that th e stmcture would 
he high-rise . Unfortunately, the consultants 
were not familiar with the space reqLLirements 
for a th eater, and the report failed to clarify 
the needs of the jawlty. 

Th e second program, prepar..d by the fac
ulty itself, outlined the basic needs of the 
users: but it was only the third program, 
prepared by th e faculty and administration 
with the architect and consultants, which 
finall y provided an initial analysis of the 
specifications, broadened them, and trans
lated them into realistic and workable spaces. 
As the design proceeded, a TV studio and a 
music library were added to the original 
dance studio and two theaters: " The process 
of programming is inseparable from design ; 
it never really ends," says Michael Brill, 
project architect. 

Joel Rubin , the theater consultant, helped 
tailor th e building to the needs of a female 
labor force with minimum lifting loads: the 
major part of th e rigging was mechanized, 
and stagehouse floors, scene shop, and TV 
studio were k ept at ground level. 

Th e larger theater in the complex is a 450-
seat proscenium stage with continental seat
ing divided by balustrades into groups of 
three rows. All vertical traffi c is in passage
ways outside the auditorium proper. The 
lighting "wells" between the doorways are 
connected by a catwalk in the basement be
low. A mechanically operated orchestra pit 
provides an apron extension. Experimenta
tion, however, is left primarily to the studio 
th eater, wh ere banks of manually movable 
seats permit various stage forms. 

Tire ·'architectural" aims of the admin1:s

tration were to use the theater site, which 
borders th e town , to help define the campus 
limits. By keeping the different facilities in 
individually defined volumes and tying them 
together arotLnd a courtyard, it was possible 
to create a campus "border" along the street, 
as well as visually in corporating the nearby 
college buildings without overshadowing them. 
Th e des ign, which naturally expresses the 
complexity of th e fine arts program, will also 
draw the stump-and-step-sitters into the area, 
making it a well-freqitented facility. 

UPPER PART OF 
DANCE STUDIO 

o ___ , •. 

PLAN AT LOBBY LEVEL 

STUDIO THEATER 

LIBRARY 
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Olathe: Consultant to the Rescue 

OLATllE 111c11 CllOOL THEATER, Olathe, Kan. 
Archilecls : Shaver & Company. Co 11 sul1-
an1s: James Hull Miller, Theater. 

The Olathe fl igh School Theater 1n Salina, 
Kansas, is a design that profited from the 
"specialty" of a consultant rather than the 
personal artistic requirements of a director, 
or a knowledgeable user. James Hull Miller, 
the consultant on the project, was responsible 
for the radical form of the auditorium-the 
open stage. Although this is Miller's pet form 
of design, it appears admirably suited to the 
needs of an educational facility. 

At the time Olathe planned the theater, it 
had no permanent drama director. Wayne 
Fick, the superintendent of the school and the 
client, knew that the school was moving 
toward a teaching system consisting of large 
weekly lectures supplemented by small 
student-teacher classes: The th.eater had to be 
used for lectures as well as drama. Fick 
turned to John haver, an archilecl well 
known in the Midwest for his work in flexible 
school facilities. Shaver, who has designed 
some 10 educational theaters, has long been 
interested in guiding them toward a more 
usable facility. "Most educational theaters are 
imitations of Broadway; they are unimagina
tive proscenium stages with auditoriums tai
lored to hold the entire student body at one 
time-at those rare times when they are about 
to enter or leave the school." 

For most of his projects, Shaver has hired 
M ii/er as consultant because his open stage 
gives an educational institution an imagina
tive theater facility as well as a practical 
and flexible one. 

At Olathe, Miller's open stage is surrounded 
by 265 seats arranged in a 120° spread. The 
audience is th.us closer to the actor, musician, 
or lecturer, and acoustics are simplified since 
both groups are in one room. A canopy above 
the stage, however, gives a degree of psycho
logical separation not common to open stages. 

A projected scenery device (a Miller spe
cialty) is located in the canopy above the 
stage, together with the lights, and is reached 
by a simple ladder. The projection device 
eliminates the need for an expensive fly loft 
and scenery and gives the director a versatile 
and economic tool. At Olathe, Miller intro
duced a circular curtain that cuts off a rear 
portion of the stage; when opaque (a light
ing trick), it can be used to mask a scene 
change; translucent, it adds depth to the 
stage. 

The open stage does require special tech
niques of lighting and directing, but Miller 
is no build-and-run consultant. Each time he 
designs a new theater, he holds a workshop to 
instruct the potential users in the technical 
and artistic operation of its stage. At Olathe, 
the students and a community theater group 
met with Miller and a lighting specialist for 
one week, and learned a new tradition of 
stagecraft. From a consultant. And why not? 



Ypsilanti: Zeus Strikes Housewife with 
a Solid Vision 

YP ILANTI c n EEK TllEATE!l (project), Ypsi
lanti, Mich. A rchitects : Harry Weese & 
Assoc. Co 11 sulta11ts: Eldon Elder, Theater. 

The Greek th eater in Ypsilanti, Michigan , 
grew 01Ll of a suggestion by a local housewife 
and teacher, Clara Owens, at the bridge table 
one day: "Wouldn't it be a good idea for 
\'psi/anti to have a Greek theater with a festi· 
rn/ of Greek plays?" (Ypsilanti was named 
after the George Washington of the Greek 
Revolution and thereby hangs the tie·in.) 
The proposal was met by the usual enthusias
tic but unhelpful retort: "Good idea, why 
don't you do something about it?" 

Many oth er civic projects have died at this 
point, but Clara Owens was probably three 
jumps ahead of most Bring-Cidtitre-to-X 
endeavors in that she had a specific, concrete 
idea. She wanted a celtler for Greek theater 
in th e U.S . with a repertory company that 
would put on contemporary translations of 
Greek plays. The theater would be used by 
local educational institutions such as the 
nearby Eastern Michigan University, as well 
as at tract people from farther away. From 
this specific idea, she was able to proceed 
wi th astounding logic and success. 

From th e bridge table, she took the idea 
to th e city coun cil, interested the lo cal uni
versity, and tested it out on a meeting of 
Greek educators in San Francisco . She 
formed a committee of citizens, persuaded the 
town to donate some land for a theater, and 
took herself to New York's ANTA theater to 
get some advice on a director. After confer
ring with their nominee, Alexis olomos, 
director of the Greek National Th eater, she 
hired him. Harry Weese was chosen as 
archi tect. 

She also wrote to Tom Patterson, origina tor 
of th e Shakespeare Festival in Ontario, to 
engage him as consultan t and administrator. 
Eldon Elder, Broadway designer and also a 
f.uggenheim student of Greek theaters, was 
a logical technical consultant. It was also 
understood he would be scene designer for the 
theater when it opened. Had he been called 
in earlier in the planning, some of the theater 
problems could have been ironed out before 
the architect had drawn up the preliminary 
proposals. (See below fo r comparison of 
plans .) It was one of those common proce
dural errors-fai ling to call in the user or 
techni cal consultants earl y enough to avoid 
visions and revisions. 

The th eater that has evolved is essen tially 
a 1900-seat Vitruvian Creek theater with a 
host of addi tions: an orches tra mounted on 
movable elevators, a sound-amplifications sys
tem for music, a curtain in the cross aisles 
to redllce the number of seats to /000, an 
additional 300-seat theater, and a roof. The 
roof, developed by the architect, consists of 
cables stmng from the stagehouse (making 
splendid llSe of this architecturally awkward 
member) down to a steel ring around the 
circumference of the building. The cables will 
support terracotta panels. 

(1) StaphauM and walls chanpd (1a) 
ta qelu~ (111) to uve space. 
<•um lletWffft •alumni supparta 
'"'C11blaJ 

(2) Wins space lncruMd. 
(i) ArH far wa1ons and scene 
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CHI to step, 
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Saratoga: Two Performers in Hand Are 
Worth Twenty in the Bush 

SAPATOGA l'ERFORMll\G ARTS CENTER (project), 
. aratoga Springs, . Y. Architects a11d En
gin eers: Vollmer Associates, Partners in 
charge: Arnold H. Vollmer, Robert L. Rotner. 
Cousulta11ts: Paul S. Venekfasen & Associ
ates, A co us tics: Robert Brannigan, Technical; 
Ben . chi anger, Seating and Sight Lines; 
Joseph Loring, Mechanical. 

The idea for a performing arts center in 
. aratoga originated with the • aratoga prings 
Commission (a division of New York fate's 
Department of Conservation), headed by 
Harold G. Wilm. The center was to be an 
extension of a recreation area that included 
swimming poofs, bath houses, tennis courts . 

Voffmer Associates, architects and planners 
f.ar the other facilities in the area, initially 
prepared a feasibi lity study for a "summer 
home for a ballet and orchestra company." 
The client wanted a semi-open-air structure, 
and, at this stage, Bolt, Beranek & Newman 
were hired to establish the maximum volume 
for such an auditorium-"5200 under cover, 
with outdeor seating jor 7000." 

Saratoga then organized a committee, and 
the "client" was born. Dick Leach, formerly 
with Lincoln Center, was named executive 
director and installed himself in an office in 
Saratoga and one in New York that was JO 
floors below the architect's. Before money 
could be raised, however, it was known you 
had to have guaranteed tenants: "Come 
hear the Orchestra," doesn't raise money. 
"Come hear the Philadelphia Orchestra" is 
much more successful. So the New York City 
Ballet and the Philadelphia Orchestra were 
signed up as tenants. 

Once the identity of the users had been 
established. the logical consultants readily 
followed: Venek fasen had designed a shell 
for the Philharmonic: Brannigan had worked 
as liaison man between Philip Johnson and 
the Baffet at Lincoln Center. 

In programming the details of the facility, 
a merry-go-round of conflicts and resolutions 
between the two users is evident and reads 
something like this: "The height of the 
stagehouse was initialfy determined by the 
ballet's needs for scene storage, but it turned 
out that it provided a 'necessary reverbera
tion' for the orchestra as well. To profit from 
this, the top of the proscenium arch was 
made tran.son.ant - a mask which allows 
sound to pass through. However, because the 
hall is open at the sides, the major volume 
of the orchestra had to be directed outward 
to the audience and not be absorbed over
head. Therefore, removable panels are placed 
ot'er the orchestra and an acoustical canopy 
projects into the half. Luckily, this canopy 
provides a convenient location for the Ballet 
fights, since the convention.al balcony posi
tion was too low to provide a proper angle 
and the architects were reluctant to suspend 
poles from the roof of their 'Architecture.' 

"As with most new theaters, of course, we 
won't know if it will work until we've had at 
feast one season." 
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Act I 
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN AND THE CONSULTANT 

Once the program has been established, the architect's job is presumably well under way. Depending on the size and complex
ity of the project, a general theater consultant is probably also in the picture, helping to determine the essential nature of the 
project and the functional interrelationships of its parts. It is now - if not before - that the technical complexities of the 
theater begin to become agonizingly apparent. Whatever else the theater will be, after all, it must "work ." Is the architect 
competent to handle the various technical complexities special to theater design, or must he turn to specialists in each field? 
Who are these specialists? How can he determine if he needs them? How early should he decide? How does a team work 
together, if in fact it is a team? And what are some of the complexities of this collaborative part of the design process -
complexities that are additional to the more purely technical complexities of the theater itself? 

The architect obviously wants the particular theater to "work." And the point is naturally underlined by consultants who feel 
that only through them can the architect get a well-/ unctioning theater. But partly because there is more to architecture than 
func tion, here may be confiict between those who want to give form and those who want to serve function. 

Do you see theater design 
primarily as a problem of 
form, or one of function? 

Veneklasen (Cons.): l contend emphatically that successfu l auditorium architecture must begin 
with the functional requirements. The most discouraging results are those which start with some 
imaginative exterior form, and some of these have come from our most illustrious architects. 
Johnson (Arch.): Of course, a bui lding should work . l take that part for granted. I call that the 
kitchen side of architecture. You can't leave it out. But if you let it run things, you'll never have 
a building. 
Rudolph (Arch.): I'm not interested in the backstage in the same way that I am in the theater 
itself. Just as I'm tremendously interested in what comes out of the kitchen, but I couldn't care 
less about the kitchen myself. I'm very happy to have the technicians do as they like, backstage. 
Samton (Arch.): Some of Wright's buildings don't work, and some of Kahn's, and they are among 
the greatest bui ldings we know. A building has to function; but the broader dimension of architecture 
has to have an equal share with function. 
Swinney (Cons.): It's an old idea that the way to design a theater is to begin at the front of the stage 
and build all ways from there. 
Mielziner (Cons.): Both the auditorium and the stagehouse are so irrevocably joined together that 
there can never be even a thought of dividing the design of this two-sided heart into two separate 
spheres of responsibi lity. 
Roche (Arch.) : The responsibi lity of the architect, of course, is to make the house work, and work 
in every way - not just the machinery, but also the whole environment. 

There is little disagreement , however, that the technical complexities of the theater make it an extremely difficult architectural 
commission - whether the theater is being compared to other building types, or whether the modern theater is being compared 
to theaters of earlier times (even with those of only a decade ago). 

Why is theater design so Engele (Arch.): A theater is about the most complicated bui ldi ng you can imagine. In a hospital, 
difficult? there are more spatial relationships, more traffic problems. But mechanical, acoustical , air condi

tioning are all more difficult in the theater. A hospital sti ll deals with normal-sized rooms, but the 
huge space of a theater doesn't occur anywhere else, except maybe in a church. 
Hardy (Arch.): Good theaters in the past were built with tradition providing their framework . You 
knew where the stage was, you knew where the seats were, you knew that the balcony sloped down . 
And you knew they had good acoustics, because the ones that worked were repeated; the ones that 
didn't, weren't. 
Rotner (Arch.): But the standards have changed today, and rightly so . Five years ago, nobody in 
the audience knew what acoustics were - probably some sort of hearing aid. But now ask anyone in 
the street, "Have you been to Philharmonic Hall?" and they'll say, "Oh, that place with the 
acoustics." 
Rubin (Cons.): During the last ten years, people have been trying to do very much more with the 
building type - multiform and multi type weren't spoken of so strongly unti l five or six years ago. 

If it is not expected that the architect know all about the technical problems that are special to theater design, does he know 
enough? Is he realistic in appraising his knowledge? Does he need the special knowledge of a variety of consultants? Does he 
know that he needs them? 

Does the architect know 
enough, by himself? 
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Stone (Arch.): An architect has seen a lot of theaters, thought about them, studied them. So we 
start off designing what we think is the proper plan. 



Engele (Arch.): I'm what you might call Edward Stone's inside theater man. We also may have 
various consultants, but I am the man in the office who is supposed to know everything about 
theaters. 
Rotner (Arch.): You're educated enough to know what you don't know. If you're aware that a 
stagehouse has a gridiron, and that you might be dealing with any one of a number of rigging 
systems, you're already confused enough to realize that you'd better call in somebody. Especially 
when you see a set of steel drawings with members 36 in. deep and 10 ft on center. That's a lot of 
steel - you figure it isn't just holding up the roof. 
Roche (Arch.): Architects can't solve theatrical problems alone, any more than they can solve 
acoustical, structural, or mechanical problems alone. We might begin to know enough about it, if 
we took the time to produce a play, but this isn't reasonable. 
Bowman (Cons.): Designing a theater requires an understanding of what the art form is all about. 
Architects don't tend to be theatergoers. But good architects - first-rate architects - are. 

An architect will turn to various specialists for the solution of technical problems. "Consultants" range from the "general spe
cialist" whose decisions affect the basic shape and type of house (if consulted, he will ideally have been retained early enough to 
participate in these decisions), to the experts who know special spaces and equipment that are neither seen nor noticed by an 
audience (they will also, ideally, be retained early enough to participate in the preliminary design decisions). Consultants may 
he engineers, manufacturers' representatives, stage designers, or others. 

Who are the consultants? 
With what expectations 
and attitudes does the 
architect look to them? 

Swinney (Cons.): The best theater consultants are the ones who have a technical orientation. 
Rosenthal (Cons.): Over the past 30 years, the general technical problems concerning theater 
lighting have been organized into a group of specific needs, i.e., ceiling coves, wall coves, footlight 
positions, flexibility, etc., and "nobody questions the need for a lighting consultant. In the field of 
rigging and scenery technology, these parallel areas have not been sufficiently developed to be 
accepted as a general requirement. 
Rubin (Cons.): The rigging field is in the hands of the manufacturers of rigging devices. This 
doesn't mean that they are less inclined to press for innovations, being allied with the manufacturers; 
in the past five years there has been much experimentation. 
Hardy (Arch.): As programs get more complex, you will ultimately have a dressing-room 
consultant. What we really need, though, is a graphics consultant. Why should tickets be dull? 
Thompson (Cons.): The majority of consultants are not as knowledgeable as the architect may 
think. Many of them depend upon manufacturers to supply them with the information that is then 
transmitted verbatim to the architect. 
Rotner (Arch.): You can get into trouble, using an equipment distributor as consultant. You can 
find yourself with a lot of equipment you don't need (and equipment gets outmoded very quickly, 
especially lighting) or spending a lot of money that should be spent elsewhere. 
Franzen (Arch.): There are no consultants who can speak with expertise as well as sensitivity. 
Stone (Arch.): It's presumptuous to tell Donald Oenslager how to trap a stage or Abe Feder what 
kind of a switch panel you need. The architect isn't going to decide all these things - exactly how 
you fly every piece of scenery, how many traps you're going to have in the stage, the extent to which 
elevators are justified. One has to rely pretty heavily on their judgment. 
Johnson (Arch.): That's why you have consultants - same reason you go to a doctor. But you have 
to have good consultants. 

Acoustics, of course, is a special case, and here the discussion reaches a new decibel level. (Architects who have passed through 
Hunt Hall at Harvard will be interested to learn that architectural acoustics actually began when Harvard's President Eliot asked 
Wallace Clement Sabine in 1895 to "do something" about the acoustical problems of the new semicircular lecture room 
designed by Richard Morris Hunt. Judging from Hunt Hall today, it would seem that after a certain point the acoustician may 
not have much he can "do" in alleviating a difficult situation given him by the architect.) There are few facilities, today, that 
are built without benefit of acoustical advice. 

Does this hold true for First Voice (Arch.): It's just black magic, that's all. 
acoustical consultants, Second Voice (Arch.): You only hire them because it looks good to the owner; you're doing the 
too? right thing, even if you don't intend to listen to them. 

Rotner (Arch.): You can't ignore them. Can't design a theater today, paint it, carpet it, and add 
the acoustics. 
Newman (Cons.): The acoustics consultant will help the architect determine the basic shape of the 
enclosure of the auditorium - working in collaboration with the seating consultant, of course. 
The over-all dimensions of the space will be determined on the basis of the seating capacity and the 
reverberation time to be achieved. 
Rubin (Cons.): Most theater consultants exclude acoustics as part of their intended field of 
concentration. And with one exception, no acoustical consultant renders additional services 
(although they sometimes feel they should be offering more). 
Hardy (Arch.) : I heard an acoustical man read a paper at a conference as if he were a scientist. 
He's not, he's a technician. 
Schlanger (Cons.): It is still a subjective field - different people like different qualities in sound. 
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Abramovitz (Arch.): They don't have an absolute science any more than we do. 
Sam ton (Arch.): An acoustical consultant is useless on a small building. Any architect knows the 
rules of thumb if he's been awake at all in any physics class. 
Rudolph (Arch.): Out of self-defense, you have to know acoustics. It's a matter of asking very 
specific questions. You know what you want. If you don't get it, you get another consultant. 
Knudsen (Cons.): The use of optical and acoustical models is outside the purview of the architect, 
and such studies can be performed satisfactorily only by a competent acoustician with adequate 
laboratory facilities. 
Stone (Arch.): We're going to make these concert halls so beautiful that people won't give a damn 
whether they can hear or not. 

The rise of consultants, in areas other than the traditional mechanical-structural-electrical ones, has resulted in a whole new 
team from what has existed previously, a whole new system of professional relationships. 

How do you, as architects, 
see your role on this team 
of specialists? 

That makes an overwhelm
ing case for the architect. 
Do you, as consultants, 
agree with this evaluation 
of the architect's role? 

Johnson (Arch.): The architect should do the whole thing, then get the consultants to do their part. 
Roche (Arch.): The architect gets to exercise his administrative ability. But this isn't necessarily 
anything that is seen, when the whole thing is finished. 
Franzen (Arch.): An engineer ties the strings onto the instrument, but the general configuration of 
the instrument is the job of the architect. 
Briggs (Arch.): This is not, in any way, intended to belittle the importance of their contributions, 
bnt few technical consultants would want the responsibility of coordinating the complex process 
of constructing a building, which is the architect's job. 
Hardy (Arch.): Someone has to keep all this mess together. I don't see how anyone except an 
architect can do this - with the kind of training a good one gets. 
Rudolph (Arch.): I'm all for listening to specialists, but that doesn't mean the art of architecture 
must be forgotten. Of course, it's no good asking a consultant to work with you and then not giving 
him every opportunity to function, to see the job through. My point is that architects should be in 
control of the situation. There are already too many things that are out of our control. I know 
I sound autocratic about this. But I'm against the idea of "The Team" being the only way to 
produce architecture, because it means that it is always someone else's fault. I think we have to be 
responsible. I'm against all this Kafka-like "no one is there." 
Abramovitz (Arch.): There are a great variety of creative people in the theater, each of them 
creative in their own way - the public, the manager, the playwright, the technicians. But the 
architect is being creative, too, when he selects his team .... On a hospital, there often is a 
consultant working with the doctors; I haven't done this in theaters, and I wouldn't want to, because 
that would really be giving my job away. I like to know what everyone is thinking and why. If a 
strong man comes in between, I would lose control. 

Knudsen (Cons.): The architect should be the final authority and decision-maker. 
Siiiit (Cons.): The architect is responsible for the whole project. The basic idea comes from the 
architect - the consultant is there to see that it works. 
Hendry (Exec. Director): Within his own area, the architect ought to be a humble dictator. 
Schlanger (Cons.): Why shouldn't the executive architect have control. He is merely getting the 
help of a consultant, and shouldn't be subordinate to him. It would be drastic if the consulting 
architect took over and the architectural office became just a drafting room. 
Newman (Cons.): The architect has, indeed, a difficult problem in the design of an auditorium -
creating a space that will be pleasant on arrival, that will let the audience "participate" in the 
performance on stage, that will Jet them see and hear without being aware of the mechanics of 
achieving good seeing and hearing, and in which they will be comfortable and not annoyed by 
drafts, by people passing back and forth in front of them, having to get up each time someone wants 
to get in or out, etc. This total integration can be achieved by the architect, but only if he incor
porates into his desigR the essentials of what his advisers tell him. 
Feder (Cons.): I don't know of any battles fought without generals. But in the course of the chain 
of command, the specialist must be responsible for what he does, too. 

Sooner or later there may be conflict - between different specialists, or between the architect and any of the consultants. The 
architect's problem is then one of evaluating complex data and proposals in fields where he lacks full technical knowledge 
himself. 

Whose word should prevail 
in areas of disagreement? 
How much latitude does 
the architect, in fact, have? 
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Snibbe (Arch.): An architect who doesn't follow his consultant's advice on technical questions is 
out of his mind. Most of the time, the aesthetics of the building and the technical requirements can 
be integrated into a common solution if there is the will to work together. 
Hendry (Exec. Director): I don't think the architect need follow anything but his artistic 
conscience; but this is an organ greatly in need of development in many individuals. 
Johnson (Arch.): The architect should win, of course. I did, with the baffles in my theater. I didn't 
want those clouds, and I said I'll get an acoustical consultant who will design a ceiling without 
clouds. And for every consultant who said I'd have to have them, I'd go to another one, until I 
found a consultant who said I didn't have to have them. 



Stone (Arch.): Either by brow-beating or by humor, I seem to be able to work with all these 
experts, and end up friendly. You have to ride with the punches. It is your job to find out when to 
compromise. We reshaped all our auditoriums to meet acoustical requirements. 
Rotner (A rch.) : You have to consider all their suggestions, or you won't get new solutions. But 
there's no reason to think yo u must incorporate everything a consultant offers. 
Hardy (Arch.): It 's absurd, today - you get somebody who is an architect and you get somebody 
who is an acoustician; they're both designing shapes at each other, and they get togethe~and they 
both say, " I don't like your shapes, mine are prettier." Nonsense. 
Abramovitz (Arch.): The architect has to know enough about their fields to ask questions - Are 
there other ways of doing this? - but also has to know enough to feel that something is wrong. 
If they are honest, they will admit that there is a lot of variance, and that they're not as sure as they 
pretend to be. I can get into a hell of an argument with a consultant, but can't really get angry if 
he's sincere. I want honest consultants, whether they agree with me or not. 
Woollen (Arch.): Jndeed , the consultant is still quite valuable when you might ultimately reject 
some advice, for he has caused you to re-evaluate what you might have taken for granted. 
Passonneau (Arch.) : An architect is a n "expert" himself and he therefore knows how imperfect 
is the advice of "experts." 
Hutchinson (Arch.): The architect shouldn't blindly accept the solutions and ideas of the consult
ant any more than he holds the client's views to be absolutely sacred. 
Franzen (Arch.): The architect is strong and knowledgeable, as much as any consultant. We can 
be just as wrong as somebody else, but generally we won't be. 
Samton (Arch. ): Sometimes it can be a matter of scale: How does the person look on stage, for 
instance, rather than the size of the proscenium opening per se. It may not be so much a technical 
question as an aesthetic one. We should please ourselves, rather than any of the consultants. 
Stone (Arch.): You have to act as referee. Yet, when an acoustical engineer says that something 
" looks better acoustically," we have to laugh. If they're going to judge by the same criteria we 
reserve for ourselves, we're goi ng to do it our way. 

Some of the conflict may lie in the very nature of specialization. Any specialty views its own world with greatest perception and 
1110s/ fondness. 

Is the inevitable narrow
ness of specialization a 
cause of some of the con
flict? 

Do consultants agree? 

Can you offer advice to the 
architect about the occa
sionally disastrous effects 
of his decisions? 

Samton (Arch.): The consultant always wants the ideal situation for him. If you had to do this, 
your whole building would end up as a frame for lighting. 
Abramovitz (Arch.) : Theater people are so intense in their certain areas that they have blinders. 
But a man with blinders sometimes goes farther in one direction than a man who sees many sides of 
the picture. It's the architect's job to be big enough to absorb the peculiar blinders that special 
people, almost as a rule, have. An architect has to pull all these people together; he has everyone 
angry at him . If you give everyone a little piece, and make it peaceful , you have a neutral house 
where no one can hit a high point. lf you hit a high point in one, you get a low point in the other. 
Hardy (Arch.): Behind each specialist is a rigid formula. This is OK if you're designing the specific 
kind of theater he has in mind . But if you don't even know that it could be something else, you don't 
understand that he is compromising the whole thing. Every consultant, whether he says so or not, 
comes with a specific point of view - or he can't be any good as a human being. It 's nonsense to 
think that because you've hired an acoustician , you are suddenly going to have all that taken care of. 
You're not, you' re just going to get a point of view on it. 

Swinney (Cons.): If a consultant is a working technician, he will naturall y have certain prefer
ences, but if he tries to operate fairly with the c lient he will attempt to avoid influencing him. 
Newman (Cons.) .: Each specialist involved in the design of an auditorium must realize he is going 
to have to compromise man y of his ideal requirements in the interest of a total design. The 
acoust ics man will have to give to the lighting man and vice versa. The mechanical equipment 
design will certainly be influenced by acoustics and perhaps by lighting requirements, and so on. 
The consultant is particularly sensitive to the ways in which an architect, either willfully or 
through ignorance, may compromise a work. 

Newman (Cons.): The speed of sound and the directional sensitivity of human ears cannot be 
altered by the whim of the architect. 
Veneklasen (Cons.): The architect can make acoustical success impossible if he proceeds too far 
before we are called in to assist with the design. Another misfortune is that engineers and architects 
do not, in general, thoroughly investigate auditoriums - both old and new - before designing; 
it is even more regrettable that they do not go back into their own auditoriums, especially during 
performances, to evaluate what they have achieved. 
Weiss (Cons.): As a consultant who has tried to assist clients dissatisfied with the architect's work, 
[can attest to the problems the architect can create. In all cases with which I have been involved , 
the architect had not had the services of a consultant. ln one instance, the architect had taken 
advantage of the space overhead at the sides of the stage to locate the air-handling equipment, 
thereby limiting the use of this otherwise valuable scene-shifting space. Often , the architect has 
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Does the architect also 
have his gripes about the 
ways in which the consult
ant operates? 

ILLEGITIMIS NON ] 
CARBORUN DL!I'.!J 
' -

short-changed the lighting of the theater by not providing adequate facilities for mounting or 
operating lighting equipment over the auditorium. This is a mistake that is so often made because of 
an architect's ignorance that stage lighting is constantly reset from production to production, 
making easy access to the equipment essential. This assumes, of course, that he has provided a 
location for such lighting. One almost assumes that an architect considers footlights such a clear 
symbol of the theater that it suffices for all theater needs. 

Rotner (Arch.): There's a great communication problem. Consultants give you information in 
another language. They give you charts and say "beta, gamma, delta, tangent, and radius," and, 
"We've got it." Then, as you develop the acoustics into architecture, if you change it and it doesn't 
work perfectly (because you wanted to make it into architecture), they say, "See, I told you so." 
Stone (Arch.): The temptation is for every consultant to show everything he knows. They won't 
be simple, disarming, natural. 
Johnson (Arch.): Most of my consultants complain they don't get enough credit. But that's the 
way of consultants. 
Roche (Arch.): A consultant should never say what it has to look like; he should just tell you the 
problems. 
Hardy (Arch.): The problems I've had haven't been with theater consultants or with acoustical 
people, but with mechanical types. They're often just greedy people, with no discipline at all. It's 
wrong to say that so much of the budget is mechanical, and just throw it away .... You should go to 
all consultants and force them to think - to ask them questions, not go with open arms and say, 
"Make it acoustical." 
The consultant responds, urging a give-and-take collaboration of "continuous modification." 
Rubin (Cons.): Once I explain the theatrical necessity for some suggestion, very few architects are 
going to object. If the architect says he doesn't want his stagehouse loft to be twice the height of the 
proscenium, for instance, which is the rule-of-thumb generally used, you point out the problems -
not that the facility will be unusable, but that it will be usable with more difficulty .... The problems 
come when the scheme is developed, and the form is there, and you're trying to make it work as a 
theatrical structure. When the architect then says he can't do something, you try to make the best 
of it. 
Brannigan (Cons.): We learn to adjust; we earn a living adjusting. 
Siiiit (Cons.): No theater was ever built where the decisions were made beforehand, and then you 
built a movable structure to fit these decisions. It is a process of continuous modification. 
Finally , a defense of the architect, by a consultant: 
Rubin (Cons.): If you're in the picture early enough, he will rarely cut you back. 
And of the consultant, by an architect: 
Briggs (Arch.): Good consultants have no desire to dictate to the detriment of the finished product. 

Yet when the finished product is less than all had hoped for, there are recriminations. 

Who gets the b I am e? Johnson (Arch.) : It's the fault of the people who know about these things. I can't possibly know all 
Whose fault do you think there is to k11ow about stage design, about stage equipment. I may be at fault for picking a perfectly 
it is? lousy set of consultants, though. 

Weiss (Cons.): All too often , a bad job is blamed entirely on the architect, sometimes rightfully, 
sometimes not. He can protect himself from the client, as it were, by consultation. 
Rubin (Cons.): The buildings getting most of the criticism have never had the benefit oP responsible 
consultation, or a responsible owner who was prepared to say what he needed. 

Obviously there are technical problems in the theater that have not yet been solved, and there are certainly inadequate answers 
to the questions now being posed. Consultants are among the first to admit this. 

What are some of these 
unsolved or unposed ques
tions? 

What about the sources of 
information? 
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Veneklasen (Cons.): In general, auditoriums are becoming larger, a fact basically dictated by the 
economics of the performing arts. This is in many ways unfortunate, because several problems 
are greatly exaggerated. The achievement of visual intimacy for stage performances is most difficult 
and most needing of solution. 
lzenour (Cons.): There is no dearth of ideas in the theater, but where the whole thing comes 
apart is in the execution of them in the building process. There seem presently to be two schools of 
thought in this business: ( l) the complete romantics who philosophize verbally and in the press, 
and (2) the engineering-scientific approach that believes in things working. I belong to the latter 
school, and feel that the theater as buildings won't get very far in this age until those things that 
require engineering answers are subject to that kind of rigorous discipline. 

Rubin (Cons.): There is little basic research, no records of operation. Information is lost when you 
can 't find out how the consultant came to his conclusions; you can only take it off the plans. 
Hardy (Arch.): There ought to be somewhere to go to find out what the words mean. The 
consultant can tend to make a mystique of these things. 
Veneklasen (Cons.): Unfortunately, to my knowledge, there is no really authoritative guide or 
textbook to many of the problems of auditorium design. 



Various educational proposals are being undertaken. Th e AI A Committee on Auditorium and Theater Architecture is exploring 
the possibility of assisting the architectural schools with the conduct of student problems in design of performing-arts build
ings. A first step in this direction, in fact (not from the AJA but from the US/TT), will be the design problem given to third-year 
architectural students at Pratt Institute this spring with the assistance o f US/TT members. But although the primary emphasis 
of the Pratt problem will be on programming, the working out of the design problem will have obvious educational value to 
the students in their collaboration with technical people, and in their access to the knowledge and point of view of the con
sultant. And for the consultant, George /zenour's program in theater engineering at Yale is a first step .. 

What is Yale's degree pro
gram for theater consult
ants? 

lzenour (Cons.): Since the time the degree program was established - three years ago - we have 
had three students complete the program for the degree: a masters of fine arts in theater 
engineering. The program works like this: The first year is spent in the drama school, taking the 
basic courses required of all graduates of the school. The student then specializes in his chosen field 
of electrical-electronic engineering, mechanical enginering, or structural engineering for the next 
two years. He then does a thesis, which must be designed and executed in the electro-mechanical 
laboratory of the drama school and which is supervised by the staff members. This is either a full
scale model of a control device, a test model of a structural system, or similar project. (The 
laboratory consists of a complete experimental model machine shop and fully instrumented 
electronics laboratory.) This idea is beginning to catch on in a small way. At present we have five 
students, and two more will enter next year. 
An architect offers an idea for the training of one specialist: 
Abramovitz (Arch.): What I would do to train an acoustician is to find someone who knows music, 
maybe who flunked out of Juilliard . Then I could be damned sure he could hear. I find a lot who 
don't hear, who don' t really know what they are hearing. Then I would try to find someone who 
had a sense of the third dimension. 
And a consultant suggests a complete revision of the architectural and engineering education: 
Skilling (Cons.): Many architects feel they have no sense of communication with technologists. 
This is not necessaril y the fault of architects but perhaps of the technologist - and, basically, it is 
the fau lt of the educational system. Education is the key. Schools should offer joint courses for all 
technologists and architects together so that they can learn to talk to each other. 

A major item of information that is difficult to obtain is the name of a competent consultant. The US/TT is seeking to remedy 
this, with a list of consultants now in preparation. In the m eantime, architects find consultants in various ways. 

How can an architect find 
the appropriate consult
ants? 

Should the architect him
self, perhaps, become a 
specialist, only doing thea
ters? 

Pena (Arch.) : Through magazine articles by or about consultants. 
Passonneau (Arch.): We asked dozens of people for recommendations. 
Fisher (Cons.): I would recommend using people who spend part of their time actually working 
in the theater. Lighting and scenic designers who are employed in the commercial theater, as well as 
being consultants, bring an up-to-date outlook of the theater needs of today and tomorrow. 
Jewell (Cons.): For educational building, ask the American Educational Theater Association . 
Miller (Cons.): I don't know how an architect can find an appropriate consultant, other than by 
word-of-mouth or published articles. AET A and USlTT aren't making this job any easier at the 
present time. I have always advocated the consultant listed writing his own "credo" in a concise 
paragraph and have resisted numerous attempts of the publishing institution to set up safeguards 
and certifications. 
Weiss (Cons.): Look up buildings of the type you have in mind and find out who consulted on them. 
Hardy (Arch.): They ought to have labels on them, even within each specialty. Every note of 
the piano is in a different place. You choose how to play them, based on what they are. 
Burris-Meyer (Cons.): Get the authority who wrote the book. 

Rubin (Cons.): It would be marvelous, for the sake of the theater. When an architect arrives at a 
certain level of understanding, he's willing to open up the question again and see if he can't make 
progress with the next one. Also, if he's done a theater before, he can accept many things without 
discussion. 
Rotner (Arch.): But there a re so many different types of theaters, that the next one might be 
entirely different, perhaps wouldn't even require the same approach . 
Hardy (Arch.): With one man seeking to refine and refine, wouldn 't we be setting up what we're 
all against? The necessity for ordering things, providing some kind of framework, is demanded by 
human beings, but to establish it as a list of rules is impossible. They did all that in the 
19th-Century. 

There are undoubtedly "do's" and "don'ts" that both architects and consultants could suggest to others embarking on a specific 
ty pe of theater, but the detailed problems that might arise in any specific collaboration between architects and consultants are 
too numerous to catalog here. Perhaps the one single piece of advice, often repeated, is that the consultants (number and type 
to depend on the size and ty pe of the project) be engaged as early in the proceedings as possible. It goes without say ing that no 
matter when the collaboration begins, it will be enhanced by a respect between all parties and a genuine effort to understand 
their confficting aims and their common purposes. The projects on the following pages are illustrative of various technical 
problems that have been solved through successful collaboration between owner, user, architect, and consultant. 
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Act II CONTINUED 
Wherein is illustrated what was 
Previously discussed 

Texas: Client Draws the Plan 

EXPEHIMENTAL THEATER, UNIVERS ITY OF TEXAS, 

A us tin, Tex. Consulting Architects: I essen, 
lessen, Millhouse & Greeven; Associate Ar
chitect: Bartlett Cocke. Consultants: Build
ing Committee oj the Department of Drama 
(Loren IPinship, Francis Hodge, fames Moll, 
John Rothgeb, Neil Whiting). 

In this unusual formula for a "collaboration," 
the user = the client = the consultant, and 
the architect is only slightly > 0. 

The 350-seat "experimental:' theater in the 
new drama building of the University of 
Texas was designed by faculty members of 
the drama department who have served for 
many years in their locale as theater consult
ants. (On this project, they had what they 
call "consulting architects who designed the 
building from our ground plan.") 

The aim of this experimental facility was no 
less than "total flexibility"- the ability to 
change wall, ceiling, and floor to meet any 
stage form a director might design, and to 
vary the stage-audience relationships through 
a broad range of possibilities. Essentially, the 
theater is a square box 60 ft on each side, 
the whole divided into 36 modules JO ft 
square. While it was in the design stage, 
Dr. Loren IPinship, chairman of the drama 
department, described the project as pro
posed: "The 10' x 10' floor segments will 
raise 3 ft above floor level, lower 2 ft below 
floor level, changing the level manually by 
means of hydraulic jacks. The ceiling seg
ments will be raised or lowered independently 
or in groups by an electric winch system 
(/zenour's system, but the egg-crate ceiling 
was designed by our staff, and the whole 
theater was actually designed quite independ
ently of lzenour). Above the egg-crate sec
tions-or below, if desired-will be pipes and 
lines that can be located anywhere in the 
ceiling, thus permitting us to change loca
tions of temporary walls (drapes, scenery, 
etc.)." 

Now in operation, the theater can indeed 
provide the many forms and relationships 
anticipated. The ceiling mechanism, however, 
was not installed as planned. (The sole manu
facturer went bankrupt ; another, in the 
process of developing the same equipment, 
entered a bid that was too high for the 
school lo afford, at present.) It is thus pos

sible to adjust the ceiling only manually
with block and tackle, and with difficulty. The 
floor sections are also changed manually, by 
means of a simple jack that moves on casters. 

Doors on three sides of the theater extend 
the full height of the theater, permitting en
trances from either the first or second floors. 
The entire theater is enclosed by double walls 
that have an outside measurement of 24 in. 
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Kennedy: Riding with the Punches 

JOll F. KENNEDY CENTEH FOR TllE PERFORM· 

INC ABTS, Washington, D. C. Architect: 
Edward Durell Stone. Consultants : Donald 
Oenslager, Stages: Ben . ch Langer, Seating 
and Sight Lin es: Cyril Harris, Acoustics: Olaf 
Soot, Stage Machinery; Abe Feder, Lighting: 
Syska & Henn essey, Mechanical; Severud· 
Elstad-K reuger, Structure. 

Kennedy Center, a collection of five theater 
facilities in one building, was initiated by 
civic-minded /f'ashingtonians, in conjunction 
with local managers and artistic directors, so 
that the nation's capital can house all the per· 
forming arts and make state occasions of per· 
formances. 

Roger L. Stevens, the distinguished Broad· 
way produ cer who is chairman of the Center, 
consulted potential users from all over the 
country, as well as local musical and theat· 
rical groups, about th eir needs. But since 
none is to be provided a permanent home 
there, each facility was designed not for a 
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specific resident user but as an ideal theater 
for visiting performing groups. 

The facilities deemed necessary to house 
all the performing a.rts adequately include: 
an opera house, a symphony hall, a pro
scenium playhouse, a multiform theater fo r 
intimate drama, and a movie house. 

Edward Stone has been designing theaters 
ever since he worked on the Radio City Music 
Hall . In his office is architect Max Engele, 
who has worked on theaters here and in 
Europe, including the Salzburg Festspiel
haus (designed by Clemens Holzmeister) and 
S tone's " Ideal Theater" project for the Ford 
Foundation . So the architects are hardly un
knowing about. theater design. 

Nevertheless, a raft of consultants has been 
assembled to perfect what has been called one 
of the most over-consulted buildings in the 
country. 

Stone, whose aim is " to make complicated 
things seem simple," wanted to give everyone 
what was wanted. A bout his consultants, with 
whom there has been exemplary give-and
take (including altering the shape of two 
ha/ls) , Stone says, "You can't say categori
cally, ' It's got to be th.is shape.' You have 
got to be able to ride with the punches." 

The 2200-seat proscenium opera house has 
an auditorium with halls of convex panels, 
which are to be covered in red silk, and red 
plush upholstery. Project architect Page Don
hauser describes how the flexible proscenium 
can become a consistent fourth wall when the 
auditorium is used for inaugural balls. "The 
auditorium 1s designed as a room," he 
explains. 

The 2750-seat music hall is a recreation. of 
Boston's Symphony Hall, which is considered 
one of th e bes t in the country: white-and-gilt 
walls, red upholstery, a Waterford chandelier. 
A caustically also, this seems safe. 

The 1150-seat proscenium theater, which is 
designed fo r tradition.al Broadway produc
tions, will have walls of wood panels. 

"The jewel of the project so Jar as theater 
engineering is concerned," says Olaf Siiiit, 
.. is the Studio T heater"-a 510-seat hall 
plann ed for intimate drama. This theater has 
a multiform stage that is mechanically change
able by means of a turntable, which is oper
ated on eight jackscrews; proscenium, open
thrust, and a combination. of the two, as well 
as arena, can each be achieved. Derived from 
the Gropius Tota /theater plan, the turntable 
carries both the front half of the proscenium
plan audience and the open-thrust stage; 
when the table is revolved, the open stage 
becomes an arena. Furthermore, the turn
table lifts when revolved, so that the audience 
seating is at consistent levels on opposite 
sides of th e section ; the top of the proscenium 
arch th en. becomes the fourth wood-paneled 
wall of the arena auditorium . "Our intention," 
Max Enge/e explains, "was to design a multi
form house th.at does not look like a multiform 
house: when it is arranged as an arena thea
ter, no on.e would think it could be anything 
btlt an arena theater." The scheme promises 
to be one of the most successful designs for 
all the different stage arrangements . 
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Knox: Turning the Table 

FI\E ART>i CE:\TER, K:'IOX COLLEGE, Galesburg, 
!!I. Architects: The Perkins & Will Partner
ship. Consultants: Bolt, Beranek & Newman, 
Acoustics: Dr. Walter S. Dewey, Rigging and 
Lighting. 

The music, theater, and art departments at 
Knox have been grouped into a new block
long building that is the largest on campus 
and one of the largest in the Galesburg area. 

In the theater department, the architects 
have created a single space that can be 
either an intimate space for open-stage pro· 
ductions, or a larger audience space for the 
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more traditional proscenium presentations. 
At the focal center of the fan-shaped form is 
a large turntable, 66 ft in diameter, which 
has a performing area for both types of pro
ductions-including traps, electrical outlets, 
and orchestra pit. Also on the turntable are 
150 fixed seals. When the theater is in its 
open-stage form, 450 seats fan out from a 
low stage: 150 seats are unused backstage. 
(Scenery can be projected on the solid wall 
at the back of the open stage.) By reversing 
the motor-operated turntable, a proscenium 
theater for 600 is provided. (The projection 
wall of the open theater can be flown.) 

George Hutchinson, a partner in The Per
kins & Will Partnership, describes the turn
table stage as growing out of "the desire of the 
client (specifically the college President) to 
have a theater which would fulfill the require
ments of the theater director (who preferred 
an open theater) but at the same time permit 
creation of a proscenium theater." It was 
important to give students experience in all 
types of drama. (Theater-in-the-round at 

Knox is in an adjoining workshop, which is 
fiat-floored and has movable platforms and 
seating.) 

The turntable's large stage area permits 
use of scenery wagons, and thus eliminates a 
high stage house. The turntable was designed 
jar a total load of 765,000 lbs (675,000 lbs de
sign load + 90,000 lbs weight of the turn
table). It was completely assembled in the 
outdoor yard of the manufacturer, for testing; 
later, installed, it was found to have "not 
more than Y11; in. variation in radial dimen
sion" as it rotated throughout the circumfer
ence of 207 ft. 

The turntable solution was developed essen
tially by the architects, although they ac
knowledge that the front projection idea was 
adapted from some of the work of fames Hull 
Miller. The lighting-rigging consultant, se
lected and engaged directly by the theater 
director, entered the picture after the concept 
had been achieved. Acoustical consultants 
were engaged by the college under a direct 
contract. 
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Oklahoma: An Extra Lift 
FINE ARTS CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA, 

Norman, Okla. Architects: tan.field, Imel 
& Walton. Consultants : Dr. Paul Bonner, 
Acoustics; Dale Watt, Electrical; Neal Watt, 
Mechanical. 

The theater in Oklahoma's new performing
arts building (first of three buildings in a 
Fine A rts Center) exemplifies the principle 
that if one elevating stage is good, two ele
vating stages are qetter. 

It was first suggested that two separate 
theaters were needed, but the double-lift stage 
literally adds a new dimension to the pro
scenium form, turning it into a thrust stage 
whenever desired. (A room now being used 
for instrumental rehearsals will eventually be 
converted into an arena theater.) 

The stage is in three sections: a main pro· 
scenium stage with a 40-ft-wicle opening; then, 
in front, two in.dependently operating cres
cent stages, projecting a total of 26 ft in.to 
the theater. Both lift-stages can. be held at 
floor level to provide additional seating (add
ing 80 seats to the regular capacity of 588), 
or one stage segment can be used as an. 
orchestra pit while the other carries seating. 
Stand-by seating is stored beneath the thea
ter and is loaded onto the lift stages at base· 
ment level. 

There was no special theater consultant, 
although a three-member faculty, headed by 
Nathaniel Eek, head of the Drama Depart
ment, cons1dted with the architects "in plan· 
ning the size, relationship, and functional 
features of the building." 

Hilton: Technology Equals Architecture 

LORETTO HILTON CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING 

ARTS, WEJJSTER COLLEGE, Webster Grove, Mo. 
A rchitects : Murphy & Mackey;). D. Mur
phy in Charge of Design:). Wofford, Project 
Coordinator an.cl Stage Design. Consultants: 
George C. lzenour, ir Tyrone Guthrie, Jo 
Mielziner, Theater; Bolt, Beranek & Newman, 
Acoustics; Albert Alpert, Structure; Paul 
Lon.de & Associates, Mechanical. 

The architect lists 21 possible uses for the 
Loretto Hilton Center for the Performing Arts. 

Seating may be varied from 500-1200 by 
opening soundproof walls adjoining the audi
torium, making three classrooms part of the 
larger space. Sound isolation is accomplished 
with horizontal by-parting Ys-in . steel walls 
resembling two huge I beams; the largest is 
10 ft high , 65 ft long, with 22-in. flanges. The 
web of th e "beams" is used for blackboard 
and chair storage on the classroom side and 
is covered by wooden paneling on the theater 
side. The theater paneling is covered by 
curtains for sound absorption when required. 
Movable ceiling panels also aid in acoustic 
adjustment. 

Flexibility was achieved with a minimum 
of mechanical operation. Counterbalancing 
of the steel walls makes them operable with 



a one-half horsepower motor. An air-tight 
sound seal of beryllium copper seals the 
beam sides. 

Total cost was about SI ,600,000, fully 
equipped. An initial grant was made by EFL 
for preliminary research. 

l zenour comments: "We live in an age that 
is essentially the product of technology. Since 
the theater is part of life, it can't escape 
being influenced by these things ... Human 
muscle and human sweat is no longer the 
cheapest form of energy. It is unthinkable that 
our technology will not also produce a unique 
architecture for the performing arts . . .. Our 
age is beginning to understand that aesthetics 
is dependent upon technology." 

Architect Murphy said of the Webster 
College theater: "After the program was ten
tatively set forth in words and diagramatic 
studies, the validity of this tentative program 
was tested against the ideas or advice of fine 
consultants. The client's and architect's pur· 
pose was to confirm, change, or even possibly 
reject their own tentative program. 

" Their advice, often conflicting, was in· 
valuable to the client and architect. 

"As preliminary drawings progressed, we 
asked our client to retain their services for 
the duration of the planning and construc
tion . .. . 

" It is the architect's responsibility to make 
the fin.al decision. A completely well inte
grated, efficient, and beautiful building is pos
sible only with unified, intelligent, thought
ful, and considerate architectural leadership." 

1 Independent and simultaneous use of the 
principal rooms 

2 Drama (500): Thrust stage; symmetrical 
3 Drama (500); Thrust stage; dissymmet

rical 
4 Drama (600): Theater-in-the-round 
5 Opera (500): Thrust stage; orchestra pit 

for 20 musicians 
6 Opera (.500): Traditional grand opera 

stage; orchestra pit for 30 musicians 
7 Opera (500): Experimental thrust stage; 

orchestra pit behind stage for 16 musi
cians 

8 Ballet (500): Thrust stage; orchestra 
pit for 15 musicians 

9 Ballet (500): Traditional stage; orches· 
tra pit for 26 musicians 

10 Recital (500-600): Solo, or duo-vocal, or 
instrumental 

11 R ecital (500-600): Chamber music, 20; 
small chorus, 30 to 40 

12 R ecital (500-600): Organ con.cert 
13 Musical Comedy (750): Orchestra pit 

for 23 musicians; one movable wall open 
14 Lectures (850): Single speaker; one mov

able wall open 
15 Commencement ( 1000-1200): Sea ting on 

stage; three movable walls open 
16 Orchestra, Organ, and Choir (1000-

1200): Orchestra, 30; chorus, 60; three 
movable walls open 

17 Symphony Orchestra (1000 -1200): Audi
ence in. the round ; orchestra of 50-60; 
three movable walls open 

18 The Mass ( /000): Thrust stage for sanc
tuary ; three movable walls open 



Berkeley: A Baroque Wall 

AUDITORIUM-THEATER, UNIVEllSITY OF CAL!

FOllNlA, Berkeley, Calij. Architects : Vernon 
DeMars & John Wells for DeMars & Reay; 
Donald Hardison for Hardison & Komatsu; 
Thomas Aidala, Design Group Leader; Jack 
Bogan, Job Captain. Consultan ts : Stefan. J. 
Medwadowski, Structure; Keller & Gan.non, 
Mechanical; Vern 0. Knudsen and W. W . 
Soroka, A co us tics; Paul Landry, Rigging and 
Lighting; Ben Schlanger, Seating and Sight
lines. 

" If we had to do it all over," s·ays Vernon 
DeMars, "we'd probably do it just this way 
again." The projected Auditorium-Theater 
for the Berkeley campus of the University of 
California is a prototype in several ways. The 
architects suggest that in size, type, and 
budget ($5,500,000), the Auditorium-Theater 
is what many cities might want. It is a facility 
that serves various needs without having a 
separate house for each: music, dance, and 
traditional drama are to be in one 2000-seat 
auditorium; intimate events and experimental 
theater will be in a 500- 600-seat multiform 
theater. The project is also a prime example 
of the way in which the architects, who called 
their association on this project a "Joint 
Venttire," were attended by a number of con
sultants, labored long, and brought forth.
Architecture. 

I ts massive far;ade, unspectacular and "like 
a gym," does not prepare one fo r what is in
side. The architects are aware that theater is, 
in a sense, a special world; and that its dra
matic impact is realized only when one is 
inside it, involved in it. From outside, the 
Auditorium-Theater is the last of four ele
ments enclosing an urban plaza-the others 
are the student union, dining commons, and 
student office building. (For a notated tour 
through this plaza, see pp. 132-133, JULY 
1965 PI A .) The entire Student Center com
plex was the winning design in an invited 
competition in 1957. I t went on to win a 
PIA Design Award in January 1958; it is 
now in working drawings. 

The process by which the preliminary de
sign evolved into the final one included con
siderable give-and-take with various consult
ants. "We wanted the best acoustical engi
neers available," says DeMars, "and felt they 
should be near at hand so as to be able to 
give the close and continuous attention that 
the project demanded. Our solution was to 
choose the team of Vern Knudsen, acknowl
edged dean of American acoustical engineers, 
and Soroka, eminent in his own right and 
professor on the Berkeley campus. We asked 
Philip Johnson. about a theater consultant, 
and lte said, 'The best in the business is 
right in the next room-Ben Schlanger.' But 
for the electrical, lighting, and rigging, it 
was most important that the man be close 
by." The extent to which each of these con
sultants contributed to the final design (with
out compromising the final goal of architec
ture) makes an interesting case study. 

The auditorium, seating 2000, is described 
as "the maximum capacity consistent with 
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good sight lines, seeing distances and acous
tics." Originally, it was designed for 3000, in 
a wider shape. The architects had been very 
impressed by the hall at Malmo, Sweden, 
but found that the overly broad Greek shape 
presented certain difficulties. A wide hall 
brings people close to the stage, but sight 
lines suffer for cinema and for proscenium 
stage events. A wide hall is also acoustically 
poorer for many musical events. But a narrow 
hall, considered ideal for concert purposes, 
puts as much as half the audience too far 
away to see well. The advice of Ben Schlanger 
narrowed the hall by 24 ft; the farthest 
seat in the second balcony is 110 ft from 
the proscenium, compromising the 65 ft ideal 
distance (for drama) in the interest of the 
other purposes of the hall. Schlanger says, 
however, that one must judge a theater by the 
number of seats within a fixed distance, not 
by any one measurement of "farthest seat." 

Acoustical considerations affected the hall 
in various ways. The concave ceiling ele
ments are "precise acoustical responses." 
Originally, the ceiling was higher; the front 
of the house now plunges lower than the 
architects would have liked, but the alterna
tive of some kind of clouds at a height of 
30 ft seemed excessive. An unusual acous
tical device is pulling the ceiling away from 
the side walls to give added reverberation 
time (the auditorium needed 1.7, the swal
low's nest organ needed 2.1). There are also 
removable sections in the plaster ceiling, to 
make more voids or less, let the sound leak 
through, bounce back and forth. 

Most brilliant acoustical feature, however, 
is the entire side wall of the auditorium. 
(It is not just an acoustical feature, but one 
with significance for the theater as a theater, 
and the theater as architecture.) "The idea 
for the wall," says DeMars, "stemmed from 
a discussion I had with Bob Newman in 
1956 concerning desirable architectural treat
ment for the interior of such a hall as we 
were planning. He proposed that, for musical 
use, the ideal treatment of the wall areas 
would be the very balconies, columns, niches, 
-Swags, and cherubs of the baroque opera 
house-all in hard materials. In order to 
achieve the acoustical diffusion desirable, a 
contemporary version of such sculptural 
treatment would be OK, if at a similar scale 
of boldness." (Beranek, in fact, notes in his 
book that the walls of the best concert halls 
are rarely covered in wood, although it is 
generally assumed that they are.) As this 
wall developed, it also became a grand sculp
tural camouflage for various theatrical nec
essities and niceties. The wall contains two of 
the major vertical lighting positions-one at 
the stage, a second half-way back in the 
house; three little balconies near the stage, 
available for actors, musicians, trumpeters, 
chorus; and "windows" where TV monitors 
could be set up. The entire interior will be 
covered in heavy dash plaster, of Ronchamps 
scale, painted medium to dark gray, but there 
will be strong accent colors in odd windows 
and niche locations, brought out or wiped 
away by lighting. Shallow spaces behind the 
sculpture at different levels allow access to 

the lights. About the design of this wall, 
which is both theatrically and visually excit
ing, DeMars appropriately says, "I guess you 
could say, Tom Aidala 'Nijinskied' it to my 
Diaghilev." 

Summing up his view about the single hall 
being designed as a multipurpose space (mu
sic, dance, and drama), DeMars says, "To 
say that there has been compromise isn't 
defamation; it is definitely legitimate, and 
realistic, for many communities to have only 
one hall." 

But the Berkeley complex, in addition, has 
a small multiform theater; there seems to be 
a growing recognztwn, today, that a "per
forming arts complex" must have at least 
two halls. This small theater can be an 
arena, a space stage, or a proscenium; it can 
thus be arranged for the majority of classic 
theater forms or for completely experimental 
relationships. It can also be used as a class
room. (The entire facility was programmed 
with a building committee acting for the uni
versity, but, more specifically, by the eventual 
users, the Department of Dramatic Arts.) 

In the theater, there are 300 fixed seats in 
a steeply raked bleacher, with end access; 
other seats are movable, located in side gal
leries or on modular platforms, raised by hand 
jacks or by a single forestage-orchestra ele
vator. No seat is farther from the stage apron 
than 60 ft. The rapid knockdown of the plat
forms will make possible one-hour changes. 
It will immediately be recognized that Ben 
Sch/anger's ideas from his Ford Foundation 
study are very much in evidence here-the 
straight seats, the widP stage . .Schlanger says: 
"Any theater without a proscenium goes to
ward the Ford Foundation recommendations, 
but the Berkeley facility is much more flex
ible. The Ford proposal had a larger open 
stage, but without the possibility of changing 
the seating arrangement." 

But another consultant, Paul Landry, was 
also intimately involved (with the architect) 
in the success of this multiform design. One 
of the major problems with a multiform thea
ter is the lighting of performers and the 
moving or suspending of scenery for the differ
ent forms. Landry says, "Our answer was to 
open the area above the forestage and arena 
portion of the theater to the roof slab, and 
suspend lighting fixtures (and scenery if 
desired) on movable channels." The open 
area is approximately 20' x 66', the same size 
as the pit. Access to the grid supports at the 
roof is by two rolling bridges spanning the 
20' distance. 

Landry, whose usual work is as an over-all 
theater consultant, says that his prime work 
on this job has been technical, "with no 
attention required of me in developing pro
gram space requirements or building design." 
His domain on the project included stage rig
ging, stage lighting, communications, stage 
sound (not acoustical), and scenery shops. 

What, then, was left to the architects? 
Simply- architecture. Says DeMars, "The 
theater contains certain inflexible functional 
relationships, whose violation would negate its 
entire purpose. This is the base. Architecture 
starts from here." 
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Act II 
TOTAL DESIGN AND THE ARCHITECT 

An idea frequently reiterated by certain theater practitioners is that the final goal - and thus the primary job -of the architect 
is to build a rheater rhat functions. For this reason, it is said that it is the architect's duty and obligation to follow the experienced 
advice of his specialists in order to achieve that goal. If designing for technical functions is, therefore, primarily the creation of 
the consultant, where does that leave the architect? If he, too, is a specialist - like the lighting man and the rigging man and 
the stage engineer and the sightlines man - what is the thing he is supposed to be a specialist in? What is forgotten (or probably 
unsuspected) is that an architect must surmount and walk on a sea of confusion - codes, innumerable technical details, and the 
sundry topics and controversies discussed in our colloquy - in the hope of arriving at the far shores of art. 

What is the architect's Stone (Arch.) : What I strive for is to make very, very complicated problems very simple. This is 
specialty? my major concern. I think this is what an architect's specialty should be: to find something that is 

simple - not necessarily obvious, but inevitable. r like to believe that our plans have a certain 
inevitability. 
Engele (Arch.): Architecture is not only designing something in a certain style and beauty; it is 
much more coordinating all the others. This is 70 per cent of the architect's job, and the other 
30 per cent is actually designing. 
Rubin (Cons.): I'm a firm believer in the architect - by virtue of his study and training and sense 
as an over-all designer and planner. I mean this sincerely. And where he takes the more or less 
technical things which all of us tell him as consultants, and finally pieces them together into a 
workable package, and brings with it that over-all sense of design, of course, that is the major 
function he has accomplished. We're all fond of saying that architects are no better or no worse 
as a class than other people. But, in fact, they've been trained to study, to criticize, and to 
criticize themselves in general. As a group, they operate at a much higher level than almost any 
other group of professionals it's been my business to be associated with. They're more thoughtful, 
they're more considerate, they're more amenable to suggestions, and they'll give you two ideas back 
for every idea you give them. 
Hardy (Arch.): I think his specialty is thinking. His specialty is not drawing (that's just a means 
to an end); and I don't think his specialty is making models, or getting tempera renderings. But if 
there's anybody who is going to make some sense out of all these specialties, it's somebody like an 
architect. You see, an architect ought to be able to go to each one of these consultants - in total 
ignorance but with integrity and a questioning mind - and say to him, "OK. What is it? I'm going 
to force them to think." Now, obviously, you can't rip the skin off all of humanity and say 
"Question thyself" and they'll all sit down. Come on, get off it. Those people who will, will; and 
that's how you get exceptional buildings. But most people don't. Most people are just "architects." 
Brill (Arch.): It would seem that the people who are best equipped to be architects - who have 
an affinity for it, and function well within its strange confinements - are those who do have this 
method of thinking, of taking in many things. What should make a good architect is an ability to 
cope with an incredible number of variables: It's an approach to thinking, a method of analysis, 
which I don't claim only arc hitects possess, but it's really a profession which is based on it. 

That all seems plain: an architect must ask the right questions - both of his clients and consultants when writing a program 
and of his technical consultants and himself when designing the building. He is the counsellor-coordinator-administrator, it is 
agreed. And it follows that such an administrator must have an ana/y rical approach. A II serious work requires integrity and 
courage in thinking, yet architecrs have no exclusive claim on these attribures. Thinking and judgment are the specialties not 
only of an architect but of an administrator - and ir musr be added, of a specialist too. A /though the architect may also be 
an adminisrrator in addition to his other work, that is not what makes him an architect. What is the architect's exclusive 
"technical" specialty? What can the architect - and he alone - do? Should he not " think visually" - spatially? Perhaps we had 
better go about the question again, but indirectly . 
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Do you consider "design" 
to be the satisfying of 
functional requirements? 
Of other requirements? 

B irkle (Cons.) : Design should satisfy the functional requirements above all else. 
Veneklasen (Cons.): The challenge of successful design is to define, assess, and provide all of the 
essential functional requirements; to integrate them all into a successful functioning design, and 
to embody that design and those functions into a pleasing form composed of pleasing and 
well-integrated components. I contend emphatically that successful design must begin with the 
functional requirements. The most discouraging results are those which ~tart with some 
imaginative exterior form, and some of these have ome from our most illustrious architects. 
Burris-Meyer (Cons.): In part only. 
M ielziner (Cons.) : Far more than simply satisfying functional requirements. 
Jewell (Cons.): It is the enhancement of those requirements, as well. 
Unruh (Cons.): Depends on the usage of the language. 
Hardy (Arch.): When people say "design," everyone has a different idea about what it means, so 
you can't really use that word and have an intelligent conversation. "Design" to so many people 
means "shape." They don't say shape; they say design. "Hey, that's a good design," meaning, that's 
the most novel thing I've seen. From my point of view, that has nothing to do with design at all. 
Miller (Cons.): To say that "design" is the satisfaction of function is to call for a definition of 
"function." If we use "function" in its deepest sense, we satisfy emotional as well as logical needs. 
Fisher (Cons.): Yes. Also beauty and comfort. The beauty in a theater structure must be of such 
a nature that first, a theatrical presentation may be presented and enjoyed by an audience; 
second, that the audience feels comfortable in the surroundings. Ideally, this would be a structure 
that is also beautiful for its own sake. 
Rosenthal (Cons.) : "Design" carries more of a responsibility than satisfying the functional 
requirements. A public building is committed to creating an experience that is sympathetic with 
the building's use, but this cannot be narrowed down to the physical aspects of function. These are 
important aspects, but not the whole story. 
Bowman (Cons.) : Yes, I do consider design to be the satisfying of functional requirements. 
Hell, what do you mean by "other"? Design involves two or three other minor things -
and I don't have just "the application of ornament" in mind. I have yet to work with an architect 
who conceives in the beginning how a theater space should be different from all other 
experiences -- "building-type" experiences, if you will: what is unique about being in a theater; 
how should a theater be unique and different as a place. That is the singular functional requirement 
of the theater: the creation of a very special kind of environment. And that's where most theater 
architects run aground. 
De Mars (Arch.): The successful satisfaction of functional requirements alone does not produce 
design. When "design" becomes the end of a work rather than a means, we have a situation akin 
to the "styling" neurosis of Detroit. 
lzenour (Cons.): I consider design as satisfying infinitely more than mere functional requirements, 
but I do not see why functional requirements cannot be satisfied at the same time as the aesthetic 
requirements. 

"Just what," asks Dudley Hunt in Comprehensive Architectural Services, "is architecture? A definition is desperately needed for 
reRistration, leRal and other reasons. It is equally important to any discussion of great and expanded roles for the architect in 
our time. Since everyone seems to be attempting it," he concludes, "perhaps one more try might do no harm." (So let all charac
ters here intone in full polyphonic chorus.) 

In your opinion, what is Birkle (Cons.): Architecture is the design of a living space for people to perform a specific function. 
architecture? (Give a con- Severns (Client): l do not feel equipped to answer this question. As a professional theater man, 
cise definition, if possible.) I have had very little experience with architecture. 

Weiss (Cons.): Architecture is the creation of an environment for the producing of an atmosphere 
conducive to the activity which takes place in a particular building. 
Jewell (Cons.): Architecture is the provision of an attractive envelope for the useful articulation 
of internal spaces for a specific or general task requiring enclosure in a building. 
Feder (Cons.) : I'm getting kind of confused about that myself. 
Kook (Cons.): Architecture is art. It is the combination of originality in design to which the 
architect applies science, techniques, and economics in planning and executing a functional and 
safe building that has in it a feeling that will bring pleasure to people whom the edifice must serve. 
The building must be in harmony with its surroundings. It must embrace in close kinship the arts 
of painting, sculpture, poetry, and music. 
Bowman (Cons.): Architecture is the ordering of space. And you can publish that. That's concise. 
Rosenthal (Cons.): It is the design of a building to create a physical structure and an atmosphere 
compatible with its use. 
DeMars (Arch.): Architecture is the creation of environments and forms which are charged by 
emotion and capable of being used by people. 
Miller (Cons.): Designing for a given activity a shelter which is beautiful to regard and efficient 
in arrangement. 
Fisher (Cons.): It is the design of a structure that is both beautiful and serves a special function. 
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Knudsen (Cons .): Good architecture must satisfy all primary functional requirements. This is 
necessary, but not sufficient; it also should be a work of art, a creation of beauty. 
Johansen (Arch.): Architecture is the poetic statement of the technological requirements. 
Unruh (Cons.): It is the artistic form of a construction, especially of a building. 
Mielziner (Cons.): Architecture is the mother art of total planning for the structures in which man 
lives and works. Architecture may go far beyond the conception, design, and execution. It can 
control the total environmental master plan of which a single structure may be on ly a small part. 
Hardy (Arch.): An architect does something magical ; nobody knows quite what it is. The AIA, 
God knows, can 't define it - except it does have "beauty" in it all the time. In some quarters, 
"space" is all of it. Somebody said, "Architecture is the art of wasting space beautifully." Some guy 
wrote it down and laughed and tittled and adjusted his beady glasses. But it's just a smaaat thing to 
say; it doesn't really mean anything. Of course, architecture isn't just the humdrum hardware of 
sticking a bunch of consultants together. It's all supposed to come alive and be, not "beautiful," 
because that keeps changing all the time, but the result has to be exciting. That doesn't mean that 
as you walk into a room - "Boy! Is that exciting! There's so much going on." This is so far 
removed from how do you make a better subway train , and how do you make the jets fly faster, and 
so far removed from pragmatism and what happens most often, that it leads you into using those 
words we don 't know how to define - "Beauty, truth, hope, happiness"; those words that have 
become weasel words. And so we don't know what "good" is anymore, and so it's difficult. 
Yet we demand that the thing be exciting and alive. The word architecture is terribly confusing 
because architects make of it something which is free-standing objects, which are monuments to 
themselves. "That's what architecture is." Architecture could be nonbuilding; it could be taking 
buildings away; or it could be preserving buildings in relation to other buildings. It could be all 
kinds of things. 

Thus, two aspects of architecture are recognized: (1) an objective, analytical approach, and solution to the functional require
ments of spaces; and (2) a visual order in building. 

Professor Unruh goes back to Aristotle for his definition: Architecture is the art of building. The logic is as follows: 
Building is a craft - the craft of constructing buildings. Architecture transcends that craft by expressing something new and. 
(hopefully) incisively accurate about the spatial functions in a visual scheme, a visual order. That is what makes architecture 
more than a craft, what makes it an art. 

For instance, in the past, that visual order has bren achieved by emphasizing a myriad number of the elements of build
ing: sculpture and decoration, or structure, or massing, or form, or textures, or materials, or spaces. And within these stylistic 
categories there has been great variation in both imagination and taste. All of these directions, of course (stylistic preferences 
notwithstanding), are contributions to the art of building, to architecture. 

The craftsman may refine physical dimensions and surfaces; he refines a methodology. The artist transcends the physical 
craft by providing a new insight into it, which issues from his inspiration and personality. A rt is thus always intimately bound 
up with psychology and psychological effects. 

Like many elusive, affective subjects, little has been written to explain architecture in these terms, and perhaps that 
accounts for the inadequacy of most of its definitions and for the lack of underst(mding of architecture (and consequent indif
ference) on the part of the layman. 

Doesn't the fragmentation Schlanger (Cons.): No, because with what the researcher-architect delivers, the designer-architect 
of research, however, lead should come up with architecture that is better aesthetically. 
to aesthetic fragmenta- Swinney (Cons.): An architect has two functions: He must satisfy the functional requirements 
tion, to architectural dee- of a theater, and then wrap it in an attractive package. 
orating? P/ A: Isn't that an overlay? 

Does anyone have further 
thoughts about the socio
logical aspects of archi
tecture, which seem to 
have been slighted when 
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Schlanger (Cons.): It is an overlay in any case. You can make different designs from the same set 
of premises. 
Rotner (Arch.) : What I want to do architecturally is often challenged and modified to a tremendous 
extent by acoustics and other considerations. And it isn't because we've added these considerations; 
we've been working with them from the very beginning. 
Samton (Arch.): When it comes to architectural proportions and masses and spacing, an architect 
generally has an idea of what he wants to do and will stay with it. That idea of what he wants to do 
is already based on some kind of understanding. 
Weiss (Cons.): The architect can hardly divorce design in the aesthetic sense from design in the 
functional sense. Each plays its very significant role. 
Hardy (Arch.) : The architect also has a responsibility to the idea of unified design. 
PI A: Does the artistic purpose of the theater in any way determine its outward appearance? 
Franzen (Arch.): It gets into your system, certainly, as any client's life or the life of a problem 
gets into your system. You can always articul ate it. 

Roche (Arch.) : There is the whole arrival and social exchange part; that is secondary. 
Johnson (Arch.): My people always say about my museum in Utica, "That's a very nice room, 
Mr. Johnson , but where are you going to hang the pictures?" Well , I said my duty to this city 
isn't just loft space, wall space, pictures every two inches. I've got to have a place that gives an 
elevation of feeling for the community, so they'll say, "Have you seen our museum?" All 



the definitions were of
fered? Isn't this a vitally 
important aspect of archi
tecture? What can an ar
chitect offer the theater 
beyond the building? 

In terms of functional 
success, few people seem 
to say, "That's a bad 
church because I can't get 
to the cruet table." Is 
there a similarity between 
the design of a church 
and the design of a thea
ter? 

No other art form is so 
intimately bound up with 
its physical surroundings, 
its factory. Shouldn't we 
define some of the psy
chological aspects of in
terior theater architec
ture? Is the public a large 
factor in the theater build
ing? 

architecture has to go beyond "making it work." I designed the State Theater for the intermissions, 
obviously. 
A Voice (Cons.): I thoroughly disagree with Philip Johnson's philosophy. He designs a 
theater from society's point of view; he's interested in the act of going to the theater - getting 
dressed up and that sort of thing seems to him the major enjoyment of going to the theater. 
Engele (Arch.): It's more a matter of interest in the "theater" and of experience. 
Samton (Arch.) : No, I don't think that's so. Every building has this to some degree. It might not 
be this illusion or excitement of the drama; it might be just expressing a different type of function. 
When you start with a concept of a theater, you seek to express what the theater really is -
basically, what it is as opposed to another building. In the theater, you want to begin already with a 
sense of drama as you approach it. As you enter the theater, you want to have the feeling that this 
is something a little special, a little bit unusual. 
Hardy (Arch.) : For example, there's this confusion about Nervi being an architect, and he's not. 
His buildings are absolutely superb, but they crash into the ground where they have to pick up all 
the rest of the services that make up a big public building. (If you've ever been in some of the 
buildings which have men's rooms, the men's rooms are always at the front door; and it's a dreadful 
place.) 
Franzen (Arch.) : An architect can give spiritual form just as he gives physical form. 
Rudolph (Arch.): Building any kind of a theater involves many more things than just the stage 
or the auditorium. The period before and after and during intermission is an important experience. 
I don't know what the major contribution is .... For me, architecture is a matter of addressing 
oneself to many levels. In the morning, one thing is important; in the afternoon, another. When 
you're young, one thing is important; when you're old, another thing. I just couldn't say what is the 
most important thing at any one time. 
lzenour (Cons.) : The social aspects of going to the theater, the opera, the concert should 
provide the architect with a sufficient outlet for the exercise of his aesthetic judgments in the 
design of the ancillary spaces adjacent to and required by the main room. 

Johnson (Arch.): Certainly. The crowd's watching something. 
PI A: Is the creative influence of the crowd more important in a church than in a theater? 
Johnson (Arch.): Everything's more important in a church. A theater, you darken; a church, 
you never darken; you're always in the space. Sometimes, in movie theaters, you don't know what 
theater you've been in, because there are never any lights. But churches are the greatest because you 
are less constrained by consultants; and in the hospital it seems to me you are constrained mostest. 
Hardy (Arch.): On a church you will get exactly the same discussion, really. Of course, a church 
has functional problems: they say they can't see. (Nobody says the acoustics are bad because 
they rely on speakers.) Actually, it's even more difficult because you're cut loose farther into 
words we have no common understanding of. l say to you "holy," I say to you "religious," I say 
to you "space," I say ... you know; and already it's lost. There's not supposed to be anything 
about a church except "holy, holy." Yes, like a church, a theater involves so much that is symbolic, 
so much that is intangible. 
Feder (Cons.): The theater is in many ways like a church, with its long tradition, its attempts to 
stretch a man to something bigger, and, certainly, with its obvious symbols to prepare him for 
this coming experience. 
Rudolph (Arch.): Well, a theater is basically a good-time place. Maybe some people think of 
the church as being that; I happen not to. 
P/ A: Some new plays are not very good-time plays. 
Rudolph (Arch.): That's true, that's true. Things are changing, you see. 

Rudolph (Arch.): Of course. It's for the public, isn't it? I'm sure it's for the actors and directors 
and scene designers, and all of those people, too, but it's also for the public. All architecture is, 
for me, a matter of participation of the human being - contrary to what a lot of people have had 
to say. I regard it as memorable space. It must be acoustically and visually rewarding. You should 
be aware that you have arrived at a room where theater is going to take place. You ought to feel 
you're absolutely at the same level as the performance. I don't think it can be just any old room; 
it needs to be a breathing, dynamic thing. 
PI A: lt has been said that to build a theater where the walls are papered with people - faces -
was an 18th- and 19th-Century idea that is no longer applicable in our society. 
Johnson (Arch.): I think that's a very broad statement. 
P/ A: Even when we no longer have a society where people go to the theater to look at one another? 
Johnson (Arch.): Well, I don't think you have to look around. It's just the nicest way to have 
theaters. 
Hendry (Exec. Director): Ideally, the architect's responsibility is to interpret to the society around 
him, in terms of his art, the nature of the theatrical experience - which is at once collective and 
individual - as it will be expressed by the particular artistic director who will run a given theater. 
Within his own area, the architect ought to be a humble dictator. 
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Franzen (Arch.): You know, the theater is all about involvement - commitment and involvement. 
It's not watching spectacles. It's the opposite of a nation of spectators. It's there that I think it's 
great. The potentials are great. You do get involved. 
Johnson (Arch.) : The only analogy that works is that people respond to great spaces with their 
guts .... I am not sure that the public can specify at all. ... But I think people have an instinct for 
space. It's something they like, like good food, sex, or anything else, but the last thing they can do 
is to talk about it. It is best to watch their eyes. 

In that emphatic respect, architecture has something in common with the theater: for "architectural space" read "the per
formance"; for "people" read "the audience." Now, between the performers and the audience, while the play is on - that spark 
of unseen electric current that, on happy occasions, galvanizes the entire theater (both audience and stage) - is as real and as 
indescribable as the general reaction to architecture. Is that so? 
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Brill (Arch.): A spark is being generated. 
Rudolph (Arch.): Well, they're related, but that spark is a very complicated thing. It's not made 
up of just one single element. You can't really, finally analyze it completely. But you know that 
many considerations have gone into making that spark work. It's a different thing, isn't it? 
Hardy (Arch.): Theater really is unlike almost anything that happens now. It's a kind of 
ritualistic place. The difference between watching a movie in a plane, and watching a movie in a 
flick house, is fantastic. Here is the most advanced kind of technological achievement: all those 
little people listening like this, ears pressed together, hurting; you can have that film going on up 
there and not burning up - all that happens, and a Jot more. And yet the last thing that a plane 
interior is designed to be is a movie theater; it's dreadful. You're peeking through people's heads, 
and you put your head out in the aisle and the hostess clonks you in the back, and the person 
in front wants to read, and so forth. Airplanes are brilliantly designed to do everything possible -
except show movies in. But then that's another problem, because the more comfortable you make 
everything in the Jive theater, the less emotion is being spent. Somebody was saying that people 
were leaning back in their seats farther and farther all the time, and of course as soon as you make 
48 in. in between the seats you get this way - horizontal. It's a tradition from looking at movies. 
But it has nothing at all to do with the theater. In the good ones, the real bear pits, you feel 
everybody leaning forward, elbow-to-elbow. It's one of the most marvelous things about the 
traditional theater, where everything comes around and bends down to the stage. It's really quite 
a gasser. The whole idea of people gathering together in groups is so much different than what 
happens in the 20th-Century, when they're getting in little cars and trying to get away from each 
other. The whole idea of that is communal, primitive (it is primitive, damn it). The whole notion 
that people have emotions is quite exciting; by and large we pretend that we don't, and the theater 
denies all that. 
Stone (Arch.) : Traditionally, they've had crystal, they've had red velvet, red brocade carpets. 
Why resist this? This doesn't stifle one's imagination at all. Why give them terrazzo and plate glass 
and all that stuff that is alien to the tradition of the theater? Pour it on, give them what they need, 
what they expect. Gilt, red, crystal - all those things. And you've got to think about women: 
They are the ones who make these things successful. You don't go putting in a bunch of lousy 
fluorescent lighting, which takes all the color out of their faces. Give them the equivalent of 
candlelight; you've got to imagine that you're in the 18th Century. It used to be that one sought 
character in architecture; nobody seeks character today .... I don't think there is enough emphasis 
on character, on what is suitable. 
Hardy (Arch.): When you use the word theater, you're really out of it, because the average person, 
when you say "theater," thinks red plush, curtain, seats like that ... the puppet show. But there's 
so much more happening in the theater by professionals who work in it than that, that you're 
really terribly constricted if you feel you need those things. And even the people who are the 
most traditional, whom I don't know anything about, who work in the theater, want cake too. 
They want to have this move or that, and so on: noodling around with the proper proscenium, 
making the apron a little sort of spongy place that comes and goes. When there was a theater 
tradition, everyone had a commonly accepted knowledge of the theater. But we ain't in the 
19th Century. 
Rudolph (Arch.): The architectural concept of the theater itself: I don't know who should do that 
except an architect. Of course, I feel very strongly about that. 
Hardy (Arch.): I personally don't see how anyone except an architect, with the kind of training 

that a good one gets, can do that. 
Rudolph (Arch.): I'm interested in architectural space, and the effect it has on people. And I 
think I know something about that. That's what makes me tick. And no one is going to tell me 
about that, you see - least of all a structural consultant, a lighting consultant, an acoustical 
consultant, a mechanical engineering consultant, any consultant. No one is going to tell me about 
that. ... I really mean this. You know, there are just so many hours in a day, and you have to pick 
and choose what you are going to really exert your efforts on. Otherwise, your time runs QUt. 
I know what I'm interested in, and what I want to do. 



Someone remarked that a certain director could put on a play just as well at any street corner as in a theater. And the 
simple, uncommitted, all-black, "nonarchitectural" boxes that serve as fiexib/e theaters are reported as being always busier and 
more in demand than the elaborately mechanized multiform facilities. Imagination does not seem to be stiffed by the simplest 
off-Broadway loft or by the church basement. 

Perhaps there is too much Hardy (Arch.): The part that bothers me is that when all this stuff is formalized , something does 
"architecture" complicat- seem to go wrong. The energy - the life - seems to go out of it. And theaters are such funny 
ing the theater today? places. I do think they're more complicated. Look, what's the reason for building this damn thing? 

Who would like to con
clude for architecture 
and the architects? 

Is it equally important to 
establish an architectural 
concept? 

Will theater people know, 
though, what this other 
part- "architecture" - is 
and why it is even equally 
important? 

People get up on a stage and make noises which involve their emotions. It may be feigned or 
otherwise; they may be real emotions sometimes. And because of all that, something happens to you 
as an audience. I personally th ink that there ought to be a hell of a lot less architecture and just 
people in a space. 
Rudolph (Arch.) : I find that once the proceedings start, I forget about the architecture completely -
almost. I think one shou ld do that, yes. The way the theater uses light, for instance. The space 
has boundaries, of course, but within that space, the lighted actor, or objects, or whatever it is, 
quite often gives the illusion of almost endless space. And that can or cannot be connected with 
something else. What can be done with light in the theater, as I see it, is a fantastic and wonderful 
and special thing, and can certainly be open-ended. 
Voice: One of those way-out H appeni ngs, actually, was all architecture: As the play was proceeding, 
a character stepped out between audience and performers and began to lay up a concrete-block 
wall. As the performance continued, and the wall got higher, people began to stand up, then stand 
on chairs, finally straggling out as the stage was blocked from view. Some sort of play was still 
going on, behind the wall, as the aud ience thinned out and the evening ended. That is a kind of 
nonarchitecture on stage. 
lzenour (Cons.): The architect is required to provide a space for another art form that has 
virtually nothing to do with his architecture, because when the lights go down and the performance 
starts, the building practically disappears. 
Thompson (Cons.): The architect's statement in terms of arch itecture can be compared to the 
selection by a painter of a very fine frame in which to place his masterpiece : The painting must 
complement the frame as the frame must complement the painting. The same holds true in the 
theater: the performance upon the stage must be complemented by the architecture, and vice 
versa. However, once the performance has begun on the stage, the architecture must become 
subservient to the theater, and the audience must not be consciously aware of its presence. I'm sure 
most architects will disagree with this statement. 
Johnson (Arch.): Oh yes, an auditorium has to be anonymous when the light goes down . When I 
say dark, I do not mean it has to be so dark you can't see; it is just that you don' t want it to 
distract you. 
Roche (Arch.): The architecture of theater building is somewhat different from the architecture 
of almost anything else. In that the inside of the house is properly the one place where there is 
almost no visible architecture at all - if you do it properly. There is no house, only actors and 
the set, so that the stage, actors, and sets have nothing to distract from them. The stage becomes 
the focal point, and there really is no architecture to speak of except darkness. It is only a theater 
while the lights are off and the play is going on. And it is nothing when it is empty. An architect has 
no opportunity really to do the inside of the house. Not too many architects are interested in 
making it an architecture of a void. It is very hard for an a rchitect to think in these terms. 
Architects, by nature these days, think only in terms of what one sees - the spectacle of the thing. 
And anyone who creates a spectacle inside is putting an elaborate frame around the picture. 
Yet the picture may show itself better without a frame. 

Rotner (Arch.): What is the most important thing: to create a piece of sculpture which is exciting 
visually, even though it might have functional limitations, or, let's say, whether the lights are 
where a particular group wants them today? Is it more important to establish an architectural 
concept? 

Rotner (Arch. ): I'm an architect, so I think it's of prime importance. And I don't think they're 
incompatible. 

Rotner (Arch. ): I think they do. I've found that they do. People who are company managers 
and production managers - people who hand le these art istic groups in music or dance or drama -
are more concerned today than ever before that it not only works but that they're going to be 
housed in a place that is beautiful, that is architecturally valid. Architecture, I think , is more 
prestigious today than it was before. My recent experience with clients and users is that they're 
very concerned and very, very knowledgeable, and they're also very sympathetic to the architect's 
problems as well as the technician's problems. 
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Act lllcoNnNurn 
Wherein is illustrated what wa s 
Previously discussed 

Cincinnati: Small Building Metamor
phosis 

THEATER JN THE PARK, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Architects : Hugh Hardy; Associate Archi· 
tect, Herman Shapiro. 

The Theater in the Park is a small theater 
that is motivating its own transformation from 
a meeting house to a unit of a modest per
forming arts center. This originally Victorian 
building will eventually be part of a well· 
integrated complex that will include an art 
gallery, a new 500-seat theater, and a band· 
shell for outdoor chamber music recitals
the whole complex to be surrounded by an 
ample promenade. 

Originally conceived as an alteration to 
the IBBO's building, the interrelated parts 
are evolving gradually through user-architect 
collaborl.!lion. The theater is small and houses 
no major mechanical equipment . It seats 227 
on three sides oj its thrust stage. The en· 
trance between stage and backstage is divided 
by an existing masonry-enclosed flue, which 
must await completion of the larger theater 
and its heating plant before it is removed . 
This will create a proscenium opening, which 
can then avail itself fully of the stagehouse 
already provided. 

The building's front terrace, which roofs 
the shop and dressing rooms, is presently 
used for chamber music concerts . It will 
eventually be provided with an acoustic shell. 
Dressing-room access to backstage is via 
stairs that continue up to the balcony in the 
stagehouse. Stage equipment is delivered up 
these stairs or through the large theater 
entrance doors. 

Necessary acoustic treatment was minimal, 
having been Limited to treating the theater 
wall with sound-absorbing material. Existing 
bay windows were partitioned off from the 
theater area and now function as ticket booth 
and refreshment bar serving promenade 
patrons. 

During the first phase of construction, the 
architect built plumbing facilities at the rear 
of the theater. In tying the two structures 
together, he created an outdoor sculpture 
gallery that can. be enclosed by sliding doors. 

Hardy feels that this theater is unique in 
that its motivating force is a local group of 
theater-users - The Theater in the Park 
Croup. The group had origin.ally contem
plated a 500-seat revision to the meeting 
house, which they were successfully using for 
theatrical performances. After consultation., 
it was decided to continue with the small 
th eater concept, and, if continuing success 
warranted, to build a 500-seat theater. Appar
ently this was a soundly conceived idea, for 
the larger theater is now planned as the next 
element of the complex. 
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Darrow: A No-Budget Addition 

DARROW AUDITORIUM AND GYMNASIUM BUILD

ING, New Lebanon, N. Y. Architects: George 
S. Lewis, fames Baker. Consultants: Hugh 
Hardy, Theater ; Henry Pfisterer, Structure; 
Harold Hecht, Mechanical. 

The 300-seat theater was conceived as a no
budget addition during the period the Darrow 
School was under construction. Its rough and 
ready treatment, compounded of necessity and 
design, has not affected the theater's popu
larity. Besides being successfully employed 
by the school, use of the facility is also 
sought by members of the surrounding com
munity. The designer /eels that the intimate 
relationship between audience and actors is 
its most successful feature. 

Budge t restrictions have not yet allowed 
the inclusion of benches on the concrete steps, 
or ceiling treatment over the exposed bar 
joists. The room is therefore a little more 
alive acoustically than the designer had origi
nally intended. However, the annoyance of a 
little extra reverberation can surely be over
looked in the enjoyment of an entirely "sur
plus" theater. 
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Jacobson: Creation of Illusion 

NINA JACOBSON THEATER FOR THE DRAMATIC 

ARTS, WINDSOR MOUNTAIN SCHOOL, Lenox, 
Mass. Archilecls: Samton Associates . Con
s1tlla11 1s : Paul Gugliotta, S tructure; Paulo 
Squassi, Mechanical; Abe Feder, Lighting. 

"We've had very strange reactions from the 
kids up there," says architect Claude amton. 
"High School kids, 14 to 18 . ... Some of 
them say, 'Boy is this crazy.' ... 'I've never 
seen anything like this.' ... 'This is wild.' ... 
'A nutty thing.'" This exuberance was ex
pressed on a smaller scale by the architect 
himself when describing his design purpose 
in creating the Nina Jacobsen theater. " / 
thought that a theater building had to ex
press the fact that it was a dramatic building 
in which you create illusion-like a different 
world.'' It is a dramatic building, but it is the 
quiet drama of architecture whose reality will 
not fade when the house lights dim, signify
ing the beginning of the drama on stage. 

The 306-seat, three-level theater is located 
on a for mer private estate that now belongs 
to the Windsor Mountain School of Lenox, 
Massachusetts. Set into a tree-covered site 
chosen by the architect, the theater stands well 
away from the main building and parking 
facilities. I ts structural body-concrete block 
walls, plywood box beams and trussed parti
tions-is costumed appropriately in western 
cedarboard-and-batten to blend with its sur
ro1tndings. 

To enter, one walks down a sloping lawn, 
onto a ground-level open entrance court paved 
with herringbone brick and ceilinged with 
cedar board. Passing through the court, the 
auditorium is entered by ascending stairs. The 
exit is a free-standing stair at the north wall 
of the auditorium, which wraps down around 
the east exterior wall. 

The ground level of the auditorium build
ing is used for dressing rooms, costume stor
age, set building, and offices. It has two stair
cases leading to the theater backstage. Con
crete block walls perforate the building, form
ing a fire wall between stage and auditorium. 

With proscenium and low stage, the theater 
is single form. Three continuous steps barely 
separate it from the audience. The unusual 
feature of a full-length window on the north 
wall of the stage lights the daily assembly of 
students addressed by the director. (During 
theatrical performances, the window is 
blacked out.) Seating is fixed and one
directional. 

Interior finish consists of random length 
cedar strips varying in depth, for sound dif
fusion. Wood finish interior and exterior is 
undressed. The auditorium has a plank ceil
ing and oak floors. 

The building fulfills the schoofs needs of 
auditorium, assembly hall, drama, dance, 
cinema, and lecture space, as well as summer 
theater. 
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Bened icta: A Common Stagehouse 

BENEDICTA ARTS CE ' TER, St . Joseph, Minn. 
Architects : Hammel, Green & Abrahamson. 
Co nsultants: John Ditmore, Sister Coleman, 
Theater; Ja ck Jordan, Rigging; Bolt, Beranek 
& Newman, Acoustics. 

The auditorium and theater of the aint 
Benedicta Arts Center are unique in being 
joined through a common stagehouse, which, 
although primarily designed for the theater, 
is operable fo r both spaces. A 20-ton sound
isolating wall divides the auditorium from 
the theater, permitting simultaneous use. The 
partition, located to seal sound from the 
auditorium side, prevents sound loss into the 
stagehouse. Raising the acoustic wall and 
closing off the /orestage of the theater gives 
the auditorium use of the stagehouse. 

Three lifts, one in the theater and two in 
the auditorium, add fiexibility to these 
spaces: they also serve as elevators from the 
;torage rooms below. In the auditorium, the 
lifts may be raised to add thrust to the pro
scenium stage. At fioor level, they add space 
that allows an additional 200 seats to augment 
the auditorium's 1000-seat capacity. 

The 350-seat theater has a traditional pro
scenium stage when the lift is at floor level. 
With the lift raised, a thrust stage is added. 
Seating, which rests on the lift platform on 
manually operated stage wagons, is divided 
and moved to the sides to create a three
quarter seating pattern /or thrust-stage per
formances. 

The walls of both theater and auditorium 
are a combination of brick, wood, and fiber 
mesh. Behind the open wood and fiber mesh 
walls, electronically-operated burlap curtains 
can be moved to adjust the spaces acoustically 
for varying types of performances. Ceiling 
panels are also electronically operated. 

The auditoriiim will be iised for a variety 
of /unctions, incfoding lectures, moving
picture projection, as well as orchestral and 
operatic performances. An additional small, 
120-seat theater, located on the lower level, 
is also part of this arts center. Called the 
arena, it is used for student experimental pro
diictions and educational television programs 
that are made available by the school. 

The architect, who had been working on 
the campus for eight yea.rs , had never de
signed a th eater before. fl e toured facilities 
with th e client, whom he describes as knowl
edgeable, and termed their relationship ideal. 

The acoustical consultant is regiilarly en
gaged by the architect's office. The other 
consultants-in th e fields of theater technol
ogy, lighting, stage rigging and projection
were selected jointly by the client and archi
tect. 

Architect Green makes the following com
ments concerning th eater design and archi
tect-consultant relationships: "Theater design 
is just beginning to develop and react to new 
thinking, which makes it extremely interest
ing. Fiirther, it involves large and small vol
iime, not necessarily dictated by efficiency 
analyses." 
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Tu lsa: Palace of Culture 

TULSA ASSEMBLY CENTER, Tulsa, Okla. Archi
tects: Edward Durell Stone: Associate A rchi
tects , M urrar-Jones-M urray. Consultants: 
Severud, Elstad, Krueger & Associates, Struc
ture; Netherton, Be//meyer, Solnok, Mech.ani· 
cal and Electrical; A be Feder, Lighting; Bolt, 
Beranek & Newman, Acoustics. 

Edward Durell Stone's Tulsa Assembly 
Center comprises three multiple-use spaces 
for an aggregation of Junctions ranging from 
cow 'palace to theatrical performance. The 
arena will seat /0,100 for a boxing match, 
8700 for basketball, 7700 for hockey. 

When "culture" demands, part of the arena 
can be masked off with curtains from roof 
to floor for theatrical performances . Lighting 
provisions include specially designed light
; ng and remote -control panel besides special 
theatrical lighting. 

The assembly hall, which begins with a 
modest seating capacity of 1200 in one
directional viewing of its proscenium stage 
and sunken orchestra pit, can be enlarged by 
moving flexible partitions. These convert side 
meeting rooms to part of the auditorium 
space, adding an additional 550 seats . Balcony 
meeting rooms can also be opened and, when 
ramped seating is added, another 350 specta· 
tors can be accommodated, for a total- of 2270. 

The arena and assembly hall ceilings are 
20-ft inverted pyramidal-shaped panels with 
sprayed asbestos surfaces for acoustic con
trol. All major zones of the building have 
separate air-conditioning controls and thermo
static adjustment of individual spaces . 

The popular appeal of the Center is re
flected in. its unique programming. Ten. com· 
mittees of Tulsa citizens, comprising such 
professions as communications media, fire 
and safety, assembly, catering, etc., met with 
th e architect and his consultants to Jo rmu· 
late programs and iron out difficulties . A 
unique method, which the architect says 

functioned well. 

Bakersfield: Buildings Combined 

BAKERSFIELD CIVIC AUOTTORIUM, Bakersfield, 
Calif. Architec ts: 117 right & Metcalf. Con
sultcm ts: Vern 0. Knudsen, Acoustics; 
Lindsley C. Lueddeke, Auditoriiim; Hillman 
and Nowell, Structure; C. D. 117 alz & Asso
ciates, Mechanical ; R. L. Grosh & Sons, 
Rigging. 

The Bakersfield Civic Center, housing what 
the architect believes to be the second- or 
third-larges t stage in the world, is actually 
a complex of convention buildings combined 
in.to one structure. The arena and auditorium 
are connected through one stagehouse and 
separated by two 10-in. soundproof curtains. 

These sound barriers can be used in a 
variely of combinations. Closing of one and 
opening of the other alternately permits the 
1ise of the stagehouse by the auditorium or 
arena. Closing of both walls converts the 
stagehouse in.to a separate room, providing 
for simultaneous use of all three spaces. 
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Deere: Balconies Forward! 

DEERE TllACTOR THEATER, Moline, Ill. Archi
tec ts : Eero Saarin.en & Associates. Consult
ants : Ammann. & Whitney, Structure; Burn3 
and 111 cDonnell, 111 echanical and Electrical: 
89lt , Beranek & Newman, Acoustics; Richard 
Kelly, Lighting: Stanley McCandless, Stage 
Lighting. 

Th e John Deere auditorium is part of the 
Saarin.en Deere & Company administrative 
office complex at Molin e. Designed primarily 
for th e display of farm machinery, it can also 
be used for moving-picture projection by low
ering a back-wall projection screen. 

The th eater has a large proscenium open
ing and stage area at floor level. Equipment 
is driven directly onto a 32-f t-diam eter mech
anized turntable through two 28-ft-wide doors 
at either side of the stage. The back wall of 
the stage is of glass, covered by a movable 
panel. The panel, when moved, allows use 
of the outside courtyard as a display area. 

Acoustic treatment is fixed. Side-walls are 
of random -length planking with carpeted 
floors and aisles, and the ceiling is exposed 
in th e th eater area with a hung ceiling over 
th e back balcony entrance section. 

The most unique feature of the auditori
um's design is its reverse balcony, which 
projects from the rear of the theater toward 
the stage in four tiers. Three of the tiers 
contain single rows of paired seating of 22 
seats each: the fou rth is used for stage light
ing. The main floor of the auditorium seats 
.318 in rows of continuous, backed seating. 

Hugh Hardy has this to say about the bal
cony design: "Now it's fashionable that all 
balconies are staggered toward the rear, and 
th e seating consultants sell you that as a 
shape. Suppose Saarinen's section becomes 
fashionable where balconies reverse them
selves. There are people all around the room, 
and it's very exciting. Then one of them will 
say: 'Hey, buy one of those! Who is a con
sultant for that? Let's have one of those too.'" 
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Gammage: From Generals to Particulars 

GHADY GAMMAGE MEMORIAi. AlJDITOHIUM, AHI

ZO A STATE UNIVERS ITY, Tempo, Ariz. Archi
IPCLS: Frank Lloyd Wright: l/rilliam lflesley 
Peters, Chief Architect; John Rattenbury, 
Sta/] Architect. Co11su/la11ls: George / zenour, 
Theater: Vern 0. Knudsen, Acoustics; Robert 
F:. McKee, General Contractor. 

Frank Lloyd lflright's only major public 
building in Arizona, the Crady Gammage 
Theater, was completed in September of 
1964 (November 1964 PIA). 

In plan, the theater forms two overlapping 
circular shapes, one embracing the stage 
functions, the other the audience and its 
facilities. Extending out from the level of 
the balcony and grand tier, two bridges span 
200 ft to ground-level parking areas. 

The theater stage is single use, with a pro
scenium opening that can be reduced from 
64'x30' to 30' x JS'. Its jorestage may be 
lifted to extend the 140-ft-wide stage into the 
audience, or lowered for an orchestra pit, or 
used to accommodate additional seating. 

Total auditorium seating is 3000, with 1643 
on the main floor, 60 1 in th e grand tier, and 
669 in the balcony. Continental seating 
eliminates radial aisles. The most distant 
seat is 115 ft from th e stage. 

Although th e stage is single use, the audi
torium can also be used as concert hall, audi
torium, and th eater thmugh the medium of 
a telescoping bands/tell. The steel shell, 
which extends from the rear wall, is large 
enough to surround an entire symphony or
chestra. The remainder of th e auditorium 
acoustic treatment is stationary. Probably 
the most unusual architectural acoustic fea
ture of the auditorium is in th e detaching of 
the grand tier and second balcony from the 
rear walls. It was an idea that had alwnys 
been dear lo If/right and went back beyond 
the idea of correcting air volum e: it went 
back to Dankmar Adler at th e Chicago 
Auditorium. 

I nlerior decoration was done by Mrs. 
lf'right. The total construction cost of 
2,460,000 averages about 800 a seal. 

Architect Wesley Peters commented: '" / 
Jee/ that we must work from generals to par
ticulars, and th e particulars must be filled in 
by the consultants. If it happens the oth er 
way around, you end up with a mess where 
the mechanism is designing the organism . ... 
Any over-al/ architectural preconception ought 
10 be so wide and so broad that it would 
permit any number of architectural solu
tions.'' 
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Colgate: Creativity Can't Be Delegated 

CREATIVE ARTS CENTER, COLGATE UNIVERSI TY, 

Hamilton, New York. Architect: Paul 
Rudolph. Consultants: Edward C. Cole, 
General Theater; Harvey R. Smith, Lighting ; 
Cambridge Acoustical Associates, Acoustics. 

Colgate University's 400-seat proscenium 
theater, a part of Paul Rudolph's Creative 
Arts Center (p. 57, May 1964 PIA), was in· 
tended by the client to house drama, music, 
and art lectures. " These uses are very often 
conflicting," Rudolph observes. "Drama had 
the major say, by predetermined policy. One 
day, the musicians will have a separate audi· 
torium; lecturing and the theater are not at 
war with each other, of course." 

Given these objectives, the architect talked 
principally with the drama department head. 
" He wanted a proscenium arch," Rudolph 
explains. " He also felt-and I quite agree
that you can't have everything; you must 
make a choice." 

Rudolph, who has built a theater at Welles
ley and designed an " Ideal Theater' project 
for the Ford Foundation, advises, "If you're 
going to do a theater, you really need at least 
two people to elaborate it with: a general 
consultant and a lighting consultant." 

There is no stagehouse at Colgate, much 
to the consternation of both architect and 
consultants; one will be added in the future, 
however. Instead, stage wagons are used to 
provide horizontal movement and storage 
space, a system Rudolph considers more flex
ible and more generally useful than vertical 
storage. 

" / personally don't feel that the word of 
an expert is the last word at all," Rudolph 
states. "Usually there's more than one way 
of doing things. As I see it, it's like playing 
an orchestra: you pick and choose and bal
ance one thing against another." 

The Colgate Theater has some of the fea
tures of an Elizabethan theater: four side 
stages (two levels on each side) and an 
apron that projects into the audience in a V 
form. The stage continues in front of the 

MEZZANINE PLAN side stages, and along the sides of the audi
ence. " It is the level you actually enter on," 
Rudolph continues. "Part of my notion is 
that when you enter the theater you are on 

r-~--1-.i the stage, and then you go down and take 
your seats." 

As an extension of the encircling "caliper" 
stage, there is a light bridge around the top 
of the auditorium. "The consultants didn't 
suggest either the stage fo rm or the lighting 
bridge," Rudolph reports. " ! asked their 
opinions after the theater had been perceived 
as an architectural space (and indeed they 
were modified). I don't want to say the way 
I work is right or wrong. I just know the 
way I work best. You can't delegate crea

FIRST FLOOR PLAN tivity." 



Confederation: Sized to Suit 

FATHERS OF THE CO:'iFEDERATION MEMORIAL 

Bl"ILDINGS, Charlottetown, Prince Edward 
Island, Canada. Architects: Affleck, Des
barats, Dimakopoulos, Lebensold, Sise; Part
ner in Charge, Dimakopoulos; Town Planner, 
Norbert Schoenauer. Consultants: Adjeleian 
& Associates, Structure; fames P. Keith & 
Associates, Mechanical and Electrical; George 
C. lzenour, Theater; William Lam, Lighting; 
Bolt, Ben;mek & Newman, Acoustics; Dr. 
E. R. Arthur, University of Toronto, Profes
sional Advisor. 

"Someone said, 'Let's move out the walls,' 
and we worked it out with lzenour." Accord
ing to the architect, this is how the idea of 
manipulating the theater's interior volume to 
conform with changed use came into being. 

The 970-seat theater can be altered from 
proscenium to thrust stage by utilizing boom
suspended, n1echanically-operated side walls, 

sacrificing a minimal eight seats in transi
tion. Seating blanked off in narrowing the 
auditorium is compensated for by raising a 
seating bank stored underneath the perma
nent orchestra seating on the thrust stage 
lift. A smaller lift positions the foreportion 
of the proscenium stage and rear section of 
the apron stage. This lift is also utilized as an 
orchestra pit floor or elevator to the trap 
room. 

A co us tic regulation is as diverse as the 
remainder of the theater's mechanical fiexi-



bility. Ceiling panels were designed for 
acoustic Junctions as well as a masking de
vice for audio equipm ent. Side-wall panels 
are adjustable /or sound reflection and ab
sorption and draperies over hard front and 
rear walls modify these surfaces as reqllired. 
Seating is made more sollnd-absorptive by 
exposing the under-upholstered surfaces. 

Programming of the theater was included 
as part of th e Memorial Center Competition. 
The competition outlined conditions for the 
design of the center, which consists of theater 
art gallery, museum, memorial hall, and 
library on a tight 6.3-acre site in th e center 
of the city. The focal point of the complex 
is the 1847 building, which was th e meeting 
place for the negotiators who met to confed
erate the Canadian provinces. 

Several consultants and a professional ad
viser worked with the architect, who de
scribed the relationship as "ve ry satisfac
tory." The architect further comments: " The 
design of th eaters does differ very much from 
the design of other building types. It is 
terribly important that the architect should 
have a very good knowledge of th e meaning 
of th eater in its broadest sense and have a 
fairly good understanding of the art. I think 
it is safe to assume that no architect can be 
an expert technologist in th e detailed opera
tions of the functional aspect of production. 
The role of the architect, therefore, is sim i
lar here as it is in any other bllilding. In a 
way, he is to act primarily as creator and 
artist. I am ajraid that his ability t.o judge 
his 'expertise' has to be left to a large degree 
to his ·nose' and his conscience." 

PLAN WITH PROSCENIUM STAGE 
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EPILOGUE 

"Our revels now are ended. These our actors, 
As I foretold you, were all spirits and 
Are melted into air, into thin air: 
And, like the baseless fabric of this vision, 
The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces, 
The solemn temples, the great globe itself, 
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve 
And, like this insubstantial pageant faded, 
Leave not a rack behind." SHAKESPEARE, "THE TEMPEST" 

After all is said and done, there is usually more said than done. Given the selected confines of 
our presentation, are there any comments on the status of the theater and its design that might 
permit some extrapolations about the changing nature of architectural practice? Johnson hopes 
that it is "in a healthy state of chaos, like [all] architecture." Like all architecture, the theater, 
some think, changes (or does not change) as the activities it houses change: "You can write 
all the plays that you want to," comments Hardy, "but you don't change anything in the theater 
until the play, and the directors, and all that stuff changes too. Because of that, it's a very complex 
social institution, which changes slower than any of them." Franzen believes that there "is really 
an evolutionary thing going on in the theater," while Schlanger says, " I don't think theater 
presentation techniques are changing as most people think." Bowman believes that "great" 
theater architecture will be impossib le "while the present eclectic spirit prevails among theater 
directors and designers." 

Since in all periods of technical innovation there is little time for the development of a 
craft tradition , the craft of building theaters similarly has little time to develop today - owing 
both to the past hiatus of theater building and the consequent loss of experience, and to the 
new furor of experimentation and innovation. 

Thus, despite the furor and all that discussion, several problems relating to theater design 
remain to be solved. The first of these - having parallels in other types of bu ildings - involves 
the complexity of the client, as discussed in Act I. Particularly, the problems incurred when the 
client-owner is untrained in the theater, as opposed to being a theater-oriented group of users. 
Not unti l the real c lient stands up and it is determined who the theater is really for - who the 
art of the theater is really for - can this matter become clear and be ultimately resolved. 

As has been pointed out, the present user may not be the ultimate user. And the mirage of 
the ideal theater in the minds of theater people makes for all the greater difficulty in the use of a 
building by groups than the one for which it was designed. The custom suit fits only the man for 
whom it was made. Even if the perfect suit were ever made, of course, it would fit only the 
perfect man. Therefore, in theater design, it would seem that the omnipresent problem is how 
to design for the changing user. " ! suppose in theory you cou ld build a theater so flexible that it 
cou ld work for many people," Abramovitz observes. "No one has done it because the economics 
are terrifying. You would have to have a flexible backstage and sidestage and a proscenium 
and no proscenium. You would have to have the walls change and the ceiling of the house change 
and sometimes the floor of the house change. You can't really do that." "A theater is not a 
constant thing," Roche thinks, "it varies with the people using it." 

Some think a possible way out of this dilemma is the use of uncommitted black boxes, 
those simple rooms with anonymous atmospheres and flat floors and grid ceilings into which 
simple platforms and other devices can be fitted to produce virtually any form of stage desired. 
Some architects would rebel at the very anonymity, no doubt. "Not for me," Johnson insists. 
"Anybody can do a black box. I don't feel very pleasant in that little black box." 

In the opposite direction lie extreme flexibility and/or fragmentation of uses. Abramovitz 
would like to see these two directions explored. "Somehow permitting some exercise in flexi
bi lity that involves moving everything and is highly mechanistic - forgetting the old statement 



that you can't find anybody that will do it; students can't do it; you can't find a technician to 

keep it working; it will cost too much; and so forth. Forget all that. Another direction would 

he to have many, many theaters of all different kinds done very simply. Just think how wonderful 

if they had a real theater school and had half a dozen of those little hlack hoxes and wouldn't 

have to knock one down to do another one. Also, if you had several concert halls instead of one 

that has to he for modern music and I 0 minutes later for baroque music and after intermission 

for romantic music. And then little and hig drama theaters. Many, many kinds in one complex 

and a certain number that can vary. Right now, I'd rather do the many kinds, because it would 

give a chance to find a character for each one." 

Perhaps none of these is the appropriate direction, and maybe that is what is wrong. 

Everyone wants a physical form that changes to another or one that can encompass a diversity 

of uses. Right now, perhaps, we can only determine that no type of public building is so personal 

and private as the theater. Theaters certainly do not seem to have the flexibility for future uses 

as commercial buildings - or even private houses, which can adapt to new owners. The question 

should be raised, even though it cannot yet be answered, whether theaters that can be used 
efficiently hy a wide variety of performing groups might not be achieved by some means other 

than multiform flexibility or extravagant imagination and "form-making." Possibly the only way 

this "other" will he found is through the time-honored means of try and try again. As we have 

seen, the problem must be preprogrammed, programmed, intensively planned and researched 

hy the architect and his consultants. then nourished into architecture. "It is the misfortune that 

engineers and architects who arc about to undertake design do not in general thoroughly investi

gate auditoriums, both old and new, to assess their problems," Veneklasen says. "Even more 

regrettable is that many of these same persons do not go back into their own auditoriums, espe

cially during performance conditions, to evaluate the degree of success of problems they have 

achieved." The architect must view himself. in a way, not only as a member of the audience, 

but as a performer; he must realize how the thing looks and works from backstage. Feder says 

that "80 per cent of the people who build theaters have never seen a show presented from behind 

the curtain line." The estahlishment of architects specializing only in theaters is not the answer, 

on the other hand. "You could make a theater czar," according to Hardy. "You could take 

somebody who had done a good theater and then let him do another, and then a better, and a 

helter. Now look out. because they die. But before they die, you could collect all that in a book 
or impress it on somchody else, hut that always somehow turns sour; I don't think this could 

he done." As Shakespeare said: 

"As in a theater. the eyes of men, 

A ft er a \\'ell-graced actor leaves the stage, 

Are idly bent on him that enters next, 

Thinking his prattle to be tedious." 

Concerning the matter of expanding practice, it becomes patent that an architect must 

exercise strenuously the faculty that many claim is his specific specialty - analytical thinking. 

He must ask the right questions, not only of his clients and consultants, but also, and most 

importantly, of himself. For, beyond his activity as coordinator of building projects, the archi

tect must maintain an inquiring mind about his own creative specialty: the psychology and 

aesthetics of buildings. 

Also, the architect must continually ask penetrating questions about his practice, in par

ticular ahout its procedural steps. For example, he needs to know as early as possible when the 

traditional orders of procedure need to he examined in further detail and subdivided into 

separate stages - or even abandoned or violated. For architectural practice is changing, and 
only with inquiring minds and clear vision can architects control and influence these changes for 
the better. 

Furthermore, with the expanded length from conception to realization of projects, there 
will he required, and. doubtless. only painfully mastered, the patience, endurance, and momentum 
to sec a project through with full control from three to seven years, in most cases. 

If the procedural process of design requires thoughtful unraveling on the part of many 
architects. then each step must he seen for its own significance and evaluated in adequate light. 

P /A has tried to provide an object lesson in this evaluation: 

ACT I. A three-way discussion between owner-user, consultant, and architect may be nec
essary to do prcprogramming and programming. For a good (beautiful and well-functioning) 

building can follow only after a good (accurate and far-sighted) program has been written. 
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ACT II. The position and influence of the technical consultant, a crucial factor today, must 

be clearly delineated at the outset. 

ACT III. What both the client-user and the consultants may have to be instructed in is that 
one of the functional requirements of architecture is that it have an emotional and aesthetic 
content that makes it more than a building - that makes it the art of building. 

But it would not be the editors' intent, or a reflection of the facts, if this discussion seemed 
so tidy a codification of the problems that it appeared to any reader as precluding or completely 
satisfying his own thinking processes on the matter. The danger of any clarification of a chaotic 
situation is that the new light might appear the only light. After all, individuality defies classifi
cation, and, as every architect knows, he must rethink all procedures in terms of his particular 
problems. 

The problems of the changing practice, or the increasing use of consultants and experts 
from other fields, will continue to disturb those who regard design as an individual and private 
thing. Johnson muses: ''The question I don't think anybody can answer is, will we expand 
our services or narrow them by the vast use of consultants that we're forced more and more 

to use? In an era of specialization you become typed, as it were - as a hospital architect or a 
theater architect or something - and then you don't get a chance, really, to build. My main 
aim in life is to design, is to do total environments." Brill thinks that the architect - the AIA 
version of "expanded practices" aside - must get into "the problems of overpopulation, high 
densities, the incredible changing aspect of the city." "It's we Anglo-Saxon architects with our 
concern for form as the be-all and end-all of architecture who are degenerating," he says. ''There's 
just so much you can do with form. Since the architect gave up roads and bridges to the engineer, 
and housing to the speculator, and sort-of-everything-else is being taken away from him, he 

seems to concentrate (a) on business, which I fear is a large part of the expanded services pro
gram (you know, being more knowledgeable about financing, and so forth), or (b) being a 
tastemaker or formgiver." 

Comprehensive Architectural Services states, "We have ... been able to do a better job 
through expanded knowledge." This statement - and indeed the entire concept - has implica
tions for architectural education. If the architect is going to act as leader, and be respected as 
such, he has to be trained for it. "The architect never keeps leadership unless he's worthy of it," 
says Abramovitz. "You can't lead without being a leader. It's a combination of ability, ideas, 
situations, and the rapport between people." 

Our play having ended, what have we witnessed, a comedy or a tragedy? A sometimes 
comedy of errors, perhaps, in the frequent lack of communications between architect, client, 

and consultant. Seldom a tragedy, except when one man's insistence on the overweening impor
tance of his particular specialty is allowed to ruin a building. Perhaps documentary is the best 
term for this investigation. 

Classical plays usually had a deus ex machina descend from the heavens in the last act to 
tie together all the strands of the drama and set things aright amongst its warring participants. 
Our deus ex machina is, oddly enough, a consultant, engineer John Skilling, who gave his estimate 
of what the architect's leadership should be in a talk he gave to students at the 1965 AJA 
Convention: 

"Design is a process of logical thinking - of organizing procedures from start to end. It 
always begins with determination of the objective. It proceeds with thoughtful consideration of 
everything that may bear upon the attainment of that objective and the relationship and integra
tion of these factors .... Design requires the individual thinker and innovator. It requires spe

cialists in many fields. At the helm it requires a manager-coordinator, with the ability to com
municate with the technologist, and with a total grasp of the environment which the system is 
to create or in which it is to function. If we - the architects and engineers of our environment -

are to continue and not be replaced by a new breed of systems engineers, then you, the future 
architects, must accept this helm. You must pursue and learn the art of communication with 
the technologist. ... You cannot do this by accepting the standard, the norm, the written word, 
the obsolete code. It will take lots of hard work. The days of designing buildings on the back 
of an air sickness bag are passe. The routine development of design from a pretty sketch to 
working drawings is no longer possible. The development of design is a blood-and-guts, hard
work, delving, communicating, translating, coordinating, systematizing process. You must 
accept the challenge to strike out beyond. The secret is communication. The alternative will be 
a sterile environment produced by the technologist without the benefit of your leadership." 
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The new Chicago campus of the ni
ver ity of Illinoi by Walter etsch, 
Jr., of Skidmore, Owing & Merrill 
raise ignificant que tion concern
ing the design and planning of the 
contemporary in Litution of higher 
education. Not ince SOM's Air 
Force Academy has there been an 
educational projeot of such scope, 
and the Academy wa a unique 
problem. At the Chicago campus, the 
architect was confronted with rthe 
problem of creating a univer ity 
that was in tegrated with the urban 
fabric y t that at the same time 
possessed ~ts own identity a a eat 
of learning; of providing facilities 
and space appropriate for itoday' 
instructional method , which mu t 
be adapted to different method as 
they appear on the fast-changing 
educational cene; of creating an 
atmo phere, ,an ambiance, that will 
have a deep meaning for the com
muting tudent body and the faculty; 
of re-examing ithe in tructional struc
ture of a univer ity and developing 
building and pedagogical areas that 
refleot a much le hidebound, de
partmentalized y tern than has the 
traditional school. 

To examine th e que tions and 
others a they pertain to the new 
campus and to future campu e , 
P / A Senior Editor Jame Burns went 
to Chicago for a lengthy di cu ion 
with Walter et ch, Edward Dart 
of Loebl, Schlo man , Bennett & 
Dart, and Leonard Currie, Dean of 
the School of Architecture and Art 
on the new campu . Pre ented here 
are the highlight of that discu ion, 
touching generally on the larger 
problem of new univer ity de ign as 
sparked by the Univer ity of Illinoi 
Chicago campu , and pecifically on 
Netsch' campus, it planning and 
its archi tecture. 

"A!t the Chicago campu of the 
University of Illinois we have, in 
reality," Dart aid. " a traditional 
campus. By a traditional campu , I 
mean a erie of building related 
to each other in an intere ting man
ner around a mall or the like. I 
believe thi originated from the prac
tice of individual donors givin~ 
building , and tho e buildings hav
ing to be things apart. There are 
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beginning to be campuses for every
thing: for colleges, for elementary 
schools, for industrial parks, for 
businesses; before you know it, there 
will be campuses for hou es, where 
we'll have ·to go outside 1to get from 
the living room to the dining room. 
In a climate a unkind as our in 
Chicago, this campus maybe could 
have taken the approach of a more 
original concept, one le s iin con
formity to tradition. As far as I am 
concerned, Walter, thi comes back 
to a discussion you and I and ev
eral others had some time ago: that 
it would be great if we architects 
could get together now and again 
and criticize each other's work, hop
ing for a better thing. We never 
have, and that's why I am glad about 
this discussion." 

"Your point on campuse is in
teresting for itwo rea on ," replied 
Netsch. "You referred to the placing 
of buildings on ·a traditional campus 
for individual donors. The placing 
of buildings here in Chicago al o 
had reasons in the previous place
ment of utilities and the economic 
of the project. The bridges that con
neot everything here represent a 
ystemaitized effort to make major 

and minor connection to enforce 
what we agree is the goal- a unified 
totality-and to develop a network. 
Obviou ly, the center of ·the campus 
is not the village green; it i dis
tinctly urban in setting. The lecture 
center that supports the central 
plaza joins the library and the 
tudent union, and then the class

rooms urrounding ~t, obviou ly in 
a matrix system. It' a problem of 
phasing from 5000 now to 20,000 
with the original educational pro
gmm, and of changing with future 
educational programs. One of the 
important problems is not only the 
acceleration of school design, but 
also the capability of growth to al
most infinite limits in certain changes 
of educational patterns. The Archi
tecture and Art Building will be the 
la t building on campus and in 
many ir·espeots is the synthesis of 
what we have learned about inter
communication." 

Currie commented, "I agree with 
Ed in his general desire to get a 
more concentrated urban campus 
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and I certainly agree w.ith his gen
eral definition of traditional cam
puse - individual buildings set in a 
green. But this campus has deviated 
greaitly from •hat tradition of the 
American univer ity. This is a cam
pu that ultimately will ervice 20,-
000 undergraduate students, so it is 
going to be almost as large as any 
other single campus in the country. 
The academic core here-leaving 
out ome of the parking areas, land
scaped areas, and play areas-i 34 
acres, whereas the traditional state 
university campus or land-grant col
lege is apt to have about 150 acre 
doing the ame job. I ee this con
cept a a very urban one; in the 
heart of the campus we have, instead 
of the green, this paved plaza, which 
i more reminiscent •to me of the 
agora of the Greek city or the Piazza 

an Marco." 
"Thi scheme was developed in 

about ix months," Nertsch aid, 
" and, if I may be conceited, I feel 
the group we were working with was 
str·ongly forward-looking, consider
ing the complexities of phasing (to 
a larger tudent body) and econom
ics. This is a transitional campus 
that stems from •tradition , that has 
some radical departure , but that is 
not the completely system -organized 
ingle building we had actually 

hoped to do. If you will look back 
at the evolution of it.he central plaza 
design, you will see we had trees on 
top of the plaza. I showed thi to 
Bush-Brown and he gave me hell for 
it. We came back to the idea that 
trees, like human beings, should be 
where there i dirt going all the way 
down. And we took the trees off the 
plaz·a, and that also made us think 
about people. On the original presen
tation, I think you will ee benches 
all around the edge, a linear <thing, 
kind of park benches in a row. We 
came to a more spontaneous thing 
~the plaza and its 'excedra'- out of 
a greater effort at social communioa
tion. This ha been an additive, and 
I think the lecture center and plaza 
are elements in the nontraditional 
sense." 

"The elevated walkway, which is 
the pine of the design, done in 
granite raither than green, is still the 
same concept of a central sort of 

pace," Davt insisted. "My only 
urban disturbance in this is that, in 
our damn climate, this thing will be 
vacated between December and 
March." 

"Well," retorted Netsch, " you 
use •the lower level, and go into a 
controlled climate in ide. Then we 
have the time when you don't have 
to it in 1the air-conditioned climate 
and you can it in the open and let 
the wind blow in your hair. It's a 
seasonal kind of thing that I think 
all of us want." 

Dart replied, "I am not talking 
about a hermetically sealed, canned 
environment where there is nothing 
but ·air-conditioning. I ju t feel rthat 
thi circulation is a very strong part 
of the design-its spine-and rthat 
all the efforts that have been made 
1to make this a plaza in some way 
should have made it a more useful 
plaza." 

"I walked on it last winter," Cur
rie stated. "It was cold; it wa un
pleasant. It was not always a happy 
situation. But I don't think it was 
any different than it would have 
been walking along those other side
walks in that same terrible weather in 
Chicago. I am not ure that when the 
wind is blowing I would not rather 
be up there than underneath where 
you get a wind weir effect. I might 
walk underneath on a very hot day 
to get shade, or when it is raining, 
to get proteotion, but when you're 
talking about the cold winter wind 
of Chicago, it's going to blow on 
you whether you're on Michigan 
Avenue, or on top of that ramp, or 
below it." 

"This reinforces the desire I have 
of making this even more compact 
than it is" Dart urged. "An example 
is the school Aalto did, or i doing, 
in Finland at Otariemi. It i a com
pact university complex in a climate 
worse than ours. Not that this is the 
total solution to the problem, but 
I sincerely think that thi is the 
direction in which to go." 

etsch expanded , "The interest
ing issue between European and 
American planning is the problem of 
cale. Ed refers to the centrality of 

the cheme. There will be 20,000 
students on this campus. We have 
10-minute walking di tances between 
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cla e . We have a commuter cam
pus, where men and women go to 
work a well a go to chool. There 
are 4300 seats in the lecture center 
in 16 different kind of lecture 
room . There will be 6000 seats in 
the library. The Student Union is 
designed for the campu a a whole. 

o if there is a centrality, it does 
go back in a ense to the Greek , 
where the area of social communi
cation were concentrated. 

"We made several Ludies before 
we arrived al thi solution. One of 
them wa of four eparate college . 
The centrality in that ca e would 
have been tho e thing hared by 
all four-the technological. library, 
and the re t. We discovered in doing 
that that we al o set up numerous 
eparate deparbnent - Engli h, 

mathematic , and o forth. The uni
versity made a Ludy and found that 
Lhe problem in acquiring enough 
Laff at the rate of four head of 

everything plu even the faculty 
alary problem when we 're trying to 

get seven univer itie going in the 
tate wa not po sible. 

"Thi i the difference in the way 
our scale work . The real, basic 
thing we have to ask our elve as 
we move forward on every front
not only increa ing opportunities but 
increa ing scale and increa ing per
formances and increasing demand 
- is how far can we go, where can 
we go, how can we recognize the 
individual in thi ; so thi becomes 
a problem to be worked out with 
each olution. All of u , architects 
and educator alike, will learn a lot 
when more of 1these univer itie -
California and ew York tate, for 
in tance - are finished and evalua
tion can be made." 

"About the spine," Currie reiter
ated. "I find it quite a departure 
and quite a unique :thing. You can 
get on the subway in front of the 
SOM office at the Inland Steel Build
ing downtown and in four minutes 
you can get off at •the univer ity 
tation, go up the escalator, get on 

the pedestrian ramp, and go any
place on this campus ·and never cross 
vehicular rtraffic. To do ithi in a city 
the size of Chicago i an entirely 
different thing than we have ever 
done before, and I don't care if 
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you're walking on gra or mud or 
granite or whatnot. From the traffic 
and circulation point of view thi i 
quite different and quite imporitant, 
and a ignificant tep in taming the 
automobile." 

"This really defines the difference 
between thi walkway and ithe walk
way you find in a hopping center, 
which i related to the store," ob-
erved et ch. "This i a ystem -

oriented pedestrian communications 
network that say : I want to go to 
the classroom; I want to go ito the 
high-rise; I want to go to the library. 

o one is trying to appeal to me to 
go to the drug tore. The walkway 
i performing a very different func
tion than the one we traditionally 
find. If it could be a ingle matrix, 
then it would be even more clearly 
articulated." 

Bui-n a keel , "What about the 
problem of an exi ting urban cam
pu uch a ew York University in 
Greenwich Village, where Philip 
John on ha been called on to try 
to tie it together and ha u eel a 
large 'galleria' to get people out of 
W a hington quare and off the side
walk and into the chool proper?" 

"I think there are going to be a 
lot more of the e," Currie replied. 
"Take the problem they have at 
Columbia and here at Roosevelt 
University-using exi ting buildings 
and converting them and tying them 
together in a meaningful complex in 
the heart of .the city. Walter's cam
pu is an urban renewal- urban de
velopment-thing." 

"Thi i an 'in tant' campu ," 
added Dart. "The other perhap 
just grew." 

"A an urban renewal problem 
and an urban campu problem," 
Burns continued, "if the city and rthe 
tate tell you they hav a certain 

amount of land, do you have to take 
all the land? Can't it be u eel other
wi e? Can you imply ay, 'I want 
thi much' and make it denser and 
more compact- perhaps higher?" 

"We made two studie ," et ch 
explained. "Since the university wa 
not originally an urban campu , they 
made the ·original a umption there 
would be no high-rise building , 
there would be walk-ups. We were 
a ked to determine the acreage in 

that ca e; it wa 150 acres. And we 
didn t get 150 acre . o obviou ly 
that demand of their had to give 
way. The other tudy was how small 
an acreage could we develop, and we 
developed a ingle building and it 
took about 10 acre . It was inter
esting in thi case that, to move 
20,000 people on thi SO-minute 
clas cycle, which i not an ordinary 
urban y tern (it wa like a mall 
town or a ba eball park changing 
over every 50 minutes ), involved a 
ystem of kip-floor escalator and 

the co t would have been ab olutely 
prohibitive." 

" Don't get me wrong," cautioned 
Dart; " I'm not talking of a huge Pen
tagon-type building. I 'm just wonder
ing if ome of these academic pace , 
which are at lea t connected by cov
ered walkway , could not be more 

interconnected. 
"I agree," agreed etsch, "and 

rthat i why I ay that it i a tran i
rtional solution and that the pro po eel 
Architecture Building is a refine
ment in the direction you are talking 
about. 

"The real problem in this area, 
aside from the utilitie that we 
could not move on this campus, i 
the problem of moving in almo t 
1,000,000 sq ft increment . That, 
again, is an example of the Ameri
can cale that even tho-e of u who 
accept such projects know that thi 
i still a transitional type of rthing. 
We hould think about that, if thi 
is th cale in which the city is 
going; then thi campu i a micro
cosm of an urban environment, and 
we can under tand the reason and 
way of handling thi change of 
scale in the manner we have been 
talking about with all i ts complexi
ties. Maybe then we'll have begun 
to olve the problem of urban en
vironments. It doesn 't have to be the 
ingle building of immense quare 

footage; that, again, i a kind of 
rtran itional olution. When we lide 
over to the last building on the cam
pu , Architecture, then we are per
h ap going in that direction. A eries 
of forms that are individually articu
lated, but le definite and with a 
kind of growth capability rthat goe 
beyond the individual building . 
Thi i , of course, a perceivable 
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problem-250,000 sq ft-but how 
do you make 3,000,000 sq ft per
ceivable with diverse social goals?" 

Dart replied, "Your statements 
about growth intrigue me most, be
cause I think you could have an or
ganism-that is, an organism as a 
plan-that grow , that has the cap
ability of growth, not o much as 
the annular rings of a tree, but in 
which disciplines might be rooted, 
o to speak, in a common core or 
ervice area, yet that have the ability 

to grow individually as their needs 
dictate." 

"It's interesting that your descrip
tion is linear," etsch aid. "Take 
just the problem of science and en
gineering here. We have to realize 
the e people have problems in prox
imity. This campus is unique in de
veloping just five center of interest, 
instead of the traditional 30. They 
have divided the programs into sys
tem , energy, physics; 1there are five, 
and even with those five, we have 
some wonderful three-dimensional 
mathematics in their growth. These 
univer ity people are interested in 
environment and have been the re
source for architectural advances. 
The methods with which areas like 
the energy boys are expanding
their needs for their own proximi
ties-I could project into a beauti
ful three-dimensional Swi s chee e, 
where the expansion has to recoil 
and then come back. One vital ele
ment i the system of umblical cord 
that furnish the utilitie and energy 
supply to one kind of room versus 
another. These vary extremely. So 
we're a king for the machine that 
has this tremendous capability and 
we're all on this threshold; and in
dustry, which has been pending all 
it time in space instead of the hu
man environment, has not been 
pushing these kind of expansive cap
abilities to reach 'these goals." 

"But the expansion here on this 
campus is still linear," Dart insisted. 
"The engineering is, the architecture 
also." 

" I'm talking ideally", retorted 
etsch; "we have to move thing . 

It would be unfair to ask scientists 
to establish limits; none of us want 
to establish limits. But I think if you 
at down to a problem where you 
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said every 'limit' worked to infinity, 
you'd have a difficult problem rto put 
it in finite terms. An :interdisciplin
ary character has to eV'entually 
evolve into the three-dimensional 
matrix I referred to, rather like 
three-dimensional chess. I will ac
cept the criticism that the science 
and engineering building is in es
sence still linear, but I think that 
your proposal is still linear also. 

"At the new campu . I have des
cribed the scheme as a drop of water 
with the intensity in the middle. As 
you go out, there is less intensity in 
terms of communication-the three
hour lab ver us the 50-minute lec
ture hall. We're not talking about 
Harvard when we're talking about 
the e state universities of 20,000. 
We're talking about techniques that 
are going to go into television, into 
teaching machines, into trying to 
give the individual his choice in 
time, and by preserving the pro
fessor's opportunity to work with 
the students at the seminar level 
in which the basic communica
tion on a particular di cipline has 
already been engendered in the stu
dent. In the lecture center, the four 
radial lecture rooms occur around a 
round room in the middle. Albeit 
designed as an acoustical experience 
at this time, it eventually will lodge 
technological equipment that will 
permit simultaneou showing of four 
different things in those lecture 
rooms. So it would be the equivalent 
of an all-night movie in the future, 
and you could take your Engli h at 
three o'clock in the morning." 

"Walter referred to the great new 
industry of ma s ,education and com
munication," ob erved the Dean. "In 
a way it is, and in a way it is a very 
forward-looking industry. But it is 
also a traditional industry, and while 
many of the people in a given dis
cipline are pushing the edges of 
knowledge in their own fields, they 
11re often reluctant to change their 
environment and the whole set of 
relationships they are used to in the 
university." 

"Are you saying that we're stuck 
with the traditional form I des
cribed?" asked Dart. 

"No," Currie replied. " I'm saying 
only that we have residual resistance 

to change within the university com
munity." 

"I appreciate the three-dimen
sional qualities of this school," Dart 
stated. "I just wonder how some re
lation hips, uch as architecture and 
science-engineering, whioh are at op
posite nodes of the campus, could 
have been improved in this context." 

"Well," proposed Netsch, "if we 
consider it as the palm ·of the hand 
with fingers able to make it a circle, 
it might be more clear. Also realize 
that the vestigial utilities plans we 
had to work with-plus substations 
-are legacie of Daniel Burnham's 
plan. 

"This is really the third civilization 
on this campus. There wa pre-Chi
cago fire, po t-Chicago fire, and now 
this. More freedom from this im
posed restriction might have led to 
another kind of olution, but I would 
like to point out that your previous 
suggestion is in the same general 
character as the linear organization." 

"This ha been compared to the 
'celestial' architecture of Maharajah 
Sawai Jai Singh in Jaipur,-you 
know, the more-than-life-size astro
nomical in truments built in the 18th 
Century," Burns said. "While ithis is 
admittedly a superficial look on the 
part of casual observers, what do you 
think of the monumental aspect of 
the campus.?" 

"Well, the width of the granite 
walkways looks terribly big now that 
they are practically empty," Netsch 
replied. "The ultimate number was 
determined not by me but by some
one who was knowledgable about 
traffic conditions. 

"What would be nice, when the 
walkways and plaza get too crowded, 
would be to be able to say 'Stop!' 
and go build another place as they 
did in previous 1times. But that isn't 
going to be possible, and, looking at 
it now, none of us have seen the 
campus in its fully-utilized appear
ance." 

"Even now, though, those connec
tions to the three-unit clas room 
clusters have gotten pretty jammed 
up," Currie observed. 

"A good point," agreed etsch. 
"We have already recognized that, 
and are probably going to have to 
complete the loop of the classroom 
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"There are 4300 seats in the lecture center in 16 kinds of 
lectnre rooms." 

"The scheme [is] a drop o J water with the intensity in the 
middle." 



lidn't want the feeling of Big Brother watching you." 

capricious and thoroughly unconvincing fenestration." 

delight and interest of some of the ground space levels between 
iildings." 

·'A more spontaneous thing-the plaza and 'excedra'." 

"The ingenuity of the structure of the elevated walkways." 

De ign for future Architecture & Art Building 



clu-ter back to the walkway . But 
that i one thing we think the cheme 
ha -this adaptability." 

·'One of the thing I have noticed 
i the 'expre sway' quality of the 
granite walkaway ," Currie added. 
"You ee someone you know, and 
you can wave to them, but you can't 
top and talk rto rthem. o I think 

we are going to have increasing use 
of the central plaza as a ocializ
ing pace. Perhaps if the walkways 
had had little node coming off 
them .... " 

"Co t wa one fa tor ithere," 
et ch pointed out, "but if you will 

look at the drawing on the lower 
level, you will ee that 1thi i where 
the perambulating area i -where 
the gardens and the colonnade are." 

Burns asked, "Thi is not really a 
'lolling' campu anyway, i it? It 
eems to me a very fast campu -

you go to the classes, the library, the 
tudent union, and 1 ave." 

"The kind of organic (pardon ithe 
expre ion) or nucleus campu I am 
propo ing might have better chance 
of a controlled architectural expre -
sion," Dart mused. "You know, I 
wonder if what has happened at Yale 
and many other campu e , where 
each building that each architect 
doe becomes his 'terminal' expres-
ion- the building to end all build

ings- I wonder if the traditional 
campu doesn't breed this ort of 
architectural gymnastic . " 

"That' true, but I don't think it's 
neces arily bad to have the kind of 
variety rthat ha gone on at Yale," 
Currie opined. 

"Oh, I think Yale is a me ,"Dart 
in i ted. 

"Well, Yale's a me ," Currie 
granted, "but when Y al wa all col
legiate Gothic, or when the Univer-
ity of Chicago wa all collegiate 

Gothic, I don'1t think we were too 
happy with that either. There wa 
an architeortural unity, a homogenity 
about it, but it was deadly." 

"Well, I don't mind tile and 
Mor e and I don't even mind the 
Colonial things, because they are col
lege enclaves within the whole uni
ver ity," said Dart. "I do object to 
the Yale whale ·and the Art and 
Architecture building and thing of 
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that nature that are per onal state
ments or platform ." 

"Let's look a:t the Univer ity of 
lllinoi campu ," etsch compared, 
"where I think Charles Murphy As
sociate did no.t a:litemprt to make a 
per onal tatement with the student 
union, and I think Harry Wee e' 
design for the future gymnasium i 
very polite. You can see it working 
here, I believe. On the u ual street
line urban campu or ciJty university, 
it i going to take a tremendou 
amount of self-di cipline on the part 
of the architect not ito become per-
onal. But where we get into single 

objects in a particular, exi ting en
vironment, we're really going to get 
into attitude of taste." 

"There ha been ome critici m 
of the new campu as not being 
related to the community," Currie 
stated, "but when you're thinking of 
an all-purpose univer ity of large 
ize in a city like Chicago, you might 
ay the relation to the clo e-by com

munity is more important than the 
relation to the entire city or metro
politan region." 

"I get ithe feeling, on experiencing 
thi campu , that you draw the e 
commuting tudent into it and cre
ate kind of a fee1ing that thi uni
ver ity i in relation to Chicago a 
the amphitheater i to the univer
' ~ty," Burn aid. "And you bring 
them in more clo ely even than that, 
into the courts and into the clas -
rooms, which are either under the 
central plaza-roof or behind a pro
nounced sculptural window treat
ment." 

"Ye ," agreed etsch, "this wa 
an effort to try to relate cale. Thi 
wa not the problem of the Air Force 
Academy, where you have 2600 
cadets marching en ma e here and 
1there. So we tried, in the little 
piazzas near the clas rooms, to at
tempt to let 50 people get together 
and feel their dimensions versus rthe 
larger scale in rthe big plaza with it 
e "cedra. In one other pace, which 
will not be complete until the gar
dens are, we will have individual 
chairs, where you will be able to 
•take a chaiir and it in .the sun or 

it in the hade or go off by yourself 
and say people are no damn good ." 

"The cale of the building i fine; 
the relation hips are swell," con
ceded Dart. "I am concerned about 
the scale of the high-rise, which 
read a a landmark from a distance 
but doe n'.t read from the campus, 
becau e it doe n'rt come down to the 
ground." 

"Thi ris where it i not tradition
al, like a campanile· it i occupied," 

etsch replied. 'We didn't wanrt the 
feeling of Big Brother watching you; 
it would have been unfortunate to 
have the high-rise dominating the 
plaza. We wanted to identify it with 
the expres way, not with the campus, 
but the students still feel it relate 
to them. 

"Incidentally, in the town and 
gown problem, we may have a fortui
tou break on this campu . ince it 
was planned as a commuter campu , 
if it ever goe residential, the re i
dences have got to go into the heart 
of th city, and will not be i olated. 
You might ay thi i a beneficial by
produot of •an extremely difficult itu
ation." 

"I feel that after one acknowl
edges the delight and intere t of 
ome of the ground pace level be

tween the building ," aid Dart, "the 
ingenuiity of the structure of the ele
varted granite walkways, the remark
able quality of the exposed concrete 
surfaces, and rthe charm of rthe lec
ture theater below the elevated 
plaza in the center, one mu t face 
the di concerting nervousne in the 
detail of the buildings. The capri
ciou and throughly unconvincing 
fenestration of the cla room build
ing , for example, indicate a ort 
of ferociou compulsion to have to 
do omething to everything for ef
fect." 

"You object to the seeming uni
quene s of the window design on the 
cla room and rthe high-rise because 
it become architecturally very 
trong in the environment," et ch 

rejoined. "We had two problem that 
lead to a earch for a olution. One: 

ince ithis i an all air-conditioned 
campu , and it is not done on a rent 
basi , you couldn't knock that off the 
income tax, but it comes from tax 
dollars that you and I pay. We had 
ito find a way of reducing the amount 
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of gla o the air conditioning load 
' ould be les . Second: There wa a 
feeling on our part rthat we did not 
want to do nclo ed, interior class
room . This brought up the grave 
problem of what do you do to reduce 
the amou:nit of glas on your f.a~ade 
:in term of heat gain, and bill pro
vide an oppo11tunity for looking out. 
There ' a also the maintenance as
pect of who owns rthe Venetian blinds, 
who clean rthem, ' ho repair them, 
who leaves them up and who leaves 
them down. o w also wanted to 
get rid of Venetian blind . Thu , 
we have, in essence, five different 
kind of tran parencie of glass. In 
the window design you see with the 
vertical lit, there are variou int n-
itie in va1-rious buildings. The mid

dle portion i alway the ame
about 3 per cent rtran mi ion, al
lowing you to look out even in 
bright sunlight. The upper portion 
and the lower portion vary in inten-
ity-11 per cent, 28 per cent, and 

55 per cent-depending where we 
thought there would be need for pro
jection, when you would ju t turn 
out the light . Th biggest response 
we have had against ~hi ha been 
in the high-ri e building. I t!hink 
we made an ae thetic descision rthere 
that wa in error-not that the win
dow i wrong, but that the color of 
the torage walls i wrong. We have 
a window wall which, following this 
th me of looking out and lo of 
transrni ion, ha a very elegant tex
ture of the acid-etched concrete. But 
then we also picked a dark value for 
the torage wall, which gives a 
dichotomy in relatively mall rooms 
between looking at the torage wall 
and looking at the window wall. It 
i , I would ay, a oontrover ial as
pect of the design. Burt I want to 
stre it wa not a earch for unique
ness. There were ome very real 
problem . It wa like ithe evolution 
of the ground concrete block in the 
cla room : how could we develop 
a urface thait wa pleasant, real, and 
at the ame time not involve main
tenance." 

"Thi i per<SOnal," Dart replied ; 
"I feel very depre ed in the rooms. 
On an August day, you feel as 
though it were February 15. Win-
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dow , I think, are things to let the 
light in and look out of, even at 1the 
ri k of having to pull blind and 
increa e the air-condllitionirng load. I 
ju t wanted to make thait point~that 
the fene tration ha 'a formal thing 
to it that i pulling strongly ait the 
de. ign." 

"It might be that 1th ere could have 
been a little more variety in the e 
window wall ," Currie suggested, 
'·that if this concrete frame that go 
on so long and o often had been in
terrupted with area that do not ap
pear ob tructed." 

"I disagree, ' Dart exclaimed. 
"There' too much variety!" 

"I too; I feel quite the contrary," 
Burns concurred. 

"We tried more than one olution 
to olve it," etsch re urned. "On 
the library, you'll nO'tice our win
do\ are perpendicular to the out-
ide, and thi expo e the column in 

the sen e of ection . On Architec
ture and rt, we have the big win
dow such as in 1the tudio room, a 
an effo1t I ha e to admit. too, that 
it i nO't a perfect solutio.n. The effort 
wa , hall we ay, heavy in trying to 
olve it. The re ult have a ti ifiecl 

many of the basic criteria. Many 
p ople r pond to it. And there are 
tho e who respond negatively." 

Dart admitted, "When it come lo 
fene tration, I m a dyed-in-the-wool 
traditi.onali t, really. 

"The whole design 1thing is thi 
remarkable choice you have to make. 
To bring off oa great thing, you must 
bring it up to a precariou point, a 
precipice. Go rtoo far one way, and 
it topple into o tentation or the ort 
of 'personal tatement' we were talk
ing about. Don 't itake it far enough, 
and it can lide back into omething 
not fully realized." 

" One of the thing we have tried 
to do cm the oampu is provide a 
en e of being in touch with reality," 
et ch aid . "We have done the 

campus u ing natural maiterial : con
crete, brick, wood. One thing we 
have done in he structure i to et 
abowt to u e tandard- tren~th con
crete and minimum t el. If a col
umn is big, or a beam or a girder, 
it is becau e it had to do a particu
lar job." 

"This i the thing that come off 
- the quality of 1the concrete and 
your attention to detail, and the ~ex-
1ture between concrete and brick 
in the materials,' Dart ob erved. 
"Those are things in thi campu 
that 1are real ... And cale: when 
I peak of cale, you can touch it, 
you can feel it. Damn good to the 
<touch." 

" On the whole," etsch con-
cluded, " I rthink education and arch
itecture have changed; are changing. 
The e young people are probably 
more aware of the larger conte t of 
civilization. You can be young and 
pend a ummer in Mis issippi and 

have quite a different attitude toward 
planning and architecture than p o
ple had in the pa t. Really quite a 
different altitude than our aymg. 
'I lived 1through the Depre ion.' 
One i living through, the other i 
participating in. Thi i the real 
problem when we talk about an in
crea e of cale and the different ca
pacity of the individual to under-
tand a more complex problem, then 

contra ting that with the capabilitie 
of itechnology to create a new myriad 
of opportuniti and freedoms if 
properly u ed. Thi i the kind of 
great que rtion that even the Great 

ociety ha n't gotten into, b cau e 
they are inter ted in tabli hing 
the Great ociety first and then 
worrying about how we can do the 
technical detail . But that' one of 
the critical detail of our times: tech
nological capability contra ted with 
the capability of individuation in re
lation to a project. And thi ome
thing that none of us ha yet r . 
solved. " 
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Within the la t six years, the two 
greatest architects of the 20th Cen
tury have died. In 1959, there wa 
no state funeral in Washington, no 
eulogy by a cabinet mini ter for 
Frank Lloyd Wright-with u , such 
things are reserved for state men. In 
France, we are always told, the arts 
receive more recognition than in 
America: Le Corbusier, finally, in 
his eventies, had received from the 
French State the commi sion for the 
Mu ee d'Art Moderne in Paris, a 
more tangible tribute from Minister 
of Culture Andre Malraux than a 
funeral discourse, and something 
Wright never received even in his 
eighties. 

If there seems a certain irony in 
this official acclaim-more than 40 
years after Le Corbusier's icono
cla tic Voisin project for the total 
reconstruction of Pari -for this 
architect who was not even born a 
Frenchman, much less a product of 
the state's Ecole des Beaux Arts, it 
is in France a familiar one. There, it 
has long seemed as if all the writers 
who were the most ardent rebels in 
their youth ended in the Academie, 
and the most revolutionary canva es 
- a bit later, well after their painters 
were dead--on the walls of the 
Louvre. Perret, the only other 20th
century French architect of real im
portance, even though he had re
fused to complete the cour e at the 
Ecole des Beacx Arts, began receiv
ing tate commissions in his fifties; 
and, through most of the re t of his 
life, he increasingly dominated 
French architecture during decades 
of depre sion and war when very 
little was being built, to end by re
building Le Havre in the 1950's. 
This had hardly been true of Le 
Corbu ier, except in the broad en e 
that much of the frenzied postwar 
building in France of the la t 10 
years echoes generically the Inter
national tyle of the 1920' , of 
which Le Corbusier had been one of 
the three or four principal adumbra
tors. But the Le Corbusier of the 
1940's and SO's has had less influ
ence in F ranee than elsewhere. 

For all his early decision to be
come a French citizen, this Swiss is 
best con idered not within the 
narrow framework of French archi-
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tecture but in relation to that of the 
whole modern world, whether we 
think of his early executed work of 
the 1920's, commissioned more 
often by American, English, Belgian, 
and Swiss clients than by French 
ones, or of his work of the 1950's, 
when his mo t considerable work 
was in India and when he wa al o 
building in }a pan and the U _s_ 

In the case of Frank Lloyd 
Wright, whose mature production 
ran through the first six decades of 
the century, there is good reason to 
con ider that he had two careers
the " classic" period of the Prairie 
houses at the opening of the cen
tury, o influential abroad; and the 
more varied phases that occupied 
the last quarter-century of his life 
and regularly received international 
acclaim, if not emulation. So also 
for Le Corbusier there was the 
first revolutionary period following 
World War I, and the later-not 
dissimilar in some respects to 
Wright's later period- following on 
World War II. 

There are two ways of consider
ing ,the executed work and the in
fluential projects of the years 1919-
1932. The historian will be most 
impressed by the relevance of such 
things as the Citrohan House proj
ects at the beginning of this periud 
and 1the Savoye house toward its end, 
to the early formation and the rapid 
advance to maturity of the Interna
tional Style. The critic will look in
stead, even at this late date, for the 
excitement, the creative intensity, 
the special aesthetic ·and functional 
innovations that distinguished Le 
Corbusier's work from that of his 
Dutch and German contemporaries. 

Yet, in all honesty, historian and 
critic alike must admit that it is hard 
40 years later-as for that matter 
with many of the contemporary 
paintings by the masters of the Ecole 
de Paris--10 grant this early work 
the very high quality it once seemed 
to have. Too much that was novel 
then is taken for granted now-for 
example: concrete construction; 
large glazed areas; windows as hori
zontal ribbons or vertical slits; can
tilevered roof slabs and terraces; 
open planning. On the other hand, 
to our current sensibilities, which 
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have been so much modified by, 
among other influences, Le Corbu -
ier's own later work, other a pects 
of his executed houses ·of the 20's 
eem merely demode. This is true 

of the smooth painted stucco walls 
(against which he him elf began to 
react as early as the League of a
tions project of 1927) and .the re
sultant boxlike cube -"boxes on 
stilts" Wright called them-whose 
internal structure is revealed only in 
the pilotis below. Then there are 
the excessively Spar.tan interiors, 
sparsely furnished with a few 
commonplace Thonet chair and 
over tufied piece that would be un
acceptable even in industrial build
ings today; rthe furniture became 
more intere ting, but never in the 
en e of Mies's chairs, "clas ic," 

after Le Corbusier began to collabo
rate with Charlotte Perriand in the 
late 20's. Very evident also, and 
much criticized even at the time, is 
the frequent wa tefulne of the plan
ning and the highly personal idea 
of function-more per onal by far 
than Wright's-not to speak of the 
crudity of the concrete structure, 
crude even for the 20' , which the 
tuccoed rendering attempted to 

cover up, a very gross breach of the 
structural honesty for which his 
writings of the day were calling. 

But we readily forget the context 
in which these early houses were 
produced and publioized (for Le 
Corbusier executed little but private 
houses in •the 20's, except for the 
di aster of the low-cost housing 
project at Pe sac outside Bordeaux), 
as well as the projects for a "City of 
Three Million" of 1922 and the 
"Plan Voisin" for Paris of 1925, not 
to speak ·of that for the Palace of 
the League of Nations. 

Paris was still the world center 
of art in those years; there, revolu
tions in •the arts were expected to be 
initiated. Even if Braque employed 
Perret to build his house and Pi
cas o no architect at all, it wa in 
Pari that a new movement in any 
of the arts must have its center (so 
it seemed then). And Le Corbusier 
-himself in tho e years almo t a 
much a painter as an architect and 
a founder of Purisme-the close 
friend of Lipchitz and Leger, whose 
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pictures hung on the walls of his 
Pavilion de l'Esprit Nouveau at the 
Paris Expo ition of 1925, was ob
viously the great new leader in 
architecture; he said o him elf. 
(That was why, according to the 
legend, Gertrude Stein told her 
brother that he mu t employ Le 
Corbusier to build his house at 
Garches, although she con idered the 
architect too boorish to be received 
in her alon.) 

Above all, one must remember
and new edition of later years have 
made this easy-that Le Corbusier 
in the 20' was a prolific and even, 
in avant garde and some professional 
circle , a popular writer. If his pe
riodical L'Esprit Nouveau soon be
came so rare that few of even the 
greatest architectural libraries today 
have a complete file, rtho e who then 
mattered in architeoture, his con
temporaries in Holland and Ger
many, regularly read it-lending 
their copies until they wore out. 
Moreover, his books, beginning with 
Vers une architecture of 1925, were 
within a few years made available 
internationally in German and Eng
li h translations. 

The legend of the Bauhaus has 
omewhat obscured Le Corbusier's 

key position in the formulation of 
the International Style in the 20's. 
And Mies's later importance as an 
American and international chef 
d' ecole in the postwar period has 
led many to forget how very 
limited, even by the modest stand
ards of avant-garde production of 
the day, were hi executed works 
in •the 20's, how late and how brief 
his major contributions •to the early 
development of the International 
Style at Stuittgart in 1927 and Bar
celona in 1929. 

Even though Le Corbusier's work 
of the early period already belongs 
to history, it has only begun to be 
eriously-and skeptically-studied 

by archiitectural historians. If there 
i a "Bauhau legend," there ha 
been, almost from the fir t, a "Corbu 
legend" as well. The initial volume 
of the remarkable Oeuvre complete, 
edited by Boesiger and Stonorow, 
appeared in Switzerland in 1929. 
Prepared wiith the fullest collabora
tion of the subject, this series of 

volumes, unique in providing nearly 
the total creative activity, decade by 
decade, of a major living architect, 
ha been in some sense a "house 
organ" shaped like much of 
the literature concerning Gropius 
and the Bauhaus as regard its in
clu ion and exclu ions by the sub
ject and hi profe ional "family." 
Excluded i almo t all the early 
work in Switzerland, except for the 
Villa SchwofI at La Chaux de Fonds, 
illustrated largely because its fa~ades 
represent probably the earliest use of 
traces regu/,ateurs, although perhaps 
le s remarkable for 1916 than the 
house he had built for his parents 
some years earlier. Among the in
sufficiently appreciated early proj
ects, otherwi e largely concerned 
with low-cost housing-something at 
which he had no practical succes 
prior to it:he Unite d'Hahitartion at 
Marseilles of 1947-52-i a fasci
na·ting plan for a easide villa for 
Paul Poiret, far more premonitory 
of the positive qualities of the 
houses he built in •the 20's than 
the Domino and Troyes housing 
schemes. But this is dated 1914-
1915, during World War I, which 
seems extremely unlikely; while 
stylistically it is far clo er to the 
Citrohan and Artist' House projects 
of 1919-21 than to other projects 
of the war year , much le s the 
Villa SohwofI. If there are these gaps 
and ambiguitie in the authorized 
record of the earliest years, one 
mu t suspect there are equally im
portant ones for the more produc
tive decade from 1922 to 1932. 

The early writings retain a good 
deal of their rhetorical persuasive
ness independently of the work pro
duced, to which they do not alway 
seem very closely related. But the 
intere t of the executed house has 
become largely historical; on the 
other hand, the work of the last 20 
year remain actual, a proper sub
ject still for critic more than for 
hi lorian , and preferably for critic 
who never knew at first hand the pe
riod of ·the 20's. For all the rather 
pathetic attempts to follow its ex
traordinary line of formal develop
ment, one may say, I think, that the 
implication -structural and ae the
tic, if not in term of religious ex-
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pre ion-of otre-Dame du Haut at 
Ronchamp, completed 10 years ago, 
have not yet been fully digested by 
other architects; perhaps they never 
can be, o rnearly i the church like 
much of Gaudi' work-a large- cale 
piece of hand-made culpture. The 

nites at Marseilles, the J aoul 
houses at euilly, the series of gov
ernment building at Chandigarh, 
and the Mona tery of La Tourette at 
Eveux have beern more readily un
der tood and hence far more in
fluential, and, except in the ca e of ~ 
the J aoul hou e , very positively and ~ 
fortunately so. But fir t-hand knowl- ~ 
edge of the entire ro ter of the late :! 
work, located all the way from~ 
Tokyo to Cambridge, Mas achusett , ~ 
is impo ible to all but a few critics ] 
who have been able to travel very ~ 
widely-John Jacobu, for example,~ 
who is now at work on a three-~ 
volume tudy of Le Corbu ier for a 
German publi her. And, for both 

merican and Japanese, that knowl
edge i inevitably distorted by the 
pecial circumstances under which 

the Mu eum of Modern Art in Tokyo 
and the Carpenter Center at Harvard 
were produced, without the ad
vantage (or was it in ome respect 
a di advantage?) of Le Corbu ier's 
direct upervi ion. 

I write here more a hi torian 
than as critic. It i better to leave 
to younger men, men who have 
known in the la t decade the excite
ment of discovering Le Corbu ier in 
their twenties rund ·thirties (as men 
of my age did in the 1920' ) , the 
evaluation of rt.he late work. But even 
a historian may already write, as 
with Wright, that the geniu of both 
men-for there was unmistakable ar
ti tic geniu in both, whether or not 
there were al o serious gap in their 
practical talents as builder --oon
tinued to be manifested to the end 
of their lives. Indeed, a with Wl'ight 
(the roster of whose oeuvre now in
clude uch major projects as 1the 
Marin County buildings in Califor
nia and the Humphrey Theater in 
Dalla , both carried out since his 
death) , one may hope that there 
are till Corbusier work to come 
for which ufficiently complete draw
ings exist to permit their execution 
by other . 
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,._..._~~~~~~~~~~-1 WALTER GROPIUS 

/J igh Court Building, Chandigarh 

Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts 

The Rio de Janeiro Plan 

Plan Voisin /or Paris 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

An unending, prolific abundance 
of architecture, art, poetry, and 
inventiveness characterized the 
work and life of Le Corbusier, 
this Universal Man. He has created 
a new set of values, deep enough 
lo enrich generations to come. In 
every field of urban planning and 
architecture, he has offered basic 
answers and has renewed his mes
sages by ever-fresh and surprising 
architectural images. He never re
peated himself, evidence that prin
ciples must not lead to rigidity, 
hut permit an unending variety of 
interpretations. 

JOHN ELY BURCHARD 
Dean Emeritus of the School of 
Humanities and Social Science 
lUassachusetts Institute of 
Technology 

When the news of Le Corbusier's 
cleath shocked us all, the ready 
comments bracketed his name 
with those of Mies and Wright as 
the three great and seminal archi
tectural geniuses of our day. On 
the one hand, this ignored the 
impressive contributions of Gro p· 
ius; on the other, it understated 
the stature of Le Corbusier, who 
stood alone. In the early days, 
many lesser men accused him of 
having lifted ideas from them, a 
high compliment, since it was al
ways the reverse of the truth. He 
was the one genuine theorist of the 
century, the one true urbanist 
among architects. Better than any
one else, save perhaps Alvar Aalto, 
he understood the needs of simple 
people and simple materials and 
methods. He fathered almost every 
important innovation in design 
though he soon abandoned 111any. 
He was, in the best sense, a genu· 
ine classicist. Least likely to be 
noted is that he was a great 
humanist and human being. He 
was not difficult when he trusted 
people; he was not arrogant. He 
was a man who knew that an ac· 
commodation must be made with 
the machine, but that the accom
modation need not be that of the 
human. He showed this best per
haps at Eveux, where he opened 
the private monastic cells not only 
to the interior life, as they had 
traditionally been opened, but also 
to the life of the paysage, viewed 
privately. His face would light up 
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to anyone who showed he realized 
this. The reputations of our other 
great may rise or fall with time; 
his is secure and can only wax. I 
rlid nlJt always think this way, and 
am ashamed now that I was so 
blind. 

LEWIS MUMFORD 
Amenia, New York 

Le Corbusier' s life and work mark 
the beginning and the end of a 
period; one of those minor peri
ods that in perspective proves to 
be only a ripple in a much longer 
wave. His genius dominated this 
period by his aesthetic originality 
and his persuasive polemical 
power; while his defects as both 
a social thinker and an architect 
warped the work of a whole gen
eration, giving it arbitrary direc
tives, superficial slogans, and 
sterile goals. At each end of his 
life, Le Corbusier expressed him
self in a classic structure: the 
Esprit Nouveau pavilion in 1925, 
and the Church at Ronchamp in 
1955. Between these two poles of 
Le Corbusier's thought-the archi
tedure of Cartesian rationalism, 
reorganized by the machine, and 
th~ architecture of fantasy, re
united to tradition-any archi
tecture worthy of the name today 
must in the end move. But the 
task of fusing these two com
ponents in an integrated design, 
incorporating every relevant 
human need and purpose, is the 
challenge Le Corbusier left to the 
coming generations. 

ALVAR AALTO 
Helsinki, Finland 

The death of Le Corbusier is a 
family loss to us all and to "the 
great family of art." 

It is equally a great loss for cul
ture in general, of course, but his 
great architecture and highly ad
mired theory remains. 

He was highly appreciated and 
admired the world over for his 
theoretical work. 

But the real man behind the 
official image was a master of the 
arts-one of immense stature, a 
man with real "courage," which 
went beyond the usual boundaries, 
to do things even when they were 
outside his theories and beliefs. 
This is what made him historically 
great-the key that enabled him 
to do all the various buildings, so 
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individually varied, suited to such 
different climates and cultures. All 
showing the enormous charme 
that is possible only through the 
hands o j a real master; and, may 
I add, a master with a realistic 
sense that has added to his posi· 
tion in the history of art. 

A good friend is gone. His work, 
and all the help and influence he 
has given the art, stays written in 
illustrious lines. 

G.E. KIDDER SMITH 
New York, New York 

Le Corbusier gave nobility to an 
age of architecture in which wret
chedness prevailed; he produced 
scale when a repetitive grid 
1nocked man's stature; he stirred 
imagination-ever sparkling, ever 
quickening-when our mental re
sources lapsed into dreariness; 
and he achieved a working comity 
between architecture, painting, 
and sculpture that had seemingly 
perished centuries ago. In short, 
Corbusier extended the horizons 
of architecture and urbanism 
further than any architect who 
ever lived. Thank you, small 
Switzerland, for giving us this 
giant, and thank you, France, for 
harboring him. Requiescat in 
pace; your monument can be seen 
throughout the world. 

PAUL F. DAMAZ 
New York, New York 

Le Corbusier is not gone. He will 
remain with us for a long time to 
come. 

For a long time, he will remain 
the model of the ideal creator: the 
precursor with integrity and per
severance who fought for his be
liefs against overwhelming odds; 
the artist who never allowed his 
work to become a frozen style; the 
teacher who was never constricted 
by cliches, old or new; the thinker 
who, until the last day of his life, 
kept a searching mind and a fer
tile imagination. 

Le Corbusier is too alive to 
enter history; he will remain a 
continuou~ source of inspiration 
to future generations. 

We are still discovering his 
humanistic message. 

We have not yet fully under
stood Ronchamp. 

No, Le Corbusier is not gone. 
He will be with us for a long time 
to come. 

l e Corbusier's Studio 

PHILIP JOHNSON 
New York, New York 

Of the two poles of modern archi
tecture of our time, Mies van der 
Rohe and Le Corbusier, I chose, 
way back in the 20's, the Miesian. 
Mies the classicist; Mies the de
tailer; Mies, the builder; Mies's 
use of beautiful material; Mies's 
"Less is More" all attracted m e. 

Le Corbusier, almost exactly the 
the same age as Mies, the other 
great magnet for our generation, 
is now gone. It is inevitable there
fore that one try to assess the im
portance of his role. In balance, 
the Corbu uole is the stronger. His 
creative i,;,timacy with the form
will of our times insured his 
leadership. Curiously, the very 
fact that he had freed himself 
from the lowly building processes 
of his time also increased his 
lonely stature above the field of 
common architectural practition
ers. 

In contrast to Mies, he was a 
sculptor, a shaper of gigantic 
for ms that, just barely buildable, 
aroused our admiration and de
light. His pyrotechnics amazed a 
generation. 

The two poles (though it was 
by no means obvious in the 20's 
that these two were to be the 
poles) were clear even at the 
W eissenhof Exposition in Stutt
gart in 1927. The International 
Style was then in full flower. All 
the buildings at the Fair were, 
and are, stucco. All roofs are flat. 
Most windows are ribbons. Mies 
designed a solemn, quietly sym
metrical, well-proportioned group 
of flats; Le Corbusier, two roof
terraced, floating cubic volumes, 
tinted his beautiful pinks and 
chocolates. They were poems, 
slightly low-ceilinged and uncom
fortable, but poems. 

The bipolarity ends up in Sea
grams and Ronchamp. From my 
sober-sided, prejudiced point of 
view, Seagrams is great architec-
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turP, Ronchamp perhaps the most 
Pxciting juxtaposition of large 
sculptural shapes of the century. 

The historic future of the two 
poles?> Why ask? 

The death of Le Corbusier 
touches us more than that of any 
other architect possibly could. 
That this is so is proof that we 
live still, regardless of the fact 
that he was nearly 80 years old, 
in the Age of Le Corbusier. 

Now that he is dead, I feel it 
the stronger, since when he was 
alive, I never found him a sym
pathetic person to be with. His 
pathological bitterness, his self
isolation from his own world of 
art and architecture, his down
right rudeness, kept him, from the 
position of personal leadership Ii<' 
might have had. 

But artistically, let us admit he 
was the architect of the present 
generation. The deatli of Franh 
Lloyd Wright left no such mark. 
/ ,p CorbusiPr was our arrhitect. 

BALTHAZAR KORAB 
Birmingham, Michigan 

le Corbusier was the humanist 
par excellence of our time. His 
rleep and incorruptible concern 
about man, man's well-being and 
Pnrichment, were les I race. rcgt1· 
lateurs of his life's labor. 

His concept of life wa.'l that of 
a poet, illu1,ninated, inspired, for 
which his Sun stands as symbol 
of his handiwork; an eruption of 
the genius of the earth, that crea· 
tive Hand symbol reappears and 
rr•ap11ears throughout his oeuvre. 

He was a relentless teacher, 
without a doubt the true prophet, 
yet the voice in the wildernPss. 
The power of his hand's work: 
reached us first. The robust truth 
and beauty of that hand did find 
followers in all echelons of under· 
standing. His influence, wide and 
deep, would be hard to analyze 
here and now. It will keep learned 
. <Jclwlars busy for years to come. 

Much more difficult, yet more 
impol'tant, thP task of mPasurin;,r 
Le Corbusier the poet, the inte· 
grated thinker. The time was not 
ready for him, except as a proph
et; hence his impulse to be always 
the "call in the wilderness." Still, 
he echoed his message obstinately 
for decades. 

His example-the Grand De
.~igner with deep sense of human· 
ity and poetic vision-is the one 
we most need now. Our age calls 
for a new concept of man, of the 
architect as carver of culturPs and 
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not ivory towers. This call our 
profession can hardly answer now, 
yet the bold example of the Ren
aissance Man Le Cor1msier is with 
us. He is with us. 

MIES VAN DER ROHE 
Chicago, Illinois 

Everyone recognizes by now that 
IJe Corbusier was a great architect 
and artist, a real innovator. Ever 
since 1910, whe11 I first came to 
know him, he has reminded me of 
the great Renaissance artists who 
built, painted, and scrilpted, all 
at the same time. 

To me, his deepest significance 
lies in the fact that hP was a true 
liberator in the fields of ardiitec
ture and city planning. Only the 
future can reveal how those who 
have been liberated will use the 
J reedom opened up to them 11-y his 
rourage and imagination. Any 
liberation can result in a new con
fusion, a new Baroque, or, in 
what we can hope for from those 
who will follow Le Corbusier-an 
essential Pxpr<'ssion of our rivili
zatio11. 

JOSE LVIS SERT 
Cambridge, Mass. 

/,e Corbusier and his work are an 
entity. 011e cannot separate the 
man from the architect or thP city 
pl,anner; the painter from the 
sculptor, nor the poet from the 
writer. The key to his work was 
his interest in life itself and his 
attitude toward what he called les 
joies essentielles, the c01nponents 
of joie de vivre. These elements 
led him to the discovery and 
choire of the newest, most lively 
and hunian architectural voN1bu
lary of our times. His work cannot 
1nake sense to anyone who does 
not share his attitude toward life 
and what made lif P 111eaningf11l to 
him . 

Le Corbusier fwd 111ore to givP 
than any other architect of our 
times, and he could express his 
ideas with precision and clarity. 
Although he never took up teach· 
itig in any professional school, for 
the privileged few who were in his 
atelier during the course of the 
last 40 years, he was the greatest 
of teachers. His particular ap
proach to architecture and city 
planning problems carry the most 
promising seeds for future de
velopment. His genius was the 
rnrP lrilld that openPd llPW doors 

wul perspectives to the future, 
and only a few of his most import
ant ideas were carried out during 
his lifetime. 

The younger generations of 
architects will carry out, I am 
sure, many of the dreams that he 
could not dPVelop. The results 
may not be the same as if Corbu 
himself had seen these dreams 
materialize; but his gallant fight 
has not been lost, and, in ti1nes 
to come, 1nore a11d nwre people 
will be grateful for his significa11t 
contributions to humanity. 

JAN C. ROW AN 
Editor " Progressit-e A rchitecturP" 

That he was Cl great artist, there 
is no doubt. His genius could tur11 
the most improbable shapes into 
things of /Jeauty. He was Cl grPCll 
carver oj solids mul a great carver 
of voids-Cl poet of form mul a 
poet of space. History, surely, will 
C1lwC1ys give him credit for thCll. 

But was he also a great philos
opher, a prophet of the world lo 
be, or merely a contagious 
pamphleteer, whose catchy phrases 
turned the minds of a whole gen
eration of architects away from 
the essential task o J ''reating rm 
rtrban environment'! 

Much of what we see today
tliP ubiquitous modern cityscape 
of isolated, monumental, widely 
.~paced buildings-is the result of 
te Corbusier' s plea for soleil et 
verdure, for r1 sort o J high-rise 
countryside. 

'I;oday, many of us are swinging 
back and picking up again the 
scattered pieces of the past. All 
the concepts destroyed and aban· 
cloned by the architectural revolu
tion that was so much influenced 
by Corl>u's writings now are being 
re-evaluated by the postrevolu
tionary generation. 

Only time will tell what will 
happen in the end-who was right 
and who was wrong. 
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VIEW OF 
THE 
TORONTO 
CITY HALL 

A very personal assessment 
of the competition-winning 
Toronto City Hall, which just 
opened, by an architect 
turned architectural photog
rapher who worked with Le 
Corbusier and Eero Saarinen. 

BY BALTHAZAR KORAB 
I made three Lri ps Lo Toronto. Fi rs l. to 

vi it th e s ilr . with the compelili on pro

g ra m in hanc:I , m y min d wre Llin g '' i lh 

wha l a City Hall hould be . ex l. a 

return Lo th site to con icie r what the 

jury l Eero aa ri nen. Erne· Lo Roge r . 

Sir Willi a m Holfo rd G raha m, C. E . 

Pra ll, a nd Gordon lephen on ; pro fe · 

s iona l aclvi or, Eri c R . rlhur I mi uhL 

think a Cil y Hall hould be. And, just 
recentl y. I rPturn ed a nd sa w what a 
City Ha ll should not hr. 

Thu poken. I ·hould resl- sapienti 
sat- a nd lel th e photouraph y. or rather 

the building, _peak for iLelL inc T ~ 
ha e indicated LhaL l con1pet ed in lhc ~ 
progra m a nd may be usp cled of sour .g 
gra pes. iL mi g ht be afer Lo hold m y ~ 

O\ n counsel. But no, be my vi ew :sub· -a 
j eclivc or not, J would l ike to 1)eak, ~ 

j 
ma inl y for th e bene fit o f future muni- a.. 
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cipal buildings. (Dallas ha · a ciLy hall 
eoming up, for instance.) 

On my third visit to ToronLo. c-.peet· 
ing to find that some magic had oc· 
curred betwee11 the design and the real
ity (even with misgivings about Lhe 
concept and the exaggerated "pla . 
Lique" approach), I found nothing more 
than a metric enlargement of the model. 
It seems incongruous thaL omeone with 
the geniu:; to transform and enrich uch 
personal solutions-Eero Saarinen- al 
legedly had the lion's share of influence 

in picking this winner. I do not believe, 
uf course. that any richer detailing, 
finishing, or tactile qualities could have 
eompletely saved a building of such 
dubious concept. 

The two cun·ed towers of almost ide11 -
tical height. placed back on their plat 
form, are nOi yet high enough or 
assertive enough to achieve stature. One 
has only to look at the receding-based 
high-rises on Park Avenue to find a 
comparison for this mistake. In ew 
York, how well Saariuen knew the rules. 
when he shot CBS up from undl'r tlir 
street level. 

The symbology of the Toronto City 
1 lall is equall~- disturbing. To mold a 
~plit image of the city and the region 
into stone and ,; red is to hark back to 
the past, to erect a monument to ad
ministrative schizophrenia. It is true the 
competiLion program stated: there is the 
City. and there is l\ [etropolitan Toronto, 
A.D. 1957. Yet to take such a program 
literally, a program usuall y drawn up 
by bureaucrats and statisticians. is to 
renounce the architect's basic responsi
bility : his creative role in forming our 
future. 

This olutiou may be just an archai c, 
naive interpretation of " Conn follow 
function," as a 1957-dated diagram of 
the city-metropolitan area balance. This 
unevenness is emphasized by the same 
amount of horizontal divisions on the 
concave, and the same number of me
chanical floors on the convex sides. It 
calls more for the humorist's pen than 
for a passionate critic's. If there was an 
attempt to make the slabs count mono
lithically, it failed, mostly because of 
the uneasy turning of the wall skin 
around the corners and edges. 

There was a curious attempt al ym
l1ol-evoking when this project was pub· 
lished. I remember the pearl and oyster, 
protecti\'e hand:::. tower sLanding vigil 
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onT the 1:i ty faLhers, and o forth
images made current, I hope, not by the 
architect buL by ome poetic public re
lation man. The e were idea no more 
relevanL than all the "soaring bird" talk 
about Lhe TWA terminal at John F. 
Kennedy International AirporL. 

A valid ymboli m and exprcs ion 1s 
tru ly needed, e pecially in such a case 
as a city hall, which traditionally and 
logically tands for the spirit of a city . 
To achieve this is extremely difficult, 1 
agree, but it seems hardly to have been 
attempted seriously here. 

The drama of the concept-the cham
lier enclo ed by the walls-so attractive 
i11 plan, fails to co me Lhrough as an 
actual . paLial drama. IL reads only from 
distanL points or from the upper floors 
reserved for clerical and secretarial 
help . The best part of it i::: the public 
access roof Lcrrace; but once there, Lh e 
nude d11tailing spoils the feeling. 

The general compositio11 withiu its 
']lladrangle takes no eriou note of the 
rnosL imporLant elemen t of the si te : thl' 
old City Hall . Conversely , once outside 
in the cityscape, the passerby doe not 
take serious 110Le of the new City Hall. 
These once fa hionable form , with their 

1 
2 

pallid hues a11d O\ erLones of p n111g 
day al th e World's Fair, ha\ e 110 pres
ence on this ite. IL is academic to , pec
ulate whether future de\'elopment 111 
the area will Lend to impro,·e this itua
aLion. 

From the slrerl going into th plaza. 
one passes under a hea \'y-ha nded gal
lery Lo discover a emide erl ~cattercd 

with antiscpLic design elements. uch a;. 
a refl ecting pool (skating in winter ). 
three unconvincing arches ( the on!) 
effort to take the old City Hall into the 
composition 2 ), a changing pavilion. 
an amateuri h flower bed. concreLe 
pavement, and benches that appear bor 
rowed from a French suburban railwa\ 
station. As a whole, this is a failure to 
create either a monumental ceremonial 
platform or an invit i11g city Sl]WHC 

(1) . The ensemhle may discourage 
even tho e dependable habitu~ of civic 
plazas, the bums. 

I have referred to the i11sen sitin~ de 
Lailing; a few prominent case~ .Jr en.
parLicular notice. The center of the 
composition, the chamber. is disappoint· 
i ng inside and 0111. 011e expPcts a pol · 
ished, j(•wel-like quality, but. 1d1il<' the 
interior is ju l playful on !111.: wrong 
scale ( 3) . the exteri or is qui le crude. 
The V-shaped Learns. the junction of 
Lhe exits and glass walls have primitive 
handling ( 4) . The lack of clear char
acLe r of the tmvers within is also due 
Lo poor detailing. It is not a curtain 
wall , nor doe it convey a solid wall 
efiect ( 5) . The verticality suffers, too . 
The reLu rn of the edges from convex to 
concn ,.c -ho\\' - unsure handling ( 6} . 
These are crudities that do not fall into 
a com·incing pattern, such as most of 
Le Corhusin'. and ome by the Brutal
ists. 

The Lerm style ineviLably ari es in 
any criti cal a11alysis: l "ill refrain from 
atLempting a definition . However, we 
may call it the backlash of the Interna
tional Style. The building's basic weak
ness lies in it laek of that intangible 
essence- force of expression, architec
tural credo, styli', manifestation of the 
age, call it what you will-that distin 
guishes a noLl e building from an unsue

re f ul attempt. I left 1 lte place unmon·d. 

Architect: V iljo Rewe/l 
Associate ArchitPcts: Jnltn fl . Parkin 
As.~ociatcs 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CRITIQUE 

Environmental Design for Theaters 

BY WILLIAM J. McGUINNESS 
How the consulting engineer aids the 
architect in solving the problems of the
ater design is discussed by a practicing 
mechanical engineer. 

Since theater de ign involves more spe
cialties than other design projects, an 
architect can find himself as embling a 
team of consultants. The mechanical en
gineer, who can usually speak the same 
technical language as some 'Of these spe
cialists, i able to simplify communica
tion between the architect and the rest 
o[ the consulting team. 

Sy ka & Hennes y, Inc. , mechanical 
and electrical consultants to Philip 
Johnson, architect for the New York 
State Theater at Lincoln Center, accom
plishes th.is in two ways. John F. Hen
ne sy, r. , personally upervises the 
work of a "preliminary group" that of
fers high-level guidance in the selection 
o[ system and in the major coordina
tion of lhe architecture with the space 
requirements of these systems. The engi
neer, who will later be the project man
ager, is a member of this group. He con
tinu es with the project when it i turned 
over lo the production group to provide 
rnntinuity under the partner-in-charge. 

Paul Meuer, project manager for the 
me hanical and electrical services of the 

ew York tate Theater, ummarizes a 
few of the difficulties peculiar to theater 
design in its reiation to air conditioning 
and ventilation: (1) conflict between the 
architecture of the hall and the neces
~a ry air opening ; (2) physi cal diffi
«ulty of finding pace and routing for 
ducts : (3) air di tribution problem ; 
and (4) control of sound in the hall 
caused by the mechanical equipment 
and by moving air. Meuer point out 
that the volume occupied per person is 
mailer in theaters than in office build

ings. The deceptively large bulk 'Of the 
hall , when divided by the large number 
of clo ely positioned occupants, results 
in an index that poses difficult problems 
in items (1) and (3) above. 
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Air, if admitted through the side 
walls, must enter at such a low velocity 
(to avoid audible ound ) that it doe 
not efficiently reach the center o[ the 
seated group (the controlling Hmit is 
noise coefficient C 20). Increa ing the 
air speed above to about 400 to 500 fpm 
jet velocity at the room air terminal in 
an attempt to produce a proper " throw," 
often produces too much noi e. Thi 
shifts con ideration to the ceiling. 

Below the structural roof the the ew 
York State Theater are two uspended 
ceilings. The upper one is haped and 
positioned for aco ustical purposes
largerly for sound strenghtening. Below 
the upper ceiling are lights and du ts 
hidden by a lower ceiling o[ open me h 
construction. The first plan was to di -

harge air in the pace between the e 
two ceilings and let it filter down. ince 
added velocity was needed, however, dif
fu ers and register were u ed ju t 
above the open mesh. Thi s air, after be
ing given a sli ght downward pu h, is in
du ed to an improved Aow by return 
grilles below the eats. Excessively 
heated air above the top lights is al
lowed to ri se and i exhausted directl y. 

Balconi es pose a special problem, 
sin ce the space between them creates a 
ituation o f even greater audien ce den
ity than in the orchestra. Di tribution 

from side walls is still more difficult in 
thi case. Admitting air from a space 
underneath the balcony above, generall y 
near a midpoi nt, is a solution that re
sult in di charging air near and at the 
back of some occupants. Drafts from the 
rea r, which are the most un comfortable, 
mu st be carefully handled. Air is drawn 
out of space below balconies by the 
sa me method used in the general orches
tra area - namely, through return grilles 
below the seats. In utility areas, du cts 
are so clo ely packed that curved tran i
tion elements are almost wholly lackin g 
and the squared angles of branch ducts 
utilize interior du ct-turns or vanes to 
smooth the flow. 

Temperatures are usually maintained 

in the mid-70's, and ummer humidity 
held to about 50 per cent RH. Humidity 
in winter is not allowed to drop below 
50 per cent RH becau e 0£ it ad verse 
effect 'On acoustics. Heat gain in the hall 
is limited largely to people and lights; 
the effec t of the sun and outside tem
perature does not penetrate strongly to 
the hall. The great speed with which the 
heat-gain load change makes it difficult 
to cope with. As the audience enters or 
leave , or as the lights are abruptly 
turned on or off, the thermal machinery 
mu t respond promptly and accurately. 
Every effort is made to minimize a con-
idera l le flywheel effect. The operator 

can often anticipate change and pre
pare [or them. 

When the system ha been balanced, 
it i till necessary to scan the hall £or 
temperatures and other comfort condi
tion at many location s. A central con
sole indicate condition that are eval
uated by sensing device at remote loca
tions, eliminating the need for staff 
members to walk the e locations to read 
instruments. Fresh air is admitted to the 
recirculated air at a rate generally 
greater than the New York City Code 
minimum of 5 cfm per person. De igned 
quantities frequ ently u ed are 71/z or 15 
d m per person. 

The heat gain of lights in the tage 
area makes it generally impo ible tn 
plan maximum comfort for the perform
ers. If sufficient air were circulated for 
comfort, the cenery (generall y of 
flimsy material ), would be vi ibly agi
ta ted ; air rates would be excessive. Po
s itions [or registers on a tage are diffi
cult to fix because of the fl exibility 
needed in the sets. Cool air i intro
du ced, however, at controll ed rates and 
th e a tor report tolerabl e conditions. 

A problem is encountered in main
taining an air balance on either side of 
the urtain so that it does not billow. 
The engineer con tantly recommend use 
of a heavy curtain because of thi s con
dition ; it is still nece sary, however, to 
adjust the air pressure on both side . 
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There is virtually no limit to the design effects possible with 
Armstrong Luminaire Ceiling Systems. Here, in a modern 
office design, is the newest member of the Luminaire series. 
Called the C-60 System, it offers yet another design, another 
module size, and a number of significant, new features. 

·:· 

.- · :;~;·_={·; /:.;~~: _:::'. '. .:.~.;:;~~~: 

For complete information on the all 
new C-60 Luminaire Ceiling System , 
including full application -engineering 
data and guide specifications, write: 
Armstrong Cork Company, Building 
Products Division , 4210 Watson Street, 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 

@m~t;;~~·g 
On Readers' Service Card, circle To. 300. 



SPEOIFIOATIONS OLINIO 

Overspecifying 

BY HAROLD J. ROSEN 
Economies gained by the seiection of 
proper materiais, tests, and standards ilL 
the specifications are discussed by the 
Chief Specifications Writer of Skidmore, 
Owings & MerriU, N ew York City. 

Specifications writers are in a position 
to control construction costs through the 
quality of materials they select and spei:
ify, the standards of workmanship they 
establish, the testing procedures they 
propose, and the extent to which they 
include certain other provisions as con
tract requirements in the specifications. 
In effect, the specifier, like the struc
tural or ard1itectural designer, must 
establish specifications limitations and 
cut the cloth to lit the suit. 

A structural engineer does not use 
5000-psi concrete where 2500-psi con
crete will suffice. An archil.'ect does not 
double the space requirements if he can 
tailor the client's requirements to the 
correct solution. The specifier is, in e f
fect, a designer and should exercise 
judgment in the selection of materials, 
workmanship, and installation proce· 
dures. He must be realistic and mean
ingful, but not unduly burdensome. 

The specifications writer is in a goo<l 
position to control costs, and, by re
examining his current specifications, ef
fect further economies. 

When specifying testing, he should 
not call for th e same test procedures on 
a relatively small amount of work as he 
would on a large amount of work. In 
ome instances, the cost of testing may 

exceed the cost of the particular phase 
of work. As ex>amples, he might recon
sider test requirements for compaction 
of fill , cylinder tests on concrete, tests 
on masonary mortars and masonry ma
terials, sealants, and paints. He might 
weigh the volume of work as against 
boiler-plate test procedures. He might 
consider certifications in lieu of tests. Fnr 
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small amounts, he should specify one 
brand in which he has utmost confi
dence. 

In the area of protection, he should 
not call for floors to be completely cov
ered unti l final acceptance, but should 
make the contractor responsible for pro
tedion; let him use his judgment and 
experience in providing this protection . 
As an example, in a large Governmental 
agency, protection of fini shed wood gym
nasium flooB was pecified by calling 
for covering with kraft paper and taping 
the joints. A credit of several thousand 
dollars for its omission was obtained 
when the onu of protection was put on 
the contractor without specifying the 
method, but simply the results. 

When the specifications writer speci· 
fies tolerances, he should be realistic. 
The incorporation of certain statements 
in a specification does not necessarily 
mean that the provi ions can be 
achieved. A specification requiring 1/s-in. 
tolerance in 12 to 15 ft in the level of a 
concrete floor is difficult to obtain ; 
% -in. in 8 to 10 ft i s within the realm 
of possibility. 

With modern latex paints, two coats 
will assure complete coverage where 
three coats were previously specified. 
Most white ceiling can be successfully 
painted with only two coats. Why over
specify ? As a matter of fact, after the 
second paint coat is applied, the specifi
cations writer may never get the third 
coat, nor the credit for its omission to 
which he would be entitled. 

Can 14 -in. window glass be used 
where invariably 1,4-in. plate glass is 
specified? Can 8-quality glass be used 
where A-quality is often installed? The 
project and the glass to be selected for 
specific areas should be re-examined. 
The specifications writer may save his 
client mon ey and himself embarrass
ment. 

Waxinir of res ilient flooring can be 

omiued. Asphalt tile is furnished with a 
factory-applied coat of wax that needs 
only to be polished upon completion of 
the work. When a building is completed 
and turned over to the owner, these 
floors receive considerable abuse during 
the moving-in process and generally 
need waxing and polishing again. Why 
specify and pay for an item that serve 
no useful purpose. 

Elastomeric sealants of the polysulfide, 
urethane, neoprene, and acrylic variety 
are available at increased cost. The old
fashioned, oil-based calking compounds, 
however, can still be used effectively in 
man y instance . In a sense, the specifier 
should be a designer. He should select 
the material on the ha is of its ability 
to perform well in a given situation. 

Another area of specifications writing 
that requires editing to reduce costs is 
the use of certain specifications Ian· 
guage. Each statement in a specification. 
whether it i for materials, for installa
tion, or for workmanship, carries a dol· 
Jar sign alongside it. The contractor 
expect to be paid for each order given 
him by the specifications writer, and bi 
bid refl ects every statement in the speci
fications. Using vague, ambiguous Ian· 
guage indicate that the specifi cations 
writer may want something but is un· 
ure about demanding it. For example, 

statements such as : "tests will be re
quired unless waived"; "additional shop 
drawings and samples may be re
quired" ; " uneven surfaces may be cause 
for rej ection." 

The contractor has no choice but to in
clude the item in his cost because be 
can take no chances on the specification 
writer changing his mind. 

Specifications Ianguage should be pre
cise, not vague. The precise specification 
can be enforced; the vague one may be 
difficult to enforce and will still cost the 
owner money because the contractor has 
included it in his bid. 
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Illinois Bell Telephone Building, Chicago, Illinois 
Architects and Engineers: Holabird and Root 
General Contractor: William E. Schweitzer & Co. 
Structura l Steel: Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc. 

Allied Structural Steel Co. 
Foundation Contractor: A. L. Jackson Co. 

Illinois Bell's 
communications may 

double in the'70's 

Inland Hi·Bond Celluflor®will provide 
adequate reserve raceway capacity 

You 'd expect communications spe
cialists to have a pretty good idea of 
what lies ahead in their growing field. 
So it is significant that the Illinois 
Bell Telephone Company is making 
provisions to eventually handle twice 
as much communications as a typical 
office building usually has-in their 
new, 31-story Chicago office sched
uled for completion in 1966. One way 
they are providing for tomorrow's wir
ing requ irements today is by install
ing Inland Hi-Bond Celluflorto provide 
the extra raceway capacity, with ade
quate home runs, that will be needed. 

Inland Celluflor provides continuous 
parallel raceways every eight inches. 
Wiring can be introduced into any of 
these raceways through large 4" diam
eter hand-holes, then service outlets 
can be installed anywhere along the 
length of the Celluflor. When more ad
vanced communications systems are 
developed , they can be wired in 
quickly, easily. 

Using Hi-Bond deck, raised lugs in 

the webs of Hi-Bond panels provide 
a positive lateral and vertical mechan
ical bond between steel and concrete, 
producing an exceptionally strong 
floor system. 

For more information about Inland 
Hi-Bond steel floor deck and Cellu
flor, see Sweet's section 2j/ ln. or 
write today for catalog 270 to Inland 
Steel Products Company, 4105 West 
Burnham St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53201. 

Inland Steel Products ~ 



IT'S THE LAW 

Discharge of Contractor 

and the Construction Contract: Part 2 

UY BERNARD TOMSON AND 

NORMAN COPLAN 

In the second of flrn articles, I'/ A's !<'
gal team concludes its discussion of a 
rec<'nt case in which a contractor was 
prematurely discharged for dPjault in 
performance of the construction con
tract. 

In last month's column, we reported on 
a recent New York case (Tibbetts Con
tracting Corporation v. 0 & E Contract
ing Compctny, Inc., and Vioe Realty 
Corp., IS N.Y. 2d 324) involving the 

discharge of a general contractor by the 

owner for an alleged default in his per
formance. The general contractor had 

contracted for the excavation, grading, 
and drainage work on property the 

owner was developing for lease to a de

partment store and had stdicontracted 

the drainage work to a subcontractor 
who completed that work after the 

owner had declared the default of the 

general contractor. The subco!1tractor 

filed a lien against the owner's property 

and im•tituted an action to foreclose the 

same. The owner and the general c·on
tractor, in a separate suit that was con

;.;olidated with tlw forec losurn a«tion, 

each claimed damages against the other 

for breach of contract. The New York 

Court of Appeals ruled that the sub
contractor',_ rights were dependent upon 

the detnmination of the issues in dis
pute between the cm ner and the general 
contractor. The court further ruled that 

there was no separate contract implied 
in law between the subcontractor and 

the owner although the owner accepted 
the subcontrador's continued services 

after the declaration hy the owner of the 
general c·ontractor's default. 

Thus the basic question presented for 
det<>rmination hy thP N<>w York Court of 
Appeals was whether the general <on
tractor had abandoned the project, thw; 

justifying the owner's declaration of. de
fault. The contract between the general 
contractor and thP owner provided a Aat 
price of approximately $127,000 for the 
performance of all excavation, filling. 
drainage, and grading. The construction 

contract contained no specified time for 

rnmpletion, although it provided that the 

work was to proceed '"expeditiously and 

secruentially." The C'Ontract also made 

provision for delays caused by the 

weather. The owner, who was under 

pressure to complete this site for the 
dt>partment store by April 1959, appar

ently wanted more equipment and men 

on the job than the general rnntractor 

had been using, or had been obligated 
by the contract to employ on the job, 
in order to hasten its completion. How
ever, in March 1959, the general con
tractor moved his bulldozers and pans to 

a nearby job. This was at a time when 
the ground was frozen. The general con

tractor ('()ntended that it would be waste

fu 1 and costly to refill and grade in 
frozen ground and that it would have 
taken only a short time to move his ma

chinery back to the project site. The 

owner, on the other hand, contended 
that the action of the general contractor 
was an abandonment that justified his 

discharge. 
The court pointed out that the general 

rnntractor had received 70 per cent of 
the total job cost as of the time the 

owner declared a default. The Court 
concluded that the owner would not 

have countenanced such payment unless 

that proportion of the work had substan· 

tially been completed. This fact, taken 

together with the rnnsideration that, at 
the time the general contrador tempo

rarily removed his e4uipment to a neigh

boring site, continuance of the work 

would have been inordinately costly due 
to the frozen ground, cam,ed the court 

to conclude that there was no abandon

ment. 

The owner had contended that the 

terms of the construction contract pro
vided that the owner "shall decide all 
q1wstions which may arise as to the per
formance, (fUantil y, quality, acceptabil
ity, fitness and rate of progress of the 
work or materials furnished.'' It further 
provided that, if the contractor "delays 

the speedy progress of the work ... so 
as to cause loss or damage to the 
huilder or to the other contral'tors. then 

it shall reimburse the builder or such 

other contractors for such loss." It addi

lionally provided "that work shall "tart 

immediately and proceed in accordance 
w'ith schedules determined by the 

builder I ownerj .. _ and in se(ruence 

and direction as required to meet the 

builder's schedule," and that the work 

was to "be prosecuted and completed 
with all possible diligence and speed or 
as otherwise directed by the builder." 

The New York York of Appeals, in re
ferring to these provisions, referred to 
them as "Draconian clauses" that it 

would not literally apply. The Court 

said: 

··Language 111 rontracts placin~ onr party 
at tlu· nwrcy of the other is not favored by 
the ,·ourt>, and, while such clauses have some 
effect, the literal absolutism with which the 
o'vncr\ counsel insists upon language con
strued to mean that the gPneral contractor 
had to r<>sort to any means whatever to 
ex1wdite a contract enten·d into without com
pletion date, at the categorical dictation of 
the otlwr party is not ""PPOrted by the 
<leei~ioIL"'.·· 

In concluding that the owner's dis

charge of the general contractor was 

without validity, the Court ruled that the 

owner, by permitting the subcontractor 
to complete the drainage work and at 

the same time insisting that he look only 

to the general contractor for remunera

tion, waived its notice of termination of 

the general construction contract. 
The reluctance of the Court to liter

ally apply those provisions of the con
struction contract that empowered the 

owner to determine questions concerning 

the contractor's performance, seems at 
variance with determinations of the 

United States Supreme Court in respect 
to government contracts (see n's THE 

LAW: MARCH 1950 P/A; OcTourn, No
VF.MBEH 1951 P/A; FEBHUARY 1952 
P /A). It is interesting to speculate 
whether the Court's conclusion would 

have been different had the construction 
contract provided that the ar('hitect 
shall determine any question concerning 
the adequacy of the contractor's perfor

mance (see n's THE LAW, Ju.Y 1958 
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Change the rug to orange, yellow, red, green or purple and the ti le sti 11 ha rm on izes. 
It's Mosaic. 

We'll never give you a hard time . 
Mosaic tile gets along in any kind of a setting. With 

us, the color compatibility is automatic. 
Every Mosaic color is created to harmonize with any 

other Mosaic color. And with most any accessory or 
materia l colors you might come up with. 

That picture is on ly the start of it. 
Besides our Velvetone 164 ceramic mosaics (wi th ac

cent touches of Faientex 1691 Autumn Haze) and our 
Greytone quarry tile floor, we cou ld show you scores of 

equa lly compatib le Mosaic color families. 
But why sit here talking about it7 To appreciate our 

product, you real ly ought to see it for yourself. 
It's easily arranged, you know. Just check your Mosaic 

Representative, Service Center or Tile Contractor for 
co lors, samp les, prices and availabi l ity. 

See Yellow Pages, " Tile Contractors-Ceramic". Or write : 
The Mosaic Til e Co., 55 Publ ic Sq., Cleveland, Ohi o 44113 . 

MOSAIC 
For comparab le colors in the western 
states: 909 Rai lroad St .. Corona, Calif. • 

"Mosaic" is the trademark of The Mosaic Tile Company 



BOOK REVIEWS 

Images In light for the living theater 
by edward L kook 

Proscenium 
and 
Sight-Lines 

ROOM and BUILDING 
ACOUSTICS 

and 
NOISE ABATEMENT 

by WIW FURRER 

The Profession and the Theater: Some Current Books 
A rchitects and Thespians 

BY WILLIAM BRIGGS 
ACTOR AND ARCHITECT. By Tryone 
Guthrie, Richard outhern, Sean K enn y, 
Christopher ·tevens , H ugh Hunt, John 
English. Edited by tephen Jos eph. Uni
versity of Toronto Press, Front Campus, 
Universit y of Toronto , Toronto 5, On
tario, Canada. 118 pp., illus., index, 
4.25. The reviewe r, an architect prac

ticing in Richmond, Va., is on th e board 
of directors of U ITT and has acted on a 
semiprofessional level . 

Reading beyond the scrim. contradictory 
and colorful idea make exciting reading 
for actor, architect, and audience in this 
chronicle of a conclave he ld in 1962 by 
the Department of Drama at the Univer
si ty of Manchester. T en Britons o f note 
in the theater and in theater architecture 
participated in informal discu ' ion s with 
the theme "Actor and Architect" a the 
point of departure. 

The recorded resu It s do indeed depa rt 
and mea nder afar. Thi i fortunate. be
cause herein are expressed the heartfelt 
opinions o f the;e profe sional s concern
ing the past an d future of theater in 
Eng land. its place in c>ur world. an d the 
form s it may take in th e future. 

Out of a tota l of 118 page . 29 have 
been con urned by the editor with hi s 
own commentary. which conclude as fol
lows: "There is. after a ll. not hin g 'me re' 
about ente rtainment: it is a phenomenon 
that show · mankind enjo yin g hi hu
manity. Drama has Jong bee n recognized 
by poets and phi losophers as th e essence 
of civi lization. This is wh) it i · worth 
takin g se rious ly. Actors and architects 
should keep thi ~ in mind .'. 

Tyron e Guthrie pla ys hi part in 18 
confu ing pages. whi le the 9 other pan l
ists make th e ir ma rk within 4 to 12. 
Guthrie says that architects ca n' t be ex
perted to ··be on very fami liar territory·· 
where thea ters are concerned . tha t the 

first thing the se lec ted architect a ·b for 
is a ·· ubstantial cheque·· lo go look at 
thea ters. and Guthrie feel · this is need
less. H e say there is nothing to b learn
d by visiting thea te rs a nd that the archi-

tect shou ld simpl y go to the library and 
look at plans and pictures. He follow~ 

thi s with: '·What I would demand of an 
architect. were it min to be choosing 
~omebod y. would be ;.ome philo~ophy of 
the thea ter that we shared ." How can 
Gu thri e expect to find an architect who 
does or does not sha re hb philosophy. i f 

the architect has never . een any th ater~ ? 
H e ay he ca nnot read a plan. but that 
·'a n architecl shou ld be able lo read a 
plan.'" This c ues the obse rvati on that 
littl e trai nin g is required to read a plan 
or to enjoy a play. But it ta kes trainin g, 
sk ill. imagination. and d dication to 
draw a p lan or to produce a pla). 

The contributing profe sionals "ho arP 
gift ed in inde libl y engraving image$ upon 

Continued on pa~e 251 
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These three Colorvein patterns inspired this design. 
Turn page to see the final result. 



Wall-to-wall walls 

with Johns-Manville 
Colorvein ® 

How's that for versatility . One material being used in 
every nook and cranny (except for the ceiling and ac
cessories) of a large reception room . The wa lls, floors, 
partitions, furniture tops, baseboards, wa inscottings 
-all made of J-M Colorvein . As a matter of fact, the 
only thing that can limit the uses of this new material 
is the imagination of the user. 

Colorvein is handled and erected like marble or 
granite. This unique masonry product is a stone-like 
mixture of synthetic calcium alum inum silicate binder 
reinforced with finely dispersed asbestos fibers and 



integrally colored with inorganic pigments. It is strong, 
durable, easy to maintain, and easy to work with. 
Colorvein sheets are four feet wide and up to eight feet 
long. Thicknesses range from 1,4" to%". 

Colorvein is available in six color combinations. The 
pattern is a random arrangement of colors so there 
is an interesting variation in marbling from sheet to 
sheet. In the picture above are green in black, green 
in white, black in green . Shown on the next page are 
brown in white, white in black, and black in white. All 
samples on front and back pages are shown full scale. 

1. Green in wh ite Co lorvein 
3 . Green in black Colorvein 

Please Turn Page 

2. B lack in green Colorvei n 
4. J-M Acoust i-C lad • Cei ling 



As you can see, J-M Colorvein opens many new design possi
bilities. Sketched above is a bank exterior using brown in white 
Colorvein . Below is an office interior using white in black 
Colorvein and black in white Colorvein. 

For further information on J-M Colorvein , write: !J~' ' 
Johns-Manville, Box 111, New York, N. Y. 10016. 
In Canada: Port Credit, Ont. Cable : Johnmanvil . 

Johns-Manville 
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Ideal climate for savings: 
Carrier cooling, powered by 
the Gas-fired 
heating boilers 

:Jn Readers' Service Card, circle No. 372 

Southwestern Life Insurance recently 
completed this striking new headquarters 
building in Dallas. One of its ultra-modern 
features : a year-round Carrier Gas absorp
tion refrigeration system. 

Optimum temperature control and de
pendability were important determinants 
in the choice. But economy was the big 
factor. Gas-fired boilers supply hot water 
for winter heat and for the Carrier cooling 
unit in summer. And an exclusive solution
ca pacity control makes Carrier's partial 
cooling load efficiency unbeatable. 

Add to this the trouble-free simplicity 
of Carrier equipment. (No major moving 
parts.) And the low energy costs of clean
burning Gas. Insure the economy of your 
next project-with Carrier and Gas. For 
details, call your local Gas Company sales 
engineer. Or write: Carrier Air Condition
ing Company, Syracuse 1, N. Y. 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION , INC. 

For heating and cooling ... 
Gas is good business. 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 484 
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an audience of five hundred or a thou sand lack the ability to 
give credence to Lheir conviction when left without prop , 
lighting, rigging, and a slage-be it pro cenium or thrust! 

fosl of Lhem expose a defensive approach, probably allribut
able to their feeling th a t today's BriLi h thea ter i waivering. 

Out of all this emantic smorga bord , the idea come 
lhrou gh that a play mu st be presented in complian ce with the 
produ ction techniques di ctated by the playwright. uch a 
belie[ is ertainl y unflattering to the direotor 's imagination, 
to hi vested re pon ibility, and to hi licen e Lo present plays 
in whatever manner he may conceive. ( I have seen Tobacco 
Road done on proscenium, thrust, and round stage . It is 
mo t gripping in the arena, but it wa a sell-out on Broad
way, u ing proscenium. ) 

Ri chard Southern contribute an excellent, illustrated ex
planation of the origins and development of variou actor
audience arrangements. Other panelists offer useful informa
tion and a philosophy on theater- present and past. 

Hu gh Hunt's point of view differs from that of his col
leagues, most of whom would like to forget Lhe fl y-space. 
Says Hunt: " It is not beyond Lhe skill of an architect aided 
by Lechnologisls to devise a form of thealer Lhat combines 
Lhe picture-frame, the open stage, and the arena within one 
building. Even if the e forms are not all housed in Lhe same 
auditorium, the auditoria can at least be placed close enough 
Lo each olher so that the sta ge and Lheir amenities can 
serve each other. " 

That i Lhe chall enge we have been cr iven and il is an 
important one. But Lhe preoccupation with theater terminol
ogy is becoming trivial. 

Architects have good rapport with obstetrician and 
undertaker , wilh pri ests and plant mana gers. The product 
uf their effort can be no better than the degree of communi
cation and cooperation they are able to command. Let Lhe 
director don the apron and di ctate exact ly how far he wan ls 
Lo thrust his s lage. or e l e Je l him find an architect who e 
philosophy he tru L , or at least one he can talk wilh. 

Knowledgeable architect talk easil y wilh knowledgea ble 
the pians. 

l'rufessio11alism. vs . Mediocrity 

IJY DO ALD H. WIN EY 
THE PEHFORMI G A1ns: PROBL EM A D PROSPE CT . Th e 
Rockefeller Panel R eport on the Future of Theatre, Dance, 
Music in America. M cGraw-Hill Book Co ., 330 TV. 42 St ., 
New York, N. Y., 1965. 258 pp., 1.95 ( paperback ) . The re
viewer is Professor of Drama at H ofstra University and Presi· 
de nt of the United States Institute for Theatre Technology. 

For the last 2500 year , Lhe performin g arls have played 
a varyin g role in the soc ial milieu. one tha t has ranged from 
a po ition of high t es teem to the depth of degradation. 
Durin g the Colden Creek period. Lhe performing artisl. poet 
as well as actor, enjoyed a po · ition of gr at presti ge, and 
public performance were fes tive state events a l tended by the 
entire popu lace, freeman and lave alike. But al other times, 
the arti l has been regarded as a tan ' em i sary. 

Rega rdless of the po ition accorded the performin g ar ls 
or the form they have a. urned throughou t histor y. th ey have 
se ldom been uppre ed for lon g, or far removed from an 
ac tive role in socia l development. They ha ve weathered th 
most vigoro us oppo ition. 

The Rockefeller Fund report rega rd s the performin g a rls 
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ALBINSON STACKING CHAIR 

• • • • • • • • • 
• • • 

stacks and gangs 

weighs 9 pounds 

seat and back of injection molded plastic 

5 integral colors 

textured surface 

legs and frame of die-cast aluminum, burnished finish 

leveling nylon glides 

optional ganging hooks 

units of 2 and 3 gang and stack 

aluminum dolly 

carries 20 chairs in a stable stack 

protects chairs from damage 

e may we send you a brochure? 

KNOLL ASSOCIATES, INC., 320 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 10022 

Showrooms in: Atlanta Boston Ch icago Cleveland Da llas Detroit Los Ange les 
Mia mi Philadelph ia St. Louis San Francisco Seattle Washington, D. C. 
International : Argentina Australia Austria Be lgium Braz il Canada Finland 

France Germany Greece India Iran Italy Mex ico Netherlands Norway 
Phil ipp ines Spa in Sweden Switzerland Tun isia Uruguay Venezuela 





as central and vital to a mature civiliza
tion-a view that is gaining increasing 
"upport among all who are concerned 
11 ith the 'ocial and cultural development 
o[ contemporary society. 

This report should be read by every 
member of our society. It may clarify 
many of the misconceptions that still 
cxist regarding the place and function o{ 
the performing arts. This is especially 
Yitai at present, when material affluence 
has created leisure time that may prove 
a community problem, !Jut that may abo 
provide a natural atmosphere for devf'l
opment of the arts. Among tl10se who 

new 
edition 
now 
reauv1 
ZERO'S 1966 
Catalog shows 
many new 
products, 
contains 175 
full size 
drawings. 

//\~ 

should be particularly concerned are 
educators, c1v1c, state, and national 
leaders, administrators of programs and 
philanthropies dedicated to fostering un
derstanding, training, and experimenta
tion in social, scientific, educational and 
political development, and, of course, the 
artists themselves. All of these people 
have an important role to play if the 
performing arts are to attain the position 
of cultural significance that the members 
of thi,; pa1w1 believe they should-a posi
tion 110 ie"s important than that of li
hraries. art galleries. museums, and eYen 
schools. 

The most complete 
and authoritative 
guide for ... 

• WEATHER STRIPPING 
• SOUND-PROOFING 
• LIGHT-PROOFING 
• THRESHOLDS 

'?'"i'",~r~"'\"" Write today for your copy 

ZERO 
~ ZERO WEATHER STRIPPING CO., INC. 

Our 42nd year of service to architects 

41 5 Concord Avenue, Bronx, New York l 0455 • (212) LU 5-3230 
On Reader's Service Card, circle No. 437 

:!S(i !look Rel'iell's 

As stated in its pretace, the intent of 
this report was "to engage the attention 
of the American people and to waken 
their concern ahont the performing art
in the United States." The r<'port pre· 
sents a comprehensive assessment of pre
vailing conditions and problems; it does 
not attempt to 'tate definitive ,olution,. 
One of the most "ignificant hits of ad1 ice 
point,; out the need for thoughtful oul
lining of goals. careful planning. and 
leadership. All too fre(1uently. \\ell. 
intended plans flounder or are only par
tially successful because of haphazard 
organization. Bm;iness and Government 
leaders can aid the performing arts sig
nificantly by lending their organizational 
and promotional skills, thereby involving 
the many rather than the few. Through a 
critical and analytical exploration in 
depth, this report has a"emhled factual 
data, hitherto unavailable, on the pre,..ent 
status and possible futun~ potential of 
the professional performing art" 111 

America. 

The facts of this survey reveal that 
the vast expansion of the live performing 
arts during the last 20 years has been 
almost exclusively amateur. Significant 
though the amateur theater is in its con
tribution to our cultural development, 
the greatest responsibility for the high
est level of artistic or creative achieve
ment must logically rest with the profes
sional artists and the organizations that 
support them. If those who should offer 
the most fail to meet this responsibility, 
we are do'omed to the mediocrity that 
would prevail if scientists and educators 
failed to meet the ehallenges of the times 
and plan for the future. Failure is in 
fact evident in that, of the 100 cultural 
centers that are in the planning or build 
ing stages throughout the nation, only 
about one-third are centers that can ac
commodate all the arts. To find the term 
"art center" or "cultural center" applied 
to facilities so poorly conceived that they 
prove to be little more than sports arenas 
or assembly halls reveals a lack of the 
leadership and vision so necessary to 
artistic development. 

The conelusiorn• of thi' study ,;upport 
the view, long held by a relative f Pw. 

that drama, music, dance, and opera can 
anll sl10nld receive far greater support 
from all rnnrces (individuals, Govern
ment, industry, social organiaztions, and 
philanthropic agencies) than has thu-; 
far been the case. Estimates indicate 
that the professional performing arts are 
supported by approximately 1 per cent 
of the population. Many performing arts 
organizations (notably some of the fam-

Continued on [JrJge 261 
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soaring shapes 
solid strength 



all levers available without roses 

Just a near-invisible bushing 
is all that comes between 

solid lockmanship and striking, 
inventive Sargent design. 

levers and mortise locks 
designed for each other 

Sweeping, sleek lever lines by Sargent ... solid, functional 
mortise locks engineered specifically for these lever handles 
- that's the whole new world of styling treatment and sound 
lockset design in the Sargent 8100 Series. Old World in fla
vor, modern in function -here at last are the locks specially 
engineered to return levers faultlessly to the horizontal, even 
after years of use ... built to resist the extra torque of levers. 
And here are handles with strength, heft and bold beauty. 

Northwind 
Full-blown in design with fast, modern, air-foil 
lines. The Northwind gives a directional flow to a 
door or corridor ... a sweeping lever softly 
contoured for a natural, palm-fitting feel. Lever 
length is 4% 11 • ~,Shown here in stainless steel. 

Oceans pray 
Stark, spare design, bold from a sturdy shank to snub, 
truncated end. Gently rounded lever edges, straight 
lines, give the Oceanspray a simplicity in hardware 
format. Lever length 4". ':' Here in dull bronze. 

Levers are cast or forged in rich brass, bronze, alum i
num and stainless steel, and each is ava ilable in a wide 
range of finishes , some of wh ich are shown here. Pro
jections range from 2Y,," to 3". All levers are ava il
able with 2" rose or Sargent rose-less trim . 



Viking 
As solidly Nordic as its name and just as advanced 
in design as Scandinavian sculpture . Thick shank 
for strength .. . a thin sweep of handle for grace 
and easy grasp. Lever length 4% 11

.':' Shown in 
oil rubbed brass. 

Seaswept 
Hefty, massive - a solid handful in a lever with 
grace in the Seaswept's slowly gathering mass from 
muscled shank to its abrupt rounded end. Lever length 
4% ". •:• Shown in polished brass. 

Seawing 
Here's the dynamic flight of the seabird 
captured in this lever's wing-like symmetry . 
Smooth flowing lines and rounded edges accent 
the motion designed right into this distinctive 
Sargent lever. 4K6" . •:• Seen here in dull chrome. 

Seabreeze 
This lever takes the same Sargent 
swept-concept and changes plane. Result: 
a strong, flat shape and bold mass with 
clean, simple lever lines that give flight to any 
door, invite the touch. An exact 4"~' of lever 
handle. Seen here in polished bronze . 

North coast 
Sleek looks in a lever that's purely lyric. And 
the Northcoast is functional right down to the 
sculptured design of this lever's return. 
Sargent created this lever as a startling 
objet d'art. 41%2"~' long. Here in aluminum. 

* All lever lengths given are from center of spindle to end of lever. 



The same sculptured, clas
sic feel of levers is carried to 
the new Sargent knobs cast 
in brass, bronze and alumi
num. Choose from a wide 
variety of finishes, some of 
which are shown here. Avail
able also with square or 
round roses - or with Sar
gent exclusive rose-less trim. 

Simplicity. Beauty. Security. SARGENT. Knobs and levers with 
grace and heft. Solid looks. Brute lockset strength. Magnificent 
finishes. The touch of art in locksmanship. Part of a complete line 
of advanced architectural hardware: (I] SARG ENl: 

1 

SARGENT AND COM PANY • 100 SARGENT DRIVE, NEW HAVE N 9, CO NNECT ICUT • PETER BOROUG H, ONTAR IO • MEMBER PRODUCERS COUNCIL 

Form No. LK 365 Li tho U. S. A. 
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Their new office helper is 7 feet tall 

It's the new GF Over-file storage cabinet 
and GF Style 9000 file, of course! Together 
they end clutter and add beauty to a busy 
office. Everybody likes them. 

The Over-file holds oversized items that 
would otherwise create storage problems. 
It is functional and decorative-and, with 
file cabinets, even serves as a partition to 
divide office interiors. 

The Style 9000 file is new from GF, too. 
It has a flush front with inset pulls and label 
holders to complement today's profession
ally-designed offices. Available in a variety 
of colors and letter or legal widths. 

For complete information, contact your 
nearby GF dealer or branch showroom. Or 
write for descriptive literature to Dept. 
PA-28, The General Fireproofing Com
pany, Youngstown, Ohio 44501. 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 478 
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ROMAN COINS 
41 -801 

textured wall til 



beautiful ... exciting ... inexpensive! 

CHOOSE FROM 6 NEW AND ORIGINAL 
DESIGNS BY MAX SPIVAK, 

RENOWNED CERAMIC MURALIST 

Just looking at these beauti f ul new Spivak Ceratile 
Designs might easily give you the impression that they' re 
expensive ... but they' re NOT. They fit even a modest 
building budget si nce they actually cost but a few cents 
more per sq. ft. than standard, so lid color wall tiles. 

Architects, decorators and builders who are looking for 
something interesting and different .. . something new 
and exciting in ce ramic tile will find it in Spivak Ceratile 
Designs. Here in a modern new, textured tile is a touch of 
luxu ry without ostentation. The attractive desi gns, the in
teresting " engraved " texture and the soft muted colors of 
these new tiles combi ne to give an overall effect of taste
r ul elegance that wil I please the mostdiscriminating client. 

In creating these six new designs, Max Spivak, one of 
Ame ri ca 's outstand ing ceramic muralists, designed them 
primarily fo r their " tota l" effect in a wall. By se tting 
them in a random pattern, as he recommends, repetitive 
monotony is not only avoided but the overall effect 
becom es even more exciting as the area size increases. 

Spivak Ceratile Designs are ideal for use in motel, hotel , 
apartment and commercial lobbies, in bathrooms, pow
der rooms and kitchens. They can be used for light-duty 
floors as well as walls ; fo r an entire room o r fo r a single 
wall area with equal effectiveness. 

Spivak Ce ra tile Designs are produced in 41/4 " x 41/4 " flat 
units in soft, muted colors that coordinate perfectly with 
solid colo rs of Sun tile and the co lored bathroom fixtures 
of most manufacturers. 

If you are an architect, decorator or builder and would 
like free sample tiles, write us on your professional or 
business letterhead. Address you r request to Th e 
Cambridge Tile Mfg. Co., Cincinnati , Ohio 45215. 

~ The CAMBRIDGE "ROMAN BATH" SUNKEN TUB, shown at left, 
adds glamour to any bathroom. This one-piece, precast, rein
forced concrete tub is delivered to the job ready for easy installa
tion , plumbing connections and t i l ing. Only minor modifications 
in floor framing necessary. No drop cei lings required. Costs con
siderably less than conventional sunken tub. For details and com
ple te information writ e D ept. RB65. 

I 
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I 
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Continued from page 256 
ous orchestras and opera groups) have 
survived and brought distinction to them
selves as well as their communities 
through the devotion of a small group, 
or in some cases individuals, when they 
should have been the concern of the en
tire community. 

The book is thorough and easy to read. 
One may not agree with all that it has 
to say, but it should not be ignored, nor 
its value denied, if one is concerned for 
the future of the arts. The panel charges 
that it is our responsibility to insure that 
the highest standards of artistic endeavor 

are brought within the reach of all mem
bers of society and to thereby educate 
them to recognize and support the per· 
forming arts as an integral part of their 
lives. 

Still Its Old Self 

BY JOEL E. RUBI 
THEATERS AND AUDITORIUMS, 2nd Edi
tion. By Harold Burris-Meyer and Ed
ward C. Cole. Reinhold Publishing Corp., 
430 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 
(1964, 376 pp., illus. $20) The reviewer, 
who holds a degree in engineering, is a 
consultant in theater planning and light-

continuous water service-all the way 
The requirements of water supply in hospitals, schools and industrial 
buildings can be endless. Experienced architects, engineers and contrac· 
tors have found the simple solution by revolving thei.r plans around the 
complete quality line of T&S plumbing specialties. For every location, for 
every type of application in food service, maintenance, laboratories and 
other heavy duty uses, there is a specialized T&S unit exactly designed to 
do the job. To be sure of continuity of service, uniformity of appearance 
and standardization .of parts throughout the system, specify quality T&S 
plumbing specialties for the "stream-mated" performance and long-life you 
can rely on. Complete product Catalog G-1 or specific bulletins on request. 

SPECIFICATION MANUALS 
These two working manuals are available on request. Each con· 
tains drawings and data for completely specifying either a 
laboratory service fixture layout, or Institu ti onal and Industrial 
water service systems for food service, maintenance, etc. Write 
or call now for your personal, registered copies. 

Refer to Sweet's Catalog, Code: 35b 
TA 

~~1:!'!!!!/!/!!!!~"!!!'!! 
516·ED·4·5104 

INDUSTRIAL & INSTITUTIONAL "PLUMBING SPECIALTIES ·• LAB-FLO SCIENCE SERVICE FIXTURES 
Nationwide Sales and Stock Coverage 
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ing, a vice-president of Kliegl Brothers, 
and a founder and past president of the 
US/ TT. 

The virtues of the second edition of 
Theatres and Auditoriums are recogniza
ble at a glance. It contains many new 
illustrations in a handsome typographic 
and visual setting; it is hard-nosed in its 
organization and still the prime work in 
the English language in the field of 
theater planning. 

When the first edition of Theatres and 
Auditoriums was published in 1949, the 
postwar theater boom in America was 
hardly anticipated. As the only major 
work available to most architects and 
clients, it had a substantial effect upon 
theater building in the boom that fol
lowed. Arguing from the premise that 
theatrical fonn derives from theatrical 
function, the authors proceeded to the 
logical position that the devel'Opment of 
a theatrical plant must stem from its op
erational requirements. 

The second edition of Theatres and 
Auditoriums has been issued in the midst 
of a continuing period of extensive 
theater construction. The last 15 years 
have witnessed an unprecedented wave 
of new theater building throughout the 
world. Literally thousands have been 
buil t, the vast majority of them in the 
United States. From the programming, 
building, and operating of these new 
theaters, much new knowledge has been 
gained. We could properly expect the 
second edition of Theatres and Auditori
ums to have profited from the experience 
gained in theater planning over the past 
decade and a half. 

The first edition was notably unaware 
of staging forms other than the prosceni
um. It afforded no practical assistance to 
those who wanted to investigate a vari· 
ant-proscenium, a non-proscenium, or a 
multiform theater. The second editfon 
offers more constructive help with the 
functional and spatial analysis of these 
other forms, but the examination is some
times cursory; it is intermittent and fre
quenty less than comprehensive in its 
approach. 

Variation of theater form is only one 
major area of a typical theater design 
problem today. The necessjty for varia
tion of use wit:hin the same facility is a 
second major problem area. It would not 
be correct to suggest that Theatres and 
Auditoriums, first edition, did not give 
recognition to problems of use. A large 
part of its structural organization 
stemmed from an analysis of perform· 
ance type. Charts of such divisions oc· 
cupy many pages of the book. This 
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Xerox Corporation , D istribution Center at Rockland County, N . Y . Architects & Engineers: Brodsky, Hopf & Adler, A . I. A. , N .Y .C . 
General Contractor: M ilau Associates , Inc ., Great N eck, L . I. , N. Y. 

SMITH WALLS in place ... blue chip choice! 
We're quite proud of the fact that 
many of the nation's largest industrial 
firms are our customers. Over 170 of 
those listed in Fortune's 500. T hey're 
steady customers, too, averaging over 
6 contracts per company. (We've 
completed 66 contracts for one steel 
company, 65 for a glass company, 62 
for an electric company.) And the 
list is getting longer all the time! 

There's a reason for it . We call it 
Single R esponsibility. Because we 
handle every phase of a Smith Wall 
contract ourselves. Our engineers de
sign the walls to the architect's speci
fications. We manu facture the wall 
panels in our own plant, deliver them 
to the building site in Smith trucks, 
and erect them with our own crews 

. on a rigidly-controlled schedule 

set up by our coordinating expediter. 
So of course we have the reputation 
of completing our contracts on time. 
Why not make the logical choice ... 
the Blue Chip Choice ... on your 
next project. Specify Smith II 
Walls in Place. You'll find ~ 
d etails in Sweet 's Catalog · '-; 
Files 3b/ Sm and Sb/ Sm. · ' 
Or better yet, write us . 

EL WIN G. SMITH & CO., INC. Pittsburgh, Pa. 1s202/ oetroit • Chicago 

C i nci nnati • Cleveland • New York • Atlanta • Toledo • Ph i ladelphia 



econd edition maintain the sam e for
mat. Being treated independentl y, and 
nearl y pigeonholed, as it were, there i 
a curious Jack of coupling between the 
information in the charts and the prob
lems of th e planner. The planner find s 
hi111self hard-pres ed with the combined 
housin g of ballet, concert, poken, and 
lyri ca l drama all within the same struc
ture. One would hardl y recognize, even 
from the second edition. that thi condi
tion of de ign i , unfortunatel y, typ ical 
of much theatri cal constru ction toda y. 

The second edition of Theatres and 
Auditoriums therefore exi ts in .a rather 
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ambivalent sta te. The result i a partial 
vacuum-a curious nn-treatment of the 
two major p roblems of analy i that cur
rently face almost everyone concerned 
with theater pl annin g. 

The author write factu all y, although 
the vo lume is not without tho e occasion
al non-facts and indi cretion that be-
ome apparent Lo the clo e reader. The 

section on afr condi1 ionin g of Lage 
would seem to ofler some ground fo r di -
pute by ex perts; the material on yn
chronous winches is urely questionable, 
in view of the notabl y bad per fo rmance 
record of these devi ce and their with-

drawal from the commercial market ; few 
patron could remain for long with the 
uncomfortable platform lopes shown in 
the diagram on page 107 ; and the cut
away ecLion of Philharmoni c Hall wa~ 
inaccurate long before the bu ilding 
opened in e ptember 1962 (page 110). 
But these and similar la p es are fla ws in 
an otherwise well-palterned fa bric. 

What is more a pparent throughout the 
book is a lack of fa ctual data. Just a t 
that point where hard fac tu al in fo rma
tion wou Id be of real assistance to the 
theater planner , the volume sto p~ short. 
Pickin g Cha pter 11 as an example: One 
will not find an y vector analysis of a 
workin g gridiron, any recommended con-
truction for a counterweight et of lines. 

nor any an alysis of ingle as opposed to 
double-purchase ri gging sy tern . . Surely 
Ameri can thea ter technology is past the 
point where our onl y source of such in
formation mu t be manu facturer ' cata
logs. 

Finally, this reviewer must admit to a 
certain amount of displeasure with the 
nonuniformity in tyle and pre entation 
of line drawing ( although greatl y im
proved over the first edi tion ) ; with the 
unevenne s and antiquity of the illu tra
tions; and with the lack of a ca le ba r 
or marked dimension on many of the 
theater plan and sections. There is a 
certain quality of avail ability rather than 
necessity about many of the illu tra tion,; 
elected . 

If I have dealt at length wi th whnt 
eem to be the book' fln w , it is onl y 

because it i a little sad to report that an 
old fri end is back with us-in hand ome 
new dre , and with some new illustra
tion s, but undernea th it a ll , very mu ch 
it old self. Alas, the time call for more. 

Down in Front! 

BY BEN CHLANGER 

PROSCENIU M AN D IGH T LI NE ' 2nd edi
tion. By Richard outhern. Theater Arts 
Books, 333 ixth Avenue, New Yo rk 14, 
N. Y., ( 1965. 235 pp. , 5.95) The review
er is a theater consultant specializing u1 

seating and sight lin es. 

A large portion of this book hould prove 
valuable to the nov ice desiring to work 
in theatrical cenic de ign. Detail ed in
structions are provided fo r amateur me
chanical drafting and th e measuring of 
exi ting stru cture . ~ kimmiug ra pidl y 
throu gh these page , the architect un
familiar with the work of staging a 
theatrical perform :ince in a pro cenium 
theater will be rewarded with a good in 
troduction to the elementary yet im por-

Continued on page 270 
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some fabricators no longer deliver mill scale to the construction site 

There's only one period during 
the life of a steel structural mem
ber that it can be freed of mill 
scale and rust. Just before the 
fabricator puts the prime coat of 
paint on it. 

What usually happens? Nothing. 

Or next to nothing, unless you 
specify blast cleaned steel-steel 
blasted to bare, white metal. Un
less so specified, most steel goes 
to the site with scale and rust 
intact under the prime coat. This 
means the first coat will fail 
prematurely. Subsequent repaint
ings will be both costly and short 

lived, because the opportunity to 
remove scale was missed. 

If you hesitate to specify blast 
cleaned steel because you asso
ciate blast cleaning with expensive 
sand blasting, you should know 
there's a better way to blast clean 
steel at very low cost - Wheel
abrator airless centrifugal blast 
descaling. This fast, mechanical, 
low-cost descaling imparts an 
abrasive etch ideal for tight, long
lasting paint bond. And because 
the steel is scale-free, you can use 
one of the new epoxy, vinyl or 
other extra-protective coatings for 
extra-long finish life. 

Who no longer delivers mill scale 
to the construction site? More 
than 70 fabricators equipped with 
Wheelabrator descaling equip
ment! What they do deliver is 
longer paint life and lower main
tenance costs for exposed steel 
structurals. Have your fabricator 
write for Bulletin 190-D. 

W heelabrator 
airless centrif. 
ugal blasting 
hurls steel abra
sive agai nst the 
steel to remove 
all ru st and 
mill scale, 
mechanically, 
inexpensively. 

V ITAL V ALUES lNHEELABRATOR 

FOR INDUSTRY 
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CENTRIFUGAL WHEEL BLASTING 
FOR CLEANING STRUCTURALS 

Wheelabrator Div. · THE WHEELABRATOR CORP.· 758 S. Byrkit St., Mishawaka, Ind. 
Wheelabrator Corp. of Canada, Ltd ., Scarborough, Ont-Montreal , Que. 

WORLD · WIDE OPERATIONS : 
Switzerland (Geo. Fischer, Graber & Wenlng); Australla (McPherson's) ; France (Wheelabrator· Al1evard) ; 
Brazil (Elsa); Ind la (lndabrator); Japan (Slntobrator) ; England (Tllghman's); Mexico (Wheelabrator de Mex ico) 
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Surety Federal Savings & loan, Detroit/C.E. Noetzel, Detroit, Architect / Plywood Structural Div., G.H.l. Corp., Auburn Heights, Mich ., Fabricator 

Fourteen petal-shaped plywood components roof this 
drive-in bank that blossoms by a busy Detroit highway. 
It's another case where only plywood could reconcile a 
demanding design with a tight budget. Concrete was 
considered but would have cost twice as much. The 
conical plywood panels were so lightweight and so care
fully engineered that they took only three days to 
install. Whenever your designs call for unusual shapes, 
high strength and low cost, look into plywood compo
nents and structural systems. For more on DFPA ply
wood, write us at Tucoma, Wash. 98401 (US only). 

AMERICAN PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION 
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Continued from page 266 

tant problems to be dealt with. 
When the author say "plan the stage fir t and then plan 

the auditorium," it becomes evident that the book does not 
deal with the entire problem of de igning a pro cenium 
theater. It is most impo11tant to be aware of the interplay of 
the problem of audience viewing of the performance and 
the staging of the pre entation. 

Viewers' sight-line problems are pre ented in con iderable 
detail , but the di cu sion i limited to seating positions that 
are up front and to the ide, those close to the stage, and 
those in remote, high location . These viewers repre ent a 
very small percentage of the total audience. The author is 
mo tly oncerned with the problem of ob lructing (ma k
ing) from the e relatively few eat locations any and all 
views of the stage volume beyond the scene, and, of course, 
the performers who are waiting to make their stage entrances. 

The problem would not be completely solved by eliminat
ing some of the e difficult seating po ition . It would have 
been mo t valuable, however, if some criteria had been pre-
ented for a eating pattern that would Jes en the stage 

masking problems, and to have indicated ome tolerance llf 
visibility of off-stage pace, e pecially if it were above the 
range of a comfortable viewing angle. 

Size of proscenium opening are quoted without ufficient 
i•eference to the relative usefulness of variously ized open
ing for the many theatrical di ciplines. Thi in it elf ha a 
most important influence on the design and capacity of the 
auditorium's seating capacity. When scenic designers and 
stage directors learn to use wider openings effectively, it will 
he po sible to provide more useful seating position . Use of 
proscenium stage remains with us as a basic theatrical de
vice, and it is not likely to be completely replaced by such 
rival concepts as the open and space stages. For thi reason, 
the author could have updated his work, which was origi
nally published many years ago. 

The economics of theater design and pre entation, reflected 
in probing potential eating capacities, is not dealt with, 
thus leaving neglected an important key to proscenium thea
ter design. This book should be most valuable as a checklist 
of what not to do, e pecially with scenic de ign, given limited 
stage dimensions and conditions. Given the necessary time 
and the opportunity, it would be interesting for an architect 
to u e this guide to participate in staging a thea<trical pre-
entation, as a first step toward learning to plan and design 

a theater. 

In Search of a Bible 

BY MICHAEL BRILL 
PLA 1 G FOR THE THEATRE. By Ned A. Bowman, William 
Coleman and Glorianne Engel. Department of Speech and 
Theatre Arts, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Penna. 
(1965, 75 pp.) The reviewer, an Associate of Helge Wester
mann/Richard Miller Associates and an Assistant Professor 
of Architecture at Pratt Institute, is actively involved in the 
programming and design of theater projects. 

This is a strange kind of checklist. It is really a ubject-by
subject bibliography of much of the existing literature on 
theater building design. If you want to find a "bit" (a they 
ay in the computer world) of information, you mu t fir t 

locate it under one of the broad spatial categories the authors 
have chosen: "The Total Building," "The Audience Space," 
"The Acting Space," and "The Service Space." 

Continued on page 274 
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NEW DESIGN FREEDOM 1N THE Opert World oF L·o·F GLAss 

3 kinds of L·O·F glass 
you can bank on to reduce 

solar heat and glare 
When people shop for banking services, they like to see the mer

chandise. The facilities. The atmosphere. These buildings do just 

that ..• through great walls of glass. Each of these structures is 

glazed with a different kind of L·O·F sun-control plate glass -

Parallel-0 -Grey®, Parallel-0-Bronze® and pale bluish-green Heat 

Absorbing. 

L·O·F gives you over 50 choices of plate glass types and thick

nesses - each made to fill a specific need. For technical informa

tion, refer to Sweet's Catalog File 26A. Or call your L·O· F distribu

tor or dealer (listed under "Glass" in the Yellow Pages). Libbey· 

Owens·Ford Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio 43624. 

lBW Libbey·Owens·Ford TOLEDO, 0H10 

~ 

These diag rams, in simplified form, illustrate 
the differences between three kinds of tinted 
plate glass as compared to clear plate glass. 

HEAT ABSORBING PLATE - Northern Fede ral Savings, St. Pou 
Minn. Th e Canneen Co., of Philodelphio, designed the buildin 
Glazing by Roe-Jomes Glass Co., of St. Paul. 

1/4" 
PARAllEl

O·PlATE 

1[4" 
PAAAU.El
O·GREY 

1/4" 

PARALUL
O·BRONZE 

1/4" 

HEAT 
ABSORBING 

PlATE 

LETS 44% OF 
==~LIGHT IN 

==::> LETS 60% OF 
SOI.AR H~AT IN 
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!dwood Notional Bonk, Napa, Calif . Architects : Neill Smith & Associates, Son Francisco. Glazing by Cobbledick-Kibbe, Oakland. 

PARALLEL-0-GREY - Decatur Federal Savin gs & Loon, Decatur, Go. Architect : Pope H. Fuller, 
Decatur. Glazing by Binswanger Glass Co., At/onto. 
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Continued from page 270 

Under the e headings, items are alpha
betically arranged. When you find your 
"bit," the actual information is not there, 
but, instead, a num ber corresponding to 
another publication where it finally i 
found. 

Examining the frequencies of referral, 
you find there are four main sources: 
the Burris-Meyer and Cole Theaters and 
Auditoriums, with 418 references out of 
a total of 697, A. .T.A.'s Open Stage 
Check List with 159, while Percy Corry's 
Planning the Stage has 82, and the 
authors themselves supply 108. Mo t 
other articles are referred t'o once. 

Here, at the origins, the search ends
sadly. We must differentiate between 
"hard" and "soft" information-"soft'' 
being rule-of-thumb, intuitive, and un
substantial. The greatest bulk of infor
mation found in all the sources is "soft"; 
the "hard" tufI of building theaters is 
just not there. 

It is quite possible that the design of 
theaters has too many interacting varia
bles to ever permit an all-inclusive, 
at-all-levels checklist. Certainly these 
authors have tried and have performed a 
valuable service, but the value of a bibli
ography must rest on its sources. Theater 
planners still need a "bible." Until that 
event, we must make do with the existing 
store of writing, a growing body of knowl
edgeable consultants, and common sense. 

A Valuable Service 
BY GEORGE A. HUTCH! SO 
THE O PEN STAGE, B ASED 0 THE DESIG s 
OF JAMES HuLL MILLER. Bulletin N. 109, 
Published by Hub Electric Company, 
2255 West Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
(1965, 71 pp., $1} The reviewer is a 
partner in The Perkins & Will Partner
ship. 

The open stage, in its pure form, is an 
essentially simple ·and consequently eco
nomical stage form. If it is skillfully 
designed, built, and equipped, an open 
stage can accommodate very satisfactor
ily many types of public performances. 
Used by an imaginative director and 
creative technicians, it can contribute in 
significant ways to the art 'Of the theater. 
For these reasons, the authors feel that 
The Open Stage should be of interest to 
anyone contemplating, or engaged in, the 
creation of a new theater. 

The book contains an abundance of 
technical information directed to archi
tects, engineers, theater directors, scene 
designers, and stage and lighting techni
cians. Due to its inherent simplicity of 
construction, stagecraft, and lighting 
equipment, the open stage is suggested 
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more and more great 

American architects 

are using Marmet 

... .. ... ...... ... .... ........ .. ..... ..... ... .. .... .. ...... ...... .. 

harmony in 
fenestration far 
a high-rise 

RIVER TERRACE APARTMENTS 
CINCINNATI 

The soft satin finish of aluminum fenestration con
trasts delicately with the masonry ... contributing its 
note of elegance to this high style, high rise. Occupants 
enjoy the vista of large fixed lites .. . the ventilating 
convenience of smooth operating sliders. Access to
individual balconies is through MARMET 4000 sliding 
doors ... hushed in movement on concealed Delrin ro ll-
ers .... At the top, the city panorama spreads before a 
continuum of MARMET windows. Ultra slim stile 2200 
series doors in specia l Duranodic fin ish grace the 
main entrance. 

More and more ... experienced architects find that 
specifying MARMET ... with its single source capa-
bility, close liaison on design ... and laboratory checks 
on quality control .. . is a long step toward successful 
execution of all fenestration components. 

MARMET 
corporation 
SWEETS CATALOG ...!Z!...and ~ 1 322-K Bellis Street 
or write MARMET Mar Mar Wausau • Wisconsin 
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a being particularly adaptable to high
chool stage need . 

The text suffers from what seems to 
be an unnecessarily defen ive compari
son between the open tage and the 
proscenium stage (the arena form is 
practically ignored). A number of up
porting tatements are of questionable 
accuracy and validity. The presentation 
bears an unfortunate resemblance to an 
equipment catalog in organization, for
mat, and in its somewhat crude illu tra
tion . 

These everal factors tend to detract 
from the dignified quality the publica-

tion might have been given. They do not, 
however, diminish the value of the serv
ice to the theater performed by the Hub 
Electric Company, James Hull Miller, 
and a re pected panel of contributors in 
making available such a comprehensive 
treatment of the open stage. 

New Theater Journal 

BY MICHAEL BRILL 
THEATER D E ICN A D TECHOLOCY. Jour
nal of the U. S. Institute for Theater 
Technology. Edited by Ned A. Bowman. 
Published by the Institute at 1117, C.L., 
4200 5th Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. ( 1965, 35 

pp., illus. 1.50) The reviewer's profes
sional affiliations were noted in the pre
vious review. 

Reading this journal gives you the same 
feeling as walking into your first party 
in a new neighborhood-everybody knows 
everybody, and there is talk of events 
and projects you know nothing about but 
would like to. 

Thi fir t is ue of the USITT's journal 
feels as if it had been published for 
years. It refers t'o, or gives partial results 
of, at least 15 different projects "in the 
work ," many of which promi e sorely 

-----------------------------------,needed information. The same people in

dootuee®semi-concealed wardrobe 
The newest and most exciting answer yet for 
the classroom wraps problem ... a high capacity 
semi-concealed wardrobe, that keeps wraps dry, 
open to air, provides easy access while present
ing a useful surface of either tack board or 
chalk board. Racks are of quality construction 
to give long, attractive, quiet and safe service, 
and are easily installed or relocated. Pat. Pend. 

J~ \ For complete information and specifications, a write for Catalog SL-5 10. 

T.M. VOGEL-PETERSON co. 

• Each unit accommodates 
16 people with hooks or 
hangers 

• Shelves are adjustable 
in height for all age groups 

• Teacher's storage-robes 
and sink cabinets make 
matching companion pieces 
for a complete teaching 
and service area complex. 

I!:) 1965 V.P. Co. 

I "TheCoatRackPeople" 
ELMHURST, ILL. 
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volved in these also contribute articles 
and review , and even appear on the edi
torial board. I must assume that a tight 
core of the "faithful" launched this new
est theater journal, and it is thi vigorous 
feeling that flavor the complete publica
tion. 

A periodical hould be judged by its 
attitude toward its material, not the ma
terial itself, since that keeps changing; 
the attitude of this journal can be de
scribed as igorously catholic-anything 
goes. Ranging far and wide, it is concep
tual and i t i also nut -and-bolts techni
cal. It ha an ethereally moody, romantic 
cover photo of Sullivan's and Adler's 
Chicago Auditorium, yet inside it ha 
the "tight" graphics of plans and photo
graph of theaters and old-fa hioned 
patent drawing of new theatrical de
vices. This mixed-bag approach is both 
the trength and weakness of the journal. 
Two other flaws are the typefaces chosen 
and the abstracts of each article. The 
typefaces are all san - erif and hypnotic
ally dull, while the abstracts smack of 
indulgence of lazy readers. In all , how
ever, it' a good start. 

Sounding Out Space 

BY WILLIAM RA GER FARRELL 
ROOM A D BUILD! C ACOUSTICS A D 

OISE ABATEMENT. By Willi Furrer. 
Translated by Evelyn R. Robinson and 
Peter Lod. Butterworth, Inc., 7235 Wis
consin Ave., Wash., D. C. (1964, 226 pp., 
charts, diagrams, illus., $11 .95). The re
viewer is an acoustical consultant pres
ently affiliated with Ranger Farr ell & 
Associates. 

Thi book i a technical text on acoustics 
that i addre sed to architects and build
ers. Written by a highly qualified expert 
in the technical aspects of sound, it may 
well be the only text on the subject that 
is al o reasonably up-to-date and written 
in a manner that should make it under· 
standable to any architect or builder. 
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MONARCH'S QUALITY IS CERTIFIED! 
Monarch Tile is a member of the Tile Council of America . . . 
and this triangular seal of TCA membership is the mark of 
controlled quality. Look for the TCA seal on every carton of 
Monarch Tile . . . it certifies that Monarch Tile equals or 
exceeds the Department of Commerce's Simplified Practice 
Recommendation R61·61 and Federal specification SS-T-
308b. Specify Monarch Tile for your next project. Order it 
with complete confidence. There's none better! 

MANUFACTURING, INC. 

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE, SAN ANGELO, TEXAS 
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• Perma-Kleen© 
LAMINATED PLAS T IC FLOOR TILE 

Relaxed naaintenanee. 
We're not suggesting your maintenance man work this way, just because your 
computer room has new G-E Perma-Kleen Floor Tile. Can't blame a fellow for want
ing to relax a little, though, because all this new tile requires is routine dry or damp 
mopping . .. you never wax, polish, buff, scrub, strip or recondition . It's non
porous, non-static, non-indent .. . practically non-maintenance. With the great sav
ings in lower maintenance costs and less com
puter downtime, maybe your job will be more 
relaxing, too. For details, write: General Electric 
Company, Dept. 2, Coshocton, Ohio 43812. 

GENERAL fl ELECTRIC 
LAMINATED PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT 

G-E Perma-Kleen Tiie on free-access floor 
system installatlon in Linden, New Jersey. 
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The book is divided into three sec
tions: The first deals with some of the 
fundam ental principle and behavior of 
sound and also includes some very useful 
acoustical data. The second section de
scribes the design of rooms for the con
trol of reverberation and echoes, and for 
uniform distribution of ound. It deal& 
primarily with "audience rooms," and, 
tu a Jes er extent, with studios. The ma
terial is presented clearly, with few and 
simple formulas, and with a careful 
avoidance of higher mathematics; there 
is, for example, no reference l'o calculus. 
The third section deal rather brieAy 
with the general area of noise control, in
c luding a general discussion of transmis
sion loss and impact noise. It covers 
noise control in residential areas and 
then outlines acoustical consideration in 
a number of special building type , uch 
a hotel and bowling alleys. 

The translation is not without minor 
Aaws. The presentation of tables and 
formula in both English and metric 
units, rather than just metric units, would 
have made the book much more useful 
to Engli sh-speaking architect . The text 
contain formulas that have been broken 
down to the simplest working form, with 
only the variables and a con tant term 
reflecting both the phy ical constants and 
the metric constants. Unfortunately, the 
supposed simplicity is lo t if one mu t 
convert the con tants in each case to the 
English sy tern. 

Considering the common prejudice 
among American architects that acoustics 
i. almost exclusively ooncerned with con
cert halls, auditoriums, and studios, the 
author's empha i on these rooms may be 
justified. This reviewer, however, believe 
that, although the greatest interest may 
I ie in such rooms, the most important 
a pect of acoustics deals with the much 
greater number of more mundane prob
lems such a sound transmission in 
offic:s, hotels, and apartment houses, and 
that a more detailed description of solu
tions to these problems might have been 
in order. 

Since the book's major emphasi is on 
audience-room acoustics, some brief in
dication of the design of electronic amp
lifi cation would have been helpful. Fur
rer list approximate maximum room 
volumes within which, for example, a 
man can lecture without electronic re
inforcement. In addition, the architect 
would have been helped by learning 
some of the bare rudiment , such as loud
speaker size and placement and control 
positioning for best results. 

Professor Furrer, in dealing with sound 
Continued on page 282 
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It's tough to find a better primer than 
the one we use for Sheffield Steel Joists 

Any other primer you specify would cost you 
more, too. The red oxide primer applied on 
Sheffield Steel Joists was especially formu
lated to meet Federal Specification TTP-636 . 

Considering both economy and efficiency, this time
proved red oxide primer is the best that can be provided. 
Then too, it is non-bleeding, which simplifies the appli
cation of a finish coat of paint. 

This red oxide primer provides protection, at no addi
tional cost, when you specify a shop coat of paint on 
Sheffield Steel Joists. 

Demonstrating the value of this primer, a test was per
formed, by an independent testing laboratory, with salt 
spray (under Federal Test Method Std. 141). After 
200 hours exposure to a 20% salt spray the sample 
showed "no apparent change." 

All Sheffield Shorts pan and Longs pan Steel Joists, 
made to the widely-accepted specifications of the Steel 
Joist Institute, are supplied with this durable and eco
nomical red oxide primer. Write us for our newest cata
log. Armco Steel Corporation, Department W-1975B, 
7000 Roberts Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64125. 

ARMCO STEEL 
c > 

ARMCO v 
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If you thought the old Fesco Board 
could take abuse, 
look what's on deck for you now
New Improved Fesco Board 
Increased wind resistance. Fesco 
Board has always offered better re
sistance to wind stresses than other 
roofing insulations. Now-in Improved 
Fesco Board-we've doubled its shear 
strength . Tripled its tensile strength. 
And added a Top Coating to bind the 
insulation tighter to the built-up roof
ing. Improved Fesco Board will resist 
uplift from 120 mph winds with a 

Wind Loading 

12° COMPARISON OF IMPROVED 
IMPROVED FESCO BOARD FES~O BOARD 

100 WITH WIND LOADING TEST RESULTS 

~ REQUIREMENTS 
I 80 .... 
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100% safety margin . That's twice the 
margin of safety required by Factory 
Mutual! (Other insulations barely 
meet this requirement.) 

Greater strength. Improved Fesco 
Board is an even stronger performer 
than before. We've improved resist
ance to compression and direct load
ing by over two to one. There's less 
chance of permanent deformation 
that may impair thermal efficiency. 
And rugged Improved Fesco Board 
can span metal deck rib openings in 
the same thicknesses as other insu
lations ... yet requ ires no paper 
backing reinforcement. 

Less fuel contributed. Earning the 
U.L. incombustible rating for Con
structions No. 1 and 2, Improved 
Fesco Board scored even better than 
before in the small amount of fuel 
contributed. And it includes fewer 
combustible elements than other in
sulations: there's no paper, there's 

no tape, and there 's less aspha lt. 

Long, dependable performance. It 
holds up better under wheel and foot 
pressure . . . its tough Top-Coated sur
face reduces bitumen soak-in . Im
proved Fesco Board retains all the in
sulating effectiveness designed into it. 

Some things we couldn't improve on. 
Moisture-resistance, for example. 
Even our old Fesco Board was vir
tually waterproof-unlike insulations 
that lose thermal efficiency by ab
sorbing moisture. Also, this unique 
moisture-barrier action provided out
standing dimensional stability. You 
didn't waste time and money taping 
joints. You still don't. And Improved 
Fesco Board is equally light to handle, 
easy to install. The only difference is 
you get that much more value for the 
same low cost! For details write: 
Johns-Manville, Box 111, New York, 
New York 10016. Cable ad·liT.f 
dress: Johnmanvil. liilU 

Johns-Manville 
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The classroom comes to her 

over a JERROLD 
48-CHANNEL ETV SYSTEM 

Being confined to bed doesn 't interfere one bit with her educa
tion . She's a patient at the renowned Massachusetts Hospital 
School in Canton (near Boston) . 

Here children may attend classes in wheelchairs or get the 
full benefit of classroom experience from their beds . A Jerrold 
J-Jacks closed-circuit telev ision system permits any bedridden 
child not only to see what 's going on but to converse with the 
teacher and be heard by every other pupil tuned to that channel. 
The J-Jacks cable system has a capacity of 48 off-the-air and 
closed-circuit channels, sixteen, of which are already deliveri ng 
a rich educational program on every grade level. Jeffrey Myles 
of Lake Systems Corporation , Watertown , Mass. served as Con
sulting Engineer. Lake Systems is one of Jerrold 's nationwide 
network of Engineering Contractors. 

Similar Jerrold ETV systems can be adapted for a wide variety 
of school and college private-study uses. You may even think in 
terms of ETV " carrels" to which a tape or film librarian can tele
cast any program of the student's choice-at the time desired. 
For a brochure describing the Massachusetts Hospital School 
installation in detail , write Jerrold Electronics Corporation, Dis
tributor Sales Divison, 15th & Lehigh Ave. , Phi/a., Pa. 19132. 

I I I 
I I LI 

282 Book Reviews 

I I 
The nation's foremost manufacturer-supplier of 

television signal-distribution systems 
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transmission, unfortunately does not take 
into acdount the importance of masking 
noise. He fa lls back on the common prac
tice of presenting ound-transmission loss 
requirements in tabular form, stating, 
for example, that with an average sound
transmi sion loss (a Somewhat discredited 
value in itself) of 50 db, normal conver-
ation will be unintelligible fa the ad

jacent room. This is only true if the 
ambient noise in the listening room is of 
the order of 25 db in the middle-voice 
frequencies. Admittedly, the ambient 
noise frequently does approximately this, 
but not alway . 

More importantly, however, Furrer has 
given an excellent presentation of acous
tics for architects and builders. It is clear 
and under tandable; it cover each area 
with a sound basis of technical knowl
edge, and should serve as a very u eful 
text for its intended audience. The typog
raphy and figures are excellent. Particu
larly interesting are the large number of 
photographs, plans, and sections of audi
toriums, concert halls, churches, and 
tudios throughout Europe and America. 

Architects hould certainly add this vol
ume to their technical library. 

The Art and Instruments 
of S cenic Projection 

BY KEITH KROEGER 
IMAGES IN LIGHT FOR THE LIVING THE

ATER. By Edward I. Kook. Published by 
Century Lighting, 521 W. 43 St., New 
York, N. Y. , 1964. Distributed by Drama 
Bookshop, 150 West 52 St., New York, 
N. Y. (258 pp., illus., $4.50}. The re
viewer, an architect, is with Ullrich 
Franzen Associates, and has recently 
been working on a theater project. 

In view of the number of new theater 
structures and the recognition uf the 
coming of age of the American Theater, 
it is appropriate that the techniques and 
experience of theater craft, particularly 
the pioneering ones, be as widely shared 
as possible. Edward I. Kook's book, a 
study supported by a grant from the 
Ford Foundation, makes this possible. 
The study is an extremely thorough and 
stimulating investigation of the art and 
instruments of scenic projection. A chal
lenge to all concerned, its tlroroughness 
makes it of interest to theater people, 
to the technician in the theater light
ing equipment industry, and the archi
tect who may be planning a theater 
structure. 

The study includes a complete de
scription of the history and basic tech

Continued on page 288 
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nly extruded ceramic quarry tile offers so many features ... tough enough 
withstand impact, abrasion and wea r in a power sta tion ... inherent, 

ermanent beauty that requires no waxing . . . weatherproof qualities for 
xterior uses ... and a range of co lors, sizes and shapes to provide virtually 
nlimited floor designs. Next floor, specify Summitville Quarry Tile if yo u 
ant unequalled durability or design versatility or everlasting beauty .. . 
r all three. Summi tvil le Tiles, Inc., Summitvi lle, Ohio 43962. 

NLY QUARRY TILE IS 

UGH VERSATILE BEAUTIFUL 

QUARRY Tl LE BY 

INSIDE/OUT 



SPECIFY 
THE 

COMPLETELY INSTALLED 
KEY CONTROL SYSTEM: 

TELKEE 
When specifications call for TELKEE, completely 

installed by the hardware contractor, your client is 

sure of orderly turnover without so much as the 

bother of key gathering. 

TELKEE is the tested key control system that 

offers more for the money-safety during construc

tion, convenient lock utility and protection during 

the life of the building. Few hardware specifications 

are really complete without including a system of 

key control ... and you'll find there is no or-equal to 

TELKEE. See Sweet's Architectural File 18e/Moo 

-or write for TELKEE MANUAL. 

New York Police Academy has TelKee, specified as a completely in
stalled system. Architect: Kelly and Gruzen, New York; General Con
tractor: Depot Construction Company, New York; Hardware Contractor: 
Yale & Towne, Inc., Rye, New York. 

P•O•MOORE, INC. 

GLEN RIDDLE 35. PENNSYLVANIA 
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niques of scenic projection, along with 
detailed technical descriptions of avail
able projection equipment and the op
tical principles involved. With regard to 
available equipment, it is clear that much 
work needs to be done, especially in 
the development of a projector that will 
give greater brightness. Kook is the head 
of one of the leading concerns manufac
turing stage lighting equipment and can 
no doubt be counted on for future de
velopments in this area. 

One of the basic problems of scenic 
projection is the limitation posed on it 
by the physical arrangement of the the
ater space. Both front- and rear-view 
projection require a distance from the 
screen that is proportional to the size of 
the screen and desired image size. 
Front-view projection has the additional 
problem of maintaining the projector 
at such a distance and angle as to keep 
the actor from casting a shadow on the 
screen. In the Broadway theaters, with 
their shallow and generally small back
stages, projection has severe limitations 
placed on it. However, the opportunity 
today to plan for the use of projection 
in a new theater makes it imperative 
that the architect and theater artist work
ing together, explorn the basic require
ments of the technique. 

Kook is an ardent supporter of the use 
of projection and he enthusiastically 
brings forward all those ideas that argue 
for the technique. One of the best known 
is that of economy. Projection can 
often be used to eliminate bulky, expen
sive, painted scenery and time-consum
ing scene changes. However, Kook 
makes it clear that he is not by any 
means proposing that the medium be 
used on economic grounds alone. Pro
jection has the potential for being an 
artistically valid means of expression. 
It is of the poetic advantages of thfl 
medium that he speaks most convinc
ingly-using it to produce continuous 
action on a vast scale of mood and en
vironment. While it is clear that the use 
of projection depends greatly on the di
rector and scenic designer, Kook hope" 
that the technique will hecome better 
known and understood by playwrights. 

Kook's report is certainly to be recom
mended for theater artists. students of 
theater, and playwrights. Although it is 
certain that a wide range of existing 
plays produced within the limitations of 
existing theater can employ projection 
under the direction of a skilled artist, it 
is the future of projection in the hands 
of the playwright and in the new theatPr 
that holds great promise. 

OCTOBF.R ]llfi.'l I'/\ 



Monticello, a 35-room structure on a 658-acre tract atop a lofty plateau in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia. Begun in 1769, it developed over 40 years 
in the Greco-Roman-Colon ial style. Its dome inspired those built later on the U.S. Capitol and the Jefferson Memorial in Wash ington. Jefferson was as 
much an avant-gardist as Frank Lloyd Wrig ht was to become generations later. 

Using ink-and no eraser-Jefferson held 
to a tolerance of .4127" -without Castell 

There may be a contemporary gen ius 
to match Thomas Jefferson, but nobody 
has ever met him. 

He designed his beloved Monti
cello , quarried the stone, cut the tim
ber, made the bricks and the nails and 
supervised the construction. In be
tween , he found time to indulge his 
hobbies as an accomplished violinist, 
dancer and horseman. He practiced law, 
was elected to the Continental Con
gress, became Governor, Secretary of 

State, Vice President and President. 
Unless you are a genius and have 

40 years to work on a project, you will 
do better with CASTELL drawing pencils 
and MAGIC-RUB erasers. CASTELL in 20 
uniform degrees, 88 to 10H, lay down 
bold, black lines that do not fade , skip 
or vignette. A natural crystall ine al lo
tropic carbon with a low index of fric
tion lets you work smoothly, effortlessly. 
CASTELL-Sealed bonding of lead-to
wood gives points a 50% higherthan av-

erage breaking strength. Erases w ith
out a trace, reproduces clean and clear. 

If there were no other precision 
tools available today, CASTELL #9000 
alone could g ive wings to your creative 
ability - whether you are an engineer 
or architect, a designer or draftsman. 
CASTELL will add skill to your hand. Call 
your Dealer. 

See reverse side for other fine 
CASTELL drafting products. 

8 FABER-CASTELL 



lltM•4UAllV! • O•-I MUOll lllO 
VIN YL EltA lfa 'Oa ORA FTING ,U.M p~-ofrfr maglc-/lub • u.s.A.• AW FA BER •1960 
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@FABER:CRSTELL 

7041 15{ U.S.A. 
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~~ 
KNEADABLE ERASER 

PAB ·tlltrltL 
f006 U.S.A. 

9 10 

Specs for the most important working tools of your profession 7 No. 7041 CASTELL PARAWHITE soft, 
pliable drafting eraser. Moistureless 
formula virtually eliminates smears, 
stains or smudges. Erases graphite 
marks quickly and cleanly without 
damage to drawing surfaces. 

1 CASTELL #9000 wood pencil: 20 
degrees-BB to 10H. Made with 
finest graphite that tests to more 
than 99'/o pure carbon, assures 
maximum opacity withou t oily 
additives. Reduces smudges and 
stains on all drawing surfaces. Low 
index of friction lets you work 
smoothly, effortlessly. Castell-Sealed 
lead-bonded-to-wood process gives 
points a 50'/o higher than average 
break-resisting strength. Lays down 
solid, graphite-saturated lines that 
won 't flake or feather . Gives 
hundreds of clean, crisp prints. 

2 CASTELL #9007 Eraser Tipped 
Drawing Pencil made in 11 degrees, 
3B to 6H . Extensively used by 
professionals, it is considered the 
world's finest writing penc il. Widely 
favored by executives because of its 
superb smoothness, extrafine 
quality, wide range of lead hardness 
choice, and long wearing point. 

3 CASTELL LOCKTITE #9400 drawing 
lead holder same as Locktite 
Tel-A-Grade in basic parts , and 
quality. Has serrated non-slip finger 
grip on plastic barrel. Our ever 
popular Model T-a great value. 
19 degrees, 7B to 10H. Each holder 
separately degree marked. 

4 CASTELL #9030 Black refill drawing 
leads for Locktite and al I standard 
lead holders. Same quality and 
companion to world-famous Castell 
wood drawing pencil. 19 degrees, 
7B to 10H. Packed in green plastic 
tube with gold cap. 

5 CASTELL 9201 POLYCHROMOS 
Crayon Penc i ls offer a complete 
range of 72 pigment colors - bright, 
beautiful and light-proof-for 
sketching, drawing , rendering and 
map making. Widely used by artists , 
architects, designers, draftsmen, 
and engineers for any coloring 
required. 

6 No. 1960 PEEL-OFF MAGIC-RUB 
vinyl composition eraser, paper
wrapped in pencil shape. Ideal for 
detail erasing on drafting film. Rolls 
up graphite in long strips without 
smudging, smearing or damaging 
film surface. 

8 MENTOR #50/58 Dual Pencil and 
Lead Sharpener. Made of brass with 
3 tempered steel blades-one to 
remove the wood, the second to put 
a long sharp point on the lead and 
the third to point refill leads used 
in holders. Packed in leather case 
with 3 replacement blades. 

9 No. 9006 CASTELL KNEADABLE 
RUBBER Eraser. Extra large size is 
especially suited for cleaning and 
erasing large areas. Molded easily 
and quickly into any desired shape. 
Top quality economy size. 

10 No. 4050 BRASS DRAWING LEAD 
POINTER made exclusively for 
pointing refill drawing leads. Will 
provide a long sharp point on all 
diameters of leads from SB to 10H 
inclusive. Has second opening for 
sharpening thicker, softer leads and 
crayons. r---------------------------, I A.W.FABER-CASTELL Pencil Company, Inc., 41 Dickerson Street, Newark 3, N. J. I 

I Please send me a sample each of the following for testing purposes. I 
I CASTELL #9000 Drawing Pencll ________ degrees. I 
I CASTELL #9030 Refill Drawing Leads--------degrees. I I POLYCHROMOS # 9201 Crayon Pencil D Red or D Blue or D Black I 
I MY NAME IS TITLE I 
I COMPANY STREET I 
I CITY ZIP STATE I 
~---------------------------~ 



Whee ... the answer·is Risom ... again! 

Once upon a time there was an execu
tive who wanted to be hard-working. 

But he couldn't. He was always tired 
and morose. 

"I don't blame you for being tired and 
morose," said Hilda, the office maid. 
"Your office is dull and depressing and 
your chair makes my back ache." 

Then one day an interior designer came 
into his life and brought Risom furniture. 
"It looks good," said Hilda. "Let me give 
it the test," she added, putting her tuna 

and coffee on the desk and settling into 
the chair. 

"Wheee!" 

As for the executive, he's hard
working, happy and successful. 

Nuts and bolts note: The strong hand
some "Risom look" is born of a simple 
uncluttered form that follows function. 
The chair (1343) is one smooth wrap-a
round shell that's molded and cushioned 
to follow the natural shape of the body 
and upholstered in the finest leather. The 
desk (from group nine E) doubles as a 
conference table. Hand sanded and hand 

rubbed in linseed oil or lacquer ... again 
and again ... the magnificent natural 
walnut makes for a wonderful working 
surface. 

See the "Risom look" in furniture at our 
showrooms nationally. Sold through deal
ers, architects and designers. 

Jens Risom Design Inc., 

49 E. 53rd St., N.Y. Also: R 
Atlanta, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, San Francisco. 

Jens Risom Design Inc. 
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ACOUSTIFORM®: new medium-density lay-in ceiling panel by Celotex 

Won't warp or sag under high humidity condition 
Rain, snow, fog, mist- nothing slow 
down the installation of new Celote 
Acoustiform medium-density minera 
fiber panels. They're made for job 
where fast occupancy is critical. Acous 
tiform panels can go in before or durin 
wet-work such as plastering, grindin 
terrazzo, or pouring floors. 

Celotex Acoustiform panels are th 



. allows earlier installation for faster occupancy 
·-cost way to get top acoustical prop
.es in an easy-to-install, no-sag sus-
1ded ceiling . Sound attenuation 
ue, 35-40 range. Excellent sound 
orption- NRC .80-.90 range. 
-l" ew Celotex Acoustiform panels are 
ilable in four distinctive patterns. 
·ange of thicknesses and sizes (24" x 
· to 48" x 72") enables you to meet 

any design, installation or span require
ment. Acoustiform panels are available 
as Class A (noncombustible ) conforming 
to the 0-25 flame spread classification 
by ASTM-E-84. Also as Protectone® 
panels for UL time-rated assemblies. 

Call your Acousti-Celotex consultant
distributor for complete product in
formation, samples and guide specifica-

tions-see the Yellow Pages. Or write 
The Celotex Corporation, 120 North 
Florida Ave., Tampa, Florida 33602. 

ACOUSTl -

CE~9.!EX 
PRODUCTS 
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AKER, Architects, Berkeley, Calif., will 
have three new offices operating under 
the firm's initials plus the name of a 
partner: MLTW, LYNDON in Eugene, 
Ore.; MLTW, WHITAKER in Washing· 
Lon, D.C.; MLTW, Moonr. & TURNBULL 
in New Haven, Conn. 

RosE, BEATON, CoRSBLE, DEAHDEN AND 
CROWE, Architects and Engineers of 
New York, N.Y., will have a branch of
fice at 1900 L. Street, N.W. Washington, 
D.C. 

SVERDRUP & PARCEL, & ASSOCIATES, En
gineers, 43 Eglington A \'e., E., Toronto, 
Canada. 

New Addresses 

LASZLO ARANYI & AssocJATES, Archi
tects, 36A Princess Anne Plaza Shop
ping Center, Virginia Beach, Va. 

ARMSTRONG, Building and Floor Prod
ucts Division, 4174 Dundas St. W., 
Toronto, Ont. 

PIETRO BELLUSCHI, Architect, 1 Fairfield 
Street, Boston, Mass. 

BERLA & ABEL, Architects, Thomas 
House, 1330 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 

DESIGN TECHNICS, Ceramics, 7 E. 53 St., 
New York, N.Y. 

ENGINEERED METALS OF SOUTHERN CALI· 
FORNIA, 8421 Telfair Ave., Sun Valley, 
Calif. 

FAXON, GRUYS & SAYLER, Architect~

Engineers, 589 N. Larchmont Blvd., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 

ALFRED GREENBERG AssomATEs, Envi
ronmental Consultants, 101 Park Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 

JoHN K. GRIST, Architect, 2763 W. 
Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif. 

SMITH, SMITH, HAINES, LUNDBERG & 
WAEHLER, Architects, 2 Park Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 

JESS STIMPSON EPPS, Jn., Archited, 400 
S. Zangs Blvd., Dallas, Tex. 

STONOROV & HAWS, Architects-Planners, 
2207 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

E. E. WALTERS, Consulting Engineer, 
4801 Lemmon Ave., Dallas 19, Tex. 

LEIGH WATKINS III & AssoCIATES, Con
sulting Electrical Engineers, 452.3 Office 
Park Dr., Jackson, Mississippi. 

LEO S. WOLF AssocIATES, Architects· 
Planners, 119 Merchant St., Honolulu, 
Hawaii. 

New Firms 

BROCK ARMS, Architect, 951 Sheridan 
Rd., Glencoe, Ill. 

VINCENT R. BoNFANTI & DoNALD J. 
LAWRENCE, Architects, 8221 E. Third 
St., Downey, Calif. 

Continued on page 300 
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a new dimension in sound control 
Natcoustile 

One of many applications of Nalco products al Campion Jesuit High School. 

H ere, even the li ve li est young
sters can·r ca use a reverberat
ing, ear sha tlering din . Be
cause Natco Ceramic G lazed 
Na tco ustile forms the walls 
surrounding the pool at Cam
pion Je s uit Hi gh Sch oo l , 
Prairie du C hi en, Wisco nsi n. 

Natcousti le·- a perforated 
face unit - cu ts noi se up to 
65 %- . Hi gh so und absorp ti o n 
in this ge1111i11e structural c lay 
unit is combined wi th a per
manent ceramic glazed finish. 

atco ustil e is load bearing. 
and fireproof. too. M odern 
Natcoustile complements the 
refreshing aqua shad ing in the 
poo l with a n accent o f modest 
charcoal, blue-green and white. 

Of course, a variety of other 
colors a re available to match 
yo ur color scheme. 

Natco ceramic glazed Yitri
ti le is used in o th er areas of 
the school. a tco has st ruc
tu ra l c lay products to meet 
every design requirem ent . 
Write for cata log S-65. 

is avallable 1n two 
nominal face sizes: 8'' x 16", 
random pattern only, and SYJ" x 1211

, 

in random or uniform patterns. 

Natco 
corporation 

GENERAL OFFICES: 327 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15222 •BRANCH OFFICES : Boston • Chicago • Detroit 
Hou st on • New York • Philadelphia • Pittsburgh 
Sayr evil l e , N .J . • Birmingham • Brazil, fnd. 
fN CANADA : Nalco Clay Products, Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 



Shrink your trash problems 
to 1/500th the size 

with a Brule Gas Incinerator 
·That's right. A Brule unit will actually reduce 500 
pounds of waste to 1 pound of dry, sterile, inorganic 
ash . And it will do it in minutes, on a continuous 
basis. No smoke. No odor. No fly ash . 

Leave that to us. From nursery school to supermar
kets ... drive-ins to 200-unit apartment houses, Brule 
has your model. 

And Brule uses Gas-the fuel for complete com-
Imagine what it will mean to eliminate costly trash bustion , complete economy. Get more information. 

handling and hauling. Not to mention messy "gar- Call your local Gas Company Sales Engineer. Or write: 
bage rooms" that take up valuable space. Brule C. E. & E., Inc., 13920 South Western Ave., · 

Which Gas-fired Brule Incinerator isgoingtoshrink Blue Island, Ill. AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION, INC. ~ 
your trash disposal problem virtuallyout of existence? For waste disposal. .. Gas is good business 

Write to Brule c. E. & E. , Inc., Blue Island, Ill., for a fact-filled 32-page booklet on trash-handling, "The more you burn the more you save." 
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THE SEAL OF SECURITY 
Your new assurance of quality in building sealants based on a performance specification and test program established by THIOKOL 

To advance the state of the art in structural 
weatherproofing, Thiokol Chemical Corpora
tion has established a new standard of ex
cellence for building sealants. 

An extension of the pace-setting and 
professionally accepted Federal Specifica
tions TT-S-227b and TT-S-00230 and Ameri
can Standards Specification A116.1 . . . the 
Thiokol standard provides an extra measure 
of certainty in the specification and use of 
structural joint sealing material. 

Compounds meeting Thiokol standards 

are privileged to display Thiokol 's "Tested 
and Approved Sealant" Seal. The seal is 
available only to processors who have 
agreed to the Thiokol performance speci
fication and whose product continues to 
measure up in quality testing conducted by 
Thiokol on a programmed and random 
sampling basis. 

Write Thiokol for details, and names of 
"Tested and Approved Sealant" makers. 
Specify their compounds for a sense of 
sealing security that has no equivalent. 

On Readers' Serv ice Card, circle No. 428 

*The manufacturer warrants by affixing this 
label that this product is a duplicate of ma
terials independently tested and approved 
by-and in accordance with standards es
tablished by-Thiokol Chemical Corporation. 

CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

780 North Clinton Ave., Trenton, N. J. 08607 
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Golden Gateway Center, in the heart of 
San Francisco, is a true urban residential 
community . When complete, it will incor
porate 8 high -rise apartments, 106 town 
houses and commercial facilities. Total 
concrete requirements for the $100 million 
project are 300,000 cu. yds. The versatility 
and living appeal of POZZOLITH concrete 
are expressed in these photos of smooth, 
painted surfaces; precise-patterned, fluted 
balconies ; rough formboard textures; ag· 
gregate panels. The concrete is free of 
cracks, has high shear strength for earth · 
quake protection. Cost was as much as 
$1.00 per sq. ft. less than other building 
materials considered for the project . 

Owner -developer: Golden Gateway Center, 
a lim ited partnership. Architects : Wurster, 
Bernardi & Emmons and DeMars & Reay. 
Associated Architects : Ansh en & All en. 
General Contractor : Perini Corporation . 
Structural Engineers : H . J . Brunnier 
Associates. Testing Lab. : Hales Testing 
Laboratory, Inc. POZZOLITH Ready -Mixed 
Concrete; Kaiser Sand & Gravel. 

Concrete with POZZOLITH does more than impart solid 
structural dimensions to design concepts. It also 
provides greater freedom to fulfill human needs and 
aesthetic demands. 

Concrete for urban living is a prime example. 
POZZOLITH concrete permits the warm, friendly ap 
pearance needed to attract today's sophisticated city 
dweller. 

Imaginative designers are creating appealing effects 
by using these POZZOLITH concrete properties : Economy 
to meet cost limitations without compromising quality. 
Predictable performance to ensure that results will 
match the design concept. Plasticity and workability to 
achieve faithful execution of crisp, striking architectural 
detail. Durability to permit special finishes without 
sacrificing long life. 

Concrete continues to show pleasing new faces. And 
concrete with POZZOLITH continues to be better than 
plain concrete or concrete made with any other ad 
mixture. Ask your Master Builders field man for details, 
or request a copy of our 1965 General Catalog, Section 
1. Master Builders, Cleveland , Ohio 44118, and 
Toronto 15, Ontario. 

POZZOLITH. 
manufactured only by 

MASTER BUILDERS 
•Pozzouru is a registered trademark for Master Builders water-reducing,set-controllingadmi.rture/orconcrtk. 
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Complete 
the 
efficiency 
of your 
modern 
building 
design 
with 

I 

1nnear Romnu-Doors 
These rugged doors have;:, interlocking 
slats (aluminum or galvanized steel) for 
maximum protection against fire, theft, 
vandalism, wind and weather. They open 
straight up and coil compactly out of the 
way to save space. 

//tu. ad /o'e det4d4 0# ,' 

For further efficiency and savings· in 
labor time , Kinnear offers MOTOR
IZED CONTROL from conveniently 
located operating stations. 
Kinnear Doors are heavily galvanized 
for maximum durability and REGIS
TERED to assure availability of parts. 

Kinnear Metal Rolling Grilles; U / L Listed 
Automatic-Closing Fire Doors and Shutters; 
Counter Shutters & Roi-TOP Overhead Doors. 

~~ . 
Saving Ways in Doorways 

The KINNEAR Manufacturing Co. 
and Subsidiaries 

FACTORIES: 
1900-20 Fields Ave., Columbus, Ohio, 43216 
1742 Yosemite Ave., San Francisco, Calif., 94124 
3603 Dundas Street West, Toronto, Ont., Canada 
Offices and Repre sentatives In All Principal Cities 
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Continued from page 294 
ISTVAN BoTOND, Architect, 2152 Wyo
ming Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 

DIAMOND & SANKO, Architects, 36 Rich
mond Terrace, Staten Island, N.Y. 

ECONOMIDES & GoLDBERT, Consulting 
Engineers, 110 E. 30th St., New York, 
N .Y. 

JIM HABERLAN, Architect, 726 Stuart 
Bldg., Lincoln, Nebr. 

J. JAY HILL & CRAIG G. ANDREWS, Archi
tects, 7831 Marble N.E., Albuquerque, 
N.M. 

KANE & RUPP CONSTRUCTION Assocr
ATES INC., 355G Fifth Ave. S., Naples, 
Fla. 

K.AR!OTIS & KESLER, Structural Engi
neers, 1414 Fair Oaks Ave. , South Pasa
dena, Calif. 

LEE, Krf'!G & POOLE, Architects, South· 
ern States Bldg., Richmond, Va. 

LEWIS & PRENTICE, Architects, 80 W. 
40th St., New York, N .Y. 

BRUCE McCARTY & AssocIATES, Archi
tects, 4711 Old Kingston Pike, Knox· 
ville, Tenn. 

HANFORD y ANG & ALEXANDER A. GART
NER, ARCHITECTS AND PLANNERS Asso
CJATES, 101 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 

New Partners, Associates 

CAUDILL, RowLET & ScoTT, Architects, 
Planners, Engineers, Houston, Tex., have 
named five new associates: JAMES 
FALICK, M. K. GOODMAN, DAN R. STEW· 
ART, CHARLES B. THOMSEN, and ROBERT 
D. WILLIAMS. 

EGGERS & HIGGINS, Architects, New York, 
N.Y., have appointed E. ALLEN DENNI· 
SON an associate. 

HELLMUTH, 0BATA & KASSABAUM, Archi
tects, St. Louis, Mo., have named KING 
GRAF executive vice-president together 
with 12 associate directors and six new 
associates. 

MORRIS KETCHUM, JR. & ASSOCIATES, 
Architects, New York, N.Y., have named 
IAN C. BROWN an associate. 

J. N. PEASE AssocIATES, Arehitects
Engineers, Charlotte, N.C., have named 
STUART BAESEL a senior associate. 

SCHWARZ & VAN HoEFFEN, Architects. 
St. Louis, Mo., have named HEINZ E. 
ZOBEL an associate. 

STROBEL & RoNGVED, Consulting Engi
neers, New York, N.Y., have announced 
as associates: GEORGE KosTRO, HELMUT 
E. NIMKE, and MILTON ZANCER. 

WHISLER/ PATRI AssocIATES, Architects. 
San Francisco, Calif., have appointed 
ROBERT H. GREEN associate in charge of 
all taff production operations for the 
San Francisco and Monterey offices, 
CARL E. WISSER was named Senior 
Partner. 

Continued on page 304 
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.. * It pa)rs to specify Fahron® & Permon® 

Over 700 exciting new colors, designs, textures, prints! 

Certaip. to outlast other wallcoverings by years! 

Acknowledged the best-made fabric-supported virgin vinyl 
wallcoverings in the industry! 

No one else has the amazing 3-ply fabric base / color film 
center core / clear top film construction! 

When you have a challenging project-whether it's an office 
building, country club, bank, hospital, motel or shopping 
center- you want to specify the best of everything the budget 
will allow. One mistake can spoil a great piece of work. For 
example, you don't want the wallcoverings to shrink, discolor, 
peel, crack or look old within a short time. That's why you 
should specify FABRON or PERMON-100% pure virgin super
tough vinyl. These high-quality wallcoverings are certain to stay 
like new five to 10 years after others have to be replaced. The 
secret is the exclusive three-ply fabric base/ color film center 
core/ clear top film laminating process. This unique process 
"locks in" any of the 700 new beautiful colors, designs and 

textures so that they are impervious to smoke, sun, scuffing. 
abrasion, damage, heavy wear. FABRON and PERMON are avail
able in several different strengths to meet the damage-resistance 
demands of every project. Your client pays no more for FABRON 
or PERMON. 

23 big advantages! Free design 
service, samples, estimates! 
Send for your free copy of this excit
ing new booklet. It contains helpful 
information. and outlines the 23 big 
advantages of FABRON and PERMON. 

Frederic Blank. & Co., Inc. 
Established in 1913 

A STAUFFER COMPANY 

P.O. BOX 388, PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY 07056 
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It's the Lennox Direct 
Multizone System. 

It's the new frontier 
in climate control. 
Heats, cools and ventilates 
simultaneously. 
Provides up to 12 separate zones 
with 12 different climates. 
Flexible ducts that permit 
walls to be moved. 
A rooftop unit, of course. 

Gas, hot water or electricity fuel it. building where design or occupancy 
demand multizone control. 

Designed with flexible ducts to permit 
schools to move walls around. 

It is remarkably inexpensive to install, 
maintain, operate. 

Designed for the School Construction 
Systems Deve lopment project, it is being 
enthusiastically received nationwide. 

Write for literature to 
Lennox Industries Inc., 548 S. 12th Ave., 
Marshalltown, Iowa. 

But available with fixed ducts for 
any commercial application. 

It filters and ventilates continuously . 
Cools free at any 
temperature under 57°. 

OCTOBER 1965 P/A 

Sixty-eight units are being installed LENNOX 
in a single Nevada school district ! 

But, it is uniquely ideal for any A I R CONDITIONING· HEATING 
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Offers th in-line seat design with deep 
upholstered comfort. 

New concept replaces bulk and obso
lete spring construction. In use in 
furniture, automotive, aircraft, truck, 
boat seating. 

First really new idea in seat suspen· 
sion in 50 years. It 's a complete seat 
platform, scientifica ll y designed to 
crad le a person in floating comfort. 
Exceptionally durable. 

When in search of modern design and 
comfort, incorporate the elastaSEAT 
Suspension in your seating specs. 

Send for 8-page bro
chure in full color. 
Shows uses, construc
tions, test data . 

,, 

ACUSHNET PROCESS COMPANY 
Dept. PA-I, Belleville Ave. 

New Bedford, Mass . 02742 - 993-1711, 
Jr Fort Worth, Texas 76112 - 451-1821 
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Continued from page 300 

Elections, Appointments 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CON
STRUCTION, New York, N.Y., has ap
pointed ROBERT R. LORENZ as its assist
ant chief engineer. 

BURKE, KoBER & NICOLAIS, Architects
Engineers, Los Angeles, Calif., have ap
pointed DAN POWELL vice-president and 
director of interior design. 

DANIEL, MANN, JOHNSON & MENDEN
HALL, Planning, Architects, Engineering, 
Systems, Los Angeles, Calif., have 
named L. K. MADSEN vice-president and 
THOMAS J. SPENCER project director for 
defense and aerospace activities. 

FRED S. DUBIN AssocIATES, Consulting 
Engineers, Hartford, Conn., have ad
mitted THOMAS E. CALABRESE to the 
staff. 

FLING & EEMAN, INc., Consulting Struc· 
tural Engineers, Columbus, Ohio, have 
admitted WILLIAM W. FALLOW and 
JoHN E. SADLER to membership in the 
firm. 

GIFFELS & RossETTI, INC., Architects
Engineers, Detroit, Mich., have made 
ALBERT H. FIEDLER a member of the 
staff. 

JOHN GRAHAM & COMPANY, Architects-
Engineers-Planners, Seattle, Wash., and 
New York N.Y. have named, R. ALLEN 
NORRIS a senior partner in the Seattle 
office, and JOHN BooGAERTS, JR., and 
ROBERT J . BARR members of the New 
York office. 

S. T. JOHNSON COMPANY, Engineers, 
Oakland, Calif., have named RusSELL H. 
GREEN project engineer. 

JACK LENOR LARSEN, INc., Fabric De
signer, New York, N.Y., has appointed 
FRANK HUGGINS president of its Win 
Anderson Fabrics Division. 

MARBLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC., 
Washington, D.C., has named WALTER 
R. FRAZIER as its new Technical Direc
tor. 

MARIN COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION, 
Calif., has elected FELIX M. WARBURG as 
its new chairman. 

NrcoL & NICOL, Architects-Engineers, 
Chicago, Ill., have named LEROY J. 
KNOEPPEL educational consultant. 

PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH LTD., 
San Jose, Calif., has appointed EARL G. 
RICHARDS director of architectural pro
grams. 

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 
New York Chapter, has appointed How
ARD JUSTER chairman of the Hospitals 
and Health Committee. 

PAUL ROGERS & AssoCIATES, Consulting 
Structural Engineers, Chicago, Ill., an
nounce the election of new officers: Eu 
W. COHEN, vice-president and chief en-

Continued on page 312 

END 
STUCCO 
SHRINKAGE 
CRACKIN 
WOR 

n 
design 
freedom 
with Stucco 

NEVV 
Anti-Cracking Agent 
X-59 is being specified by 
architects as a direct sub-
stitute for lime. When plaster 
or stucco is properly applied , 
a beautiful job is produced 
every time with X-59. 

Estimates are often lower 
because of reduced call -backs 
for patching. Many contractors 
cut application time by 50% 
through machine pumping 
instead of hand troweling. 
Finish coat goes over brown 
coat same day without 
delamination. Walls work cooler. 
Scaffolding removed sooner. 

Put X-59 in your specs. We'll 
answer all contractor questions. 
Pick up specs. from SWEET'S; 
Architectural , 12b/Ca; Industrial 
Construction, 16d/Ca. 

Ultra-modern service station of Gulf Oil 
Corporation in Pittsburgh, including new 
protective canop ies surfaced with stucco ... 
General Contractor: R. W. Lynch. 
Plastering Contractor: J. J. Morris & Sons, Inc. 
"Using X-59, no shrinkage cra cks after 10 
months on any of the stations wh ich we 
did." W. C. Morris 

CABOT CORPORATION 
125 High Street, Boston, Mass. 02110 

(617) 423-6000 

1112 Commerce Street, Dallas I, Texas 
(214) 741-6850 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 471 
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If it weren't for the cold, 
you wouldn't need 
Dow Corning 780 

building sealant. 

Write Dow Corning Corporation, Dept. 8722, 
Chemical Products Division, Midland, Michigan, 48641. 

For nearest distributor, see Sweet's Architectural File. 

Oa Readers' Service Card, circle No. 359 

Most sealants stiffen with cold and 
lose elasticity. The colder it gets, the 
harder they become. When this hap
pens, expansion and contraction often 
cause the sealant to crack or pull 
away-and that's the beginning of a 
costly and embarrassing leak. 

One sealant that applies easily and 
stays flexible at all temperatures is 
Dow Corning® 780 building sealant. 
A true silicone rubber, this elastomer 
is unaffected by extremes of cold and 
heat, direct sunlight, ozone and ultra
violet. That's why Dow Corning 780 
building sealant maintains a water
tight seal indefinitely. 

FREE SAMPLE: 
We'll send you a two-ounce sample 
tube of this remarkable sealant for 
your own cold weather evaluation. 

flexibility at 20" below 
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Marvin Hatami designs an apartment house 

Utilizing Zonolite® Masonry Fill Insulation 

he cut operating costs $600 annually and handed 

his client a 2063 return on his investment 

OCTOBER 1965 P/ A 
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Z onolite prototype building #11: a walk-up ap11rtment complex. 

,' 

--

Architect Marvin Hata mi and con
sulting engineers Cater, Ruma & 
Associates, both of Denver, Colorado , 
were commissioned by Zonolite t? 
design this spacious, 35 apartment 
complex. 

One of the problems to be faced 
was engineering the structure to 
withstand Denver's severe winters, 
yet remain consistent with budget 
requirements. 

To do this, Mr. Hatami specified 
Zonol ite Masonry Fill Insulation. The 
addition of Masonry Fill increased 
net costs by $3400. However when 

,• 

this is figured against a 20 year 
mortgage life, at 6% interest, the 
annual cost becomes only $292. 

Compared to the annual $600 
reduction of operating costs , Zono
lite provided a $308 a year saving 
for the client. That's a whopping 
206% return on his investment. 

The reason for this high return is 
the low cost, combined with the 
effectiveness of Zonolite Masonry 
Fill Insulation. 

Masonry Fill also reduces initial 
building costs because smaller, 
more efficient heating units can be 

utilized. And because of the insula
tion's sound absorption qual it ies, 
each apartment is quieter. 

Additional facts worth investigat
ing are contained in our Bulletin 
MF-113. Write Zonolite, 135 South 
La Salle St., Ch icago, Illinois 60603. 

ZONOLITE 

[cAACEl 
ZONOLITE DIVISION W.R. GRACE A CO. 

135 SO. LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO, I LL. 

Winter Hea t Loss in BTU/H R. 
DESIGN CONDITIONS Assuming 70° F In door 

A t 10° below ze r o , with the b u ild ing 
heate d at 70°, the i nte r ior surface of an 
o uts i de wal l w i tho u t Zonoli te would 
r egister an u nco m forta ble 50°. 

By i n s t a ll i n g Zo n o lite Masonry Fi ll 
I nsu latio n , t he a r c hitec t wa s able to 
increase inside wa ll t e m pe r ature to a 
com fo rtable 6 2 °. 

OCTOllER 1965 P/ \ 

-10° F Ou tdoor 

Withou t With Without With 
Mason ry Fil l Masonry Fill Masonry Fill Masonry Fiii 

Walls 4 " Face Brick 4" Face Brick 
2 1h" Air Space 21h" Zonolite Fill 826,000 313,000 
4 " Face Bric k 4" Face Brick 

Roof 
Roofing, 4 • Concrete 

155,00 0 155,000 2• Insulation 

Floor 4 • Concrete on Grade 41 ,000 41,000 

Glass 1,4• Pla te Glass 780,000 780,000 

Ventilation 4000 CFM 5 0 4,000 504,000 

Totals 2 ,3 0 6 ,0 00 1,793,000 

y. Savings with Masonry Fill 
2,306,000 - 1,793,000 100 = 223 

2,306,000 x 0 

On R eaders' Service Card, circle No. 438 

1. Operating costs are reduced by 
ove r $600 per year. 

2 . 34,000 S Q . ft. of walls ( incl udes 
6 ,000 S Q. ft . of Interior Walls) @ 
1 0~/ ft . - $ 3,400 installed. 

3. R aised indo o r w all s urfa c e 
te m perature from 50° F to 6 2° F 
provides added comfort. 

4 . Inc re as ed wall atte n uation 
c haracte rist ic s reduces sound 
trans mission between apartmen ts 
by a con siderable amount. 

Based on 5673 degree days $ .0 53 
per therm gas boiler. 
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Now the excellence o 
stainless steel curtain wall 

can fit every budge 

In this modernization effort, a 
30-year-old structure was stripped 

to the columns and four stories 
added. A new utility tower, 

entirely sheathed in stain less steel, 
dominates the building and 

adds an important note of contrast. 
Public Safety Building, City of Pittsburgh. 

Architect: Alfred M. Marks, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Stainless Steel "Versatile Wall" curtain wall: 

H. H. Robertson Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
and Connersville, Ind. 

Stainless steel mullion covers, 
windows and pebble-textured 
panels combine to form a unit 
panel type of curtain wall of 
unusual flexibility for low-rise 
structures. 
Merritt Industrial Park Building No. 2, 
Fishkill, N. Y. 
Architect: Lou is Battoglia, AIA, Fishkill, N. Y. 
Stainless steel "Series 100" curtain wall: 
American Bridge Div. of 
United States Steel Corp., 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 



rhese versatile 
;ystems combine 
~legance with, the 
!conomyof 
ore-engineered 
r:omponents. 
low you can give your buildings the beauty and prestige of 
ickel stainless steel curta in walls and still stay within your 
udget. Modern production methods, such as high-speed roll 
)rming of components, help keep costs competitive with other 
1aterials. They enable you to use standard curtain wall 
omponents and assembly techniques by adapting them to your 
wn design variations. 
itainless steel has many design advantages. There's no danger 
f corrosion products streaking or staining adjacent materials. 
itain less is corrosion resistant in virtually all atmospheres and 
:Ii mates. The high strength of stainless permits uses of lighter, 
nore economical gauges than usually needed with other 
1rchitectural metals. Allows large glass areas where desired. 
-he soft, permanent luster of stainless steel complements, 
eflects and highlights surrounding materials, too. Doesn't 
1verwhelm or intrude on other design or color elements. 

~ urtain walls of nickel stainless steel cost less to maintain than 
my other kind. Savings that accrue from the low cost of 
naintaining stainless can often make up any difference in cost 
)etween components of stainless and other materials. 
~or your next design, consider the advantages of nickel stainless 
;teel curtain wa lls-as well as doors, windows, hardware, fascia 
rnd railings. And write for lnco's informative "Suggested Guide 
3pecifications for Stainless Steel Curtain Walls." Their format 
·oJlows AJA Specification Worksheets. 

A The International Nickel Company, Inc. 
INCO 67 Wall Street, New York, N. Y. 10005 
~.~> Nickel . .• its contribution is Quality 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 479 

Strik ing structura l effects a re 
possible with standardized 
components. Here, the addition of 
deep-louvered, stainless steel 
sunshades serve both function 
and appeara nce and become a n 
integra l part of the tota l exter ior effect. 
Cayuga Federa l Savi ngs a nd Loan 
Associa tion, Ph iladelph ia, Pa. 
Architect : Ph il ip Mast r in, AIA 
Ph iladelph ia, Pa. ' 
Stai nless stee l "Type 82-X" c urtai n wall: 
Pittco Arch itectural Metals Pittsburgh 
Plate Glass Co., Pittsburgh,' Pa. 

A light sta inless steel c lad 
facing grid supports a decorat ive 
pattern of stainless steel panels on 
this rem odeled bank. A background 
screen of black porr:elai n ized 
expanded m etal h ides the old surface 
and add s deep dimension. 
Jefferson Trust and Savi ngs Bank, 
Peoria, Ill. 
Architect: Lankton, Ziegele & Terry, 
Peoria, Ill. 
Stainless steel " Fenmark" cu rta in wall : 
Fenestra Incorporated, Lima, Ohio. 



Think thin 
With Barrett Urethane. 

Twice as thin because 
it's twice as efficient as any 
other roof insulation. 



Compare Barrett Urethane to 
any other roof insulation.You'l 1 

find others have to be at least 
twice as thick to equal Barrett 
Urethane in insulation effi
ciency.Trim, thin Urethane has 
a C factor of 0.15.That makes it 
ideal insulation for buildings 
with modern heating and air 
conditioning systems. 

Here's the thickness needed 
in various materials to obtain 
this same low C factor: 

Urethane 1.0" 

Glass fiber 1.8" 

Polystyrene 2.0" 

Fiberboard 2.4" 

Cellular glass 2.7" 

Easy-to-handle Barrett Ure
thane saves on application 
costs, too. Com pare what a 
roofer would handle on a 500-
square job: only 43,500 lbs. of 
Urethane against 210,000 lbs. 
of fiberboard insulation. At an 
average handling cost of $5 
per ton, this is a saving of over 
$400 or nearly $1 per square. 
Barrett Urethane comes in 
large, th in, lightweight panels. 
You geta toughwalk-on,work-

on surface that won't bend, 
buckle or melt when mopped 
on with hot pitch or asphalt. 
There's only one way to get 
all the advantages of Barrett 
Urethane. Specify it by name. 
Merely to call for "1 inch of 
insulation" is inadequate with 
today's wide variations in insu
lating efficiency. Fora detailed 
booklet, write to Barrett Divi
sion, Allied Chemical Corpo
ration, Dept. 'PA-IO .. 40 Rector 
Street, New York, N. Y. 10006. 

BARRETT® • BUILDING MATERIALS 
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Exclusively new styling for outdoor, 
indoor and wet location . . . in the tradi
tion of mcPhilben quality • fully vapor
tight, bug-tight, corrosion resistant • all 
cast aluminum precision construction • 
triple ground satin or black anodized fin
ish for lasting beauty • lOOW. or 200W. 
sizes with or without protective guard • 
When it comes to the selection of light
ing there is no "equal" for mcPhilben 
originality, quality, performance - You 
can take our word for it or write for 
specification data and convince yourself. 

mcPhilberi 
1329 WILLOUGHBY AVENUE, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11237 

On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 388 
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Cunt inued /1om page 304 

gineer; RENATO G. BARRETO, vice-presi
dent and assistant chief engineer; A. 
MARCHERTAS, associate and project engi
neer; ROBERT STEINER, associate and 
project engineer. 

SMITH, HINCHMAN & GRYLLS ASSOC!· 
ATES, I Nc., Detroit, Mich., have ap
pointed JoHN J . ANDREWS director of 
industrial engineering and facilities; 
JOHN V. SHEORIS was named design di
rector for medical facilities. 

S U A, INc., space design, Beverly Hills, 
Calif., has appointed STEPHEN WATTER· 
SON as its new director. 

WHEN YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS 

Please report both new and 
old addresses directly to P /A 
live weeks before you move. 

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 
Circulation Department 

430 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022 

CREDITS 

The Changing Practice: Theaters 

P ART I 

Pages 166-17 l 
The quotations attributed to Tyrone Guthrie, Hugh 

Hunt, and Percy Cory are from Actor and Architect, 
University of Toronto Press, 1964. By permission or 
the publisher. All other quotations are from P / A 
inte rviews. 

P age 172 
(top) Courtesy, Ulrich Franzen & Associates 
(middle ) Courtesy, Ulrich Franzen & Associates 
(bouom) C. J . Whitehead, Jr. 

Pa ge 173 
Courtesy, Ulrich Franzen & Associates 

P age 175 
Lee \Valdman, Courtesy, H elge Westermann/ Richard 
Miller/ Associates/ Architects 

Page 176 
R. H. Hayes 

PART II 

Pages 186, 187 
Dewey C. Meara 

P age 188 
Cou rtesy, Edward Durrell S tone 

P ages 190-191 
Hedrich·Dlessing 

Pages 194-197 
Bob Hollingswor1h 

PART III 

Page 20~J. 

(top) Gil Amiaga 
(others) Cour tesy. H ugh Hardy & Associates 

Pag e 205 
Gil Amiaga 

Page 206 
Clemens Kalis C" he r 

Pag e 207 
Shin K oyama 

P age 208 
Ben Newby 

Page 208 
Roundtree 

Page 209 
Ezra Stoller Associates 

Page 21 1 
(top) AV Photographic Service 
(le ft) AV Photographic Service 
(middle right) John A. Rau 
(bottom right.) Th~ Phoenix Coutu 

Page 213 
Chris F. Payne 

Pages 214-217 
Arthur J ames Photogra phy 

OTllL 
CLINIC 

OFFICE 
Restaurant 

TEMCO 4-SEASONS 
ZONED 

WEATHER CONDITIONER! 
Whatever your zoned heating and cooling 
problem ... you'll solve it quickly, easily 
and economically with the new. Temco 
4-Seasons Weather Conditioner. The first 
major advance in heating and cooling in 
25 years! 4-Seasons is a thru-the-wall gas 
furnace and an electric air conditioner in 
one fully automatic unit. Uses outside air 
only for combustion - exhausts outside. 
Instant comfort in any season! Just press 
the desired selector button to switch from 
heat to cool . . . cool to heat. You'll 
please any client with Temco 4-Seasons 
. . . the way it cuts investment, installa
tion and operating costs. See Sweet's 
light Construction Catalog File, section 10 
BITE for information on complete line of 
Temco Sealed Combustion Units, including 
the 4-Seasons ... or mail this coupon today. 

r--------------------------------, 
TENEll: inc. 
Dept. PA-10, P.O. Box 1184, Nashville, Tennessee 

Please send me the complete facts on 4-Seasons. 
FIRM ______________ _ 

NAME'---------------

: AODRESS;--------------
1 I 
: CITY STATE 1 

L--------------------------------~ 
On Readers' Service Card, circle No. 445 
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